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Traditionally, the study of Golden Age drama has been restricted to

regarding the plays either thematically or historically, disregarding their impact

upon the present.  However, once on stage, these documents from the past become

active constituents of a national heritage upon which the present of a

contemporary society is projected.  I propose Golden Age drama as an ideal

vantage point from which we may discern the tensions, struggles and desires of

modern Spain.  Considering the Spanish Civil War as the most decisive point in

the history of contemporary Spain, I focus, first, on the frequency with which

selected historical plays of Lope de Vega, Cervantes and Calderón were re-

enacted as ideological banners by both factions in the conflict.   The pervasive
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presence of Golden Age drama in the education, theaters and press of Republican

and early Francoist Spain prompts the questioning of the role of cultural tradition

as a political tool around the time of the Civil War.  This approach will allow for

the treatment of dramatic heritage in all its fluidity and complexity by dealing

with history, not as a fixed residue, but as an artifact that may be controlled

through means of cultural production, as a process that needs to be continually

renewed, and as a performance where claims about tradition, culture and national

identity are invariably contested.

I have selected plays that focus on, and are performed by actual Spanish

communities—Fuenteovejuna, Numancia, and El Alcalde de Zalamea—so as to

reveal some of the dynamics between time/place, nation/community and

elite/masses at work in particular interpretive moments of the Spanish tradition.

This dissertation examines these plays as they have been variously represented by,

the Republicans as revolutionary icons, by the Francoists as emblems of

conservative nationalism, and by contemporary rural communities as episodes of

local, actualized history.  The contrast between these various versions of heritage

yields valuable insights into the role of cultural tradition as a political,

sociological and ideological tool.
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Introduction.  Negotiating Golden Age Tradition since the Second
Spanish Republic: Performing Consent/Dissent.

This study will attempt to map out the difficult place where theatre,

tradition and national identity intersect.  The pervasive presence of Golden Age

drama in the education, theatres and press of Republican and early Francoist

Spain prompts a questioning of the role of cultural tradition as a political tool

since the Civil War.  Since the present is often performed through the re-writing

of the past, the multiple historical and ideological perspectives manifest through

this dramatic tradition are the key to exploring some of the official claims, myths

and desires inherent in the discourses that attempted to fix and define the national

factions of the Civil War that still constitute, in the popular mind, the right and

left of today.

This study departs from a temporal approach that conflates two disturbing

eras in Spanish history—Imperial Golden Age and Civil War—only to arrive at a

spatial vision that elucidates a specific mode of contemporary local historical

understanding.  The Civil War and Imperial periods include often silenced

contestatory ideas and discourses against which hegemonic martial discourses

defined themselves.  The shift from the temporal to the spatial coordinates of

history illustrates the mechanisms by which strategies of historical representation

have contributed to shape the collective memory, and, more importantly, the

virtually invisible participation of popular peripheral communities in the historical

discourse.
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In the 1930’s both the right and the left believed in the formative value of

history.  But, if the left considered that only a positivist approach to history could

liberate Spaniards from backwards myths and habits, the right believed that a

vitalist return to the historical past was the means to validate the essential truths

and values of the Spanish nation.  In contrast to these perspectives, modern local

approaches to history disregard the centrality of time to concentrate instead on the

continuity of historical space and the immediate physical and biographical

connection of the people with their geographic environment as a mode of

historical cognition.  Departing from the premise that history as well as tradition

are categories of thought rather than inalterable residues from the past, I would

suggest the need to resist the rigidity generally imposed upon those designations

by exclusivist viewpoints and the urgency of broadening the parameters of

historical and cultural discussion.  I propose an approach that privileges less the

national and more the local, without falling in the merely anecdotal, as a strategy

to widen the historico-cultural dialogue.  If disturbing pasts are to be critically

confronted and surpassed then we must allow for the articulation of popular

material experiences and their recovery from subliminal levels where they cannot

be contrasted with official interpretations.  Collective material experiences such

as war and totalitarianism can only be addressed when the general population has

access to public spheres of discourse production.

Without denying the reality of history, this perspective questions positivist

conceptions of history that approach it as an empirical investigation of facts that

may be objectively collected and from which the reality of the past may be
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actually recovered.  This outmoded and monolithic perception of history is

countered by definitions of history as a discursive narrativization of events and as

a performative act, both of which allow for the study of the multiplicity of

interests vested in the trading in the past.  Both the left and the right considered

history to be essential to the formation of the patriotic individual and used

dramatizations of resistance to articulate historical experience in modes that could

alter popular perception of the past.  The effectiveness of these narratives of

resistance was contingent upon the audience’s familiarity with official rhetorics

that served ideological purposes at national, social or local levels.  Whereas the

traditionalist right envisioned resistance in a conservative manner, as resistance to

change, to foreign influence, to Marxist ideals or to secularization, the left

regarded the term as resistance to authority.  However, modern local communities

provide the destabilizing parameters to this dichotomy by conceiving resistance in

geographic terms, as resistance to centralizing interpretive codes that remove the

text from immediate geopolitical setting and from biographical experience.  Thus,

right and left engaged in processes of textual effacement and preservation that

must be regarded both dialectically, and as a limited, if privileged portion of the

historical discourse.  For this reason, this dissertation strives to incorporate the

analysis of history as a popular social practice and as a performative act against

which the dominant discourses have to construct themselves.  Hence, history is

treated here in all its fluidity and complexity by alternating its textual aspects with

visions of the past as a process which needs to be continually renewed, and as a
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performative act where claims about tradition, culture and social and national

identity are invariably contested.

In order to best deal with the relations to a troubling national past, I

propose the following complementary points of departure: a) I will regard the re-

writing of the traditional past as an influential process in the construction of the

“collective memory.” This will allow for a systematic treatment of the social and

popular aspects of heritage in the Civil War period while exposing the totalitarian

strategies that attempted the implementation of essentialist and idealist historical

myths in the popular psyche through the control of the means of cultural

production; b) I will analyze the textuality of tradition, which will enable an

approach to the limitations, contradictions and ambiguities inherent in the official

rhetorical apparatus; and finally, c) I will acknowledge the performative and

aesthetic aspects in modern local renderings of historical myth from the Spanish

Golden Age in order to better discern the disruptive or subversive potential of

actualized tradition and its capacity to include, and even promote subaltern

elements.  Ideally, these vantage points will grant a more inclusive perspective

from which to overcome the manichaean tendencies that persist in locating rather

than distributing blame for a past perhaps not yet fully confronted.  Further, I

suggest that radical questioning of the paradigms through which we understand

theatrical tradition can raise consciousness of the abuses and manipulations to

which it has been subject, and revise our visions as to the appropriateness of its

institutionalization as a consensus building tool.
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 Many are the theorists who have offered useful critical approaches to the

concept of tradition and its ideological incidence in issues of national identity. Yet

little has been done to apply these to the study of Hispanic classics and nothing, to

my knowledge, to arrive at a popular conception of cultural tradition as it is

conceptualized in specific geo-biographic communities.

The importance of cultural politics to the advancement of institutional

politics did not escape either Republican or Francoist leaders.  Both were culpable

of applying a fallacious ontology that conflates the categories of cultural heritage

and national identity and erases insurmountable differences: between time and

space, the collective and the private, people and the elite.  In order to best

untangle these categories I will invoke the following conceptual framework.  Very

broadly, I appeal to several aspects of tradition as well as suggesting my own

reading of the interpretive codes of particular geo-biographical communities.  For

its social aspects, I borrow from Eric Hobsbawm the concept of the constructed

and collective nature of tradition, and I incorporate the work of Susan Bennett,

who delves into the uses and dangers of tradition as a conservative instrument.

The textuality of the rhetorical apparatus is best approached from materialist

viewpoints, to which I incorporate interdisciplinary research and postmodern

conceptions of textuality.  Here I take as starting point the vision of Alan Sinfield,

who explores the strategies that bring textual gaps and inconsistencies to the

forefront, and of Homi Bhabha, who is so expertly attentive to the ambivalence

and fluidity of its discourses.  Finally, I borrow from Stephen Greenblatt the

analysis of the disruptive potential of tradition and its alternative conceptions.
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CHANGING DESIRES TOWARDS THE PAST: HISTORY AS A PROCESS
AND THE RECOVERY OF COLLECTIVE AGENCY

The paradigm through which we understand historical events tends to be

inherently conservative since it construes itself as severed from contemporary

social relevance.  By instituting history as an unalterable residue that is

transmitted through institutional means, the ensuing mechanism induces a

dichotomy between true/false rather than right/wrong.  The first paradigm impels

observation, the second, action.  Inevitably, true/false as a purely epistemological

paradigm engages the subject in ways which, by instigating yearning or

celebratory modes, normally preclude agency and hence, social action.  For this

reason, historical nostalgia is inherently sentimental, conservative and, as Bennett

puts it, merely a “territory where claims of authenticity are staged” (Performing

Nostalgia 7).  This emphasis on the truth-value of history diverts attention from

discussions about whether it is right/wrong, a concern which could lead to agency,

action and the critical and social understanding of past events.

On the other hand, by considering historical narratives and performances

as making claims of authenticity, they may be approached as partial articulations

of the discourse of the nation, thus reconstituting its fluidity and contingency.  As

Homi Bhabha reminds us, the mere inclusiveness of multiple and divergent voices

complicates the tendency towards homogenizing discourse

where meanings may be partial because they are in media res; and history
may be half-made because it is in the process of being made; and the
image of cultural authority may be ambivalent because it is caught,
uncertainly, in the act of “composing” its powerful image.  (“Historical
Text as a Literary Artifact” 91)
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Thus this shift from history as a residue, to history as a process suggests the

abandonment of the quest for authenticity in order to adopt less rigid forms of

identity.  It also invests power in collective cultural articulation as it relativizes

the sources of cultural authority.

Industries of Public Meaning

 In this respect I wish to turn to Susan Bennett’s Performing Nostalgia, a

study of the historical shifts of nostalgia in the field of Shakespearian studies.  In

this seminal work, Bennett very dexterously endeavors to undo the Elizabethan

past through the cultural apparatus producing it.  Her thorough study of the

structures that facilitate the preservation of certain discourses, while silencing

others, accounts for some of the manipulation to which traditional texts are

subject.

Moreover, Bennett’s exploration of the conditions of preservation of

“heritage” reinstates the presence of popular participation and their preferences as

significant selective forces that were often disregarded by the establishment.  Her

investigation of the “social fabric of remembering” through institutions,

monuments and ceremonies unveils strategies of effacement alongside those of

preservation (8).  By re-enacting her strategic approach to the Shakespearean

tradition, I hope to highlight some of the material mechanisms that were at work

in the industry of cultural production in Civil War era Spain, and that can also be

seen to be operating in the modern peripheral communities which are the subject

of this study. Ultimately, then, my study will focus on the importance of

re-evaluating the diffusion, functions and possible manipulation of heritage and
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historical nostalgia through public acts of remembrance, specifically historical

drama, as an essential part in the responsible shaping of political consciousness.

The Spanish national myths of the Civil War era were articulated and

disseminated through a variety of cultural means from political speeches,

educational programs and editorials to historical drama and critical reviews.

Since even popular means of expression, such as editorials, were reserved for

ideologically sympathetic intellectuals, the absence of popular narratives marks

the function of the cultural industry as instrument to the power structure.  It is for

this reason, that is, to broaden the cultural and historical dialogue, that this study

incorporates current peripheral local articulations and dramatizations of the past.

Restoring fragments of popular opinions, reactions and interpretations to the

mythical discourse of the Spanish nation will help to locate some of the conflicts

and nuances that not only relativize cultural authority, but recuperate voices

hitherto silenced.

The symbiotic relationship between the historical context of the plays and

the documented and mythical histories to which they refer is stressed here but,

more importantly, the focus is placed on the local perception and experience of

these histories so as to unveil the socio-political processes at work from the

ground-up.  If fictional and non fictional modes of expression--in the form of

chronicles, historiography, editorials or criticism--are both considered here, it is

because of the veiled but powerful links between history and literature; links that

were perceived by the power structures during and around the Civil War and still

exist, but which are rarely regarded in current critical discussions.  In fact, the
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historical perspective adopted in this study, which considers history as a

discursive narrativization of events, not only includes social considerations but

precludes a distinction of history from literature as a simple derivation of the

latter from the negation of truth.  As Paul Julian Smith recognizes, “the difference

between the [historical and literary] genres is at the rhetorical level of reality

effect, rather than the experiential level of ‘genuine’ access to the real” [my

emphasis] (Representing the Other 19).  With this in mind, I will reflect upon the

rhetorical distinctions among historical articulations, whatever their means of

distribution, and upon their relative nature as experiential rather than objective

discourse.  This shift from the objective to the experiential re-inscribes the subject

in time by raising the awareness of historical contingency.  It also questions the

processes at work in criteria governing the common sense of the period, what

Sinfield denominates the “Politics of Plausibility.”

 At this point, it is imperative to address the mechanisms that situate this

study as my own cultural performance and reflect upon the conditions of my own

discursive possibilities.   Aware that I move on shifting ground, and that my

perspective is not exempt from cultural construction, I trust that my own

positionality as a user and interpreter of tradition may address rather than avoid

matters hitherto ignored or tainted by objectivizing academic positions.  My

reading does not claim to be an “accurate” examination of the dominant order, but

rather a consciously individual reading of particular experiential material.  It is to

be understood, more than as a Derridean supplement, as a social complement to

the dynamics between dominant and subaltern texts; a statement on the resistance
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to historical closure and regulatory traditions.  Indeed, when I examine early

twentieth century performances of the past in different agencies of public

meaning I am culpable of analyzing the present though my own polarized visions

of two pasts, which are inevitably filtered through my grandparents’ experience—

positioned on both sides of the national conflict.  Conscious of my own bias I

attempt a responsible exercise of memory in which, by analyzing my own

experience of contemporary attitudes and desires towards the mythical Golden

Age, I hope to foster a clearer perception of current attitudes and desires towards

the present.

MODELS OF PUBLIC DESIRE

Cultural authority is only partly constructed upon the control of means of

cultural production.  It is also built on the manipulation of popular desire.

Historicist modes of expression may inadvertently propose evolutionist, organic

and idealist views of the nation built on a myth that subliminally addresses

common needs for direction and identity.  Once popularized and entrenched in

tradition, these unquestioned myths may become a part of the collective memory.

Given the charged emotional valence of these myths in which the past is used

sometimes as a refuge or model, sometimes as a corrective, historicist narratives

are always a projection of present desire and so demand analytical treatment.

In order to discern the distinctive qualities of these articulations I find

useful Greenblatt’s skepticism towards teleological narratives.  In the recent essay

“Racial Memory and Literary History” he expresses suspicion towards theories of

evolutionary progress that eliminate “the aleatory, accidental, contingent, random
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dimensions of literature” (57).  By drawing attention to the deficiencies of

oversimplistic narratives of development and organic continuity that encourage

the illusion of a seamless history and promote the idea of a unified tradition, he

reinstates elements of rupture and dissidence within the mythical discourses on

the nation, national history and national literature.  The suspicion towards organic

theories of development is pertinent to both Republican and Francoist visions of

history and tradition.  In fact, the principal thrust of this investigation may be

viewed as a problematizing of the teleological narratives surrounding the Spanish

Golden Age theatrical tradition.  I will attempt to show how the distorting

practices that constructed these narratives as mythical essences of a national,

immutable heritage contributed to their legitimization and institutionalization as

part of the cannon.  But also, these narratives contributed to the general

perception of Golden Age theatre as an inadequate medium to address modern

concerns and as an elite mode of cultural expression.

The myth of the “Spiritual Spain” may best serve as illustration to this

process.  This myth approaches religion as an endangered aspect of Spanish

public life that is permanently being reasserted through cultural representation.

This confirmation precludes critical visions by plunging the subject into a

teleological circular argument of self-affirmation of the following kind: being

Spanish implies being religious.  Hence, the ways to spiritual salvation

simultaneously impel the advancement of the nation.   The myth of “Spanish

spirituality” has served well a variety of ruling ideologies that were able to shape

the myth to their benefit.  For this reason, this and other myths have contributed to
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the ossification and institutionalization of history by means of fixed categories

such as religious heritage.   Yet, this pattern of historical perception harbors

reactionary tendencies that preclude the participatory and ever-renewing nature of

tradition.   Furthermore, the fixity of this position, which considers tradition as an

inalterable remnant that must be preserved and disseminated by institutional

means, and which disregards the agency and temporal positionality of the subject,

forestalls consciousness of historical contingency as well as the possibility of

renewal.  In contrast, I share in the much more contemporary vision of bringing to

crisis the notion of tradition as a fixed construct from heroic pasts that is handed

down by hegemonic forces.  Rather, I choose to concentrate on the possibly

disruptive powers within legitimized tradition and on various manners in which

the Golden Age tradition has in fact been disrupted.

The recuperation of the fluidity and contingency of history as a process—

contrary to the idea of history as conservation of “spiritual” essences--

reintroduces temporality as a regenerative dimension and facilitates the activation

of collective conscious memory guided by intellect instead of faith.  On the other

hand, the textuality of history and tradition may provide the analytical tools

necessary to deal with the incongruities and contradictions existing between

material and mythical historical experience.

TEXTUALIZING, FICTIONALIZING, RUPTURING THE PAST.  RE-
WRITING [NATIONAL] IDENTITY

Investigations of tradition have much to gain by approaching it as a “text”.

Thinking of tradition “grammatologically” has instantaneous advantages: without

negating historical reality, we are now capable of undoing the rhetorical
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constructs which attempt to reshape, limit and reproduce experiencing the past.

Reversing these operations implies bringing to focus the constructed, restricted,

and performative dimensions of the historical perceptions offered by official

institutions in their attempt to fix a usable past.

Undoing these narratives involves more than textual analysis.  Given the

demagogic complexity of the narratives protecting and implementing a unified,

conservative tradition, it is necessary to address the principles that structure them.

A complex combination of effacing, polarizing and appropriating strategies serve

as a framework upon which most historical discussion can be built.

The strategies of effacement at work within the official policies of textual

domination aim at eliminating multiplicity and, ultimately, conflict, by carefully

selecting the thematic and rhetorical signatures that are to dominate the discourse.

This selectivity or “instrumentalization,” to use Michael Schudson’s term, is but

one of the mechanisms inherent to historico-political acts of reminiscence.  This is

defined as “the selection and promotion of a particular version of the past to serve

present interests” (352).  To the extent that selection necessarily involves the

silencing of alternative narratives, the Golden Age theatre performances on which

this study will focus may be said to participate in the dynamics of historical

remembering/forgetting that constitute national memories.  The use of one

paradigm to the exclusion of the other—whether they be spiritual/material,

religion/class, national/local, public/private—automatically restricts the range and

perspectives of the historical discussion.  Logically, both the right and the left

have inevitably made use of this selective, “instrumentalizing” form of memory.
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Discourses on the orthodox spirituality of Calderón, or, on the universality of

Cervantes, were far from innocent in their simplification.

The invisibility of the ambiguous, unorthodox or non-usable aspects of the

plays under consideration is complemented by the fact that, those aspects that

were privileged for ideological reasons were set against their opposite in order to

promote polarization.  Thus, the antinomic formulation of moralities and identities

was another mechanism variously used by the official rhetoricians so as to resolve

contradictions and provide imaginary solutions with the added dimension of

creating a false dilemma that defined meaning to the exclusion of its opposite.

This type of textual structure may be associated with the intended effects of what

Patraka calls in Spectacular Suffering the fascistic “binary machinery” or

“polarity machine.”  This method of transmuting reality by binding doubles,

“leads to persistent blindness to the fascist machinery” that aims at normalizing

one of the terms while demonizing or eliminating the other (Patraka 34).

Locating and unveiling this principle of splitting and polarizing not only

suggests what is obscured, but reveals methods of intervention.   If the binaries

are built upon the regulatory and irrational principles of the religious paradigm, as

was the case in the Francoist and Republican eras, then faith is thrust upon

political decisions, creating allegiances on false premises.  Thus, the

Catholic/atheist choice was made intrinsically inseparable from the right/left

ideology, and as a result, unquestioned loyalties arouse.  The dichotomy was

posed as a false dilemma that, due to the nature of faith, and the nationalistic

resonances of the debate in this era, was meant to be resolved emotionally rather
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than critically and that irremediably banned ambivalence and silenced alternative

positions.

Another such dichotomy originated at the end of the XIX century and

included a rhetoric of exclusion by which the right as much as the left would look

at the opposition as “anti-Spanish” rather than as an integral part of the nation.

By rhetorically marking dissenters as members of the “anti-nation” a policy of

emotional, regulatory consensus was enforced.  The nature of political discord

was often buttressed upon the presumed spiritual essence of the nation.  Thus,

political discourse often hinged upon religious terms and arguments which

borrowed biblical authority.  Moral blame was assigned by those identified with

the faction politically aligned with religious institutions.  Later, once the Francoist

regime was stabilized, this myth was re-interpreted as an integrating tool by

which complementary tendencies inherent in the national essence were

encouraged to merge, again using religion as its supporting framework.

The last textual mechanism to be considered here as a strategy of

containment is appropriation.  The inclusion of popularist themes and objectives

in official discourse generates a process that appears to privilege popular voices

while simultaneously ignoring or repressing them.  This subsuming or

appropriation of the subaltern discourse is described by Kaplan as a “topological

shift,” a common strategy of containment in the history of power-building by

which “after populist appeals, the movement’s power is consolidated in formal

bureaucracy and the power goes back into the hands of traditional capitalist

powers” (quoted in Patraka 43).
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The well-orchestrated combination of elite and popular claims present in

most of the dominant narratives that construct tradition both in the Republican

and Francoist epochs makes their inclusiveness particularly problematic and

precludes a process of veritable dialogic interaction.  The reintroduction of

discrete, random popular cultural perspectives may complement, counteract and

challenge official discourse.  Yet, they ought not to be treated as representative

units or as constituents in the cumulative or conflicting stages of some imaginary

historical teleology.  Neither development nor regress is here considered as a

linear process.  In fact, this general overview is meant as a cautionary statement

against such tendencies in the construction of collective memory.

Now that the benefits of temporality and textuality have been addressed as

dimensions that facilitate collective agency and undo official narratives of

national identity, we may turn to the performativity of history as an expression of

subaltern material experiences and to the aesthetic dimensions of theatre as

possible manifestations of individual dissent.

PERFORMING HISTORY, RITUALIZING TRADITION.  THE
AESTHETICS OF INDIVIDUALITY

Theatre, as a cultural property participates in the same operations that

condition the reception, circulation and preservation of other cultural products.

As a product of cultural politics, theatre participates in power dynamics and

suffers the consequences of hegemonic dominion as much as other cultural means

of expression and thus we must re-examine the dramatic tradition particularly at

the points in which it appears to privilege popular voices while it is effectively

repressing them.
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If theatre can been used as an epistemological ground in which claims of

historical authenticity have been staged, it may also be used, and more profitably

so, as the ground where particular, material, or local experiences are manifested.

This study will try to assess to what extent the aesthetic and performative

dimensions of Golden Age historical theatre reveal nationalist tendencies or

renegotiate, complicate and contradict nationalist boundaries.   It is crucial in this

approach to distinguish between the traditionalist, ritualistic, consensus-building

aspects of performance of the classics and its experimental, individualist and

potentially disruptive dimensions.  May what appears as sentimental, passionate

nostalgia be after all dissident?   May materialist, localist aesthetics actually

contradict and encode the nationalist text in which they are contained?  May the

classical paradigm hero/chorus be adapted to record social rather than hegemonic

issues? And finally, may we oppose a political aesthetics of the body to “myths of

spirituality,” or musical dissonance and visual disharmony to textual displays of

unity and consensus?  This study will attempt to take up these issues.

What remains to be seen, then, is whether the purely artistic dimensions of

dramatic theatre actually allow for enough rupture to complicate monolithic

political discourse in which the script is apparently encoded.  May stylistic and

performative variations contradict the nationalist speeches of “Fame” in

Numancia, or disrupt the monarchic, centralizing and totalizing closure encoded

in Fuenteovejuna’s final scene? As an introductory approach I propose a

contrastive look at the differences between subaltern perceptions and expressions

of tradition, and the official ones that attempt to contain them.
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The place of the Spanish Avant-garde intellectuals as social critics rather

than alienated individuals will be crucial in their consideration as agents who,

even from an atypical or marginal position, or perhaps because of it, could alter

historical perceptions.  The techniques of universal identification of the avant-

garde in pre-Civil War Golden Age adaptations clashed to some extent with the

propagandist objectives of the parties trying to contain them.  Yet, it remains in

doubt whether they satisfied the popular need for social identification or

psychological expression.  The historic restrictions on the dramatic form, and the

pressure of the canon of educators emphasizing political intentions may have

contributed to an ultimate bypass of the specific needs of spectators.

Thus, it may be said that even the experimental, individualistic marginal

discourse of the avant-garde inevitably excluded popular participation, despite

some valiant attempts.  The restriction of this discussion of the Golden Age as

political performance to a record of dissension among elite perspectives would be,

for the purposes of this study, a glaring flaw.  For this reason, it is essential to

include, where possible, consideration of the reactions of popular audiences to

these elite interpretations of history, of the particular dynamics within the class

structures in the Spain of this era, and of current performances that include

popular experiences.

Ideally, I hope to confirm the need for alternative modes of expression for

unarticulated experiences of the past and reassert the required access of people to

the production of public spheres of meaning.  The brief study of the continuation

of this historical tradition in relation to particular places and local communities
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may yield a vision of specificity and renewal and the transformative effects of

drama on particular rather than national collective identities.  Presumably the

claims for a participatory tradition will demand a more sophisticated cultural

approach than a call for integration of the masses in elite performances.  But also,

if we are to change the relations of representation we must be wary of prescriptive

analysis, which would merely reconfirm the myth of a homogeneous popular

community.

PLAYS ATTACHED TO HISTORY AND PLACE.

The discursive,1 textual and performative perspectives are proposed here

as the organizing principles with which best to approach the trajectory of the

Spanish theatrical patrimony on the twentieth century stage.  The rupture

occasioned by these perspectives, which permanently complement as they

challenge each other, grants access to structures and discourses often ignored and

generally silenced by official strategies of containment.  The standardized

practices of collective memory often suppress the dynamics between memory and

renewal, official struggles for textual domination tend to suffocate popular voices,

and elitist, conservative, and demagogic modes of performance may hinder

contestatory materialist and participatory possibilities.   It is necessary for these

reasons, to grant the people access to public spheres of production from which to

articulate, and hence bring to a conscious, critical level, material experiences

previously relegated to the subliminal level.  By selecting plays titled after actual

Spanish communities—Fuenteovejuna, Numancia, and El Alcalde de Zalamea—

                                               
1 This term is understood as the mechanisms that regulate cultural discourse production.
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and examining the effect of these important works on the lives of these

communities, I intend to reveal some of the dynamics between time/place,

nation/community and elite/people at work in particular interpretive moments of

the Spanish tradition.  Further, I hope to unveil the stages of identification and

renewal which the plays and the people they represent are still undergoing.   Thus,

the following chapters should grant a chance to revise alternative schemes of

knowledge and experience in diverse manners.

The First Chapter examines the socio-historical conditions of Spain during

the Civil War era.  In it, I attempt to map the narratives issued to manifest the

dominant desires and visions of the historical past from the times of the 2nd

Republic, and the implications of those projected desires upon official attitudes

towards the cultural patrimony.  Institutional politics during the Republic and

Francoism attempted to define, justify, and fix desires towards the national past

through official rhetorical constructions of tradition.  This investigation of the

relation between a historical past, a cultural tradition, and cultural present,

addresses veiled questions about agency, identity and individuality that need to be

considered in the case of the canonization and institutionalization of Spanish

Golden Age theatre from the times of the 2nd Republic.

The Civil War period, the most traumatic Spain would undergo in the

XXth century, generated from its inception polarized positions and attitudes

towards history which, to a large extent, remain prevalent.  The dominant forces

during and after the 2nd Republic projected their political fantasies upon the

Spanish Golden Age in much the same manner as the right and left articulate
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theirs today.  Understanding a past burdened with the horrors of the Inquisition,

racial cleansing and imperial conquest implied either reconciliation and

assimilation, or re-definition of the troubling events.  These strategies, with their

ontological and epistemological consequences, would mark respectively the

official positions of Republicans and Nationalists.  In either case there is a striking

dependence of the present powers upon a cultural past which could not very well

be transcended.  Conscious of the cohesive force of tradition as a tool of

consensus and collective identity, neither power could risk total rupture with the

past.

In the subsequent chapters I examine the myths and processes surrounding

the particular productions of the selected Golden Age plays.  If we accept that

writing the past is equivalent to performing the present then, by taking the

alternative re-writings and re-imagings of Golden Age theatre during the 1930’s

40’s and 50’s it is possible to explore yet one more aspect of a national crisis that

contributed to the shaping of contemporary Spanish history.  This decisive

contribution will be further explored in light of more contemporary visions of this

history and its theatrical representations so as to assess the actual impact of the

attempts at institutionalization and indoctrination that were made in the name of

cultural heritage.

Chapter 2 presents a vision of the material and temporal politics

surrounding several productions of Lope de Vega’s Fuenteovejuna.  This play,

which was acclaimed simultaneously as the banner of both Republicans and

Nationalists and performed continuously on foreign stages as a revolutionary
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icon, lends itself particularly well to the study of its traditional dimensions.

Furthermore, its institution as a contemporary local cultural artifact to be re-

interpreted bi-annually by the inhabitants of Fuente Obejuna serves as an example

of the appropriation of tradition as a means of popular expression and self-

definition, but, ultimately, also as an instance of current forms of official

manipulation.

Chapter 3 treats El Alcalde de Zalamea as a localist, uncontained emblem

of dissension.  In this realist, unapologetic and contestatory play, the popular

forces acknowledge allegiance to private over public duty.  Here I explore the

reinstatement of this legacy within a community which initially failed to

internalize the significance of the play as identifying mark, but was later

socialized to do so.   Due to this process, this play constitutes a perfect example of

the dynamics between time, place and social practices in the renewing of

tradition.  The consistency and stability of the contemporary performances in

Zalamea points towards the possibility of popular negotiations with the power

structure for the sake of cultural advancement.

Chapter 4 deals with Cervante’s Numancia, a seminal play for the study of

teleological myths of the nation, since it was used to evoke both the populist and

imperialist roots of Spain in the Civil War era.  The antithetic history of its

representations during the national conflict, and its thematic reference to a nation

endangered by imperialism, yields an added nationalistic and epistemological

dimension to this play.  Furthermore, the present status of Numancia as a Roman

ruin allows for an exploration of the interaction between the physical presence of
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the past and its symbolic effect on the local and national present and of the role of

historical Numancia as a current instigator of popular empowerment.

This study opens, rather than closes, a discussion.  The cases under

consideration have been selected for the complexity of historico-cultural elements

present in the performances and for their social relevance, i.e., for their

accessibility and actual exposure to subaltern publics and their referentiality to

actual provincial communities on which their effects could be tested.  It is my

hope, however, that the limitations of scope imposed by the use of the selected

texts may be in some way compensated by the complexity of the multiple

synchronic and diachronic perspectives under which they are examined.
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Chapter I.  Political Investments in the Cultural Properties of
Republican and Francoist Spain.  Tales of Origin and

Identity.

It is embarrassing to say it, but we must tell the sad and shameful truth: the
incredible distance in which we live from our most representative poets,
the abandonment in which we have our living, luminous and immortal
classical theatre...We have forgotten the atmosphere of a whole theatre
and in doing so, we have turned into soiled water the powerful blood in
our veins.2  25 January 1935  (Obras de Lorca 424)

The obligation of the Municipal Government, in this case, is to let the
“Español”3 mark the zenith of our drama by doing the following:
popularizing the classical repertoire, which contributes in the most
powerful manner to the spiritual formation of the people.4  April 1940
(Peláez 55)

The opposition between Republicans and Nationalists can be expressed

through a series of dynamic binary oppositions that encapsulate the systems

which their rhetoric invokes: Marxism/National-Catholicism, leftist/rightist,

loyalists/rebels, modernism/classicism Europeanization/patriotism, innovation/

tradition, regenerationism/immovability, reformation/counter-reformation.  Yet,

despite the polarity of those terms—most striking perhaps in the case of

                                               

2 All translations from Spanish are my own unless otherwise noted.
Original: Da verguenza decirlo, pero hay que decirlo como triste verdad vergonzosa: el increíble
alejamiento en que vivimos respecto nuestros más representativos poetas, el olvido que todos
tenemos de nuestro vivo, resplandeciente, inmortal teatro clásico...Hemos olvidado el clima de un
teatro entero y al olvidarlo se nos ha convertido en agua sucia la sangre poderosa que llevábamos
en las venas.  25 Enero 1935 (Obras de Lorca 424).
3 Name of the National theatre that would become the headquarters of Falangist productions
immediately after the Civil War.
4 Original: El deber del Ayuntamiento, en este caso, es que el Español marque el punto más alto
de nuestra dramática, cumpliendo los fines siguientes: popularización del repertorio clásico, que
de manera poderosísima contribuye a la formación espiritual del pueblo.  Abril 1940 (Peláez 55)
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innovation/tradition--there is a continuity between the two regimes: their

unwavering loyalty to the classics and to their institution as a key part of the

national cultural patrimony, as the quotations at the head of the chapter indicate.

As part of this attempt to institutionalize the classics there were student troupes

from 1931 exclusively dedicated to taking Golden Age plays to remote rural

areas.  Public events and festivities throughout these years often culminated with

Baroque “entremeses.”  Three out of the four most represented works in National

theatres from 1939 to 1962 are by dramatists from the Golden Age.  Moreover,

the presence of the Baroque theatre on the Spanish stage, far from being

exclusively a characteristic of the Republican and Francoist years, has remained

continuous and prevalent until today.  While in Seville during my 2002 visit to

Spain I had the opportunity to attend three free public performances of Golden

Age plays within 8 days.  Once in Madrid, I would not be as lucky since the ballet

version of Fuenteovejuna, which had returned by public acclamation, was once

again sold out.  Given the ubiquity of performances of the Spanish classics since

the 1930’s, I propose a close look at the aesthetic, social and political dynamics

behind their representations at the time of the Spanish Civil War, a time when the

political turmoil heightened and intensified the meaning of public performances.

These performances will be put into diachronic perspective by their contrast with

current popular performances of the same plays in the communities of Fuente

Obejuna, Zalamea and Numancia, where the events took place.

Popular spectacles provide the primary images and principles through

which collective consciousness articulates itself in societies where mass media are
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not the principal purveyors and receptacles of cultural identity.  To the extent that

collective memory requires a unifying language, and a consistent narrative

through which to decode it, I believe the images generated through popular

entertainment are often intended to function as unifying agents.  This process may

be assumed to be at work particularly in times of political instability in which

consensus becomes crucial to power dynamics.  The profusion of narratives

disseminated by directors, critics, academics and even politicians so as to give

definite shape and interpretation to theatrical images in such times may be a

testimony to this argument.  These narratives are particularly significant when

they involve ideologically loaded and emotionally malleable parameters such as

history, heritage, or the nation.

Such is the case of the revival of Golden Age theatre, a cultural product

that was often construed as an icon of national identity and whose diffusion

clothed nostalgic invocations in heavily sentimentalized and programmatic

rhetoric.  Since the capacity of theatre to re-configure history may be equally

aligned to serve progressive or regressive governments I would like to suggest

that there is a need to investigate its protean mutability in all its aesthetic and

ethical implications.

HISTORICAL RE-CONTEXTUALIZATIONS

Reworkings of Spanish Golden Age history plays have often sought to

reconstitute, homogenize and fix images of the nation in moments of political

instability.  Since memory does not constitute a timeless vehicle for the recovery
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of past events, but is itself affected by its own inescapable temporal conception

and reconstruction of the past, it must be historically situated.  First, I will focus

on the years leading to and following the Spanish Civil War so as to assess the

way in which rhetorical and staged representations of historical drama contributed

to define the icons, sentiments and appearance of a Spanish "national"

consciousness in a period of divisiveness and internal struggle.

The processes through which this invocation takes place constitute a two-

fold exercise in historical memory.  In the first place, the plays selected were

often themselves re-enactments of key episodes in the history of Spain which

even in the original historical context embodied contemporary power conflicts

and political tensions.  In the cases of Lope de Vega's Fuenteovejuna and

Calderon’s El Alcalde de Zalamea, the confrontation presented involves the local

and central authorities.  In the case of Cervantes’ Numancia the play’s narrative

opposes peninsular nationalism and [Roman] colonizing powers.  Secondly, the

modern adaptations themselves were historically situated within the historical

experience of a civil war.  They reflect a period which both generated and effaced

memory, polarized political positions, and symbolizes discontinuities.

Furthermore, these plays were staged and rhetorically constructed within entities,

whether Republican or Francoist, which already held particular conceptions of

history and had specific reasons for recovering the past.  Yet most studies of

historical drama focus on the distortions and discrepancies between the historical

record and the dramatic text rather than on the workings of memories and uses of

the past.  Instead, I intend to focus on the “textual” aspects of the past and the
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ways in which the texts through which we understand and know it, be they

historical, political or fictional, are contingent upon processes of preservation and

effacement.

In order to assess the true scope of theatre as a tool of social formation,

however, we must properly contextualize its significance at the time.  Before we

can even consider the aesthetic choices that would serve as mediators for political

fantasies we must delve into a) the historical models at work in these dramatic

representations, b) the political significance of the Golden Age since the 1930’s,

c) the precise role of drama as prominent part of the cultural patrimony, and d) the

impact of these past perspectives on contemporary local performances and

interpretations that may provide instances of popular articulations of the same

historical myths.

TRANSCENDING/TRANSFORMING HISTORY

Falangist notions of history insisted upon a sense of continuity and

transcendence which was understood religiously and encouraged a conception of

"national essence" as a result.

It is imperative to define more precisely the relation that life has with
eternal salvation for the Hispanic soul...What is unique for the Spaniard is
his singular manner of living which implies...living as if life were not
temporal, but eternal.  The Spaniard does not consider eternal life as end
or colophon to earthly life, but as end and colophon of every single instant
and act in earthly life.5  (qtd. in Rodríguez Puértolas II 991)

                                               
5 This quotation by Manuel García Morente belongs to his 1943 Ideas para una Filosofía de la
Historia de España.  Original:

Se hace urgente definir con mayor precisión la relación que en el alma hispánica
mantiene la vida con la salvación eterna...Lo típico del hombre hispano es, por decirlo
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If eternal salvation lends meaning and finality to every instant and action, then

each moment, theatrical or otherwise, becomes “oriented towards God.”

Salvation, therefore, constitutes a perennial focus that evacuates existence of

temporality and continuity, reducing it to discrete, transcendental instants.  In the

eyes of many, this ascetic existence defines the individual and also the collective

national experience: “Spanish History may be disarticulated in a series of efforts

to achieve a process of national asceticism”6 (Rodríguez Puértolas 992).  The

connection between teleology, living in the moment, and aestheticism is

established here through a mode of permanent living in communion with God.

Not surprisingly, in the application that Laín Entralgo makes of this

commonly held perspective, we simultaneously find the essence of the Falangist

political stand.  Religious and Nationalist teleologies are inextricably bound by

universal transcendence:

Man’s vision as a “bearer of eternal principles” applies not only from a
religious or philosophical point of view, but from a political intention
when we regard the nation as a “unit of fate in the universal” and Spain as
a metaphysical as well as historical entity.7  (qtd. in Rodríguez Puértolas II
1043)

                                                                                                                               
así, su modo singular de vivir, que consiste en “vivir no viviendo”..en vivir la vida como
si no fuera vida temporal, sino eternidad.  El hombre hispánico no considera la vida
eterna o la salvación del alma como el remate, término y fin de la vida terrestre, sino
como remate, término y fin de cada uno de los instantes y de los actos de la vida terrestre.
(qtd. in Rodríguez Puértolas 991)

6 Original: La historia de España se descompone en la serie de los esfuerzos por realizar ese
proceso de ascetismo nacional. (Rodríguez Puértolas 992)

7 Original: La visión del hombre como ‘portador de valores eternos’ no sólo desde un punto de
vista religioso o filosófico, sino desde una intención política y la consideración de la nación como
una “unidad de destino en lo universal’ y de España como una entidad, a la vez que histórica,
metafísica.  (qtd. in R. Puértolas II 1043)
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Conveniently for totalitarian intents, these “eternal values” were dictated

and transmitted by Catholic dogma, which inherently precluded creation or

change, especially at the level of individual agency.  In fact, the concept of the

nationalist “revolution” entailed for the Falangists a conservative dynamic of

recess, i.e., immovability, akin to Platonic or German idealism.  Goethe is

frequently cited as a prestigious signature for their familiar rhetoric: “novelty is

but to look at eternal things from a different point of view” (Rodríguez Puértolas

II 349). Historical tracts, such as José Pemartín's Los Valores Historicos en la

Dictuadura Espanola, declared that history was "the spirit of the country," a

statement which, despite its apparent Hegelianism could hardly be deemed

properly dialectic because of its veiled denial of progress.  The Hegelian

relativism and dynamism which considers forms, including artistic forms, to be

historically conditioned and subject to a “dialectic of progress” is absent in

Nationalist treatises.  In Pemartín and elsewhere, the "Spanish essence”8 is

absolute and unalterable, even though it could be found in different degrees of

inertness depending upon historical circumstances.  The objective was, Falangists

thought, to return to the a-historical essences that had been given classical and

enduring expression in past eras.  The Spanish Golden Age, an extreme emblem

of the imperial, Catholic mode, was one such a time.

                                               
    8 This principle bears obvious resemblances with the Althusserian "expressive causality," which
Jameson describes as: "a model, dominating Hegel's thought, which presupposes in principle that
the whole in question be reducible to an "inner essence," of which the elements of the whole are
then no more than the phenomenal forms of expression, the inner principle of the essence being
present at each point in the whole” (Jameson 24).  The most problematic aspect of the Falangist
thesis, notwithstanding the impossibility of conceiving a totality as such, is the apparent loss of
individuality that results from total integration of the particular within a general system, a notion
that offered evident advantages to authoritarian regimes.
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This sense of immanence led the Nationalists to disregard historiography

as trivially focused on factual detail, and to approach history from what might be

called an intuitive perspective.  Jose Antonio Primo de Rivera, founder of the

Falangist party proposes the following idealist perspective towards the past:

It is not as important, looking at the past, what our great kings and
historical figures did at different junctures, what matters to us is to guess
what they would have done in this or that contemporary circumstance [my
emphasis].9 (qtd. in Rodríguez Puértolas II, 348)

This quotation, selected by Jose María de Areilza in 1938 to define the

non-romantic and anti-individualist spirit of their leader, defined a position that,

far from espousing causality or scientific rationalism in history, proposed

intimation and intuition as the proper attitude towards the exemplary figures of

the past.   This position can be better understood in light of the Falangist bonding

attitude towards the individual, who per force had to share in the character of the

National spirit in order to be of any consequence in history.  According to this

logic then, those of whom history speaks partake in greatness, not through heroic,

individualist deeds, but only by participating in eternal essences, since the spirit,

once manifested, “is and always is, and it is unchangeable."

Every country has a given formula, its latent state, its genius, as I call it.
As long as this is nascent and weak, this State is not. It is another false, or
simply shapeless state.10  (Giménez Caballero 233).

Initially, the Falangist commitment to revitalize that ideal state found its

basis in the effort to perpetuate the polarizing and dogmatic practices which had

                                               
9Original: No interesa tanto, mirando al pasado, lo que hicieron nuestros reyes o nuestras grandes
figuras históricas en ésta o aquella coyuntura, lo que improta es adivinar lo que hubieran hecho de
ésta o la otra circumstancia contemporánea. (qtd. in Rodríguez Puértolas II, 348)
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originated the "myth of the two Spains" at the end of the XIX century.  These

practices included a rhetoric of exclusion by which the right as much as the left

would look at whoever was seen as the opposition as “anti-Spanish” rather than as

an integral part of the nation.  This myth of the two Spains first took form during

the first Spanish Civil War, 1833-1840, and has found fervent proponents and the

favor of much of public opinion until this day.  Dissidents, during both this first

national conflict and successive periods, including the Republic and Francoism,

were marked as  “anti-Spanish.”11  Since most of the literature of the Dictatorship

was dedicated to defining, recognizing and describing what it meant to be Spanish

and to attacking Spain’s “detractors,” there is no need to document the all-too-

available bibliography on the myth of the two Spains.  The frequent Falangists’

attacks on the members of the anti-Spain were as vitriolic as they were varied.12

Nonetheless, from 1945 on, as the regime mitigated some of its most

vindictive policies and began a more stabilizing phase, former Francoist

exclusionary notions gradually developed into a discourse of synthetic integration.

                                               
8Original: Cada país tiene su fórmula dada, su estado latente, su genio, como yo lo llamo.
Mientras lo tenga incipiente y débil, ese Estado no es.  Es otro estado falso, o simplemente
informe. (Giménez Caballero 233).
9 Some examples of public recriminations in this guise include those marked with the stamp of
officiality.  The first president of the 2nd Republic, Manuel Azaña, announced shortly after his
election that “Catholic Spain” had ceased to exist on the very 12th of October 1931.  Spanish
history, he declared, had been an error since Recaredo’s conversion to Christianity, and that the
“contraries” to this opinion were “despicable cave men”(Rodríguez Puértolas 224-5).
12 Most included the formula which had come to epitomize the compendium of the enemies of the
nation: “Masons, Jews and Marxists.”  Some of these attacks to the “common enemy” were, in
fact, fashioned by members of the cultural, rather than political circles.  Among the most
suggestive and indeed virulent, if not particularly literary, are “The Red Pest,” by the novelist
Concha Espina, which describes the “repugnant spread of the infection of Marxism,”  (Rodriguez
Puertolas, 374), or “Que se quedan sin Patria” by Ernesto Giménez Caballero, where the essayist
denies citizenship to anybody unprincipled enough to be undecided in political matters (Rodriguez
Puertolas 394).
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Although still working from an essentialist model, this new strategy was meant to

reconcile "north and south, modern times and antiquity" and thus recover in the

process the elements truly proper to the "Spanish spirit" (Giménez Caballero 71).

Torrente Ballester, in his 1957 Teatro Español Contemporáneo objects that the

lack of historical consciousness on the part of younger generations is a response

to the exceptionally polemic nature of the Spanish historical discourse.  In his

view, the permanent dissonance between the histories elaborated by the right and

the left has caused an incomplete, distorted and detrimental attitude towards

history:

The historical versions that favor our interests are untouchable and
everything else is indifferent.  And what is curious is that, in order to
maintain that fictitious conscience of ourselves we have had to resort, as
many have observed, to a manichean interpretation of history, to that
dichotomy of good and bad ones which deceives as much as simplifies.13

[original emphasis]  (Torrente Ballester 244)

After the Second World War was over, subsequent conciliatory attempts

were generalized and reached official cultural arenas.  Jose M. Pemán, president

of the Commission for Culture and Education, official spokesman for the Royal

Academy of [the Spanish] Language14 and frequent negotiator of the cultural

contents of post Civil War Spain attempted to consolidate a re-emergence of

"Hispanitas" through harmonizing what he considered its two pendular historical

                                               
13Original: Son intocables las  versiones históricas que favorecen nuestro puntillo, y es indiferente
todo lo demás.  Y lo curioso del caso es que, para sostener esta ficticia conciencia de nosotros
mismos, hemos acudido, como tantos escritores han señalado, a la interpretación maniquea de la
Historia, a esa dicotomía de buenos y malos que engaña tanto como simplifica.  (Torrente
Ballester 224)
14 It should be noted that this institution, far from merely overseeing linguistic matters, was
constituted as a foundational pinnacle of cultural mediation and recognition.  Its power to regulate
and shape cultural behavior cannot be overestimated even today.
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tendencies: Romantic and African, centrifugal and centripetal, provincial and

colonizing, all extremes, as he explained, crucial to the preservation of the

Spanish spirit in times of stability and instability respectively (1962, 21).  With

this perspective, he hoped to surmount the ideological differences that threatened

to split the nation and facilitate what he claimed Lope de Vega had in mind

already in the sixteenth century: “the unity, totality and integration of

Spain”(1962, 22).  Thus, the implications of "immovability" within the

Nationalist essentialist paradigm were cast in a more positive light as the desirable

and necessary reconstruction of that which had once been dismembered--this

process still implied, of course, the preliminary "cleansing" or removal of

"infected" areas but this necessary measure was now mostly suppressed from

public view.  It is essential to realize that this shift in the rhetorical paradigm took

place as a result of the outcome of WWII.  This shift from essentialist

immovability to re-integration was designed to allow for the assimilation of

politically ambiguous individuals of prominence.  Once the depuration of

dissident elements had been completed, it was time to initiate the regeneration.

Naturally, the leftist periods of the Republic were not free from demagogy

either. The Republican paradigm aimed to create consensus by appealing to the

rise of a collective consciousness, a capacity which would only be hindered by

disproportionately enthusiastic sentiment, and which, at least conceptually,

required a critical vision.  Indalecio Prieto, Republican Minister of Culture and

moderate socialist, cautioned his audiences in his speeches about "excesses of

enthusiasm" and "unreflective impulses" which clouded the intellect and could be
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used in the interest of the opposition (43-44).  These cognitive dispositions, they

felt, had to have ideological repercussions as well.

Republicans disseminated historical perspectives which, in the most

progressive periods, were slanted with their own political, largely Marxist ideals.

If history was to them a dialectical process towards utopian social progress then,

the past could function as a specular image of a present reality whose limitations

had not yet been surmounted, and which stood as a glaring indication of a failure

to evolve.15  The belief that a past oppression not yet overcome was to function as

the trigger for transformation transcended even to more conservative Republican

periods in which the commitment to the Republic was compatible with less

Marxist positions.  This was indeed the case of the speech given by Indalecio

Prieto on the 1st of May 1936, only two months before the Rebel military uprising

which initiated the Civil War.  Here, he provocatively equates the past and present

of the Spanish working class, their lack of education and their subjugation by

local landowners.  By identifying workers with slaves subject to barbaric feuds

"esclavos sometidos a una taifa cerril"(49) he provocatively situates them within

the power structure of the "dark ages."  By referring to the feudal system of

kingdoms or "taifas" established in Spain after the 1031 disintegration of the

Cordovan Arab reign, Prieto too confronts the audience with feelings of

immovability by reminding them of the ‘unnatural’ historical continuity of their

suffering and their source in sentimental and irrational medieval superstitions that

had been long overcome by the power of reason.
                                               
15 This perspective will be later linked to what Vivian Patraka calls “dangerous history,” or “the
use of history in theatre to create a political critique of the present by revealing or repeating
resonant structures in the past”(36).
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To the Republicans then, “immovability” was construed in a diametrically

opposed sense from that of the Falangists.  To them it was a flaw, the unnatural

interruption of a desirable natural teleology towards freedom.  Reason and

education would serve as emancipatory tools.  Moreover, this diachronic

identification slave/worker, far from contributing to the formation of an ethnic or

national identity, posited class—a divisive rather than inclusive category—as an

identifying but yet changeable mark.  After connecting present and past, Prieto’s

speech further links their situation to the future by evocatively defining the new

duty of the Spaniard in relation to history:

I remember that once, while in the arid lands of Extremadura...I said, in
that region from where so many men came who crossed the ocean till they
encountered unknown American lands in one of the most beautiful
historical adventures; I said that the Spaniards had still a conquest to
achieve; that the Spanish task was no longer to cross oceans in search of
unknown lands...and that instead, we had another grand conquest to
achieve: ourselves.16  (49)

By disengaging Spain from its imperial past, Prieto encourages the move beyond

an era which, for some, still defined the Spanish spirit.  The Republican vision of

the present was not nostalgic but forward-looking and urged a further re-

conception of actualized history:

                                               
16Original: Recuerdo…que una vez, en tierras resecas de Extremadura, mientras buscaba en el
manantial de mi cordialidad expresiones que rompieran la frialdad del rito ceramonioso de la
colocación de la primera piedra en el pantano de Cijara…recuerdo que dije entonces, en aquella
región, de donde salieron en gran número los hombres que, en una de las más bellas aventuras
históricas, atravesaron el Océano hasta topar con las ignoradas tierras de América, que nosotros,
los españoles, teníamos aún una conquista que lograr; que ya no cumplía a España ir surcando
mares en busca de tierras desconocidas, al encuentro de razas a las cuales sojuzgar…pero que
teníamos otra magna conquista a realizar.  ¿Cúal? Conquistar a España.  Conquistémonos a
nosotros mismos.   (Prieto 49)
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A member of the revolution must understand that, if success is to come, it
is not for him to enjoy, not even for his contemporaries, men of his
generation, but for the generations to come.17 (59)

The forceful encouragement of class-consciousness as opposed to individual

thinking may be construed as a flaw in their perspective.  Nevertheless, the

activist nature of the vision in the progressive periods of the Republic—1931 to

33, and 1936 to some extent--was based on a historized but progressive and fluid

present and contrasted sharply with the ‘essentialist’ history of the Falangists.

This perspective informed not only Republican political speeches but also their

perception and uses of cultural property. Thus, classical drama acquired its

prominent role due to its pervasive presence beyond theatres as a part of

educational programs, public readings, press releases, editorials, academic

publications, radio broadcasts, etc.

INVESTING IN CULTURE AS POLITICIZED HERITAGE

Even though the Republican and Nationalist perceptions of history

diverged, the two ideological camps coincided in the attention they gave to

Golden Age theatre. This affinity is partly explained by the strong role that

education and cultural property played as tools of political advancement.  There

are certainly no uncomplicated views of culture, particularly when we regard it in

relation to politics.  However, the importance of cultural property in this period is

particularly illuminating due to the attention it gathered in public media and its

exceptional reach by the effective inclusion of popular elements and audiences.
                                               
17Original: El revolucionario ha de saber que si delante de él está el éxito, acaso no haya de
disfrutarlo personalmente, ni siquiera sus coetáneos, los hombres de su generación, sino las
generaciones que vengan detrás (59).
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Progressive Republicans rightly perceived culture to be one of the most important

engines in overcoming social inequality.  The penetration of politics into theatre

in this age was particularly militant due to the foundation in 1931 of the

revolutionary “Misiones Pedagógicas,” an institution designed to solve

educational deficiencies that in 1931 had not yet been addressed.  This new entity

undertook the arduous task of fighting illiteracy and extending education to rural

and remote areas.  Besides preparing teachers, distributing books and establishing

itinerant libraries and museums, these “Missions” organized musical and

theatrical performances, which were intended to honor the classic principle of

amusing while teaching.

The introductory program read to the villagers of the first Mission in

Ayllón (Segovia) in December 1931 reflects their intention:

The Government of the Republic which sends us has commanded us to
come specifically to hamlets, to the poorest and most remote ones, to the
most abandoned.  And they want us to teach you something, something of
what you do not know because of your situation here, so isolated and far
from where others learn; and because nobody, so far, has ever come to
teach you; but we come, also, and more importantly, to amuse you; to
make you merry as much as comics and puppet masters do.18 (qtd. in
Cabra Loredo 13)

Their mission was meant to appeal to some of the well-entrenched

religious principles that had animated the first tides of imperial conversion in the

Americas: justice, equality, and social duty of those privileged by education to

                                               
18Original: El Gobierno de la República que nos envía, nos ha dicho que vengamos ante todo a las
aldeas, a las más pobres, a las más escondidas, a las más abandonadas, y que vengamos a
enseñaros algo, algo de lo que no sabéis por estar siempre tan solos y tan lejos de donde otros lo
aprenden, y porque nadie, hasta ahora, ha venido a enseñároslo; pero que vengamos también, y lo
primero, a divertiros; Y nosotros quisiéramos alegraros, divertiros casi tanto como os alegran y
divierten los cómicos y los titiriteros.  (qtd. in Cabra Loredo 13)
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share with the less fortunate--what they called in the same document the

fulfillment of the “debt of injustice” (Cabra Loredo 15). Republican proponents of

the institution described culture as part of the “spiritual life of communities” a gift

which, even though it had been unfairly denied to some, was part of a patrimony

that had to be preserved in the people and by the people (Cabra Loredo 14).

In effect, however, the presumptuous nature of the enterprise mirrored

rather than foiled the patronizing attitudes of the Baroque evangelizing missions

and lent an ambiguous rather than critical tone to the enterprise.   Some were

quick to point out the shortcomings of the project:

Their work has not been without its detractors...  First, it was opposed
because the approach adopted by the travelling “missions” implied the
existence of a certain passivity amongst the local population.  The
Missions were operating within a progressive yet distinctly paternalistic
tradition which considered the people as a receptive being to whom
culture is distributed as a work of charity.  Second, there were obvious
limitations inherent in the fleeting nature of the contact.  Moreover, there
was very little intercommunication between purveyors and recipients.
(Cobb 136)

These deficiencies, however, were not resolved, partially because of the

mystifying rhetoric employed by the founders of the “Misiones” themselves,19

                                               
19 The president, Manuel B. Cossío, and his collaborators encouraged a quasi-mystical conception
of the missions.  In 1934 Américo Castro instructs the novice “misioners” on the ethical code of
the “Pedagogical Misions.”  Here is a segment of their secular ‘cathequism’:

‘Simplicity, simplicity.’ From the capital virtues, even if justice and fortitude may not be
called upon, prudence and restraint may on no account be forgotten, which are sources of
patience and affability, infallible norms of the missionary conduct.  A fighting soldier for
the duration of the mission any collaborator must consider, like the prophet, who is not at
a place of rest or solace and can find himself, at times, in constant tension between body
and soul.  Thus, he must understand that the task of the missionary is hard and full of
sacrifice... (qtd. in Cabra Loredo XIX).  [Original: ‘Llaneza, llaneza.’  De las cuatro
virtudes poco tendrá que recurrir a la justicia y a la fortaleza, pero no abandonará en
ningún momento a la prudencia y a la templaza, fuentes de la paciencia y de la simpatía y
normas infalibles de la conducta misionera.  Soldado de choque mientras dura la Misión,
ha de considerar, con el profeta, que aquel no es lugar de descanso ni de ahorro de
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partly, because the onset of war and the new regime would first arrest its

development and finally bring it to an end altogether.

If the Republicans saw the dissemination of culture as a duty to the people,

even if condescendingly approached, the Nationalists could not ignore, without

damaging their popularity, the prominence that the rural class had recently

acquired.  For this reason, despite a considerable reduction in budget and the

gradual elimination of every measure the Republicans had taken, education was

the cultural aspect that generated most laws and publicity during the Civil War

(Langa Nuño 15). Yet, the dictatorship used public instruction mainly as a vehicle

of indoctrination in the principles of the regime, rather than as a formative tool for

enlightenment.  Consequently, they continued to emphasize education and culture,

but not without construing them as conservative tools for the preservation of the

power structure.  Culture was transformed into an instrument for service to God

rather than the people and for the empowerment of a nation rather than of a

hitherto subjugated class:

Culture is a unique, defined entity which has to be defended and won day
to day, like our daily bread.  The new Spain is not a form empty of
content, nor a power without finality...The new Spain defines itself as the
great Spain of the Golden Age did, as a servant to God.20  (Pemán, “del
Sentido Civil” 8)

                                                                                                                               
energías y que puede hallarse, en ocasiones, en constante tensión de cuerpo y alma.  Así
se comprenderá que el oficio del misionero sea duro y de sacrificio.]

20Original: La Cultura es una entidad única, definida, que hay que defender y ganar cada día,
como el pan.  La España nueva no es una forma vacía de contenido ni un poder huérfano de
finalidad...La España nueva se define a sí misma como la España grande del Siglo de Oro se
definía servidora de Dios ...(“del Sentido Civil” 8)
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Once again, the modern power of culture is contained by a past which was truer to

the Catholic, imperial essence of the Falangist idea of the nation than to an

energetic dialectical process.  Culture appears under a religious garb that ritualizes

it and allows only a limited and laborious popular access to citizens who function

as consumers, rather than participants or producers.

There has been a recent proliferation of studies on the aesthetics of

Fascism and its ritualistic and celebratory aspects.  The ideological dimension of

Fascist aesthetics involves an appeal to transcendence, continuity and myth which

many have associated with pseudo-religion.  The theatrical implications of these

ritualistic performances involve a perceived audience and the coded reception of a

ritual not unlike a church service.  The fascistic paradigm aims to create

consensus by appealing to the collective spirit, which not only transcends reason

but may also conflict with positivistic inquiry, as many of its Spanish proponents

claimed.  Giménez Caballero, in Arte y Estado (1935), the earliest treatise

expounding radical Falangist aesthetics, elevates intuition, confession and faith as

methods of inquiry while defining reflection and the “abuses of reason” as the

“maximum form of ignorance” (14).  Just as Fascist aesthetic treatises were

clothed in the rhetorical guise of anti-intellectual, unsystematic “confessions,”

Giménez Caballero cautioned the reader that abusing reason would generate

individuals contrary to the “Spanish character” who would be “irresolute,

cowardly, agnostic and disoriented” (14).

The Falangist narrative enforced the polarization of sentiment and reason

and their correspondence to spiritual/material reality as part of a religious dogma
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which played a part in all areas of life, including cultural issues.  Giménez

Caballero's claims of anti-intellectualism had established the earliest model of this

polarity.  In 1939, named year of the victory by the Nationalists, Pemán in the

presence of the dictator, had defined culture as the end of skepticism, rationalism

and relativism, flaws that had been imposed on the Spanish culture by

Modernism.  For them, far from it, culture was to be “a unique entity” at the

service of a “new Spain” at the service of “God and the Caesar” (Pemán, “Del

Sentido Civil 8)

The Falangist aesthetic was defined in its early stages as “Christian

Classicism” a trend which was countered by the leftist Republican's allegiance to

“social realism.”  Giménez Caballero defines the essence of theatre as mystery,

and its function as “the representation of human life as a religious phenomenon”

(164).  Jose Pemán, one of the most favored Francoist bards, conceived theatre as

an occasion to “promote the communion of ideas” and envisioned the Spanish

audience as a “compact unit, firm in the unanimities of a heroic age fully lived or

imaginatively prolonged”21 (1959 17).  Despite the cryptic and convoluted style of

his remark, certain aspects of the Nationalist view of the audience are unveiled

                                               
21 The Nietzschean echoes here are as nuanced as they are problematic.  In their selective reading
of the German philosopher, Falangists appropriated the sublime collectivist frenzies of the
Dionysian chorus, “where the state and society, and…the gulfs between man and man give way to
an overwhelming feeling of unity leading back to the very heart of nature” (Birth of Tragedy, 59).
They decided to ignore, however, his insight into the lethargic oblivion generated by this state,
which kills action and causes nausea, unless mediated by an “Apollonian complement of his own
state,” that permits a metafictional individual perspective on the experience, thus aiding
consciousness and, as a consequence activating agency (64).
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here: it is conceived as a continuation of an idealized past audience, and it must be

univocal and responsive to the class structure implicit in the Greek dramatic

models, where the noble “hero” and the “chorus” represented with “religious and

national resonances” the dynamics between the exceptional individual and the

homogenized collective (Pemán 1959, 17).

The theatres of the seventeenth century, even though they already
inaugurate the mechanics of the modern theatre, are still the expression of
a collective which they refrain from assaulting with individual opinion.  In
the Spanish theatre this balance is achieved through a series of ingredients
that imply absolute acceptance of a value system: Church, Monarchy,
Moral, Honor, etc…22  (Pemán 1959, x)

This conjunction of religious, classical and social terms guaranteed a ritualistic

and celebratory conception of art at the service of a hierarchichal and

authoritarian social model.

Ironically the Compañía del Teatro Nacional de FET y de la JONS, set up
in 1938 by Ridruejo as Nationalist head of Press and Propaganda, took
many of its ideals from La Barraca, appropriating Fuenteovejuna for its
own conservative purposes (Lorca’s production had suppressed the
Catholic Monarch’s restoration of order at the end).  The Teatro Nacional
specialized in adaptations of Golden Age morality plays staged
spectacularly on cathedral steps, or of Greek tragedy which (to paraphrase
the principal Nationalist dramatist, Torrente Ballester) gave the masses a
corporate identity as the chorus.  (Labanyi 163)

                                                                                                                               

22Original: Los teatros del siglo xvii, aunque ya inauguran la mecánica del teatro moderno, son
todavía expresiones de una colectividad; absolutamente tímidas en agredirla con la individual
opinión.  Esto, en el teatro español, se logra mediante una serie de ingredientes que no sería del
caso analizar: aceptación absoluta de un repertorio de valores: Iglesia, Monarquía, Moral, Honor,
etc...(Pemán 1959 x)
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Both sides were aware of the power of culture to socialize and contrived to make

it work according to their own designs: the progressive Republicans sought to

empower the people; the Nationalists to control them.  Yet, while their objectives

differed their strategies were surprisingly similar: both resorted to the past glories

of the Golden Age theatre to express and possibly even to achieve their goals.

Consequently, both sides used and abused the Baroque tradition as an

instructional and political tool.

CLASSICS FOR ALL, FROM ALL.

Collective memories are fluid, discursive and socially constituted

historical-political acts of reminiscence.23  There are mechanisms inherent to all

acts of remembrance, such as what Michael Schudson terms

"instrumentalization," defined as “the selection and promotion of a particular

version of the past to serve present interests,” (352).24 To the extent that selection

necessarily involves the silencing of alternative narratives, Golden Age theatre

may be said to participate in the dynamics of historical remembering/forgetting

that constitute national memories.  Logically, both the right and the left inevitably

made use of this selective, “instrumentalizing” form of memory.
                                               
23 Reminiscence is understood here as a more general term than nostalgia, which implies a
celebratory social use of the past.
24In my considerations about the mechanisms of memory practice I will be using a variety of
sources.  The notions "instrumentalization," "conventionalization" and "distanciation" are defined
by the psychologist Michael Schudson in "Dynamics of Distortion in Collective Memory,"
Memory Distortion: How Minds, Brains and Societies Reconstruct the Past, ed. Daniel L. Schacter
(Cambridge: Harvard U.P, 1995).  The philosopher Theodore Plantinga refers to "polarization,"
"integration," "anachronism," and "anthropomorphism" as constitutive principles in How Memory
Shapes Narratives: a Philosophical Essay on Redeeming the Past.  (Lewiston: Edwin Mellen
Press, 1992).  These terminologies complement each other by analyzing in more detail different
aspects of the social uses of the past normally encompassed under the general selective/effacing
processes.
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During the last years of the Republic, the open debate intensified as to

which were the authors and works worth rescuing to become “the bards of the

race” ["cantores de la raza"].  "Militarism," "heroism," "valor," and "belligerence"

were only some of the principles under contention in the selection of national

historical icons.25

In fact, the polarized historical versions disseminated through the

legitimate medium of Baroque theatre, among others, were integral to their

respective political teleologies.  This polarity suggests that the dynamics of

collective memory necessarily involve shared processes of construction and

distortion which may be activated as part of the cultural politics.  These processes

were indeed central to the cultural machine of both the Republican and the

Francoist regimes.

Things are not dramatic until they are endangered.  For this reason, now,
the totality of the Spain that was heroic, one, and Christian, makes itself
drama.  The course of the Spanish tradition is not dead.26  (Pemán,
Discurso, 82)

                                               
25 We can take as example of this phenomenon the editorials published in the newspaper ABC
around 1936 about "El Cid" the historical medieval mercenary born in 1043 who has become part
of popular imagination through poems and fictionalized accounts—such as Guillén de Castro’s,
Corneille’s  or the 1204 anonymous one.  This heroic figure would become a matter of contention
in the debate about Europeanization.  Liberal Republicans claimed that "El Cid's tomb had to be
locked with double keys" suggesting that he was an icon who, in their view, was best forgotten.
Franco sympathizers, however, opined that Joaquín Costa, a teacher in the Republican Institution
and his followers were seduced by pernicious foreign influences, since pacifism is foreign to the
Spanish nature, they claimed that his legacy was mended on the "glorious 18th of Julio, the day of
the Francoist military uprising, in which el Cid broke open the locks of his tomb" (qtd. in
Schwartz, 204).

26Original: “Las cosas no son dramáticas hasta que corren peligro.  Por eso ahora aquella totalidad
de la España cristiana, una, heróica, se hace drama.  La corriente tradicional española no ha
muerto” (Pemán Discurso, 82).
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Tradition is invoked here as a superior power.  Through it, the referentiality of

drama as specular image of the past is articulated so as to perform and regenerate

the present in its own image. It is not difficult to understand the Nationalists’

attraction to the Golden Age, an age of colonial exploits, religious expansion and

militaristic prominence.  It is also, significantly, an era in which Arabs and Jews

were expelled from Spain, and racial and political unity was enforced.  In their

mind, these circumstances alone were reason enough to recommend the literature,

if only as the descriptive model of an exemplary time.  This perspective on the

Golden Age was partly due to their perspective on the mimetism of drama.  The

above quotation from Pemán intimates that drama is itself the consequence and

the performance of the crisis of “things endangered;” the contingency of this art

make it, ideally, a product of the necessities of its time.  But, at the same time, by

this definition drama is also marked by its function to preserve the values of the

past and the continuity of tradition.  Menéndez Pidal had already offered his

opinion that the literary heritage must of necessity be known and revered by the

citizens of any country “worth its name, since the history of a nation is reflected

as in a mirror in its own literature” (qtd. in Pemán 1940, 13).

Historical self-knowledge, however, was for the Franco supporters but one

of the many reasons to study classical dramatists; there were also aesthetic and

ideological advantages to the recuperation of the genre.  Baroque dramatists held

what Nationalists thought was the requisite selfless attitude towards their

creations.   They were conceived as mere recorders of the facts, values and tastes

of their time—a perspective which was of course contrary to that of most
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contemporaneous modernist authors who affirmed the sole purpose of literature as

the expression of the subject.  Classical theatre exhibited the rigidity of norms,

structures, and principles most opposed to the dangerous individualist formal

anarchy of the avant-garde (Pemán 1959, 6).  Most importantly, the classics, they

claimed, guarded against moral relativism.  They solved metaphysical doubt with

dogma,27 infirmity with structure and disorder with hierarchy, could be trusted to

reflect the “total rhythm of the Spanish mind” at a time when it felt threatened by

foreign influences (Pemán 1962, 10).   Paradoxically, Golden Age plays were also

praised for retaining a popular nature.  Their “disordered, irregular, popularist and

disrespectful attitude towards scholarly norms,” contrasted with the “existentialist

plays of the new elite of modernist playwrights, which were addressed only to

critics, academics and intellectuals” (Pemán 1959, 7).

Evidently, this last factor conflicted with the orderly nature that was

praised above.  This ambivalence was the result of a desperate attempt to forestall

what the conservative right perceived to be the modernist trends: experimentalism

                                               
27 Pemán, speaks to this effect while defending Golden Age theatre from the accusations of
provincialism and lack of metaphysical depth, the opposite qualities from the ones that have come
to characterize Shakespeare:

It has been a common error to believe that our Golden Age theatre, fascinated with its
heroic and contrarreformist solutions, paid no attention at all to the issues of Modernity.
On the contrary, the main characteristic of our theatre was to assimilate all the buoyant
unrest of modernity taking it to the limits of its resolution. ‘Shakespeare—said Shlegel—
raises problems.  Calderón solves them.  (Pemán 1959, 20).  [Original: Ha sido un error
muy extendido creer que nuestro teatro, en el Siglo de Oro, se desentendía totalmente de
la problemática de la Modernidad, encandilado por sus soluciones y afirmaciones
heroicas y contrarreformistas.  La característica de nuestro teatro fue, por el contrario,
asimilar toda la hirviente inquietud de al modernidad, llevándola a topes y límites de
solución y respuesta.  ‘Shakespeare—dijo Shlegel—plantea problemas.  Calderón los
resuelve]
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and elitism.  In fact this contradictory formal aspect may only be clarified by

considering that it sprang from abhorrence of rationality and intellectuals, rather

than from deference to the popular taste.  But most importantly from an

ideological perspective, it may be traced to a strategy well observed in fascism,

the above mentioned “topological shift”28 which appeals to a false left-sounding

populism in order to weaken, contain and eventually reabsorb its ideals into

traditional capitalist channels.

CLASSICAL THEATRE AS POPULAR CULTURE

Significantly, this preference for the popular aspects of Golden Age drama

was also common to the choice of repertoires before the Civil War.  And thus, we

may begin to explain the selection of Golden Age plays that, coincidentally, also

formed the program of the theatrical segment of the Republican “Misiones

Pedagógicas.”  Their introductory program justifies it as follows:

If the theatre of “[the Pedagogical] Misions” is born and lives somehow as
the primitive troupes did and feeds from its repertoire it is only because it
is addressed to an audience similar in taste, sensibility, emotional reactions
and language, to the public of the ancient “corrales,” the humble people
from hamlets and boroughs.29  (Cabra Loredo, 94)

Attentive to what they thought were the needs and preferences of their

poor, unschooled and frequently illiterate public,30 they picked works for their

“elemental spirit, innocent grace and easy comprehension” (Cabra Loredo 94).

                                               
28 See Patraka’s use of this term in p. 13 of the Introduction
29Original: Si el teatro de Misiones nace y vive en cierto modo como nació y vivió nuestra
farándula primitiva y se nutre en sus mismos repertorios, es sólo porque va dirigido a un público
análogo en gusto, sensibilidad, reacción emotiva y lenguaje, a los públicos de los antiguos
corrales, los humildes de pueblos y aldeas.  (Cabra Loredo 94).
30 Despite the efforts of the Institución de la Libre Enseñanza, the rate of illiteracy remained high
in 1934, by their own calculations still about 40%. (Cabra Loredo xxiii) .
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Their ambitions, far from accuracy of reconstruction, were simply to familiarize

rural areas with what they thought were the most attractive and accessible aspects

of  Spanish dramatic culture.

They claimed not to be driven in any way by artistic ambitions “to renew

the aesthetics of the stage” (Cabra Loredo 94).  However, this disinterested

pedagogical attitude was not exactly shared by all.  In contrast, “La Barraca’s”

manifesto commences with an almost contrary artistic objective, the

modernization of the Spanish stage:

PURPOSES: The University Theatre intends the renovation of the Spanish
stage with an artistic criteria.  For this purpose it has resorted to the
classics as educators of the popular taste; our operations tend to take place
in capitals, where the innovative action is most needed; it tends as well
towards the diffusion of theatre among the rural masses who have been
deprived of dramatic performances.31  (Pasqual 79)

The shift in priorities from dissemination to innovation reveals an initial

conflict which remained a main concern of the students of “La Barraca” to the

end.  In order to reconcile the group’s aesthetic aims with its pedagogical intent,

they devised a double program of classical plays with different degrees of

realism/symbolism: “a popular one, of Cervantine “entremeses”, and one for more

restricted audiences, of Autos Sacramentales with musical illustrations” (Pasqual

80).  Both exhibited the innovative custom work and stage designs of university

architects and painters who had “learnt the most modern language by Picasso’s

side” (Pasqual 83).  Still, the pedagogical and artistic ends would conflict, and the

                                               
31Original: PROPOSITOS: El Teatro Universitario se propone la renovación, con un criterio
artístico de la escena española.  Para ello se ha valido de los clásicos como educadores del gusto
popular; nuestra acción que tiende a desarrollarse en las Capitales, donde es más necesaria la
acción renovadora, tiende, también, a la difusión del teatro en las masas campesinas que se han
visto privadas desde tiempos lejanos del espectáculo teatral.  (Pasqual 79)
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compromise of one in the interest of the other would invariably leave some

dissatisfied32.  On occasion, their loyalty to the classics as a genre would earn

them some criticism.  A mildly sympathetic Jose María Salaverría attempts to

justify as follows the choice of an Auto Sacramental for the public of the

university of Madrid

Is it not perhaps a bit shocking? To give a spectacle full of theological
problems to a secular Republic might seem, in the least, somewhat
extemporaneous.  But we are dealing with a university, and with a
singularly well educated public.  And with Calderón de la Barca, a genius
capable of infusing anything he touches with exceptional emotion and
elevation...33  (qtd. in García Lorca 522)

The choice of texts abundant with religious dogma and historically sanctioned by

the Spain of the Inquisition, to name one historical reactionary supporter, were

only some of the aspects of the repertoire that made it, in actuality, as problematic

for the Republic as it would later be suitable for the Francoist regime.

On the other hand, La Barraca’s director García Lorca only seemed to

increase the suspicions of his critics by insisting on the non-political nature of

theatre (Lorca 549) and the ultimate beauty of the “Auto Sacramental.”  This

genre, he claimed, “encompassed the totality of the stage and all the existing

theatrical possibilities” (qtd. in Pasqual 85) while being comparable to “the best

                                               
32 Arguably, the conflicting cultural models in the liberal segments in the Republic, which strived
to empower the masses through culture while refusing to relinquish cultural control, contributed to
its undoing.  A Republic constituted of intellectuals and whose educators constituted an artistic
elite embodied inherent tensions that would prove unresolvable.  For specific instances of these
conflicts see Part II in Spanish Cultural Studies. Ed. H. Graham and Jo Labanyi.
33Original: ¿No resulta acaso un poco chocante? Darle al público de una República laica un
espectáculo lleno de problemas teológicos puede parecer, cuando menos, algo entemporáneo.
Pero se trata de una Universidad y de unos espectadores singularmente ilustrados.  Se trata además
de Calderón de la Barca, el genio que a todo cuanto toca le infunde una emoción y un vuelo
excepcionales.  (qtd. in Lorca 522)
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dramatic tragedy,” the supreme ritual, “the holy sacrifice of the mass”34 (qtd. in

Pasqual 86).  Again, the almost mystical sensibility of Lorca only rendered his

work more problematic for programmatic leftists critics who could appreciate

neither the aesthetic nor the subversive dimensions of artistic experimentalism.35

Many of Lorca’s efforts were directed towards giving Spanish literature its

proper place. He insisted, poetically yet forcefully, on the need to disseminate and

popularize the much forgotten national heritage as a means to recover both pride

and inspiration:

We want to represent and vulgarize our great and forgotten classical
repertoire since it is the case, shamefully, that despite Spain having the
richest theatre of all Europe, it is concealed from all; and having these
prodigious poetic voices sequestered is as bad as desiccating the river
springs or setting canvases over the sky so as to not see the hard metal of
the stars.36 (qtd. in Pasqual 85)

Yet, the questionable decision of placing classical drama as the keystone

of an education also found more direct and harsher criticism from the left.  Let us

take as an example the comment of an irritated journalist who, in an afterword

                                               
34 Lorca’s brother, Francisco, recounts that the poet “while still a small boy, frequently bedecked
himself in brightly colored garments, simulating priestly vestments, and very dramatically
conducted the ritual of the Mass for the children and servants in the household.  The mock
sermons that he delivered were so fraught with emotion that he brought tears to his
“congregation.” Surprisingly, Lorca continued this practice throughout his life.  Manuel Angeles
Ortiz says that almost every day, in the Residencia de Estudiantes in Madrid, Lorca donned his
robes and conducted the communion ritual for his friends there.  (Byrd 24)
35 As Jo Labanyi notices: “In Golden Age drama, dialogue is frequently in verse, and low-life
humor and bawdy are used to produce a carnivalesque reversal of hierarchy”(163).
36 Original: Nosotros queremos representar y vulgarizar nuestro olvidado y gran repertorio clásico,
ya que se da el caso vergonzoso de que, teniendolos españoles el teatro más rico de toda Europa,
esté para todos oculto; y tener estas prodigiosas voces poéticas encerradas es lo mismo que secar
las fuentes de los ríos o poner toldos al cielo para no ver el estaño duro de las estrellas.  Julio de
1932 (Pasqual 85)
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following his interview with Lorca, sardonically decides to “silence” the

following:

Respectful of [Lorca’s] desires, we will say no more.  Not even that, in our
opinion, some of the plays selected are not the most in harmony with the
exposed intention of modernizing the theatre, nor the most appropriate for
the culture, tastes, habits, and, above all, the language of the plain
villagers of today.37   (qtd. in García Lorca, 519).

Obscurity, religious indoctrination, monarchic propaganda, and outmoded forms

and matters were only some of the obstacles inherent to this theatrical enterprise.

In response to these detractions, Lorca cunningly argued the poetic beauty of the

Golden Age authors, far superior to anything produced at the moment.  In fact, he

established a pendular movement, much like Pemán’s power pendulum, to

synthesize the Spanish aesthetic “rhythm” embodied by the classics between

materialism and spirituality.  None of this, it seems, sufficed to redeem his artistic

choice.

The Baroque dramatic language, full of archaisms, obscure references and

frequently in verse, presented obvious difficulties to uninstructed audiences.  For

this reason, Lorca applied an exacting aesthetic policy which allowed him to

preserve the poetic qualities of the works while eliminating anything hard to

comprehend.  In the first place he never revised or “eliminated complete scenes or

parts but instead cut obscure, extraneous material but not without “reattaching the

verses with logic, rhythm and harmony.” It was his aim, he claimed, to preserve

everything “essential to the play’s argument or idea” (Lorca 632).  This was an

                                               
37Original: Conformes con el deseo [de Lorca], no decimos más.  Ni siquiera que, a nuestro juicio,
algunas de las obras elegidas no son las más en armonía con la expuesta tendencia a modernizar el
teatro, ni las más adecuadas a la cultura, gustos, costumbres, y sobre todo, lenguaje de los
sencillos lugareños de hoy.  (qtd. in Lorca 519)
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objective that unveiled his organic, formalist view of the literary text and could be

said to conflict with his social intents.  Additionally, he would construct the plays

with “just enough doses of anachronism to approximate it to our current

sensibilities” (Lorca 425).

These aesthetic strategies, however, caused the protest of purists who

viewed his liberties with the texts as signs of irreverence.  Such was the case, for

example, of the director of a female boarding school whose testimony we have

through one of the actors:

Even though we performed without a flaw, María de Maeztu did not like
the representation.  She commented that D. Miguel de Cervantes could not
be treated with such disrespect; that dancing in the “entremeses” was little
less than a crime, etc.  With this attitude she showed her petrified
Cervantism,  “putrid”, as Ortega would say.38  (qtd. in Pasqual 109)

In fact, the public’s reactions to these performances were perceived by Lorca to

vary according to ideology and class.  In general, Lorca observed,

There is only one public we have noticed so far that does not favor us: the
middle class, the materialist frivolous bourgeoisie.  Our public, the true
recepients of the theatrical art, are in two extremes: the educated classes,
of academic or of spontaneous intellectual or artistic formation, and the
people, the poorest, roughest, uncontaminated, virgin, fertile ground for
shudders of pain and turns of humor.39  (qtd. in Pasqual 84)

The lack of sensitivity and understanding of the middle classes was noted by

Lorca (Pasqual 92), who occasionally had to deal with more aggressive forms of
                                               
38 Original: Aunque trabajamos sin un solo fallo, a María de Maeztu no le gustó la representación:
comentó que no se podía tratar tan irrespetuosamente a D. Miguel de Cervantes; que bailar los
Entremeses constituía poco menos que un delito, etc.  Con ello, Doña María dio a entender su
cervantismo petrificado, “putrefacto,” como diría Ortega.  (qtd. in Pasqual 109)
39Original: Hay un solo público que hemos podido comprobar que no nos es adicto: el intermedio,
la burguesía, frívola y materializada.  Nuestro público, los verdaderos captadores del arte teatral,
están en los dos extremos: las clases cultas, universitarias o de formación intelectual o artística
espontánea, y el pueblo, el más pobre y más rudo, incontaminado, virgen, terreno fértil a todos los
estremecimientos del dolor y a todos los giros de la gracia.  (Pasqual 84)
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rejection.  In particular, there is an incident in which the inhabitants of a

monarchist village, Estella, stoned the vehicles of the troupe on account of their

Republican insignia (Pasqual 91), and an occasion in which a performance in a

church in San Juan del Duero had to be interrupted due to the repeated

disturbances of a group of agitators, members of a “certain political party” intent

on discrediting the enterprise (Pasqual 109).  Yet, the records of “La Barraca”

contain nothing but unconditional attention and support from the rural audiences

who would brave rain, sun, and fatigue--the public often stood--in order to

witness the performances.

The candid and spontaneous response of the untrained public often

required adjustments on the part of the actors.  Carmen García Lasgoity, one of

the main actresses, describes an occasion in which the spectators refused to accept

the resolution of a play in which the damsel chose the unglamorous alter boy over

the soldier, and kept protesting, in increasingly threatening manner, until the end

of the play was altered to their satisfaction (Pasqual 108).  Understandably, Lorca

had to accommodate his brand of visionary aesthetics to a rural public he

respected but who was not always as malleable or receptive as he may have

hoped.  We may presume that it was with the educated, intellectual crowds that he

could show himself unmovable in his artistic precepts.  Yet, it is impossible to

assess the true impact of these spectacles upon the rural audiences without

speculating.  It is also hard to estimate the significance that these activities had

over the total cultural life of the communities.
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From the data compiled by Julio Martínez Velasco in his study of the first

seventy years of Teatro Lope de Vega, we may partially adumbrate the situation

in Seville, a representative capital of the south and one of the first to suffer the

rigors of totalitarianism after its early fall to the rebel side at the start of the Civil

War.  By 1929 the city’s cultural life offered a predominance of elegant soirees

over popular festivals and sustained scant theatrical representations at elevated

prices—5 ptas, a price superior to the cost of a woolen sweater (Martínez Velasco

23).  The inauguration of the Theatre of the Exposition, as it was originally called,

saw the performance of an Auto Sacramental attributed to Calderon, “El Santo

Rey don Fernando” and a series of comedies of manners “comedias de

costumbres” by the local brothers Alvarez Quintero displaying lighthearted

morals and local color.  The season offered additionally the usual pick of

bourgeois plays by Benavente and classics such as “El Alcalde de Zalamea” and

“La Vida es Sueno” by Calderon (110).  With the arrival of the 2nd Republic in

1931, most theatres had closed and the existing ones had to compete with

bullfights and the newly arrived cinema.  The theatrical crisis only intensified in

the following years due to the attention that political matters such as the fall of the

monarchy were acquiring in the public arena.  The polarized situation rendered

soccer with the local popular and conservative teams, “Betis” and “Sevilla,” as a

more ideal cultural ground in which to resolve ideological disputes.  By that time

drama was firmly established as an instrument of evasion, “to the point that

audiences rejected all innovation, Grau, Valle-Inclán and Lorca himself”

(Martínez Velasco 119).  The Republican response was to reduce prices and
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encourage the same colorist comedies of manner that had found the favor of the

popular audiences before.  By 1932, the Theatre of the Exposition, now called

Lope de Vega, was mainly used for musical performances until its closure in

1936.

This brief account may serve as indication of the actual incidence of

theatre in the popular classes.  The elevated ticket prices had barred their presence

from theatres long enough to prevent them from being active participants in the

dramatic tradition.  There were other obstacles as well.  In many strict Catholic

families theatre was barred from the lives of young girls as frivolous and possibly

immoral entertainment.  Moreover, after their first encounters with Misiones

Pedagógicas many spectators would never again be exposed to theatre, let alone

the classics, due to the impending national conflict.  Nor would these spectators

have occasion to read the classics, since much of the population would never even

achieve literacy.

It may be clear, from this analysis, that the power of the classical plays to

fashion and express collective memory, or to shape cultural or historical

understanding could not come as easily into effect through initiatives from the

top-down which were more attentive to the diffusion of their own ideological

agenda than to the articulation of popular experience.  It is for this reason that the

recent emergence of local classical performances acquires particular importance.

In the most fortunate cases, the access to an unknown area of a communal

patrimony through the reappropriation of Aurean texts seems to have impacted

the popular consciousness and even encouraged further action and involvement
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with the arts.  This is most definitely the case with the communities of Fuente

Obejuna, Zalamea and Numancia, in Garray.  As I will show in the coming

chapters, these are communities whose conception of themselves was altered

politically and culturally through the their presence on stage, and the historical

experience that would incorporate them to the dialectics of the canonical Golden

Age.
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Chapter II.  Sheep or Bees?  The Dominant and Subaltern
Fuenteovejuna.

Fuente Obejuna40 is today a small but prosperous village containing a little

over 6000 inhabitants.  According to a mayoral announcement, the town holds an

important claim to fame despite its size, since, “thanks to the good doing of Lope

de Vega in his play Fuenteovejuna, our town is known today all over the world”

(Playbill of Fuenteovejuna, 2000 production).  The Tourist Guide that is offered

to all visitors boasts further that,

Even though the play is performed by the National Theaters of countries
such as England, France, Russia or Cuba, the best frame for its
representation has been, and will always be, the stage where the historic
event took place, and above all, when performed by the natives of the
town.41  (Tourist Guide of Fuente Obejuna)

It is necessary to recognize the different levels of abstraction at work here

in order to appreciate the veiled distinctions made between international, national

and local performances.  This chapter will concern itself, not with the play

Fuenteovejuna in its original environment, but with some of these conceptual

distinctions and the contested dramatic elements that have conferred to the play

both its ambivalence and its value in 20th century Spain.  My intent is to deal with

the play, not thematically as it has been sufficiently studied by eminent critics, but

                                               
40 The variations in the spelling indicate a difference in the perception of the town’s origin.  While
the current name, Fuente Obejuna indicates identification with a Roman settlement known for its
wealth of bees or  “abejas”, Lope’s name, Fuente Ovejuna, refers back to the 16th century, when
the area was well known for its sheep trade, in Spanish “ovejas.”  The significance of these
choices is discussed later on in further detail.
41Original: Aunque se representa por los Teatros Nacionales de países como Inglaterra, Francia,
Rusia, Cuba, etc., el mejor marco donde se ha escenificado esta obra, ha sido y es, el propio
escenario donde tuvo lugar el hecho histórico y sobre todo, representado por los naturales de la
villa.  (Guía Turística Fuente Obejuna)
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as a historical drama regarded historically; that is, both in relation to Lope, and as

regards specific performances now and in the 1930' and 40’s.  It is my premise

that the uninterrupted presence of Fuenteovejuna on Spanish--and foreign--stages

depends largely upon its role as expression of distinct experiences of the

collective historical consciousness.  These states of consciousness, with their

social implications and their contribution to different levels of political identity,

are precisely the focus of interest here.

 The core of the distinctions between the universalist, national and local

visions may be said to rest upon shared conceptions about the imaginary vs. actual

status of the communities to which they refer.  The universalist approach to the

play, which is available to any country, and hence, is global, unlimited and

abstract in nature, conveys broad messages generally about popular freedom or

institutional order.  The national approach, bound to an imaginary, limited

sovereign Spanish community, regards the drama as a representation of defining

historical and political trends in the country since the Baroque.  The local

approach renders a tale of origin and continuity into a depositary of a genealogical

and historical legacy that binds a community, internally defined and identified, to

a place.  The degrees of cultural ownership to which World/Spain/Fuente Obejuna

may be entitled are governed by assumptions that are inversely proportional to the

levels of elimination and selection employed in the construction of meaning.  The

universalist Socialist or, conversely “Imperialist” meanings disregard spatial and

temporal referentiality and linger in the socio-political dimensions of the text.

The nationalist meaning abstracts spatial and local particularity in order to dwell
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in the temporal details that set the plot as a representative section in Spanish

history—whether it depicts centrifugal or centripetal forces.

The relevance of Fuenteovejuna as a universalist symbol of popular

rebellion differs radically from its use as a national icon of political centralism

and conformity, and further from its character as a local icon of independence and

geographical identity. It is important to recognize that the impetus of the play as

facilitator of local agency does not serve to minimize, but instead to complicate

the artistic claims and ideological goals of previous interpretations of

Fuenteovejuna.  Indeed it may be said that it is precisely the consideration of the

play at a local level that ruptures the polarizing, top-down perspective so

predominant in academic circles.

The local meaning embraces a maximum of socio-spacio-temporal detail.

Thus the statement in the tourist brochure justifies the importance of the agencies

of meaning generated by local interpretations which induce a maximum level of

identification and are not to be contained or reduced by professional,

metropolitan, national or international productions.

With the statement that “since 1992 the productions have been undertaken

by locals who, with their great enthusiasm and passion, have reached a level akin

to that of professional actors,” the residents of Fuente Obejuna struggle to reassert

their place in the history of dramatic representations and attempt to reinstate

dimensions lost to other productions.  In addition, the claim of authenticity

implicit in the above statement is meant to compensate for the lack of professional

dramatic training that would be more readily available in more cosmopolitan,
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anonymous, artificial settings.  Indubitably, local performances add a unique,

concrete and valuable perspective that contributes to shape the fluid, abstract

discourse of the nation by adding specificity.  Yet, if it is true that we must re-

inscribe popular local experiences in discourses about national historical and

cultural heritage, it is important that we be wary of homogenizing generalizations

that might simplify the relation of identity between the play and the town after

which is named.  The particularity of the personal experience of the people of

Fuente Obejuna serves as a necessary destabilizer to the all-encompassing

generalizations found in academic and official narratives about history.

Spatial Mappings of Fuenteovejuna

The cultural apparatus producing Fuente Obejuna’s Golden Age past

encompasses public and private entities as well as spatial and social relations.

Among the conditions of preservation of this historical heritage are the spatial

connections that map the play onto the town and that help unveil to some degree

the identification of the local residents with this play.  Official organisms have

named, among others, the local high school, the library and the central plaza after

Lope de Vega, and several streets after popular characters in the play--“Mengo”

and “Laurencia,” in particular.  Also, private businesses commemorate the

dramatic tradition in places like “Hostal Lope de Vega” and “Hotel el

Comendador.”   There is no doubt as to the collective effort to keep these names

as part of the quotidian patrimony of the town.  The dissemination of these

collective memories is uniform in both private and public organisms, and is

undertaken through different cultural means such as tourist brochures, institutions,
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monuments, ceremonies, and periodic festivals.  Yet, as it may be anticipated, the

diffusion of acts of remembrance does not assure homogeneous reception or

interpretation of these acts.  In fact, systematic evocation of the past does not even

guarantee open confrontation with its most troubling dimensions.  When we tap

into the meanings and feelings that these names and commemorative events have

evoked and continue to evoke in the citizens of the town, the results are

ideologically diverse.  This ambiguity, however, is the necessary result of a

perspective that, not content with defining the marginal as non-dominant, or as

“essential (and often essentialized) lack, whose virtue derives from its

nondominance,” (Valis 118) strives to complicate and nuance critical and

historical understanding.  It may be said that the varying attitudes and desires of

the town’s inhabitants towards their present seem to be related by one trait only:

their growing awareness of their position, despite their geographic marginality, as

defining agents of a national past—a past construed as a nostalgic vision of

bygone pride and grandeur.  Controversy about the defining import of the play is

in part conditioned by this position and their need to contest it with other, more

extended and enduring visions of their history coming from above--from the

capital, urban centers, scholars, professionals, or institutions.

What’s In a Name? The Mellarienses of  Fuente Obejuna

At this point an aside should be made to note the significance of the lack

of coincidence between the name of the play (Fuenteovejuna), the town (Fuente

Obejuna), and its inhabitants (Mellarienses).  Far from a simple spelling change,

these distinctions convey a crucial discrepancy in the perception of the historical
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identification of the place.  The Cordovan historians Emilio Cabrera and Andrés

Morós dedicate some attention to the issue in Fuenteovejuna: La Violencia

Antiseñorial en el Siglo XV.  In this work they attribute the variations in spelling

to a Roman settlement in the area that eternalized its defining source of wealth,

bees or “abejas,” by calling itself Mellaria (allusive to honey).  The modern

spelling with a “b” and the inhabitants’ current denomination, Mellarienses,

clearly favor this classical root.

 However, these historians interestingly observe that, not only were the

enclaves not identical, but that the first founders of the current Fuente Obejuna

were not likely to be aware of the proximity of the Roman city, which had been

uninhabited for centuries (45).  As a consequence, the authors lean towards an

alternative etymology for the town’s name:

The town existing today, founded in the Middle Ages, owes its name, we
believe, not to the bees immortalized by the Roman Mellarian but to the
sheep that constituted its maximum wealth from the time that la Mesta
turned wool into the most profitable product, not only for Fuenteovejuna,
but for the kingdom of Castille.42 (Cabrera & Morós 45)

With this appreciation, the sign of local prosperity is transformed from the Roman

bees [abejas] into the Medieval mark of royal prosperity, sheep [ovejas].  Lope de

Vega seems to endorse this latter theory by calling his play, as the historians do,

Fuente Ovejuna with the spelling of “oveja” [sheep].  It is unclear, however,

whether the current spelling of Fuente Obejuna indicates identification with the

classic rather than the medieval origins of the town, or whether it is dictated by

                                               
42Original: La ciudad actual, nacida en la Baja Edad Media, debe su nombre, creemos, no a las
abejas immortalizadas por la Mellaria romana, sino al ganado ovino, que constituyó su máxima
riqueza desde que la Mesta convirtió la lana en el producto más rentable no sólo de
Fuenteovejuna, sino también de todo el reino de Castilla.  (Cabrera & Morós 45)
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the characteristics commonly associated with these creatures: the industrious,

vengeful bees as opposed to the less alluring meek and dependent sheep.  The

following lines in the play, which are incidentally one of the best known

fragments, seem to corroborate the popular awareness of the latter association:

Sheep you are, the name of Fuente Ovejuna says it well./Give me your
weapons, since you are but stones, but bronze.[…]/Cowardly hares you
were born, barbarians, not Spaniards./Chickens! For you stand that other
men enjoy your women. 43 [my emphasis] (III, I 1759-1769)

These lines, thrown to the men-folk by the ravished heroine interrupting their

meeting, question the virility and patriotism of the local men and displays a

harshness rarely used by women at the time.  Laurencia’s angry invective

proceeds by naming a series of cowardly, passive creatures—hares, chicken and

sheep--with which she identifies the inhabitants of the town; men who failed to

protect her and who therefore do not deserve to be called men.44  The effect is the

undermining of male authority and collective agency for all to be associated with

the town; a factor that may have predisposed them to name themselves

Mellarienses or change the orthography of the town’s name.

On a brief visit to Fuente Obejuna I was able to gather some impressions

pertinent to this issue.  To my surprise, upon casually contacting a variety of

inhabitants of the town—a waiter, a librarian, a neighbor—one of the first things

they unfailingly volunteered to mention was the curious status of the town’s

                                               
43 Ovejas sois, bien lo dize/de Fuente Ovejuna el nombre./ !Dadme unas armas a mí,/pues sois piedras, pues sois
bronzes.[...]/Liebres cobardes nacistes/bárbaros sois, no españoles./¡Gallinas!¡Vuestras mujeres sufrís que otros
hombres gozen!  (III, I 1759-1769)

44 Incidentally, the dramatic text also equates this quality, meekness, with barbarity or non-
Hispanity thus facilitating the leap from the local to the national that rightist readings would be so
eager to undertake.
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name.  After indicating the coat of arms that designates the place—variously

emblazoned in city maps, brochures and reproduced in an antique wood carving at

the library--they begged me to notice whether it was not a bee, rather than a

sheep, that figured gallantly in one of the corners of the emblem.  These were not

innocent remarks.  The evident intent of the Mellarienses to confer antiquity to

their etymology, and their consensus in contesting Lope’s designation, bears

witness to the Mellarienses’ awareness of their historical conditioning by the

drama’s notoriety.  With their argumentation, they assert to the visitor their right

to reconfigure their history as they renounce the dubious honor that Lope de Vega

would bestow upon them by immortalizing them as sheep in Fuente Ovejuna.45

The initiative by the Mellarienses to re-write and re-define the town’s

name coincides with their efforts to re-appropriate their history by interpreting the

significance of the events that made the place internationally famous.

 HISTORICAL AND LITERARY STORIES OF FUENTE OBEJUNA

a) Historical Stories

On the 23rd of April of 1476, the people of Fuente Obejuna, about a

thousand shepherds and peasants and their representatives, assaulted the

Encomienda and dispatched with a violent and cruel death the High Comendador

                                               
45 Although the Baroque monograph spells the play in two words Fuente Ovejuna, modern
editions join them in one word Fuenteovejuna.  I will refer to the play in the modern aception,
Fuenteovejuna, for matters of consistency except in reference to particular texts that might use the
original title.  Any reference to the town or people will respect the local spelling, Fuente Obejuna,
unless in quotation.
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of the Order of Calatrava.46  The event was recorded in a series of chronicles and

historical documents that recount the national turmoil that the kingdoms under the

Catholic Kings were undergoing due to a number of factors: the unrest of the

increasingly dissatisfied nobility, the disputed succession to the throne they

claimed, and the economic strain the country experienced because of the resulting

civil war.  The historical documents speak of the disputes between military orders

and the municipal government of Córdoba to gain jurisdiction over the town of

Fuente Ovejuna, and all except one47 mention the discontent of the villagers at the

extortion and abuse to which they were being subject by their lord, the

Comendador Fernán Gómez of the military Order of Calatrava.  These documents

are, for the most part, unknown to all but experts and scholars, and it was Lope de

Vega’s drama Fuenteovejuna, a play whose plot omits most of the above factors,

that gave the town its lasting fame and popularized its history.

The dramatic text is often categorized, fairly, as a fictional love story in

which “the socio-political implications are derived from the metaphysical

                                               
46 These military orders—Calatrava, Santiago and Alcántara—had been created in the XIIth
century with the exclusive purpose of combating in the Holy War against the Muslims.  They were
engrossed by nobles who could prove  genealogically the purity of their blood.  Despite the vows
of obedience, poverty and chastity to which they were bound by the religious dimensions of the
organism, these orders gradually acquired immense influence and wealth due to the fact that they
constituted the only stable organized military power at the time.  A great part of the towns,
including Fuente Obejuna, were under their direct jurisdiction by the time in which the events
under discussion take place in the XVth century.
47 Besides a brief paragraph in a historical manual and an explanation of the proverb
“Fuenteovejuna lo hizo” in a book about folk lore, there are only two sources that could have been
available to Lope: a) the Crónica de Palencia, which exonerates the Comendador and
delegitimizes the revolt, is disregarded by the bard; and b) the Crónica de Rades, which exposes
the villagers’ oppression by Comendador largely coincides with the play and is widely considered
as its main source (Kirschner 1979 Chapter 5).
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treatment of concepts like honor and courtesy,”48 a description that, by referring

to private uses of the social code, strips the events of their political and national

impact (Fuente Ovejuna 47).  Thus, the competing paradigms of conservative

honor and progressive revolution implicit respectively in the fictional and

historiographic versions of the revolt pose certain tensions between Lope’s play

and the historical sources from which he drew.  The centripetal honor code that

pervades the dramatic text is meant to press restraining and binding forces upon

the individual and, consequently, works towards consent, duty and the

preservation of the status quo, a contrary effect to that of the centrifugal forces of

social revolution that the historical texts seem to manifest.  The following

passages, extracted respectively from the play and its main source, the Rades

Chronicle, expose the apparent reasons for the rebellion and serve as illustration

of the contrasting emphasis:

Esteban: A man whose grey head is anointed by tears/asks of you, honest
ploughmen/what eulogies may we do/for a land with no honor, bereft of
it./And if they be called justly honors/how will we pay them, if there is not
one among us/this barbarian has not affronted?/Answer me: is there even
oneof you/who is not hurt in his honor and life?49  (Fuenteovejuna III-I
1661-1666)

                                               
48The most commonly available edition of the text, a 1997 paperback of the Cátedra publishing
company prepared by Juan María Marín, includes the following observation in the introduction:

In the story that Lope depicts…the socio-political message is derived from metaphysical issues.  The first two
scenes deal with the word ‘manners’ and the concept of love respectively.  The further development of the story
depends on the elucidation of these two notions and, as the plot advances is revealed their interdependence with
the ideas harmony/disharmony, order/chaos, village/court.  (Intro to Fuente Ovejuna 47) [Original: En la
historia que Lope ha dibujado...el mensaje socio-político se desprende de lo metafísico.  Las dos primeras
escenas versan una sobre la palabra cortesía, la otra sobre el amor.  El desarrollo posterior de la historia es el
desentrañamiento de los dos conceptos y, al avanzar la comedia, se va revelando su interdependencia con los
conceptos armonía/desarmonía, orden/caos, aldea/corte

49Original: Esteban: Un hombre cuyas canas baña el llanto/labradores honrados os pregunta/Qué
obsequias debe hazer toda esta gente/a su patria sin honra, ya perdida.Y si se llaman honras
justamente/¿cómo se harán, si no hay entre nosotros/Hombres a quien ese bárbaro no afrente?
(Fuenteovejuna III-I 1661-1666)
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This scene takes place in the meeting called by the mayor of Fuente Obejuna

immediately after the Comendador absconds his daugher, Laurencia, from her

own wedding.  The grief of the old man and his reason to act are not political, but

private; it is the loss of personal honor that prompts him to challenge the

townsmen to rebel against authority.  It is important to note that this loss becomes

unendurable only once it is made public, and it is not until this moment, when the

mayor moves the villagers to action by unveiling their own dishonor, that he

makes the offense collective and confers onto the group the necessary strength to

confront the oppressor.  It may be said that the transition from private offense to

the articulation of the problem as a social conflict is the moment that marks the

awakening of the collective consciousness.

There is disparity, however, between the despair of dishonor that precedes

the rebellion in Lope, and the causes contended by Rades in his Chronicle which,

as the following fragment shows, were first and foremost economic in nature:

This nobleman had given ill treatment to his subjects, lodging in the town

many soldiers to sustain in it the faction of the King of Portugal, who

aspired to the throne of Castille; and he tolerated those insolent soldiers to

make grave insults and outrages in consuming their states to those of

Fuenteovejuna.  In addition to this, the Comendador himself had done

great injury and dishonor to the villagers, taking by force daughters and

wives and stealing their properties to maintain his soldiers.50  (Rades qtd

in Gª Aguilera& Hernández Ossorno 124)
                                               
11Original: Había hecho aquel Cavallero mal tratamiento a sus vasallos, teniendo en la villa
muchos soldados para sustentar en ella la voz del Rey de Portugal, que pretendía ser Rey de
Castilla; y consentía que aquella descomedida gente hiziesse grandes agravios y afrentas a los de
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This shift in emphasis, from the social to the economic, dictates a change

in the consideration of the status of the events, from revolt to revolution.  The

current productions of Fuenteovejuna in the town are, as it were, an attempt on

the part of its inhabitants to participate in the discourse about the different

conceptualizations of the events in which their ancestors took part.  This discourse

has been traditionally dominated by historians and literary academics who have

occasionally dialogued with directors and producers of the adaptations of Lope’s

text but who have consistently disregarded the Mellarienses.

These rival perceptions (the romantic and the revolutionary) indicate the

fluidity of meanings implicit in cultural tradition, and point out tensions and

conflicting patterns within the dramatic text that I wish to reintroduce rather than

resolve.   It is precisely by studying the diffusion and privileging of either of these

versions of the play, that we may adumbrate some of the workings of the cultural

machine.  Yet, they afford us no certain insight as to their influence on individual

experience.  Academic narratives on the place often do not reflect the perceptions

of those in the place. The groups and eras for or against the “revolutionary”

Fuenteovejuna do not necessarily speak for all individuals of the particular group

or era.  In fact, when we juxtapose spatial, chronological and class-related

conditionings, conflicting interests emerge that complicate these perceptions.

At the local level, historical differences between milieus in the pre-post

Civil War eras seem to be transcended occasionally by the weight of political
                                                                                                                               
Fuenteovejuna sobre comérseles sus haziendas.  Ultradesto, el mismo Comendador mayor avía
hecho grandes agravios y deshonras a los de la villa, tomándoles por fuerza sus hijas y mugeras y
robándoles sus haciendas para sustentar aquellos soldados que tenía.  (Rades qtd in Gª Aguilera&
Hernández Ossorno 124)
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conviction independently of class experience.   Thus, the patterns of reception

which spring from similar premises may on occasion be influenced by ideological

stance independent of age or even class group.  The following may serve as

samples of the variations among current local attitudes: The Tourist Guide of the

town describes the play as “the struggle of the popular masses against the tyranny

executed by the powers.”   The head librarian of Fuente Obejuna, Alfonso

Fernández Mellado, regrets that “even though the locality represents the ‘free

town’ in Stalingrado [i.e. the center of Communist Russian performances], we

[people of Fuente Ovejuna] have not known how to give the play the force it

contains.” (Interview 6/04/2002). On the other hand, the Mayor introduces the

festival on Fuenteovejuna by presenting it as “a play that symbolizes our honor

and dignity so that those events will never be repeated in our town” [original

emphasis] (Fuenteovejuna Playbill, August 2000).  Pedro Navarrete Romero, an

extra in the 1935 production, describes it as “a beautiful play on the bravado of

the women of the town, challenging the men folk” (Interview 6/04/02).  Despite

the apparent compatibility of these statements, there is an important shift in

perspective between these interpretations of what the play symbolizes: collective

social struggle or individual honor breaching.  Naturally, it remains to be assessed

how representative these positions are of predominant popular attitudes, but they

may serve at least as an indication of some of the possible variations, as they

relativize the impact of sources of cultural authority.

From these local perspectives we may trace several filtering systems

integral to the process of meaning making: the descriptive objectivizing
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historiographic outlooks, the Marxist frame of interpretation, the vanishing

legends of the oral tradition, etc.  Some of these, such as academic historiography,

are vested with institutional authority.  But, interestingly, the most prevalent and

illuminating source of perceptions resides not in these, but in the early local

Republican and Francoist productions of the play, events that appear to have

colored a number of the autochthonous current visions of the historical incident.

Educated locals tend to be partial to factual documentation and historical

evidence.  Their dutiful quotation of academic texts and data seeks to borrow

institutional authority for what otherwise could be perceived as peripheral

statements born out of provincial pride.  Even though there is no historiographic

consensus on the sequence or import of the events, the wealth of records and

chronicles on the revolt that projects a favorable image of the agency and

autonomy of the community could have prompted a popular leaning towards

documentation.  This is not, however, the case.  The reasons for the virtual

invisibility of these records resides in their absence from cultural agencies of wide

dissemination, and in the official privileging of the dramatic text as a means of

indoctrination among the populace.

With this in mind, we may now turn to the content of these widely ignored

historical documents.

It is useful at this point in my analysis to refer to a historiographic

monograph that attempts to clarify the reasons for the predominance of the

dramatic version of the events to the exclusion of all others.  The year of Franco’s

death, 1975, saw the publication of a thorough analysis on the history of Fuente
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Obejuna’s revolt.  Raul García Aguilera and M. Hernández Ossorno collaborated

in Revueltas y Litigios de los Villanos de la Encomienda de Fuenteobejuna, in

order to present the important divergences between historiographic

documentation, popular opinion and, only tangentially, dramatic script.  The text

is tellingly included in a series called “Library of the Visionary, Heterodox and

Marginalized.” The interest of this series is that, while it strives to include the

silenced voices, these are not merely understood as the formulated and repressed

thought of marginalized authors, but more often as the never articulated speech of

collectives who did not normally participate in public discourse production.

It is easy from the point of view of the locals, trivialized and disregarded

by academics and theoreticians, to be skeptical of the same constructions that

contributed to silence their history.  If we can assume that much of the current

discussion has been scripted by structural Master narratives--Marxism,

materialism, anthropology, reader’s response, postmodernism--then we may also

assume that those same discourses are likely to neglect perspectives that do not

match their angles of vision.  García & Hernández observe that Fuente Obejuna’s

history has remained in a blind spot of historiography for this reason.  In their

view, the fact that the records of the revolt lack the terminology and conditions of

rebellions as dictated by Marxism has eliminated this important and remarkable

historical episode from theoretical discussions.  Many Marxists do not consider

Fuente Obejuna’s revolt worthy of historical recording because the impulsiveness

and vehemence of the actions seem to indicate lack of prevision and political

consciousness.  On the other hand, García and Hernández observe that scholarly
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“self-serving and self-aggrandizing” articulations disregard Fuente Obejuna’s

impact on history because of the revolt’s apparent lack of consequences and

failure to change the power structure.  Blinded by evolutionary preconceptions of

history, and presumably, eager to disassociate themselves from examples of

barbaric bloodshed, Marxists in and out of the academic world tend to ignore

accident, instant reaction and repetition, variables normally defining of

revolutions from below, as building parameters.  Yet, it is often the case that,

despite the apparent general tendency to perceive51 linear, gradual and necessary

progress, it is the accidental, the random and the counteractive that often fuels the

engines of history.

By way of contrast to scholarly constructions of history, García and

Hernández claim to simply offer “previously ignored or silenced facts.”  Their

presentation of the facts is, however, heavily ideologized and seems to hinge, in

fact, on a Marxist perspective applied a posteriori, and disparaged here only

because of its categorizing of Fuente Obejuna’s revolt as a failure.  The leftist

leaning is understandable if we remember that these historians consider the

popular revolt as part of a history marginalized by the academia as a result of its

peripheral rural location.

In their view, agency should never be disregarded solely on the basis of its

consequences. As Butler notes, action is a consequence of agency and it

contributes to subject formation, whether successful or not in its results (Butler

                                               
51 I will not enter here on whether this perception is instructed by the legitimating practice of
dominant ideologies, as Foucault would propose.  See in reference to this topic: Foucault’s
“Nietzsche, Geneology, History” from Language, Counter-Memory, Practice.  Selected Essays
and Interviews.  Ed. & Intro. Donald F. Bouchard. Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1977.
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725).  In the minds of García and Hernández other factors, not contemplated in

systematized thinking, merit attention: this rebellion is among the first with its

characteristics; it seems to have been used as a model for subsequent outbursts in

the area; it was repeated on two other occasions under similar circumstances.  If

we consider exemplarity and repetition, rather than structural transformation

(normally only attained when institutional powers are involved) as parameters of

change, Fuente Obejuna’s revolt gains magnitude, and attains a status denied by

the literary text of Lope the Vega.

Granting García & Hernández the credit they deserve, it is pertinent to

revise as well the premises that lead them to such a “visionary” conclusion.  It is

striking that, in order to re-write history from the perspective of the people they

had to ground their findings in historiographical documentation, for in this they

echo a strategy proper to Lope himself, who recites the classical paradigm,

quoting Cicero and Plato in order to make clear that his disregard for the classic

dramatic model comes not from ignorance, but out of conscious rejection.  This

gesture is mirrored by these historians who shower their text with factual lists,

analytically arranged in terms of pros, cons, consistencies, and contradictions so

as to gain a place among the academics in their field.  This shared semi-scientific

discourse draws attention to the fact that this narrative structure has been

historically used to eliminate facts that were uncomfortable to those in power, and

that it contributed to conform and perpetuate the myth of Fuente Obejuna as it is

known today.   The events presented by the dramatic text, with its effacement of

the economic and jurisdictional conflicts, its manipulation of temporal and
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political coordinates, and its addition of the romantic honor plot are the only

events known to most, including the majority of Mellarienses, in relation to the

history of Fuente Ovejuna.

b)Literary Stories of Fuente Obejuna

Academic discourse, influenced by prevailing ideological conditions that

tend to minimize the episode’s revolutionary implications, has relegated the

events in Fuente Obejuna to the realm of fiction.  Nevertheless, the fact that its

dramatic form sentimentalizes and trivializes the events has more complex

rooting.  While the study of García and Hernández corroborates upholding Fuente

Obejuna as an icon, it also attempts to set its mangled record straight.  In order to

accomplish this, the text revises the dynamics between the cultural reception and

creation of the myth:

The paradox of this play, as much as it may displease some, and it
certainly displeases us, is that, even though it contains no subversive
intention, it is regarded by many as revolutionary and described as such.
The case of Fuenteobejuna is such that, though born for the simple solace
of the ruling class and, being reactionary in its designs, it is transformed
into a subverter of norms and order.  And it is thus transformed by the will
of the attending public who, unable to express feelings in a more direct
way, make the play into an element that subverts the same power structure
that condemns the play itself to oblivion, or, which at the very least,
manipulates it in order to suppress the little revulsion that it might still
contain.52  [emphasis mine] (García & Hernández 323)

                                               
52Original: La paradoja de esta obra, pese a quien le pese y pese a que nos pese a nosotros
mismos, es que, aunque lejana en la intención de subvertir, se la tenga como revolucionaria y bajo
ese adjetivo se la trate.  El caso de Fuenteovejuna es similar al que, nacida para simple regocijo de
sus dueños y, en sus esquemas, de caracteres reaccionarios, por deseo del publico que las ve,
llevados por la imposibilidad de expresar sus sentimientos de otra manera más directa, se
convirtiesen en subvertidoras de la norma y el orden que las relega al olvido, o, cuando más, las
manipula suprimendo lo poco que en ellas puediese existir de revulsivo.  (García & Hernández
323).
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García and Hernández acknowledge the power of cultural production to

manifest the popular will independently of authorial intention or performance

history.  This is an attempt, in Hobsbawmian fashion, to redefine the people,

rather than elite institutions, as depositaries of tradition and as active components

in the cultural process.  In their view, subversion of reactionary cultural products

occurs due to the lack of more direct means of expression.  The significance of

this perception resides in the shift it effects from privileging authorial or artistic

positions to acknowledging opposing mechanisms of interpretation that return

agency to the people.  This is not a perspective commonly upheld in academic

discourse, which is more frequently centered in authorial intention or historical

accuracy.

Most of the criticism of the current era may still be grouped in the two

categories that regard Fuenteovejuna as either the honor play or the revolutionary

play.  Teresa Kirschner in El Protagonista Colectivo en “Fuenteovejuna,”

observes that this criticism has veered in the following directions: a) historico-

polítical interpretation (1900-1943), b) formalist interpretation: unitarism (1943-

1960), and, c) formalist criticism, fragmentarism (1960-1980). These trends may

be summarized in a series of pendular movements towards and away from the text

that regard the play primarily as either historical document or as work of art.  The

shift in emphasis between the historicity and textuality of the dramatic work tends

to favor either the contrast of events in history and fiction so as to determine

historical accuracy, or the contrast between performance and text so as to assess

faithfulness of representation to authorial intention.  These conceptions have done
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much to feed the controversy over whether or not the play is indeed revolutionary,

as Schevill, Wolfe, Bodadzhiev53 and the Misiones Pedagógicas proposed, in

what Kirschner calls

An abusive movement of politization of the language which turns from the
“popular” to the “democratic” and from “democratic” to “revolutionary”;
from “village” turns to “people”, “commoners,” “third state,” and “race”
and from “people in mass” turns to a “common front” “class solidarity”
and “bourgeois revolution.”  (Kirschner 30)

This “politicized” interpretation, which according to Kirschner is

indicative of the critic’s preference rather than being justified by the text, is

countered by the formalist aestheticism, a trend that, with certain qualifications, is

much more akin to her own visions of the play.54   This brand of criticism that

studies literature as art and values it according to the aesthetic pleasure it may
                                               
53Schevill, The Dramatic Art of Lope de Vega, pg 114: “The Comendador, far from being a mere
individual, represents the privileged class, which the sane and democratic people of Spain have
never throughly assimilated”; Bertram Wolfe, “The Mass as Hero” pg 103: “The uprising
portrayed in Fuenteovejuna is a single skirmish in the long historical process known as the
bourgeois revolution”; G. Boyadzhiev, “Revolutionary Staging of the Classics” Theatre Workshop
(New York) II, n.1 (1938), 24: “Thus, he [Lope] was able to write a play which, while monarchic
in tendency, was democratic in its theme of revolt, its heroic figures, its rousing speeches and most
important of all, in that it was written for a mass audience.”
54Kirschner later observes that “Given the circumstances and diversity of aesthetic positions, it is
not surprising that a drama like Fuenteovejuna, where the ethical and social elements tie with the
literary ones, has been revived in different times and places with different interpretations.  What is
surprising is to discover the emotional tumult that the play continues to cause to the point of
affecting its artistic valuation. If the comments about the conformism of Fuenteovejuna seem as
arbitrary to us, so appear to be those about its futuristic revolutionary vision.  It must be
recognized that those comments are a reaction to a potential existing in the play to which the critic,
director or spectator superimposes an ideology or experience through associations that are alien to
the poetic work itself.” [Original:Dadas las diferencias y las distintas posiciones estéticas, no es
sorprendente el que una creación dramática como Fuenteovejuna en la que los elementos éticos y
sociales se anudan a los literaros haya sido revitalizada en distintos tiempos y lugares con
diferentes interpretaciones.  Lo que sí sorprende es descubrir la polvareda emotiva que la comedia
ha levantado y levanta a su paso, hasta el punto que su valoración artística ha sido grandemente
afectada por la polémica.  Si bien nos parecen igual de arbitrarios los comentarios sobre el
conformismo de Fuenteovejuna que sobre su visión futurista revolucionaria, hay que aceptar que
estos comentarios surgen como reacción a un potencial existente en la comedia al que el crítico, el
director o el espectador superimponen su propia ideologia o experiencia por medio de una serie de
asociaciones que nada tienen que ver con la obra poética en sí. (9).]
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produced is best epitomized by Claude Anibal, in his celebrated 1934 article

“Historical Elements of Fuenteovejuna” where he remarks, justly, that Lope’s

text eliminated the political and economic grounds of the revolt in order to

privilege  “the secondary charge of personal misconduct toward the women” thus,

capitalizing on the honor theme and making central the love story he was to build

around it (660).  He affirms that the fact that Lope concentrates on the honor plot

omitting entirely the economic and political reasons for the revolt, “is of itself

evidence that he did not intend to stress the historical significance of the

situation” (661).  Anibal is not the only one to consider the historical background

as a mere setting for an honor play.55  In fact his opinion is later substantiated by

Joaquín Casalduero’s appreciation that despite the popular heroism shown by the

people in the play, “we should not disfigure the events in the plot by transforming

them into a political conflict”56 (12).  His 1943 introduction of Fuenteovejuna

claimed that the play in Lope’s time was devoid of all social intention, and other

articles by Powers, Wolfflin, Sánchez Escribano and the much quoted Parker and

                                               
55 Others like Joaquin Casalduero in Estudios sobre el Teatro Español 1937, Leo Spitzer in
Hispanic Review 23 (1955), and Donald Larson in The Honor Plays of Lope de Vega 1977
coincide in stressing honor and related subjects  such as arcadian love as the main theme.
Naturally, this is not by any means the only emphasis found in the abundant history of criticism on
the play.   Among the main trends are those which consider the play to be principally about
monarchy and national unity (see among those for instance Menéndez Pelayo’s famous
considerations on the play in Observaciones pp clix-clxiii and in Estudios 194, 199, for more
modern appreciations see Javier Herreros’ “The New Monarchy: A Structural Reinterpretation of
Fuenteovejuna” RHM 36 or Robin Carter’s “Fuenteovejuna and Tyranny”FMLS, 13, 1977); or
about  popular rebellions and collective protagonists (see principally Teresa Kirschner’s El
Protagonista Collectivo en Fuenteovejuna 1979 and Antonio Gómez Moriana’s “Volviendo al
Protagonista Colectivo en Fuenteovejuna” RCEH XXV (2000).  To these I return later.
56Original: La decisión del pueblo y su heroísmo al sufrir el tormento atraen toda la virtualidad
dramática de la comedia, pero no se deben desfigurar estos momentos haciéndolos ir a dar a un
conflicto de orden político. (Casalduero 12)
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Spitzer57 follow his lead in explaining the play in terms of structural or thematic

unity rather than socio-political relevance.  Some academics perceive pressure

from above to be the force behind the diminishing and trivializing effect of the

bard’s shift in literary perspective--from history to romance, or from a social

revolt to a matter of honor.  Others, following Menéndez Pelayo’s lead, are quite

content to argue that Lope’s political innocence was a result of the “happy lack of

political consciousness in which Lope and his audience lived” (qtd. in Casalduero

9).

Not until the 60’s did this polarity of visions subside to give way to a

fusion that considered poetic rather than emotive aspects as part of the historico-

political interpretation.  However, this tendency did no more than spark a new

wave of controversy on similar terms to those two decades prior.  Solomon and

Auburn defend the anti-feudalism in the play only to provoke the aestheticist

reaction of Mercadier and Larson58 who claim that the perfect lyricism, dramatism

and ritualism of the play stand on their own merits promoting evasion more than

political engagement.  Significantly enough, Kirschner’s article becomes one

more link in this chain of interpretations by defending the artistic aspects of the

collective protagonist, thus provoking the response of Moriana-Gómez, who

dissents by attributing ideological dimensions to this collective protagonist in his

                                               
57 Perry John Powers, “The Concept of the City-State in the Dramas of Lope de Vega” 1947 p.56”
The struggle portrayed in the play is the effort of the citizens to realize just government.  This
reform does not involve a rebellion against the social system, but rather against an impediment
which prevents the harmonious functioning of the system.”; F. Sánchez Escribano Wolfflin’s
Principles in Spanish Drama: 1500-1700. (1952) P 94-132; AA Parker, “Reflections on a New
Definition of Baroque Drama” Bullentin of Hispanic Studies XXX (1953) p 142-151; Leo Spitzer,
“A Central Theme and Its Structural Equivalent in Lope’s Fuenteovejuna” Hispanic Review, xxiii
(1955) p. 274-92.
58 Donald Roy Larson “The Development of the Honor Plays of Lope de Vega” Diss. 1967.
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2000 article “Volviendo al protagonista colectivo en Fuenteovejuna.”  Not until

well into the 90’s has Golden Age criticism overcome the totalizing aesthetics of

formalism by reintroducing conflict, ambiguity and tension as desirable features.

Not until then have the social and artistic aspects of the work been reconciled.59

Only these late perspectives, which coexist with the persistent proponents of the

monolithic revolutionary, monarchic or the artistic Fuenteovejuna, allow for the

spontaneity and fluidity inherent to the creative and performative aspects of

drama.60  By contrast, the persistent proponents of the revolutionary, the

monarchic and the artistic Fuenteovejuna with whom they coexist, enclose the

living, interactive dimensions of theatrical production in unquestioned myths of

objectivity and origin and simplify the tension and ambiguity that so enrich the

original text.

Indeed, the absolute parallelism with which both arguments, private honor

and social revolution, are integrated within the text is proof of the importance

Lope gave to both.  Hypothesizing about the motive of the symmetry of the plot

may be a ludicrous exercise since it is impossible to ascertain whether Lope

included honor issues to divert attention away from the subversiveness of the text,

or whether the revolutionary aspects were there to humor the working class

portion of the audience.  In any case, the aesthetic and structural balance of the
                                               
59 For a materialist perspective that considers gaps and faultlines as merits rather than flaws see
D.H. Gagen’s Coming to terms with the Civil War.  Modern Productions of Lope de Vega’s
Fuenteovejuna.  Swansea: University College of Swansea, 1993 For a historical angle on the play
that regards textual analysis as central see Francisco Ruiz Ramón’s “Historia y Drama:
Fuenteovejuna” in Paradigmas del Teatro Clásico Español.  Madrid: Cátedra, 1997.
60 In this I coincide with William Blue’s sense of the mercurial fluidity of Lope’s work that
changes according to circumstance, context and public demand: “Lope’s obra is not a single piece,
artistically or ideologically; it absorbs the trends, thoughts, and feelings of the day and in so doing
becomes current for his audience.”  (Blue 298)
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work, and its resulting ambiguity is to Lope’s credit, and the elimination of these

elements by inscribing the events exclusively as a result of either a moral or class

conflict writes away its complexity, probably the single most important element in

explaining the popularity of this work.    It is indeed a factor that has allowed the

play a significant presence on Spanish stages, where it has been claimed as a

banner both of the right and of the left since the Civil War era.

RHETORICAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF FUENTEOVEJUNA IN THE 30’S AND 40’S.

The ambivalence of Fuenteovejuna and its use as a ground of ideological

contention has been traced by Teresa Kischner’s “Sobrevivencia de una Comedia:

Historia de la Difusión de Fuenteovejuna.”  This article gives ample

documentation of the play’s constant presence on national and foreign stages with

some striking periods of silence--almost two centuries from its inception until its

revival on German and French Romantic stages for obvious post-1789 reasons

(256)-- and some of unsuspected permanence--as in the case of its uninterrupted

presence on stages of the Soviet Union in the period from 1920 to 1938 (259).61

Significantly, in Spain the play would not acquire new popularity until the 1930’s,

when it became La Barraca’s most frequently represented play62 (257).

                                               
61 In sectors of Spain and even more extensively Russia, Fuenteovejuna became the stage where
popular revolts were enacted.   It is possible, with the elimination of the scenes in which the
monarchs are present, to reduce the play to an uncomplicated image of collective rage that initiates
a “revolution from below.”  This change was first effected on the communist Russian productions,
and only afterwards imitated on Spanish stages (Kirschner 259).  Yet to the proponents of the
Marxist Fuenteovejuna, the historical reality that inspired the fictionalized events seems irrelevant
outside their effect as generators of icons.
62  And  this was not the only company representing it.  TheValencian University company “El
Buho” directed by Casona and the director Rivas Cherif, among others, also staged the play in the
30’s.
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The fact that the history of its representation has been permanently

entangled with political debate is never more overt than during the Civil War era.

The socialist edge of the play had been in dispute in Spain since the early 30’s,

confirming arguments that still stand as valid for many.  On the occasion of the

three hundredth anniversary of Lope de Vega's death in 1935, the bard found

himself simultaneously acclaimed as the champion both of the right and the left.

On the one hand, Jose M. Pemán, author and critic of the right, described Lope as

the poet of unity, nationalism and conformity.  On the other, Rafael Alberti, the

Republican communist poet, celebrated Lope as "the merry, the popular, ...the

satirical trickster of fairs, the licentious, the mocking, the sardonic”63 (Prosas

Encontradas 369).  While the left aimed at recuperating a popular Lope, emblem

of social struggle and subversive spirit of the carnival, the right imagined an

educated, visionary and loyal bard at the service of a unified Catholic Spain.

This dynamic process that engages political doctrine, class, history and

tradition is partially responsible for restoring an element of agency to spectators

who must select among all visions those which best fit their experience.  Besides

having varying conceptions of the dynamics between the individual and collective

initiative, the right and the left apply differing systems to assign symbolic and

iconic meaning to the political dimensions of history.  The tale of honor and

tainted virility privileged by the proponents of Nationalism is founded on a dated

and inherently conservative primordial social practice that presents the ideal

image of a unified collective.  The honor code reverts to regulatory social rituals

                                               
63 “Este es Lope: el alegre, el popular, el poeta en la calle y en el campo, sátiro jaranero”  (Prosas
Encontradas 369)
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that are imposed upon individuals, and that are often meant to define their

position in the community hierarchically and according to moral/masculine

values—males uphold and protect family honor, a treasured possession which

may be imperiled by female weakness.  Given the dependence of social identity

on public opinion in Medieval communities, the protection of the family honor is

crucial.  It is also extremely vulnerable, as it is dictated by a strict behavioral code

imposed on women that forces them, among other things, to be clad in mourning

garments almost permanently, to attend mass almost daily, to be silent in the

presence of males or elders, and to be always escorted when in public.  This

double standard that forced women, but not men, to an exceedingly pious, discreet

and restrained life was also class sensitive and applied less strictly upon the

women of the populace who, provided that they kept the affair from the public,

were expected to make exceptions for the sake of those in power, even regarding

connubial fidelity.  Among other humiliating practices, feudal subjects could be

assigned brides through the “derecho de guarda y matrimonio” and had to yield

their brides to their lords for their enjoyment during the wedding night, an

infamous custom termed “la pernada” in Spain, “cullage” in France, and

“marchetta” in England (Hernández & Ossorno 91).  The second scene in the

play, an exchange between Pascuala and a Laurencia already accosted by the

Comendador, informs us of the state of events:

Laurencia: How many girls in the town entrusted to the Comendador/ have
been by him Dishonored!
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Pascuala: It would be truly a marvel/if you could escape his grasp.64  (194-
196)

It is not only physical force that is being inflicted upon the victims, but

violence upon their social identity since their secret dishonor is in fact common

knowledge.  Thus, the Comendador’s affront on virtue and the shame with which

the women are marked constitute in actuality a breach of a traditional, civil mode

of enforcing moral conduct.  By making this matter the core of the conflict, the

plot attends to the teleological myth of Hispanic spirituality while excluding

material history and the economic and political factors that served as catalyst to

the events.  Furthermore, the honor code functions, in effect, as a restraining code

imposed horizontally but ultimately controlled by vertical authority.  When

applied to the plot of Fuenteovejuna, this code induces impressions of the

subjectivized isolated experience of an outraged female, Laurencia, used as a

provocation on a male collective.

Laurencia: Can not you see here blows, blood and marks? / and you call
yourselves  honest men?/ are you fathers and husbands?/ you, whose
hearts do not break from seeing me thus?/Sheep you are, the name
Fuenteovejuna says it well/...Cowardly hares you were born....Chicken!
for you suffer that your women be enjoyed by other men!65  (1751-1771)

Those who read Fuenteovejuna as an honor play, reduce its impetus to the

force of this scene in which the heroin moves the men folk to action and, hence,

tend to overlook the signs of collective consciousness.  This is a formula that

                                               
64Original: Laurencia:¡Cuántas mozas en la villa,/del comendador fiadas,/andan ya descalabradas!
Pascuala: Tendré yo por maravilla/que te escapes de su mano.
65Original: ¿No se ven aquí los golpes,/de la sangre y las señales?/¿Vosotros sois hombres
nobles?/¿Vosotros, padres y deudos?/¿Vosotros, que no se os rompen/las entrañas del dolor,/de
verme en tantos dolores?/Ovejas sois, bien lo dize/de Fuente Ovejuna el nombre/…Liebres
cobardes nacisteis/…¡Gallinas!¡Vuestras mujeres sufrís que otros hombres gozen! (1751-1771)
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attends to the heroic emphasis of classical theatre, and indirectly serves Falangist

demagogy, but that clearly contradicts radical revolutionary interpretations.

The Marxist approach to Fuente Obejuna uses a very different paradigm to

explain the origin of the revolt as a shared experience of oppression which is first

regarded collectively and only then internalized by subjects individually.  From

this perspective, the revolt is perceived as a historical antecedent of popular

power that, in the text, has been scripted and artificially framed by royal authority

in order to contain it.  Thus the following lines come to the forefront in this

reading

Alderman: To die, or give death to the tyrants/ for we are many and they
are few/ Barrildo: Against the lord the weapons in our hands!66  (1697-
1699)

The revolutionary import of these lines, however, is immediately

suppressed in the text by the subsequent line “the is King only lord after

heaven!”67 (1700).  To Marxist readers this servility to the crown is a fact that

may be justified as a necessity of the repressive times in which Lope lived, under

the absolutist monarchy of Felipe III.  In the text, the scene is complicated further

by its position, framed between two key moments in the honor plot: preceded by

Laurencia’s kidnapping, and followed by her sudden intrusion in the male

meeting, disheveled and broken after her violation.  Yet, the last words in it

                                               
66 Original: Regidor: Morir, o dar la muerte a los tiranos,/ pues somos muchos y ellos poca
gente/Barrildo:¡Contra el señor las armas en las manos! (1697-1699)
67 Original: El Rey solo es señor después del cielo” (1700).  It is worth noting that, while
aknowledging the regal authority, this protest also claims that their first allegiance is, not to the
king, but to God.
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produce a additional shift, since they are proclaimed by a farmer Juan Rojo, and

refer not to honor but to shared economic concerns:

Juan: if our misfortunes be compounded/ what do we await to lose our
lives?/ They burn our houses and vineyards/ tyrants they are, to avenge
ourselves we go!68  (1709-1710)

It is to defend his property, not his honor, that the farmer goes.  But,

seemingly, he would not do so until he was supported by the councilmen, until

their honor pleas combined with the laborer’s needs would impel them to act as a

unit.

Another implication of this oppositional interpretive process—honor vs.

revolution--is a psychological distinction made between the conflict explained as

a singular collective reaction to unusual oppressive circumstances, or as a

collective action that arises from the acknowledgement of extended experience

and which leads to individual political consciousness.  Although both of these

readings may be substantiated by scenes in the play, the honor reading would

seem more reductive in that it singles out the scene of Laurencia’s provocation to

the men as the principal reason for the rebellion.  A second reading, the social or

revolutionary, would locate the signals of popular discontent against the

Comendador throughout the play and argue for these as manifestations of political

awakening of the people of Fuenteovejuna.

Indirectly, these positions mark a difference between an instinctual,

impulsive reaction to despotic cruelty, and a planned collective action, which

                                               
68Original: Juan: si nuestras desventuras se compassan,/para perder las vidas, ¿qué aguardamos?
Las casas y las viñas nos abrasan;/tiranos son.¡A la venganza vamos! (1709-1710)
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would effect a transformation in the agency and, hence, identity and political

consciousness of the community.  In the terms of the right, the first interpretation

would constitute a single instance of venting easily contained and designed to

restore and strengthen the status quo through a code of honor and a patriarchal

system that ultimately requires the monarchic surveillance from above.  By

contrast, the leftist analysis acknowledges the possibility of agency,

consciousness and change.

The polarity induced by these rhetorical positions, spiritual vs. material

history, honor vs. revolution, stasis vs. transformation, causes the effacement of

the opposite by inscribing the events exclusively as a result of either a moral or

class conflict.  Besides having varying conceptions of the dynamics between the

individual and collective initiative, the right and the left apply differing systems to

assign symbolic and iconic meaning to the political dimensions of history.  The

following are some outstanding examples of these mechanisms of interpretation at

the time.

Pemán perceived Fuenteovejuna to be an expression of what he

considered national values, i.e. Imperialism, Nationalism and Catholicism.  The

scenic and rhetorical choices in his discourse about the play reflect his

commitment to this triad of powers.  As a representative of the mentality of the

right, he understands the end of the play where the kings restore order, as a

ceremony of investment, a "deus ex machina" ritual of Monarchic empowerment,

which is both accepted and validated by the people.  The final scene’s ritualistic

effect combining political and religious powers in the iconic Catholic Kings is in
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perfect agreement with the Falangist aesthetics, always saturated with images of

redemption.  In this case the horrible, the violent, the chaotic is at once contained

and sanctified by the meta-physical comfort of the Catholic crown (Schwartz

189).69

What is more, to Pemán, the people of Fuente Obejuna embody the

unanimous and mythical tradition of the classical chorus, thus completing the full

ceremonial circle of heroic drama.70  They act as a homogeneous and, on the

whole, satisfied unit that instinctively reacts when attacked, with no preconceived

plan or disruptive intention.  The following instance, given the date and context, is

a particularly fitting illustration of his view.  On the occasion of an exceptional

Civil War performance of Fuenteovejuna by soldiers on leave staged in Cádiz on

Christmas day in 1938, Pemán portrays the event as follows:

This is the drama of the absorption by the State of all sub-states or anti-
states dispersed throughout the country.  The infuriated people of
Fuenteovejuna help the unitary, national and modern cause of the Catholic
Kings.  The people do not condemn the red cross on the Comendador, but
want it on the King's chest instead.71  (qtd. in Schwartz 186)

                                               
69 This vision of the importance of the mythical Catholic Kings has been upheld to this day.
William Blue, to mention one, sustains this view in “Politics of Fuenteovejuna,” where he claims
that the objective of the drama is to juxtapose the myth of the utopian state embodied in the
Catholic Kings against the background of the infirmity, corruption and division of Lope’s own
historical moment.  (Blue 313)
70This statement needs, however, to be qualified since the Nationalists shared an aversion towards
Romantic renderings of history, which sentimentalized and trivialized the nation to elevate the
hero.  Consequently, their conception of heroic drama was an interesting variation that would
trivialize or eliminate the local, particularity of communities in order to elevate a homogeneous
and imaginary national community.
71Original: “Es el drama de la absorción por el Estado de todos los sub-Estados o anti-Estados
dispersos por el país.  El pueblo enfurecido de Fuenteovejuna ayuda a la obra unitaria estatal y
moderna de los Reyes Católicos.  El pueblo no maldice de la Cruz Roja del Comendador, sino que
quiere que pase al pecho del Rey” (qtd. in Schwartz 186).
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The date evidently ritualizes and magnifies the importance of the dramatic

event.  Also, to combine sacred ritual with political ceremony Pemán proceeds to

describe the import of the play which, to his mind, not only works to support the

monarchy, but also the military orders upon which its power rests.  In this vision

of strategic containment we behold a ceremony in which the people as a unit do

not rebel against the system, but against individuals, and where the emblems of

power--like the red cross of the military order of Calatrava--are not destroyed but

merely transferred to more deserving authority figures.72  His position towards

history is commemorative and, in addition, evocative of the classical past: this is

the remembrance of an idealized past in which the people "spoke as one," also, it

implies the recognition of an inherent historical essence from which the present

“unnaturally” deviates.  In this cathartic experience spectators are meant to

participate in a process of interpellation in which Fuente Obejuna’s ancestors

remind them of a lost unity.73  This Nietzschean vision of primeval spiritual

                                               
72 Incidentally, this perception may be substantiated by the script and coincides with that of the
“visionary historians,” who blame Lope de Vega directly for the backwardness of the play:

 Lope’s play, by turning everything into matters of honor, or more exactly pride on the part of the rebellious

villagers, avoids what is precisely most defining of the events, its social aspect.  In order to ascribe the title of
social to a revolt…it is necessary to find in it two crucial characteristics that never exist apart from each other:
a) there must be an intention to entirely end with the established order, and b) it must be this desire to end with
this order what triggers the action.  None of these premises appear in Lope’s text.  The rebellion is not against
the Comendador as a figure representative of a global power system, but merely against the physical individual

and, as a result, the wish for rupture is presented as a mere desire for revenge.  (García & Hernández 311-312)
[Original:La comedia de Lope rehuye aquello que precisamente es la nota más definitoria de los
acontecimientos, su aspecto social, trastocándolo todo en cuestiones de honor o, dicho de un modo más exacto,
amor propio de parte de los villanos sublevados.  Para que a una revuelta se la pueda conceder el título de
social...es necesario que en ella se compaginen dos características fundamentales, que no se dan la una sin la
otra y la otra sin la una: a) que haya intención de acabar con el orden establecido por entero, y b) que sea el
deseo de acabar con este orden lo que provoque la actuación.  Ninguna de estas dos premisas concurren en el
texto lopiano..  La rebelión no es contra el comendador, figura representativa del sistemma global de poder, sino
contra la persona física de él y, de resultas, el deseo de ruptura se presenta como mero apetito justiciero. (311-
312)]

73 The alter-ego of Althusserian interpellation geared towards spiritual rather than material control
and where [dramatic] art is at the service rather than relatively autonomous from ideology.  In it,
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knowledge derived from dramatic communion between audience and chorus

remains a utopian constant in Falangist rhetoric74 (Nietzsche 59-61).

Other strategies are used in Pemán’s text to filter and tint the meaning of

the play.  The performance is presented with carefully orchestrated rhetoric

destined to associate the three pillars on which the Nationalist power is structured:

the military, culture and religion.  By borrowing from the mythical power of

religious celebration, Pemán confers similar ritualistic effects on national theatre

and the soldiers that enact it:

Before regarding, in joy and exaltation, the triumphant achievement of the
Teatro Nacional, which is still “from up there,” let me tell you about how
“down here,” in a theatre in Cádiz, a few youngsters from the Spanish
University Union have represented on Christmas day a magnificent play
by Lope: Fuenteovejuna.  This was a poor, difficult and brave attempt:
with difficulties, with mended costumes, without [rich] fabrics or
insignias, with actors on ten-day leave.  A Christmacy Fuenteovejuna,
where the national theatre was born among humble hay.  But radiating
throughout with enormous decisiveness and valor.75  (Pemàn, ABC 1-1-
1939)

                                                                                                                               
the Politics of Plausibility heed spectators to recognize themselves as that which your culture
believed you to be, in this case, as part of a mythical and noble unit at the service of authority.
(Sinfield 806).
74 The fact that the actors themselves were students enlisted as soldiers on the Nationalist front
only adds to this semantic overlapping.  In this performance the desired identification between the
audience and the chorus of rebelling Melliarenses could impel a further identification between
citizens and invading soldier-actors.
75 I quote extensively so as to illustrate the extended allegory that equates the actors’ effort with a
military tactic and the provisional nature of the performance with that of their transient state as
soldiers.  Original:

Antes de ocuparme en júbilo y exaltación del logro victorioso del “Teatro Nacional” que aún anda “por arriba”
os contaré como aquí abajo, en un teatro de Cádiz, unos muchachos del Sindicato Español Universitario han
dado, en el día de Navidad, una representación de la magna tragedia de Lope: Fuenteovejuna.  Ha sido un
Fuenteovejuna pobre, difícil, audaz; con dificultades, con trajes arreglados, sin telas y sin divisas, con actores
con diez días de permiso.  Un Fuenteovejuna navideño donde el Teatro Nacional nacía entre pajas humildes.
Pero todo él marcado por una enorme racha de decisión, de valor.  Se ha representado Fuenteovejuna como se
asalta una trinchera.  Su “provisionalidad” era hermana gemela de la de nuestros alféreces.
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 The Christian iconography contained in this rhetorical apparatus is meant

to equate, in quasi scholastic style three classes of sacrificial victims: individuals,

national drama, and Christ.  At a literal level, soldiers perform the play on

Christmas day, thus identifying the Biblical sacrificial lamb with potential fallen

of war.  At an anagogical level, which relates the individual with the spiritual

collective to which it belongs, the national theatre is deified and born as Christ

was, promising a sacrificial death--of theatre as it was-- as a prelude to eternal

glory.  Finally, at the tropological level we are offered, as individuals, the virtues

needed to achieve such spiritual reward as “decisiveness and valor.”  It further

solemnizes the occasion while excusing the simplicity of the performance and

revealing the sacramental shrouding as part of the Falangist aesthetics of drama.

Additionally, the ritualizing and monumentalizing aesthetics of Francoist

performances were meant to convince through Wagnerian repetition and

magnification, and they engaged directors in a reckless search for effect to the

detriment of style and content (Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy 173).  These

aesthetics were addressed to an ideally passive Wagnerian audience, eager to

yield to the rapturous comfort of redemption through the celebration of magnified

and ritualized virtue (Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy 160).  The effect depended

partially on the seductive combination of “the brutal, the artificial and the

innocent,” elements that, when presented out of proportion, begged for heroic or

divine intervention, whose presence introduced impotence, a “lethargic element,”

a feeling of comfort in the sight of bigger things that elevated the subject above

quotidian experience (Nietzsche The Birth of Tragedy 59).  This is the effect
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described by Nietzsche as “annulling the gulfs between men to give way to

feelings of unity” (59). This is also precisely the strategy that, while embraced by

the Falangists, was criticized by Nietzsche as shamelessly demagogic.

In an attempt to cultivate an aesthetic mode conducive to the desired

catharsis, the Nationalists prided themselves on the historical accuracy of their

wardrobes and had their actors clad in sober historical garb that was meant to fit

the magnificence of the sets.  In all aspects, their productions were to be dignified

with classical solemnity and distinguished from amateurish performances, which

were, presumably unsophisticated and thus disempowered (Pemán ABC 1-1-

1939).76  Moreover, Fuenteovejuna, was set repeatedly in the plaza of the historic

village, a setting which was interpreted in Nationalist performances as a symbol

of historical continuity with the Spain of the past.77  As Maurice Halbwachs

observes,

It is the spatial image alone that, by reason of its stability, gives us an
illusion of not having changed through time and of retrieving the past in
the present.  But that is how memory is defined.  Space alone is stable
enough to endure without growing old or losing any of its parts.  (157)

This illusion of endurance and stability conferred by place made of Fuente

Obejuna the ideal setting for the notions of “immovability” of the dictatorship.  In

addition, the spacious central plaza of the town, where the main events took place,

allowed the casting of hundreds of extras who could resonantly, unanimously and

                                               
76 This is again to be contrasted with the emphasis on artistic simplicity by Republican directors
like Lorca or Rivas Cherif, the latter of whom defines art as stylization, and this “as the selective
reduction of a sufficient atmosphere to its essential terms” (282).   See pp 282-91 of Cómo Hacer
Teatro for a more extensive explanation of his notion of aesthetic reductionism.
77 In contrast, in the case of Republican productions, the setting was perceived as an opportunity
to popularize it by making it accessible to larger audiences, and by making it a part of the
quotidian spaces shared by the working forces.
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with the impressive force of numbers (and in contrast with the minimalized and

rigorously selected Republican casts) valiantly and honestly chant their collective

guilt—rather than arrogance—to the authorities: "Fuenteovejuna did it!"  This

image constituted the embodiment of nothing other than Giménez Caballero's

dream: a unified, noble and obedient chorus meant to absorb the audience in

cathartic rapture--as Russian performances had done for the communist ideals.78

Yet, this was clearly, a classical chorus of the kind in which the “Dionysian

chorist lives in a religiously acknowledged reality under the sanction of myth and

cult; ” one that nullified the Apolonian, the man of culture and his quotidian,

material reality and, thus, in Nietzschean terms, was easily manipulated

(Nietzsche The Birth of Tragedy 58).  On the other hand, the importance given to

individualized instigators in scenic representations of the play was designed to

eradicate pre-conceived action as motive and to replace the social and popular

dimensions of the play with a heroic classical emphasis.  Ritualistic presentation,

aesthetic magnification and identification of choral dramatic elements were

intended by the right as demagogical tools that would entice the surrender of

individuality, and facilitate consensus.79

                                               
78 The significance of this strategy becomes more apparent when compared with other
performances, such as the one directed by Adolfo Marsillach in 1989, which particularly
emphasized the astonishing variety of reactions to fear and pain in the scenes of torture so as to
exemplify and celebrate subversion in the face of authority and oppression.  See Susan L.
Fischer’s “Fuenteovejuna on the Rack: Interrogation of a Carnivalesque Theatre of Terror.”
Hispanic Review.  Vol. 65 (1997) 61-92 for an illuminating exploration of this topic.
79 An aspect of Nietzschean dramatics that would be misrepresented by Falangists, who embraced
the collapse of the “printipio individuationis” that Nietzsche was prompt to repudiate further in
The Birth of Tragedy by advocating the balancing of the Dionysian with the sobering and
conscious raising effect of the Apolonian (64). “In this magic transformation the Dionysian reveler
sees himself as a satyr, and as a satyr, in turn, he sees the god, which means that in his
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In the case of the leftist representations of Fuenteovejuna, the aesthetics

were often entangled with the experimentalism of the avant-garde and, in contrast

with the sacralization and grandiosity of the right, emphasized popularism,

particularism, and localism.  These aesthetics were, logically, not alien to

ideologizing intentions.  The most obvious modifications were in performances

for sympathetic socialist or communist audiences, which even included the

occasional projection of the communist flag upon stage, or the elimination of the

final scene in which the monarchs restore order, so as to reduce the plot to the

motif of the popular revolt.

During the first period of the Republic, the contrasting impressions of

Fuenteovejuna had inspired a series of historical images on and off stage, which

may be seen as part of the political discourse of Spain at the time.  Hence,

whereas for the Francoists Fuenteovejuna emphasized centralized, political

conformism, for the Republicans it expressed localized, social revolution.  In

order to effect this shift a few key changes had to take place in the leftist

productions: quotidian attire was gathered from local donations in order to

decrease the ritualistic effect and facilitate identification with the audience.  To

increase temporal referentiality and delete the references to centralized authority

virtually all intervention of the Catholic kings had to be eliminated.  Further, a

number of folkloric touches had to be introduced in themes, songs and wardrobe

to counter the mythical and abstracting choral presence of the collective voice of

Fuente Obejuna.  Finally, despite institutional opposition, aesthetic simplification

                                                                                                                               
metamorphosis he beholds another vision outside himself, as the Apollinian complement of his
own state.  With this new vision the drama is complete.”  (64).
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was introduced in accordance with individualist vanguardism that sharply

contrasted with the Falangist monumentality.

The Nationalist narrative had enforced the polarization of

sentiment/reason as part of a religious/material reality which played a significant

role in all areas of life, including cultural issues.80  Paradoxically, as the Civil War

progressed, Republicans would be forced into a similar anti-rationalist position.

Republican publications of the time exhibited a similar terminology about

good/evil and seemed to be joined in a common fight with the Falange against the

"egotism and personal interests" fostered by intellectualism (Gamonal 240).  In

1937, the Republican author and critic Rosa Chacel cautions young intellectuals

about the distancing effects of their historical ivory tower since "while favoring

the 'pueblo' they could fall victim to a pseudo-culture of historical interpretation

when what is needed is a living reality" (qtd. in Schwartz 228).  The detrimental

effects of historical nostalgia were noted as a tendency that identified the

intellectuals as part of an elite that, although sympathetic to the cause of the

people, could not ultimately shake the prejudices of their class and preferred

evasion and commemoration to confronting the present.  Maria Zambrano,

another Republican author, accuses liberal intellectuals of "tak[ing] refuge in a

heroic individual fate without currency" (qtd. in Schwartz 228).  Again, the

Romanticized positions of some of the poets reluctant to relinquish their emphasis

                                               
80 This opposition may be incorporated into the European efforts to renew theatre and its functions
so as to convert it into a tool of social empowerment.  In 1927 Brecht had already perceived the
dangers of sentimentalism on stage and set the guidelines for a new theatrical form, the epic
theatre, that would bypass its snares.  He claimed that “the essential point of the epic theatre [was]
perhaps that it appeals less to the feelings than to the spectator’s reason.  Instead of sharing an
experience the spectator must come to grips with things.” (Brecht 23)
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on individualism, lyricism and originality were suspicious to a radicalized left

who questioned the idealization of any individual as a historical force.

This backlash against artistic, open and personalized visions left

Republican members of the avant-garde, such as Lorca, in the uncomfortable

position of having to veil and even repress lyrical, surreal, or existentialist

tendencies in their renderings of history.  Furthermore, Lorca's rigorous

regulations as a director (Byrd, La Fuenteovejuna, 124) and his belief in the

"metteur's" total control of the performance81 (Vilches de Frutos 6) reflected an

individualistic vision perhaps in dissonance with his intended "democratization

and vulgarization" of the theme of the play.  In fact, his choice of topics and

classical repertoire had sought to bring the marginality of the avant-garde closer

to the public.  For him, the advances in stage direction, with his emphasis on a

"total spectacle" which brought together music, painting, and dance, permitted a

conciliatory synthesis between tradition and experimentalism, a synthesis that was

hardly appreciated by the radicalized left.82

                                               
81 Vilches de Frutos studies the aspects of Lorca's direction which were carefully orchestrated by him, everything from
voices, to music, to choreographic rhythm and the suggestion of colors in the costume design.  While working in "La
Barraca" he wrote "I choose, adapt, and direct the scenography and interpretation; I compose the music and dance"(6).
These observations leave little doubt as to the character of Fuenteovejuna as a personal vision of the director rather than a
collaborative effort on the part of the crew and conflict with the "democratic, vulgarized" subject of the play.
82 The reasons for this skepticism were elucidated best of all by Brecht.  He would observe with
regard to epic theatre, the model proposed by him as the best embodiment of social theatre, that it
advocated a radical separation of elements as a reaction against the premises of the avant-garde on
account of the fact that they induced passivity in the audience:

So long as the expression Gesamtkunstwerk (or integrated work of art) means that the integration is a muddle,
so long as the arts are supposed to be ‘fused’ together, the various elements will all be equally degraded, and
each will act as a mere feed to the rest.  The process of fusion extends to the spectator, who gets thrown into the
melting pot too and becomes a passive (suffering) part of the total work of art.  Witchcraft of this sort must of
course be fought against.  Whatever is intended to produce hypnosis, is likely to induce sordid intoxication, or
creates a fog, has to be given up. (Brecht 38)
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Lorca’s ideological conflicts and allegiances were made apparent, among

other things, through his reading and subsequent treatment of the text.  In his era

the debate over Fuenteovejuna centered on issues of legitimacy, incompatibility

and authenticity.  While the Falangist Calle Iturrino accused Republicans of

"profaning Lope's memory" and of "falsifying the spirit of Fuenteovejuna" (7),

and Pemán condemned the Soviets for "impudently sequestering and mutilating

the play" (qtd. in Schwartz 186), Lorca defended himself by calling his adaptation

"an anthology of Fuenteovejuna," in order to distinguish it from the original, and

confessed to wanting to popularize it and privilege the social aspects of the plot

over the political ones whose circumstances had been superceded (Pasqual  85).

If the main theme for Pemán was the conformist celebration of centralized

power and the evocation of historical essence, for Lorca these aspects of the play

were only contingent.  In fact, in most of his productions he eliminates the role of

the monarchs, whom he sees as part of a historico-political subplot, which

distracts from the true protagonist: the persistence of social injustice.  With this,

he effects a change, previously seen on the communist Russian stage (Kirschner

259), and which he explains as follows "I have not revised, but cut out," and thus,

"removed the inessential from the play”83 (qtd. in Byrd, La Fuenteovejuna 14).

Paradoxically, with this elision, Lorca restores historical accuracy to the script, an

effect unsought for and probably unknown to him.  It is, however, a crucial aspect

                                               
83 For Lorca, as for most modernist directors, the dramatic text could be “actualized” and its contingent or accidental
aspects removed without any violence to the play.  This process was considered a “rescue” of the universal, current aspects
of the past, i.e., as the conscious selection of a “usable past.”  It is interesting to observe that this approach differed
conceptually, although not practically from the Falangist impulse to discover in the present the traces of that which was
permanent and hence continuous with the past.  The difference here is a matter of direction.  If for Lorca the present
validates the past and the past is useful only insofar as it illustrates the present, for Pemán the past legitimizes and shapes
the present.
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of the events for locals who were intent on asserting Fuente Obejuna’s lack of

subservience to Royal authority, despite Lope’s text.  As Fernández Mellado

reminded me:

Our people were never in the presence of the Catholic Kings, neither did
we go to see them to plead our cause, or beg for mercy, there are no
records here or anywhere else of their presence in these parts; they were
simply added to please the crown, to serve their centralizing intents and to
tone down the rebelliousness of our people, who, thanks to Lope, would
become historically associated with the meekness and servility of sheep.
(Interview 6/2/01)

 Yet, it cannot be denied that with this modification Lorca engages in his own

process of effacement in the preservation of select traces of a past that he presents

as a figure for the desires of the present.  All the same, his modification of the plot

to serve a progressive master narrative of social revolution did not resolve some

of the conceptual tensions in the production or those in the original text.

The conflict between the materialist and aestheticist dimensions of Lorca’s

stagings, i.e., between collectivism and individualism, were troubling to

ideologues and demagogues who, while quick to respond to propagandistic

aesthetics, were uninstructed on the subversive potential of radical aesthetics.84

Thus, Lorca’s intense lyricism, the idealism of the task envisioned by his

company "La Barraca," and the intellectual training of its members85 complicated

                                               
84 To Lorca’s mind, experimental aesthetics achieved an ambiguity that was necessary to
challenge rather than please popular audiences and that could encourage them to get involved in
the processes of meaning production.  This is the opposite effect to that predicted by Brecht.
85 Lorca admitted that, to his mind, intellectual acumen was a prerequisite to a good performance.
“In order to reproduce a primitive theatrical work there is a need for something beyond the
professional mannerisms and the tricks of the trade; together with a vocation, a literary culture and
deep professional sense is required of these university students”  (Obras Completas 521).
[Original: “Para reproducir una obra teatral primitiva hace falta algo más que el amaneramiento y
los recursos del oficio de los profesionales; se precisa, junto a la vocación, la cultura literaria y el
hondo sentido profesional de esos muchachos universitarios” (Obras Completas 521).]
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the political claims of the Republican project.  Furthermore, modernist artists

perceived in Lorca a certain aura which set him apart from folklore, and from the

people he sought to "educate."  Neruda, fellow traveler of the avant-garde, is

quoted describing the bard's effect on the audience as follows: "everything Lorca

touched, however aesthetic or mysterious, would be filled with profound

essences, with sounds that reached the depth of multitudes" (Schwartz 232).  In

this vein was his presence often described, as that of the privileged Romantic

bard, a type of elite instigator that produced suspicion among some sectors of the

left but that, nonetheless, would fail to protect him from the attacks of the right.

Lorca’s claims were further complicated by problems of condescension

that were common both to the bard and Republican premises.  Lorca declares his

amazement at the good reception that “naive audiences” generally gave to “La

Barraca” and its productions (Obras Completas 519).  And even referred to the

"people" as the "fertile and virgin ground" which he sought to sow, thus

encouraging a somewhat elitist imagery of telluric ritualization (Obras Completas

616).  Lorca’s conception of the theatre as a ritual process is reminiscent of

Turner's primeval religious rituals, spectacles which promoted "liminal solidarity"

and often regressed to fixity and closure.  The alternative theatrical process, which

meant to invert, innovate and invite spontaneity and immediacy through the

emergence of a "liminoid community" would have promoted ludic rather than

sacred hermeneutic methods (Turner, 1982 23).  Thus, Lorca's imagery attempted

to naturalize instead of question the process of dramatic communication and to

objectivize the public as passive "ground," again, a crucially conservative view of
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the audience. Indirectly, he also encourages a nostalgic sense of regression

towards a purer, more natural self, presumably only found in those untouched by

culture.  Once again we can see that the initial opposition among factions is

dismantled and transformed to a degree, since both sides of the political spectrum

seem to envision theatre as a ceremony which is reminiscent of sacred rituals that

engage collective rather than individual consciousness.  Bennett cautions against

the potentially dangerous effects of this phenomenon:

Collective nostalgia can promote a feeling of community which works to
downplay or (even if only temporarily) disregard divisive positionalities
(class, race, gender, and so on); when nostalgia is produced and
experienced collectively, then, it can promote a false and likely dangerous
sense of  “we.”  Yet...the attractions reside especially in the rigor of
displacing individual pasts into a collective nostalgia which is often highly
and powerfully regulatory.  (Bennett 5)

In effect, these ceremonial, collectivizing, nostalgic concepts of the

dramatic experience work against participatory and fluid conceptions of tradition

by inciting the passive acceptance of a desire for a superior past reality.  It is the

ritualistic evocation of emotional identification with a collective, which is

uncritical and does not depend on class consciousness and self-interest, that may

be most easily manipulated.  Often, this nostalgic sense of the past is subjected to

normative attitudes towards familiar emblems such as tradition or the nation. It is

only from individualized or sub-cultural experiences that rational, critical

opposition is possible.  This personalized or marginal approach to history

frequently hinges upon the interpretation of the past as allegory for the present in

a way that encourages popular, subaltern groups to consider their relationships of

power with dominant ones.
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It is relatively easy to find critical commentary on the politicized relations

to the national past that illustrates the right's notion of an unchanging historical

essence, or the left's perspective on the actualization and contingency of historical

forces.  It is not quite as easy to find documentation on the dramatic examples that

manifest these relations.  This is due, in part, to the scarcity of graphic and

testimonial evidence available for most productions of the time, and in part, to the

ambivalent effects of Modernist, Republican productions such as Lorca’s which

include an ambivalent combination of ritual, and actualized, contingent

articulations of history.   If these attitudes distinguish memory as an unchangeable

legacy, or as a social practice, then the ritualistic use of performance detracts from

its effect as a social tool.  Let us examine, then, some of the strategies Lorca

employed to stress the humanity, particularity and magnitude of the people, the

aspects de-emphasized in the abstract types of the Falangist "Christian

Classicism."

In order to facilitate the identification between the audience and the events

on stage, the wardrobe of the actors matched the style of the peasants of the time

of the performance.  In fact, although the wardrobe was carefully designed by

Alberto, the garments were often gifts from the audience, which gave the actors

an eclectic, detailed and individualized appearance.  G. Edwards refers, for

instance, to Lorca’s first productions of Fuenteovejuna in 1933, where,

The troupe represents Fuenteovejuna in modern garb.  The feudal lord in
the play appears as a landlord of the epoch, clad in black suit; the
peasantry wears traditional regional clothing and the old topic of
subjection to a tyrant feudal lord is represented in the much more relevant
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version of peasant oppression exerted by the wealthy landlord.86  (qtd. in
Pasqual 111)

Suzanne Byrd describes the implications of the choice in wardrobe in the

following terms:

The peasants wore the traditional provincial dress that remained
unchanged during the era of the Republic.  Spain’s peasant population had
little or no contact with the world’s changing tides of fashion.  The men
dressed in chestnut colored breeches, of a fabric similar to corduroy, while
the women wore the usual village dress.  But the coup de grace in Lorca’s
interpretation of the drama was the personage of the Comendador,
formerly a landed nobleman commanding a military order for the
protection of the territory, was now transformed into the contemporary
cacique, a wealthy landholder subjugating the peasant to poverty and
human indignities.  (Byrd 54)

It may be said that this actualized and personalized characterization had

the ambivalent effect of eliding the distinction between the real and the fictive, a

detrimental effect for the proponents of the Brechtian “alienation.”  In effect, the

leftist representations, while including ritualistic, essentialist elements also

provided distancing effects, forcing the audience to think critically about their

relations to history, and about history itself as a construct.  The identification

between the peasants on stage and those in the auditorium was not encouraged to

reach emotionally cathartic proportions, partly thanks to the distancing effect of

minimalist aesthetics.  The cathartic or hypnotic state so feared by Brecht was

partly avoided by the use of surrealist backdrops painted by Alberto that directed

the audience towards the fictiveness of the scene.  Also, the modesty of the
                                               
86Original: La compañía representa Fuenteovejuna en trajes modernos.  El señor feudal de la obra
aparece como un terrateniente de aquellos años, vestido con traje negro; los vasallos campesinos
llevan la ropa provincial tradicional y el viejo tema del sometimiento de los aldeanos a un tiránico
señor feudal se representa en la versión mucho más significativa de la opresión campesina ejercida
por el rico terrateniente (qtd in Pasqual 111)
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stage,87 mounted off the back of a truck forced the audience to confront the

constructedness of fiction, and of history.    

 Furthermore, while the use of familiar wardrobe could be deemed a

strategy designed to facilitate identification and promote ideological consensus--

purely emotional values--it was also intended as a meta-fictional act which forced

anachronism on stage as a means to reflect upon the connections between past and

present.  This effect was made apparent through the numerous historical

anachronisms and historicisms present in the text which, although minimized

where possible, still existed—for instance, in the references to military orders,

inquisitors and feudal laws.  In an introductory remark to the performance Lorca

admits: "the play is constructed with the anachronism necessary to match our

current sensibilities" (Lorca 425). In this point also, as in most directorial matters,

coincided Lorca and Rivas Cherif.  Both were aware of the innovations effected

on stage by European directors like Max Reinhardt, Jacques Copeau and

especially Gordon Craig, and they wrestled, in view of the impeding

circumstances of the country, with the attraction of an avant-garde that defended

art for art’s sake.88

Of similar alienating effect was the inclusion of folkloric and regional

songs and dances, which were performed, atypically, with Renaissance

                                               
87 Admittedly, this factor could affect reception since the evident scarcity of means of the student
troupe could match or contrast with the audience’s expectations based on their affluence or
poverty.  Presumably it encouraged the sympathy or lack of suspicion of the less affluent rural
spectators.
88Vilches de Frutos deals effectively on these matters in “Directors of the Twentieth Century
Spanish Stage” Contemporary Theatre Review. 1998, Vol. 7, Part 3, pp. 1-23.
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instrumentation.89  Again, Lorca's anachronistic technique would provide a

temporal bridge among audiences while constituting an act of re-appropriation of

tradition from high culture to popular classes.

Some critics consider that, with this approach, the audience could see

itself on stage as the protagonists of actualized history, that is, as the agents in

charge of making and transforming present history, and thus experience a

phenomenon of awakening, or as Teresa Huertas calls it, a "time of initiative"

(486).  In truth, this experience was meant to empower the individual only in so

far as she was part of the collective, as the memorable refrain punctuates

throughout the play: “Fuenteovejuna, all for one” [“Fuenteovejuna, todos a una.”]

After the above speculation on how the Republicans thought about

audience and reception, a few available anecdotes may serve to highlight

reactions of the audience to their performances.  In the year of the three hundred

anniversary of Lope de Vega's death, 1935, a performance of Fuenteovejuna

directed by Rivas Cherif was set in Liberty Plaza in the historical village.  This

performance was part of a series of cultural activities dedicated to the

playwright—drama workshops, commemorative acts performed by local girls,

Baroque poetry readings, and a series of lectures arranged on literary and cultural

topics.  The two performances of Fuenteovejuna, heralded in the program

respectively as “solemn” and  “popular,” would take place on consecutive days.

                                               
89 It is difficult to appreciate today the exact effect of this musical fusion.  Its efficacy as a
combination which included both the familiar and the unexpected may be guessed from the
following: in Fuenteovejuna popular lyrics and rhythms were uncharacteristically framed by a
medium that echoed, in the popular experience, religious music.  Since the church would be the
only setting in which the untrained ear would be in contact with medieval instruments and
harmonies, the play would allow them to both bring closer the remoteness of the sacred aesthetics,
and defamiliarize popular tunes, that would be suddenly solemnized and ritualized.
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There were approximately 50 extras recruited among the villagers and a dozen

professionals from the troupe.  The plaza had a capacity for around 3000 standing

spectators.

The following testimony, documented in the biography of Lorca's favorite

actress, Margarita Xirgú, may be more telling of the actor’s than the audience’s

experience. Yet it may serve, at the very least, as indication of the misconceptions

and condescension that may have tainted the idealized relations between the

people and the troupe.  At the end of the popular performance, when the

attendants rushed to the stage, Lorca who was a mere visitor for this production,

believed that the actors were being attacked after being identified with the tyrants

portrayed on stage.  Contrary to his expectations, the actors were not only being

congratulated for the production, but thanked for their actions outside the stage--

namely, the liberation of a reputedly anarchist villager imprisoned by the

authorities for the duration of the performance so that he could not use the event

to create turmoil.  Indeed, rather than generating passive catharsis, the

performance triggered an act of recognition that went beyond the parameters of

fiction.  The boundaries between fiction and reality, while remaining distinct, had

generated a series of relations between the two that were, at the very least,

productive in raising consciousness among the audience about the potential social

function of fiction.  If this may serve as indication of how popular audiences

could be underestimated by educated Republicans, it is also a hopeful suggestion

of the impossibility of effectively controlling or predicting, and even

understanding the reactions of the audience.
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Having had the rare privilege of interviewing two extras in that 1935

anniversary production, I may be in the position to add a contrastive experience to

that of the troupe.  The following testimonies may serve further as a reminder of

how these reactions may not be characterized as collective without homogenizing

or silencing individual experience.  D. José Pedraza, who was a 20 year old

cement worker at the time of the performance, was recruited to serve as a page

boy and then invited to join the troupe to play the role in other locations.  He has

no memory of Lorca or of any actual revolt in relation to the performance “there

were no politics involved in the event.  Just the fact that we were proud to be from

a place that did not put up with injustice.”  His version of the play is not centered

in honor issues when he describes its focus as “the uprising against a villain.”

But, on the other hand, he also remembers the presence of the Catholic Kings as

the necessary power who puts an end to the “torture and harassment of the

neighbors of Fuente Obejuna” (Interview 25 Aug. 2003).

D. Pedro Navarrete Romero was an 18-year-old waiter the year of the

performance.   His instruction was limited to the minimum at the time, i.e., until

the age of 9 years, and he had no former formal acquaintance with the classics, of

which he had still read none at the time of the interview.  Entertainment in 1935

was proportional to means, that is to say, for him, free local activities that,

needless to say, excluded theatre.  To this day, his precarious reading abilities

draw him more to popular spectacles, like musical zarzuela.  Yet, he was quick to

react to the rare excitement in the area of a call for actors.  Here are, piecemeal,

some of his reactions:
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Lorca, was never there, I did not see him.  Most memorable scenes?  That
in which we throw the Comendador out of the balcony, he would have
really fallen had he not held on for his life (grin), we would have thrown
the director too, if we could have.  Why?  Because he was with the
[Republican] government, he was Azaña’s son-in-law...The right too was
fake then, there were no real right-wingers then, only rich people, but
without convictions, there were no revolts.

Also, that beautiful scene where the women rebel, where they call us all
sheep, because it was them, the women, that started it all, the ones that
revolted.  Cordoba was grand then, Cordoba, Calatrava and Portugal...
Because this was the birthplace of Seneca, you know…

There were three performances, people brought their own chairs or stood.
I don’t know the price because, you know, actors did not have to pay.
Back then people could not afford those things.  Who was not able to see
it? Everybody saw it! They just had to come to the plaza.

I don’t know really what the costumes were like, like those of the rural
people of the time, I think. Which time? I am not sure...  (Interview 25
Aug. 2003)

Not considering how representative Don Pedro’s experience may be, we

may assume with certainty that it has not been previously considered or

represented as part of the performance or reception history of Fuenteovejuna.

Interestingly, his testimony complicates a number of presuppositions commonly

held.  First, it goes against the assumption that participation in Republican or

Nationalist performances infers ideological support to the politics of the regime.

It allows us to question, for example, the intentionality of the soldiers in Peman’s

Christmas performance.  Second, it invalidates the intuition that class necessarily

informs ideological perception.  It is clear in this case that the political

preferences of Don Pedro, despite his humble origins, are with the right.90  Third,
                                               
90 Besides obvious allusions, he would confirm it explicitly later on in the interview.  Incidentally,
D. José Pedraza would provide a similar example: after working with cement and receiving
minimal education, he actually pursued a military career once the war was over and now, retired
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it opens the door to skepticism, dissension or unawareness on the part of

audiences who may have gladly accepted the entertainment without recognizing

the political import perceived by the troupes.91  It is possible that even participants

in these performances may have lacked appreciation or recognition of Lorca’s or

Rivas Cherif aesthetic staging decisions.92  Fourth, this testimony contradicts the

impression that uninstructed audiences were easily confounded by the

overlapping of fiction and history.  In Don Pedro’s perception there is a clear

distinction between history and the affairs of the production.  It is for this reason

that he is able to identify villains (such as the director or the president or the

Republic) outside the stage.  Fifth, it conflicts with the presumption that local

historical perceptions could be mainly and inextricably related to dramatic

contents or images.  Although he seems to have no conception contrary to the

content of the play, some of his historical impressions, about the Romans, Seneca,

the grandeur of Córdoba and Portugal at the time, are not generated in the drama.

The emphasis on collective, if popular, perception effected by both the

right and the left depends on depersonalizing, de-individualizing premises that

gloss over autonomous thinking and material subjective experience.  In general,

any reading of class identity rests on premises that may, and should be questioned

in what they silence, more than in what they say.   Studies on subjectivity and

                                                                                                                               
from the service, works in his small farm.  His comments would also indicate alliance to the
military regime.
91 Although Republican performances frequently opened with addresses or pamphlets informing
the audience on the significance of the play they were about to see, as Francoist spectacle later
would, there is no assurance that the public followed, understood or agreed with these
appreciations.
92 It is interesting that, despite Lorca’s “aura” and his reputedly magic effect on the audience, this
extra did not remember or took no notice of the presence of the famous director among the public.
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social identity offer some direction in this respect.  For agency to operate, as

Butler points out, a doer does not have to be in place first, rather, she or he is

constructed through the deed.  Identity develops, precisely, in the process of

signification.  So, identity construction does not hinge upon an essential self-

consciousness (of class, or gender, or race) instead, as Sinfield reflects, “political

consciousness [...] arises from involvement in a milieu, a subculture.  It is through

such sharing that one may learn to inhabit plausible oppositional preoccupations

and forms” (811).  Don Pedro’s determination to be part of the Republican play,

despite his misgivings about the regime, seems to rest coolly by the side of his

fierce defense of the rich local people in a segment not included in the above

record of the interview.    His personal construction of his own class identity

seems to transcend political boundaries and flaunt theoretical premises.   It is in

the knowledge that exceptions are constantly made that we may at all formulate

inconclusive, fluid deductions.  Yet, while it is generally acknowledged that

highly individualistic perception must of need be homogenized in order to

formulate working theories, one must still question the degree of

representativeness of the views that come to identify the whole, and one must also

question the actual need to simplify rather than complicate these theories.

FUENTEOVEJUNA, IN FUENTE OBEJUNA, BY FUENTE OBEJUNA.

A brief study of the play in relation to the community of Fuente Obejuna

may yield a vision of specificity and renewal that challenges the parameters of

national identity.  In fact, the local initiatives and memories of the people of the

town unveil the limited impact of official myths in the popular mind and the local
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agency in interpreting their own historical tradition.  The following examples of

variations among local attitudes towards the play may serve to illustrate such

effect.  In contrast with the aforementioned Tourist Guide, with its revolutionary

version of the play as “a struggle of the popular mass against the tyranny exerted

by the powers,” and with the librarian, dissatisfied with the local failure to depict

Fuente Obejuna as the people in Stalingrade had done in the 30’s, as epitomy of

the “free city,” (personal interview 4 June 2002) there are residents who disagree

with the Marxist vision of the play.

There is among the Melliarienses a contingent, principally comprised of

young people, who express only qualified gratitude to Lope for his attention to

Fuente Obejuna in view of the effect the play has had on the place.  Some of the

Frondosos and Laurencias in the cast for the projected,93 and later cancelled,

Fuenteovejuna of 2003 were in favor of a more actualized performance from

those of previous years.  They had agreed with Isidro Rodríguez, a new director

who was later discharged on account of a lack of funds, that they would attempt a

“more universal and humane version that eliminated non-historical elements and

those in discordance with the sensibilities and needs of the people of today”94

(personal interview 7 August 2003).  The actors backed up the director’s decision

to eliminate the Catholic Kings “who, “in fact, had never been there,” and agreed

to modify the execution scene so as to reduce its violence.  In the new version the
                                               
93 The cast of this production, explained the Isidro Rodríguez, contemplated the existence of three
or four Laurencias and Frondosos that would alternate as protagonists and crowd “so as to
intensify the sentiment and degree of identification of the mass with the victims (personal
interview 7 August 2003).
94 These initiatives met with the resistance of older residents and former, non-selected actors, who
requested that the modifications be removed and insisted on the nature of the play as immovable
part of their heritage.
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Comendador was not going to die in the hands of a blood-thirsty mass, “which is

not a valid way to represent a rebellion,” commented Rodríguez, but “he would

die of fear, surrounded by phantoms” (personal interview 7 August 2003).  The

young local actors cast for this production complained that some of the prior

performances had been “excessively literal” and that the play was becoming

fosilized from repetition.  Besides showing an appreciation for the aesthetic and

artistic dimensions, these actors—who had performed the roles of their ancestors

before—reflect certain frustration in the knowledge that “despite our marching

every year through the main plaza screaming “all for one,” the people of Fuente

Obejuna are in fact incapable of rebelling for any cause” (Paños Agredano

personal interview 17 August 2003)

The contrast of this attitude with some of these mentioned above, namely

with Navarrete’s impression of the play as a “beautiful expression of the bravado

of local women challenging the men,” (Interview 6/04/02) or Pedraza’s belief in

the centrality of the Catholic Kings is striking (Interview 8/25/03).  Moreover, the

role of the Kings, which is normally minimized by younger residents and those

with historical curiousity, is defended at all cost by older people captivated by the

memories of the play they know.   When Isidro Rodríguez proposed to eliminate

the figure of the monarchs, as Lorca had done occasionally with “La Barraca,” he

met the surprising resistance of the Melliarienses loyal to Lope, who unaware of

historiographic inaccuracy, asked distressed “But then, who is going to forgive

our people?” (Interview 8/17/2003).
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Although some of these testimonies many not be incompatible they

indicate, not surprisingly, some of the difficulties involved in any attempt to

reflect the historical consciousness of a people with diverging experiences and

attitudes towards their past.  There are important shifts in perspective between

interpretations alluding to social struggle and those referring to transgressions of

the honor code.  There are also variations in the degree of veneration they hold to

the original text, and to its traditional performance.  Even so, every angle deserves

to be recognized as part of the experiential history of the place and perhaps leads

towards the need to envision a cultural phenomenon encompassing alternate

interpretations that may generate a more dialogic version of the collective

historical conscience.

Locals see the irony in re-inventing revolutionary aspects of the revolt that

in fact had been stripped from the original literary treatment of the events.  The

local librarian Fernández Mellado, assigned by the former municipal

administration to collect all material ever published on Fuente Obejuna,

comments on this issue.  In his view, part of the evolution of this play in the

history of its representations has consisted in modifications that eliminated

ordering elements that, ironically, had been artificially added by the dramatic text

to the historical events.  Thus, contemporary productions often attempt to re-

introduce previously silenced subversive elements by reinstating the collective,

critical and conscious dimensions of the historical events.  The process establishes

continuity between popular expression and historical identification through the

inconsistent mediation of high culture.  Thus we may trace the manipulation of
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history to satisfy the politics of plausibility of a historical milieu, and the

manipulations of culture so as to satisfy subsequent needs of popular and

individual expression.  At issue is the relation between high and popular culture,

the artistic and the social self, the director and her audience.

To return to one of the initial premises of this work, I would like to

conclude this chapter by reiterating the need for articulation of popular material

experience and for a revision of these experiences in light of present

developments.  The recovery of these popular manifestations may be effected

both academically--with the recording and dissemination of people’s opinions--

and culturally, by granting them access to public discourse and artistic production.

Oral tradition has been a natural medium for the diffusion of popular narrative.

Yet, if we take heed of the remarks of historians like García Aguilera &

Hernández Ossorno, the situation of oral tradition in Fuente Obejuna was already

dangerously precarious in 1975: “Of the oral tradition there was little, and even

less is preserved.  High culture, done from the top, has made sure that it was so,

gradually and persistently.  We do not yet despair that this process might be

reversed” (García Aguilera & Hernández Ossorno 335).

It may be said that thanks to the resourcefulness and imagination of the

people of Fuente Obejuna cultural development, if not reversed, is now

complicated from “below.” An instance of local ingenuity is, for example, the

annual theatre workshop organized for a week by the municipal government of

Fuente Obejuna during the summers.  These courses require no prior formal

education, and are taught by professors from universities in the region.  This local
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initiative allows the Mellarienses to participate in a competitive and conscious

way in the performance history of Fuenteovejuna.

Another project in effect since June 2002 is an electronic “Visitor’s Book”

included in the municipal internet site.  This site has allowed a percentage of the

population to participate anonymously in the social, political and cultural issues of

the region in a manner that echoes the working of the oral tradition.  In a cursory

look at four months worth of visits (145 messages),95 7 of the comments include

the refrain “todos a una” and five refer to the Mayor in terms that mirror the

treatment of the Comendador in the play, a large percentage talk about rebellion,

and two refer explicitly to the ghost of Franco, still present through the current

right-wing government.    All of these messages reflect an incidence of cultural

history in the historical identity of the Mellarienses.

Yet, the most ambitious of these projects is the institution of the play as a

local cultural artifact to be re-interpreted bi-annually by the inhabitants of the

community.  This phenomenon, that has been taking place sporadically since

1992, highlights the process of re-appropriation of tradition as a means of popular

expression and self-definition.96 Unluckily, this mode of expression is also subject

to the fluctuations of the organisms that control the means of cultural production.

                                               
95 The writers of these messages seemed to include a great variety of ages and backgrounds.  From
youth groups that normally included cross references to coming holidays, classes and ‘pandillas’
[informal youth groups] and used codified terms and orthography characteristic of pandillas (such
as “k” for “qu” or “c”), to articulate messages with ornate rhetoric citing historical sources, to brief
notes written with faulty syntax.
96 Other factors indicate the degree of autonomous historical consciousness of the community: the
contention of authority of the Mellarienses over their own cultural history established in contrast
to that of  professionals and academics; and their determination to be identified by a toponym
[Mellarienses of Fuente Obejuna] that pays no attention to the literary national tradition that made
them famous.
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In this case, the budgetary constraints of the production create an economic

dependence upon a local government which every year must approve funding for

the enterprise.  As a result, the theatre festival has become a political instrument

through which the local authorities may either procure public favor or truncate the

designs of the political opposition by supporting or withdrawing their support.97

Due to this mode of political strategizing, the performance planned for the

summer of 2003, which was going to be taken to the prestigious festival of

Almagro, was cancelled at the last minute because of a sudden withdrawal of

funds by the newly elected local government.98

 Also a derivation of the dramatic festival is another project that was

proposed for May 2003 and was finally also truncated by this change of local

government.  The project was named after the most celebrated line in the play

“All Together” [“Todos a Una”]; a line that, repeatedly echoed by the whole

village in resistance to feudal and royal authority, came to signify popular

solidarity and the awakening of collective political consciousness. Through the

                                               
97 It is interesting to note that the oppositional agenda seems here to transcend political ideology
since it was the right wing government who initially supported the performance and the left-wing
one who withdrew the funds so as to deny the former party their glory.  Despite the fact that, as I
hope to have confirmed, the play lends itself equally to productions of both the right and the left,
the enterprise is conceived of as the cultural initiative of the government in existence when the
funding was first allocated.  For this reason, affirm the locals, and despite the economic and
cultural damage that the town will suffer as a result of the cancellation of the play, the new
government would rather retreat “because they refuse to complete something so that ‘the others’
take the laurels.” (Personal Interview)
98 The economic dependence of this mode of popular expression on a municipal government that,
under different insignias from the left as well as the right, has attempted to use it as a political tool
has had a disempowering effect in the general population.  In fact, the sudden cancellation of the
event divided the residents among those who justified it and those who protested, privately and
bitterly about the significance of the event: “we do not protest for everything any more.  We just
dress to play the part, but when it comes to actually doing something about it, like our ancestors
did, we just hide behind doors.  It is embarrassing.” (Interview)
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participation of non-professional actors from different countries, this experiment

aimed at “supporting the idea of an active European citizenship through the

performance of the most relevant play of Lope de Vega.”  An objective that

deviated doubly from nationalist objectives by situating the play regionally and

internationally rather than as a patriotic icon.  “All together” would have

facilitated popular collaboration by including workshops, performances and a CD-

ROM, that announced as objective the improvement of “the access and the

participation in European culture of as many citizens as possible.”  The innovative

project claimed the following purposes: a) “an active European citizenship”; b) an

activation and promotion of local development and professional training; c) social

cohesion in the participation of citizens of different ages and social status in their

own history and d) exchange of experiences that promote the “understanding of a

common past.”  Yet, despite the social content and potential impact of the

enterprise the incoming left-wing government rejected the project.

It may be said, however, that these projects manifest agency and initiative

in a population intent on constructing their collective identity in ways that

ultimately complicate the nationalist myth and recalibrate historical responsibility.

They also confirm the need to re-evaluate the diffusion and manipulation of

heritage and historical nostalgia through public acts of remembrance as essential

parts in the healing of collective political consciousness. The reappropriation of

the Mellarienses of their own cultural history in contention with professionals and

academics;99 and their choice of a toponym [Mellarienses of Fuente Obejuna] that

                                               
99The visitor’s guide states in support of this claim of authenticity: “The play has been staged in our

municipality by actors of international renown such as Margarita Xirgú, Aurora Bautista, etc... Yet since 1992, the
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relates them to a history independent of the literary national tradition with which

they are universally identified are further steps in this direction.  It is thanks to the

resourcefulness and imagination of the people of Fuente Obejuna that cultural

development is now complicated from “below” and conceived of in regional and

global terms.  These factors may be taken as indications of the incidence of high

culture in the agency of a community and as a sign of the political and historical

consciousness of a people.  Indeed, if the institutional control of the means of

cultural production does not prove to be an insurmountable obstacle, we may look

forward to results that will grant a chance to alternative schemes of knowledge

with which to contest official post-war discourses when dealing with cultural and

historical experience.  For the Mellarienses, it is their own historical experience

that is being rewritten in the story of Fuente Obejuna as one, not of meek herds,

but of industrious, organized, and well armed bees.

It is important, finally, to set these achievements into perspective in light

of the diverse ideological and aesthetic goals that have been inscribed in

Fuenteovejuna throughout the centuries.  Keeping those in mind, it should be

noted that the play not only remains culturally contested, but that it also continues

to be appropriated to articulate unresolved tensions involving local autonomy and

collective rights versus both regional and national sovereignty.  This tension, as

we have seen, has come to the fore in times of social strife, such as during the

Civil War, and it again becomes visible if we recover marginalized voices,

academic as well as experiential.  Ultimately, this tension is complicated by the
                                                                                                                               
productions have been undertaken by locals who, with their great enthusiasm and passion, have reached a level akin to that
of professional actors.”
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articulation of hitherto silenced voices that belie attempts at facile characterization

of the play’s representation as an effective tool of political indoctrination.  Thus,

it is important to recognize the crucial role of these contemporary local

performances in the cultural history of a people whose voices are still liable to be

silenced by the very same local governments that benefit from them.   This type of

project, which institutes Lope’s work as cultural artifact to be interpreted by the

members of a community, initiates the necessary process of reappropriation of

tradition as a means of cultural expression.  The effects of this phenomenon are

multiple: it opens a dialogue and an experience exchange among groups of

different ages, classes and ideologies as it engages equally in cultural activities,

based on a common past.  The steps taken by the people of Fuente Obejuna to

complicate cultural processes from below may serve, at the very least, to enrich or

destabilize many of the generalizations proffered by academic and official

discourses on the history of a people who undoubtedly deserve a place in the

cultural history of the Golden Age and its subsequent trajectory all the way to the

present.
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Chapter III.  A Dissident Alcalde de Zalamea? Outlining Political
Agency in Popular Identity Politics.

Because of the popularity and frequent representations of Calderón’s El

Alcalde de Zalamea, this play offers, as did Fuenteovejuna, all the required

characteristics to attempt a study of the influence of classical theatre on popular

consciousness.  The play includes several elements that account for its favor

among Spanish audiences: a historical frame and characters, multiple allusions to

a recognizable geographical situation, and an attractive atemporal theme: the

struggle of the common people against the abuses of the privileged few.  Proof of

its wide diffusion is the presence of one of its central thematic verses in the

refranero Español or Spanish book of sayings, “ya teneis el padre alcalde”100 [you

now have a Mayor for a father].  As in the previous chapter, collective memory

will not be approached here in a general sense, but rather as a compendium of the

historical visions, political referents, and aesthetic perspectives informing the

dramatic readings of a particular geographic and interpretive community, in this

case, the people of Zalamea.

HIGH DISCOURSES ON EL ALCALDE DE ZALAMEA

When we talk of high discourses—literature, philosophy, statecraft, the

languages of the Church and the University—and contrast them to the low

discourses of a peasantry, the urban poor, subcultures, marginals, the

lumpenproletariat, colonized peoples, we already have two ‘highs’ and two
                                               
100 R. Marrast in his French version of the play published in 1959 refers to a possible sense of
these words given by the proverb that appears in El Quijote (II, 43): “El que tiene padre alcalde,
seguro va a juicio,” [he, whose father is a Mayor, surely goes to trial].  The proverb is contained in
Rodríguez Marín (Más de 21000 Refranes Castellanos, Madrid: 1926).
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‘lows.’ History seen from above and history seen from below are irreducibly

different and they consequently impose radically different perspectives on the

question of hierarchy.  Because the higher discourses are normally associated with

the most powerful socio-economic groups existing at the center of cultural power,

it is these which generally gain the authority to select what is to be designated as

high and low in the society.  (Stallybrass and White 4)

Existing relations between a people and their heritage are in great part

conditioned by institutions, by what Stallybrass and White call the “powerful

socio-economic groups existing at the centre of cultural power.”  If, as it may be

expected, their high discourses restrict cultural experience by imposing their

interpretive codes, then it may be particularly useful to decipher the codes

regularly applied as well as those excluded.  In the case of theatrical discourse, a

medium in which exposure to the public may be most directly affected by

publicity and critical reception, high discourses are available from a variety of

venues from academic to popular media.

Current Academic Discourse

The contrast between the high discourses on El Alcalde during and after

the dictatorship is not as stark as could be expected.  It is perhaps because of the

lack of interest in the past on the part of progressive thinkers, or because of the

firm appropriation of heritage on the part of conservative intellectuals that the

scholarship on Calderón, despite its abundance, has remained until the last decade

in what might seem as its infancy compared with the field of Shakespearean

studies.  As in the case of Fuenteovejuna, much of the critical attention to El
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Alcalde has traditionally concentrated on the actualization of outmoded notions

such as honor and on observations that confirm the already assumed reactionary

tendencies of the bard.   New trends focus on the archeological task of

reconstructing the original conditions of its textual creation and performance.  The

most daring of which attempt to validate the visions of specific directors and

performers.  Not much has been done with reception, official manipulation or

popular re-appropriation of the text when, in fact, the institutions guilty of the

partisan dissemination of culture can be counted among academic as well as

political spheres.

Understandably, this general panorama provokes the frustration of critics

such as J.A. Maravall, Juan Oleza Simó or José Alcalá-Zamora, the latter of

whom expresses his dissatisfaction at monolithic visions of a Calderón

“appropriated by not very perceptive conservatives, even in the academy” (José

Alcalá-Zamora 46).  The critic speaks of “a smoke screen of prejudice and

misunderstanding” raised at universities by the very professors generating a “false

intelligence.”  His harshest criticism is addressed to the notorious Menéndez

Pelayo of whom he complains that

Perhaps the most detrimental of all approaches to Calderón, because of the
prestige of the scholar and the inertia of his teachings in followers and
detractors was that of Menéndez Pelayo who, after misunderstanding
[Calderón] in first and second reading, and coming from stagnant critical
presuppositions, proceeded to exalt his drama on the basis of a gratuitous
identification with values suspiciously akin to those of certain factions of
the conservative Spain of the time.101  (José Alcalá-Zamora 46)

                                               
101Original: Quizá , la más nefasta de las aproximaciones a Calderon de la Barca, por el prestigio
del erudito y la inercia de su magisterio en seguidores y adversarios, haya sido la de Menández y
Pelayo, quien, tras de no entenderle, ni en primera ni en segunda lectura, desde unos presupuestos
críticos fosilizados, pasó a exaltar su teatro en virtud de su gratuita identificación con unos valores
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It is well known the extent to which Menéndez Pelayo’s interpretations

have persisted at the core of Aurean criticism, where even today, studies

emphasizing

belligerent counter-reformism, labyrinthian discourses…the venerated
sacerdotal auras, the tedious panorama of theological preaching, or
restricting ideological projections prevail, instead of giving way, as they
ought, to more actual and realistic approaches that may unveil the profane,
contradictory and conflictive stresses in this corpus.102  (José Alcalá-
Zamora 47)

José Alcalá-Zamora may be counted among those willing to see this aspect of the

bard and to insist on viewing the treatment of honor in the text, not as a

prescription, but as a display of social pathology.  Thus, El Alcalde becomes a

testimony of the insidious power of honor to impose convention by acting

internally and tortuously on the subject, engendering a state of shared pathological

delusion.  Calderón, to Alcalá-Zamora’s mind, masterfully describes the processes

by which the behavioral norms of this social code are infiltrated in the

individual’s psyche and, by doing so, exposes it as part of the manipulative

mechanisms of the power structure.  This position embodies a crucial interpretive

pluralism akin to that of the play’s peasant, local audiences.

Indeed these contesting stresses are not perceived in most of the

autochthonous scholarship, content to neutrally appreciate subjects such as honor,

                                                                                                                               
sospechosamente afines a los de determinadas fracciones del conservadurismo español del
momento (José Alcalá-Zamora 46).
102Original: Es indispensable que se sustituya esa imagen monolítica, y en larga medida falsa e
ingenua, donde se subrayan exageradamente el prurito de un concepto patológico del honor, la
beligerancia contrarreformista, el discurso laberíntico, el colaboracionismo con los poderes
terrenales, la venerable aureola sacerdotal, el tedioso panorama de la predicación teológica o las
proyecciones restrictivas de los ideales suscritos, por otro balance más realista, que, una vez
arrojado el lastre de tantos tópicos, descubra los acentos profanos, contaradictorios, dolientes y
críticos del monstruo de los ingenios. (Alcalá Zamora 46-7)
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love, friendship or justice.  In the case of El Alcalde, preponderance has been

given since the fifties to the distinction between honor as social opinion, or as

individual “patrimony of the soul,” as the script claims.  This topic is indirectly

related to the resolution of the play, which would qualify the actions of the Mayor

as either revenge, if triggered by the personal need to cleanse his name, or justice

if moved by a transcendental, universal and neutral urge to do right.  The ensuing

dilemma over the motivations of Crespo when sentencing and executing the

captain has split the critics into two groups: the dominant one considers an

evolution within the character, whose personal intentions are transcended in the

third act as he is vested with the judicial power of a Mayor.  The proponents of

this solution view in the drama a revenge tragedy devoid of social transcendence.

There are some dissenters who, like Escudero Batzán, consider that Crespo’s

revenge is simply mediated by a favorable judicial system, even when adhering to

the strict code of social honor.103  However, the significance of these contributions

is given by their consideration of the social implications of the honor code as

instrument for the dissemination of either dominant or dissenting ideology, rather

than by the depth of their psychological speculations about the protagonist.

When honor is viewed as a trans-classist term, as a universal and

equalizing factor that levels the ranks of peasants, clergy and soldiers, and

                                               
103Escudero Baztán expresses the following:
In my opinion Crespo, despite his verbal defense of the concept of honor as spiritual wealth has to bow to honor as social
opinion and at the same time takes advantage of the mechanisms that the justice system has to offer I order to avenge
himself as the strict code of social honor demands (Escudero Batzán 53).  [Original: En mi opinión Crespo, a pesar de su

defensa verbal del honor como patrimonio del alma ha de inclinarse ante el honor como opinión, aprovechando, a su vez,
los mecanismos que le ofrece la justicia para llevar a cabo su venganza, conforme lo exige el estricto código del honor
social (Escudero Batzán 53)].
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exposes hierarchical distinctions as defective, we are actualizing a dated concept

in relevant social terms. On the other hand, when the topic of the play is related to

its democratizing impulses, these must be contextualized historically.  In the 17th

century the democratic impulses would have dealt with the abuses imposed upon

the commoners by the troops of Phillip IV.  The ensuing oppression contributed to

troubles in Catalonia until the rebellion had to be suppressed by a select army in

which Calderón himself served.

Lewis-Smith proposes an insightful rationale for this historical setting of

the play.  The drama gives an ample and convincing picture of army vices and it

revolves around an imposition on the pechero class—the billeting system that

imposed taxation on the commoners for land use that contributed to the troubles

in Catalonia.  What seems to me to corroborate the theory is that the year of the

Calatalan revolt, 1640, was also the year in which nationalist leaders in Portugal,

exploiting Spain’s domestic troubles, mounted their palace coup.  If El Alcalde

was written in the early 1640’s its historical setting would have made perfect

artistic sense, to a discerning audience, as a contribution to the interrogation of

traditional Spanish values.104  It would have been seen as a topical allusion to the

insecurity of the territorial powers of kings and as an ironical comment on the

pride of imperialism  (Lewis-Smith 7).

This relevant overview situates the drama historically as a critique of the

excesses of a crown that, unable to appease its own subjects—whom Calderón

himself had to physically confront and fight in Catalonia—was further weakened

                                               
104See, among the recent criticism that has emphasized the analysis and definition of oppositional
elements in Cervantes’ Numancia, Barbara Simerka’s Discourses of Empire.
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by the need to maintain its imperialistic claims on foreign territory.  In this

perspective, the criticism of the existing socio-political reality is implicit in the

panorama given the feeble claim of Spain on Portugal, and on the internal

oppression of the peasants justified to sustain these claims tactically and

economically.  The parallel occupation of Portuguese and rural spaces by military

troops results in a inextricable confusion of the codes of invasion and warfare,

here used to redefine the boundaries of conflict within national territory, and

among social classes while questioning imperialistic designs of the nation at the

time.

Ynduráin’s opinion on the comment that the play makes on the historical

use of social tension is quite the opposite.  In his mind, rather than a challenge to

foreign policies, the play reflects a subservience to the dominant ideology, at this

point intent on pleasing the only social sector that contributed to a national

economy.  Under this view the exaltation of the peasantry would be a veiled

attempt to dignify its status and to discourage it from abandoning the harshness of

the rural life by moving to the city, or engrossing the ranks of the nobility at a

time when social mobility was accessible to the most affluent.  The precarious

productivity of the nation is clarified by Ynduraín in terms of the central role of

the peasantry:

The increase in national and foreign warfare, among other factors, causes
many peasants to be enrolled, often by force…by the military and the few
left working productively the fields see their taxes increment
disproportionally.  Both factors cause the rural areas to become
abandoned…In El Alcalde this situation is well described and the dignity
of Pedro Crespo, who repeatedly refuses to become a noble, is highly
valued…One of the solutions to the conflict is to reward the peasants’
effort by acknowledging the importance, value and dignity of their work;
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to this effect theatre, for instance, could be used to satisfy their vanity; this
is, therefore, an exclusively ideological remedy…In effect, the peasant
will have honor, but not nobility and thus continue to be vassals and pay
tributes.105  (Ynduraín 302)

This vision deprives the text of all its disruptive value and reverses its real

socio political implications by reading reactionary motivations behind the

apparent exemplarity of Pedro Crespo.  To stress Calderón’s compliance with the

establishment, Ynduraín stresses the play’s ending, in which the gesture that has

Crespo send his own daughter to a convent and son off to enroll at the service of

don Lope, effects the final symbolic conciliation of the people with the church

and military state (Ynduraín 311). Ynduraín’s reading re-contextualizes the

central, most popular segment of the play, in terms of ultimate submission to the

establishment, thus stripping it of the oppositional or heroic undertones.

In effect the dilemma over whether El Alcalde ultimately condones or

sanctions dissention is reduced in most critical discussion to speculations about

the nature of honor as a restrictive code at the service of the power structure.

                                               
105El aumento de las guerras interiores y exteriores, el desarrollo de los gastos suntuarios de la
corte y otros factores provocan, por una parte, que muchos campesinos sean enrolados a la fuerza
o con engaños (de manera que huyen o se entregan de donados a la iglesia) y que, por otra, los
pocos que quedan trabajando las tierras, realizando un trabajo productivo, vean cómo los
impuestos aumentan de forma desmesurada. Ambos factores hacen que el campo quede
despoblado: unos lo abandonan atraídos por el brillo y la vida despreocupada de la milicia o dela
corte y van a aumentar el número de pícaros y ganapanes; otros corren a refugiarse en la religión o
compran títulos de nobleza, lo que, en cualquier caso, si les libra de pagar tributos, también les
impide trabajar y acrecentar la riqueza obtenida.  En El Alcalde se describe bien este panorama y
se valora muy positivametne la dignidad de Pedro Crespo, dignidad que, paradójicamente, le libra
de la tentación de hacerse noble, a pesar de que se lo pide una y otra vez su hijo.  La solución al
conflicto, una de las soluciones, mejor dicho, es recompensar el esfuerzo de los campesinos
mediente el recononcimiento del la improtancia, valor y dignidad del trabajo que ejercen; para ello
se pueden utilizar, por ejemplo, obras teatrales en las que su vanidad resulte satisfecha; es un
remedio exclusivamente ideoloógico, por tanto...En efecto, el labrador tendrá honra, pero no
nobleza, y por ello seguirá siendo villano o, si se prefiere, cumpliendo sus obligaciones
tributarias....(Ynduraín 302)
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While most observations coincide in this, there is disagreement as to whether

Calderón dealt with the issue prescriptively, descriptively or, as very few

maintain, critically.  The answer to these questions may certainly be said to be

mediated by the socio-historical conditions of reception as much as by the

associations entangled with the history of its reception.  That is, awareness of the

history of the reception of a play may inform current positions in an attempt to

relate with or dissociate from the organisms producing them in the past.  For this

reason it is important to situate reception diachronically so as to establish possible

connections with hierarchies previously established from above.

Republican Perspectives

El Alcalde de Zalamea, like Fuenteovejuna, presents the type of plot that

appealed to the progressive periods of the Republic: an oppressed peasantry

revolting against the military order and who, as a consequence, is empowered by

the higher authorities.  Its favor among leftist repertoires is, therefore, far from

surprising.  The play, however, was adapted in this period to serve multiple

functions.  During the Civil War itself it was held as a sentimentalized emblem of

popular justice as the the following remarks by Salas Viu in El Mono Azul reflect.

The Spanish people, hungry for justice for centuries, have answered to the
fascist provocation with insuperable energy.  Our poets and writers, united
to the [people] at all times, claim their post among the fighters now that
the task so long prepared is consumated, in that fecund popular tradition
that soaks like blood and gives vitality to our culture.  Here we have with
us the Lope of “Fuenteovejuna,” the Calderón of “El Alcalde” and the
Cervantes of “el Quijote” or “Numancia.”  Here they are among those who
fight best.  Their words echo in the realm of this Spain up in arms against
the fascist rebellion, and nothing will be able to apease it, being as it is the
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marrow of the popular clamor, born from and returned to it.106  (Salas Viu
El Mono Azul “La Numancia de Cervantes” June 17, 1937)

But the play was not always recovered on such a militantly propagandistic

terms.  As we have seen in the prior chapter, when classic plays reached the

Republican stage they would often exhibit the ambivalent traces of avant-garde

aesthetics combined with leftist ideology.  Rivas Cherif, convinced of the value of

modern representations of the classics,107 directed this play, as well as

Fuenteovejuna, on different occasions.  Among them a few productions should be

specially noted: those of 1932 in the Madrid munipal theatre “El Español,”

(Aguilera & Aznar 64, 274), in 1933 with the company Xirgu-Borrás in the

Madrid Bullring “Plaza de Toros la Monumental” on the commemoration of the

third year of the Republic (185, 278) and in 1943 while a political prisoner in the

“Penal de El Dueso” (Aguilera & Aznar 57, 375; Rivas Cherif 236) .

The progressively wider audiences—from usual theatre going people to

common and political prisoners--indicates a growing desire to popularize the play

but the artistic code of the avant-garde director partly conflicted with his desire to

                                               
106Original: A la provocación del fascismo ha respondido con un brío insuperable el pueblo
español, hambriento de hace siglos del hambre de justicia.  Nuestros escritores y poetas, unidos a
él en todo tiempo, en esa fecunda tradición popular que empapa como sangre y da calor a nuestra
cultura, ahora que se consuma la obra de tan largo preparada, piden su puesto entre los que luchan.
Y aquí están con nosotros el Lope de “Fuenteovejuna” y el Calderón “del Alcalde”, como el
Cervantes del “Quijote” o la “Numancia”…Aqui están entre los que mejor pelean.  Su palabra
resuena en el ámbito de esta España en armas contra la rebelión fascista, y nada podrá acallarla
como tuétano que es del clamor popular, nacida de él y que a él vuelve.  (Salas Viu El Mono Azul
“La Numancia de Cervantes” June 17, 1937)
107 Rivas Cherif often commented on the importance and adequacy of classical theatre for the
formation of popular audiences: “Popular theatre means more than giving the same repertoire…at
a lower price.  Popular does not mean sentimental or melodramatic either.  Popular means
classical; not erudite or archaic, but classical, i.e., that which refers to ‘class’.” (qtd. in Aguilera &
Aznar n. 304).  It is presumably for this reason that El Alcalde, a classical play centered on social
conflict, was a favorite of this director.
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make his efforts relevant to the social struggle.  Rivas Cherif complemented his

tasks as a director with the foundation of a school of actors that strived to

transform the Spanish theatrical scene.  The intentions of this institution, el Teatro

Escuela de Arte, are articulated in problematic romanticized and patronizing

rhetoric that coincides with the idea of the artist as bard:

Implicitly, the intentions of the Teatro Escuela de Arte are declared in our
signal: TEA [torch], that is, fire and light.  We want to endow the theatre
with a company of incendiaries to purify, and with a vanguard patrol to
enlighten and guide.108  (qtd. in Aguilar & Aznar 316)

This intention to educate the masses in issues of class struggle seems to have

guided Rivas Cherif’s decision to select El Alcalde on at least six occasions, some

of which were crucial in the formation of his own avant-garde code.  In particular,

he uses the 1943 production from prison as a practical example to illustrate his

concept of stage director, whose preparation, in his opinion required unusual

formation in the Humanities with knowledge of seven languages (Aguilar &

Aznar 57).  To this privileged education, the ideal candidate had to add some

other qualities: he ought to be well acquainted with the classics and the arts, know

how to direct an orchestra, travel frequently and be versed in the “social life” of

his time.  Clearly, the social strata from which this new breed of directors was to

be extracted excluded candidates of humble origin.  However, it was precisely this

uneducated public that the director sought to honor with this play, where, he says:

The alcalde of Zalamea, adopting the popular presence conferred to him
by the Mayoral scepter, makes the same common sense justice that the
unruly people of Fuenteovejuna had made a century before.  That common

                                               
108 Original: “Implícitamente, [nuestro empeño] se declara en las iniciales de nuestra enseña:
TEA, es decir, fuego y luz.  Queremos dotar al teatro de una compañía de incendiarios que
purifique, y de una guerrilla de vanguardia que alumbre y guíe”  (qtd.  in Aguilar & Aznar 316)
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sense …is what I want to show most when I place the protagonist in the
chorus, in the atmosphere of Zalamea, in the fight between military and
locals that is decided by the people when they say: ‘if there were no
peasants there would be no captain.’109  (Rivas Cherif 236)

Rivas Cherif’s vision seems to indicate a gap between social matters, where the

people rule by virtue of a common sense, and the altogether uncommon artistic

expression of these social issues.  He coincides, however, with the thematic focus

proposed by the left: the elevation of popular justice.

We may now pose contrastive political and intellectual Republican

discourses on El Alcalde to this artistic viewpoint.  When trying to analyze

representative samples of high discourse in the recent past, we may certainly do

worse than select a discourse of entrance into the Royal Academy of Language.

But the example becomes even more significant when it is delivered in May 1932

by the President of the first half of the Second Republic himself, Niceto Alcalá

Zamora.  In this address the moderate President of the left selects drama as his

genre, and El Alcalde de Zalamea as an example for his topic: “Theatrical

rebelliousness.”  Interestingly, the codes at work in this address are not only

literary and political but also forensic, revealing the training of the President as a

lawyer and man of letters.  In it, Alcalá Zamora outlines the conditions for tragedy

in legal and jurisdictional terms only to conclude that tragedy reflects through

argument the puerile disposition of authors and audiences that take pleasure in the

eruption of passion.  This is obviously an effect that would constitute a

                                               
109 Original: El alcalde de Zalamea, asumiendo la representación popular que le confiere la vara,
hace la misma justicia de sentido común que el desmandado pueblo de Fuenteovejuna un siglo
antes.  Ese sentido común…es lo que más quiero mostrar con sumir al protagonista en el coro, en
el ambiente de Zalamea, en la lucha entre militares y paisanos que tan particularmente en el
pueblo se decide: “que no hubiera un capitán si no hubiera un labrador” (Rivas Cherif 236)
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condemnation of the genre for the purposes of Republican instruction, which  at

this point is defined by the liberating forces of rationalism.  In the mind of Alcalá

Zamora there is only one factor in tragedy that may redeem it thematically: its

treatment of rebellion when it illustrates unequivocally that it is in itself “sacred

as exception yet abominable as a system.” Still, the address is cautionary in nature

for it reveals that the conditions of tragedy reflect a nostalgia for the primitive, for

the remote cultural stages in which protagonists of superior rank and vision were

justified in superceding the external code of justice.

Our classical theatre, and in great part everybody else’s, is a formidable
plea for private justice.  Even when authority solves the case, there is in
the motives of the verdict, or in the anomalies of the proceedings, an air of
private passion, in itself dramatic.110  (Alcalá Zamora 586)

There is a certain mysticism in this nostalgia, an ontology that calls back

to nature, simplicity and remote times as essences “closer to God” and not yet

tainted by the unkindness of human progress.  In effect, tragedy is meant to

function as a complement to legal justice by providing a pure lineage for hard to

understand present events and

not solutions, which are not much, but conscience, which is more; by
giving, not rules to classify facts, but, were it fair, the spirit which frees
them from rules.  And in this struggle, which tears into the surface of the
law only to invigorate it, justice soars higher, that is, closer to God.  The
just play on the stage is sharply drawn, and the righteousness of its eternal
fight with the law appears unclouded; it cannot attempt the return to the
ancestral, which would be barbaric, but it should maintain contact with the

                                               
110Original: Nuestro teatro clásico, y en gran parte el ajeno, es formidable alegato por la justicia
privada.  Incluso cuando resuelve autoridad, hay en los móviles del fallo o en las anomalías del
trámite un soplo de pasión privada, por lo mismo dramática.  (Alcalá Zamora, Niceto 586)
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PRIMITIVE, which is the energy supply of life, and should prevent
civilization from sacrificing humanity.111  (Alcalá Zamora 618)

At this point in the address, the legal code becomes complicated by his use

of a religious code that largely supercedes it.  It is through the primitivism of

classical drama, of the idealistic if childish rebelliousness of morally superior if

less advanced beings, that we may be sure to return to “the beauty of things

natural” since, in his mind, progress and civilization are incapable of destroying

the best of existence “the ancient, the simplest, the most divine” (618).

His claims invoke a primitivism parallel to that proper to progressive

avant-garde aesthetics, with the problematic assumptions this involves: nostalgia

towards a less sophisticated, uncritical state of mind that leads towards the

rejection of civilization through emotional catharsis.  Further, this position draws

from a conception of theatre as primaeval ritual that may impose its own

hermeneutic methods of quasi-mystical, passive reception, since its purpose is to

approach divinity and develop a ‘conscience’ that sees beyond social systems by

tapping into life’s energy sources.  This is, however, the exclusive prerogative of

classical drama as the cultural production of humanity at an early stage of

civilization.  Still, we may assume that these topics ought to be approached with

caution by audiences today, unprepared as they would be to access the original

messages as a result of lacking the Baroque interpretive strategies.  It is for this
                                               
111Original: Formando, no soluciones, que es poco, sino conciencia, que es más, dando, no reglas
para encasillar los hechos, sino espíritu que libere a éstos, si es justo, de la tiranía de aquéllas.  Y
en esta lucha, que desgarra la corteza de las leyes, pero vivifica la savia íntima de ellas, la justicia
se sitúa más alta, es decir, más cerca de Dios...La obra justiciera de la escena aparece netamente
dibujada, y el bien de su lucha eterna con las leyes se nos muestra clarísimo; no puede pretender la
vuelta a lo ancestral, que sería barbarie, pero sí mantener el contacto con lo PRIMITIVO, que es la
reserva de energías de la vida, impidiendo que la civilización sacrifique a la humanidad.  (Alcalá
Zamora 618)
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reason that he finds it necessary to gloss over the primitive ethics of the Golden

Age.

Needless to say, President Alcalá Zamora does not concur with the plea

for rebellious individual justice and is quick to warn us against systematic abuses

of the legal and jurisdictional code.  Tragedy is only admissible when, far from

advocating opposition to ideal justice or proclaiming the freedom of passion, it

presents rebellion as exceptional and ultimately reconciled with the existing

power.

Once rebelliousness is restricted to extraordinary cases, both powers
become reconciled; the law, plebeian, maintains its immense and obscure
empire over vulgar affairs and theater, refined, frees the princely event
from the general precept, inventing or embellishing it, and redeeming it,
through moral privilege, in the tragic resolution.112  (Alcalá Zamora 612)

By allowing for a social and moral hierarchy, Alcalá Zamora restricts the

realm of private justice to rare events and consequently denies the social,

historical or exemplary relevance of classical tragedy.  Its uniqueness and its

value stems from the ontological approximation these dramas provide to an age

less contaminated by rational sophistication.  But, paradoxically, his perception is

that this approximation is contained within the discourse of a cultural expression,

Golden Age theatre, which has become more akin to the sensibilities of educated

audiences of today.

                                               

112Original: Limitada la rebeldía al caso excepcional, los dos poderes se reconcilian; la ley, más
plebeya, conserva su imperio inmenso y oscuro sobre los sucesos vulgares, y el teatro, refinado,
libera del rasero único al hecho príncipe, que inventa o embellece, redimiéndolo, por el privilegio
moral, en la solución dramática.  (Alcalá Zamora 612)
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In a gesture that indicates categorical division between high and low

discourses the President observes the spurious transference and inadequate uses of

classical drama by popular classes.  In cases like El Alcalde de Zalamea, where

rebellion is embodied by a figure of humble origins who nonetheless seems to

move beyond established laws, drama may have an unsettling impact upon

popular conscience.  This process may be confirmed in this particular play, where

the “transference from theatrical effect to judicial reflection and experience is

revealed in the skeptical and malicious degradation that has vilified a sublime

expression of our classical literature: ‘you now have a Mayor for a father’113

(Alcalá Zamora 616).  This sentence from the play, which in his view is meant to

mark the moment in which Pedro Crespo is vested with the power to administer

justice impartially, without hatred or affection, is transfigured into its exact

opposite once it is transposed into the book of popular refrains.  As a saying, “to

have a Mayor for a father” has come to indicate the capacity of a person in a

position of power to pervert the course of justice with impunity or, as Alcalá puts

it, it becomes “authority leaning towards unrestrained abuse, towards

unscrupulous arbitrariness”114 (616).  Presumably, this malicious transformation

condemns oral tradition to an inherent blindness that prevents its users from

participating in the divine essences of what is beautiful, simple, natural and just.

Thus, Alcalá Zamora demonizes a popular interpretation by inferring in it a

                                               
113Original: El tránsito, del efectismo teatral a la reflexión y experiencia jurídicas, se revela en la
degradación escéptica, maliciosa, que envilece una expresión, sublime por sencilla, de nuestra
literatura clásica: “ya tenéis el padre alcalde.”  (Alcalá Zamora 616)
114Original: La frase penetra en el refranero popular y en él tener el padre alcalde es la
prevaricación segura, sin el coste del cohecho; es la autoridad, propicia al atropello sin freno, en
orgía de arbitrariedad, sin escrúpulo (Alcalá Zamora 616)
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malicious mutation that turns divine insight into anarchy, and which projects a

mob mentality that sanctions irrational passion against all external powers; in

effect, a mutation that cannot but distort the essence of classical tragedy.  And

hence, in a gesture that complicates the frequently ambiguous democratic

pretensions of the Republic, popular discourse is here characterized by the high,

Presidential, discourse through a perverse capacity to transform moral maxims

into models of subversion.

PERSPECTIVES DURING THE DICTATORSHIPS

There is an anonymous prologue to a popular paperback edition of El

Alcalde published in Madrid in 1924, the year after General Primo de Rivera’s

coup d’etat.115  In it, the populist, militarist and nationalist codes of the

dictatorship structure the meaning of the play.  El Alcalde is described as “perhaps

the best among Calderon’s drama for its synthesis, not only of the temper of the

Spanish race, but of the independence of local life and the respect for people’s

rights during the reign of the most omnipotent and authoritarian of monarchs”116

(El Alcalde 1924: 5).  While the despotic Felipe II is depicted as fair in his

treatment of the people, the main military figure, don Lope, is redeemed as

unselfish, self-sacrificing and valiant, a paragon of Catholic virtues.  However,

Pedro Crespo is described as merely arrogant, unaffected and practical, none of

                                               
115This military coup abolished 1876’s constitution, banned all political organizations and gave
rise to a dictatorship that would last seven years.
116Original: Entre todas las obras que escribió don Pedro Calderón de la Barca, acaso ninguna
sintetice no sólo el temple de la raza española, sino también la independencia de la vida local y el
respeto a los derechos del pueblo, en el Reinado del más omnipotente y autoritario de los
Monarcas absolutos como “El Alcalde de Zalamea.” (El Alcalde 1924: 5)
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which may be considered moral virtues in the dogma of National-Catholicism.117

As a result, the protagonist lingers in the margins of what is essentially and

Spanish in accordance with the extreme right.  Nonetheless this hierarchical

assessment of the ethical status of the characters functions as a background

against which the author of the prologue places those whom he considers central

protagonists: the unflinching people of the epoch who were carrying over the

rebellious spirit of times past, of the Castilian peasants who had spilt their blood

for freedom, and of the members of the Parliament of Carlos V who would dare

tell the monarch:  “we are each as much as you, and all together, more than you”

(El Alcalde 1924: 7).  This type of democratizing claim was, in fact, a common

gesture among the defenders of the dictatorship intent as they were on

demonstrating the falsity of outwardly liberal institutions and in redefining the

‘true’ nature of democracy.  Jose Mª Pemán, in his 1929 prologue to El

Pensamiento de Primo de Rivera, a volume of the notes, articles and addresses of

the dictator, sets the guidelines for this mode of thinking:

I have always thought…that what is most solid, true and permanent at the
core of what we call democracy, is not within this or that institution
(suffrage, Parliament, freedom of speech…).  But that it resides in a
special form of culture and sensibility that allows the relation and
coexistence between the government and the governed to be wider, more
tolerant and communicative, regardless of the regime or system of
government.  Democracy, for me, is not a form of government or political

                                               
117Crespo’s character has been interpreted by Lewis-Smith as lacking in the stoicism defended by
Calderón as essential to Christian virtue.  In his opinion the world of externals epitomized in the
cultivation of honor or opinion as revered by Crespo, was undervalued by Calderón, intent on
valorizing metaphysical stoicism:

The dramatist’s attitude to this [confusion between virtue and social station epitomized by honor as defined in
the play] tends towards a cynical resignation.  He does not venture forthright criticism of his compatriots’
confusion.  He simply depicts it, writ large, for the edification of those who are able to see it…Crespo lacks
Christian insight.  His voice is that of secular ignorance.  In his own mind, honor is fame or opinion  (9)
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organization, but rather a form of education that imposes itself on nations
and peoples who have achieved adulthood.118  (Pemán, El Pensamiento 5)

This flexible notion of democracy, which deems judicial and

gubernamental entities as accidental in relation to the national essence, refers to

the latter as a “mature disposition,” “a mode of education” or “special rhythm,” a

position which conveniently enables it to coexist within the restrictive parameters

of absolutism or dictatorship.  Within this rationale, it is in fact the respectful

interrelation between the people and the organisms of the power structure that

constitutes the genuine essence of democracy.  It is as a “responsible, generous

and concerned father” that the dictator relates to his people and thus, by

entangling the discourses of the state and the family, what is political, partial and

open turns into something seemingly “natural,” and what is an estranged relation

of unilateral power is pictured as an extension of the traditional and uncontested

nuclear family.  Further, the intimate dialogue of the dictator with public opinion

is described here as characterized by an honesty lacking in the “parliamentary

institutions and liturgies by him suspended” (Pemán El Pensamiento 6)—the

nature of this dialogue with the dictator is of course unclear without the

provisions of freedom of speech.

Interestingly, this very same suspicion towards the efficacy and function

of democratic institutions is revealed in the anonymous prologue to El Alcalde.  In
                                               
118Original: Siempre he pensado—ya aun creo que ya lo he dicho alguna vez--, que lo que hay de
más sólido, verdadero y permanente en el fondo de lo que llamamos democracia, no reside en esta
o aquella isntitución (sufragio, Parlamento, libertad de expresión…) sino que reside en una forma
especial de sensibilidad y de cultura que hace que, sea cualquiera el régimen u organización del
Estado, la relación y convivencia del Gobierno y de los gobernados sea más amplia, tolerante y
comunicativa.  Para mí la democracia no es una forma de gobierno ni de organización política; es
una forma de educación que se impone por sí misma en los días adultos y civilizados de los
pueblos.  (Pemán El Pensamiento 5)
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it, the author marvels at the magnanimity of Felipe II towards the rebelling Mayor

and his people, and admires the respect the monarch shows towards the citizens’

prerogatives, an attitude, he says, which “suggests deep reflections over the actual

efficacy of those constitutions in which the liberal principles of the revolution

were written, and with which the people were appeased as crying children when

given a toy”119 (El Alcalde 7). The condescending tone that the anonymous author

ascribes to the foundations of democracy in his prologue to the play is

accompanied by an image of crying infants which contrasts sharply with the idea

of the practical and unaffected Mayor who relates with the monarch on an equal

basis and, by extension, with the mature and educated people that may appreciate

the protection of the current dictator.  Again, the legalistic code is invoked to

delimit the boundaries of acceptable rebellion, which this time is redefined in

nationalistic terms and reverts to an essentialist code.  Rebelliousness is rendered

obsolete as a form of disobedience in a people whose sensibility and culture have

reached maturity.  Instead, it is contained as a form of idealistic curiosity, a will to

action that ought not to be addressed inwardly, towards the leaders, but outwardly

in expansionist and imperialistic sentiment so as to restore the nation to greatness.

Thus, in effect, a healthy dose of rebelliousness ought to function as a safeguard

for the status quo rather than as a destabilizing factor.

Moreover, the nostalgic reference to the Imperial past of Carlos V,

depicted in the prologue to the play as a model of greatness, is further linked with

                                               
119Original Tal respeto del Monarca absoluto a las prerrogativas del pueblo, sugiere hondas
reflexiones acerca de la virtualidad efectiva de esas constituciones en que se escribían los
principios liberales proclamados por la revolución, con las que se satisfacía el pueblo, como se
contenta con un juguete a los niños que lloran.  (El Alcalde 1924: 7)
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an implied call from Calderón, as a member of the clergy and at the service of the

“cathedral of theatre” to emulate the sentiments of the Spaniards of the great

colonial Spain, without which “the national spirit indispensable so that Spain may

recover its past grandeur will never be reborn”120 (El Alcalde 1924: 8).  The

existence of this perennial grandeur out of time seems to suggest a belief in a

genetic code, as it were, that perpetuates the national essence.121  These

observations about El Alcalde are to such extent in tune with Pemán’s and other

Nationalistic narratives as to leave no doubt about the author’s ideological

leanings.  Indeed, the combination of nationalistic, religious and legal interpretive

codes offered in this prologue transforms the dramatic script into a tribute to

authority, rather than as valuation of popular identity.   So little is said about the

aesthetic values of the text that it is easy to lose sight of the fact that we are

dealing with literature rather than a propagandistic or political tract.

The similarity of codes and images in both literary and political discourse

indicates a clear ideological direction in the dissemination of knowledge and an

attempt to reconfigure the values of “common sense” through various genres and

cultural means.  Unfortunately, despite the Republican hiatus, the wide

dissemination of cultural nationalistic discourses through both elite institutions

and popular publishing companies would continue and strengthen through the

                                               
120Original: Parece que el vate…quiera inculcar a los hombres de mañana aquellos nobles
sentimientos inspiradores de su musa, de los españoles de una España grande, sin los que no
renacerá el espíritu nacional indispensable para que España recupere la grandeza pasada. (8)
121Paradoxically, this perspective seems to view events through the lenses of a “biological
historicism” not unlike the local epistemologies observed in Fuenteovejuna, Zalamea and
Numancia.   As we have seen, the residents of these localities construct meaning parting from the
premise that, as biological descendants from the peoples who were the historical protagonists of
the events represented, may render a performance that is particularly illuminating.
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establishment of the second, longer lasting dictatorship.  And, hence, Pemán,

among others, would see countless opportunities to insist on the contents that

would largely structure our reading of the classics.  It is from him that we first see

the distinction between Calderón and Lope as the poets of thought and impulse

respectively.

We could say that, in this compact unit of our great national theatre, Lope
is the life and Calderón the idea…Lope is blind and living history, and
Calderón is, to some extent, philosophy of history…In Calderón, the
unconscious life Lope has sung, inherited from the romancero, knows
already the theological, political and social paths that have centered its
motions.  It knows those paths and manifests them: for this reason
Calderón is, over Lope, scholastic, intellectual, discursive, rhetorical and
allegorical.122 (Pemán Teatro xi)

The distinction made between the bards points towards the unconscious

nature of the popular culture from which Lope draws, the romancero, as

seemingly emotional and closer to instinct.  The descriptive automatism that

Pemán ascribes to Lope only elevates Calderón to the desired level of demagogue,

one, needless to say, at the service of the establishment.  The sophistication of

Calderón gives him consciousness of the “paths that have centered its motions” in

other words, of the institutions that have helped shape his thinking and

contributed to “introduce the ‘teaching’ back into the epic impetus of the

declining Spain” (Pemán Teatro xi)123.

                                               
122Original: Podríamos decir que en ese bloque compacto de nuestro gran teatro nacional, Lope es
la vida y Calderón la idea…  Lope es historia ciega y viva y Calderón es, un poco, filosofía de la
historia…En Calderón, la heroica vida inconsciente que Lope ha cantado, heredada del romancero,
conoce ya los carriles teológicos, políticos y sociales, que han centrado sus movimientos.  Los
conoce y los dice: por eso Calderón es, sobre Lope, escolástico, intelectual,discursivo, retórico,
alegórico.  (Pemán Teatro xi)
123Not surprisingly, the sophistication that Pemán values in Calderón is unrelated to critical
thinking and is reduced, instead, to the type of metaphysical cognition that allows us to grasp
spiritual truths.
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The vitality, peculiarity and emotional depth characteristic of the Spanish

spirit are in Calderón, not only present, but metaphysically explored and thus, his

work becomes illustrative of the national essence in the gesture of looking at itself

in the mirror.  Significantly, it is precisely this quality that has aided in his works’

commodification in the European market.  Pemán makes sense of the appeal of

Calderón abroad through the self-reflexivity of the bard that makes the “pathos,

strength, and fire” of the Spaniards accessible to foreign audiences who are “in

need of rest from the burden of European rationalism” (Pemán Teatro xii).   Thus,

the conditions expressed by the classical theatre, which recommend it as a fitting

cultural heritage, conveniently excuse it not only from democratic tendencies and

also from rationalist trends that might engender dissent or threaten revolution.  In

the case of Calderón, his intellectualism is only redeemed by its function as

explanation of the Spanish irrationality and hence, becomes a perfect image at the

service of Falangist ideals: irrationalism, essentialism and totalitarianism.

Moreover, among all of Calderón’s plays El Alcalde is, Pemán tells us, the

“most Lopeian of all, benefiting itself of the same democratic stream that Lope so

often tapped—in Fuenteovejuna, Peribáñez…”  In fact, Pemán describes the play

as a “slice of life” depriving it of the metaphysical depth normally present in

Calderonian plays, and categorizing it as one of his most rudimentary plays, one

“built with a dogma about honor, rebellion and justice that is absolutely rustic and

popular”124 (Pemán Teatro xiii).  Despite this incursion of Calderón into the

popular line of Lope, his taste and talent were more adequate to the scholastic
                                               
124Original: El Alcalde es España viviéndose y realizándose como dijimos del teatro de Lope;
comedia construida con una dogmática de honor, rebeldía y justicia absolutamente silvestre y
popular (Pemán Teatro xiii)
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pursuits of symbolic plays and autos sacramentales.  Yet, Pemán seems to infer, it

is El Alcalde that popular audiences favor, given, as they are, to simple and

narcissistic pleasures.  Pemán then, after demoting El Alcalde as the least

sophisticated among the bard’s plays, ventures a reason for its success: the

popularity of this play resides in that, while making protagonists of the working

classes, it also portrays a Spain not yet in the habit of examining itself and thus

may afford simple pleasures to the non-discerning masses.  If for President Niceto

Alcalá Zamora the lack of rational sophistication of the Golden Age pointed

towards an era of innocence and higher moral discernment, in Pemán social

primitivism only alludes to a stage in which the nation, not yet in decline, had not

yet had cause to analyze itself and could still thrive on instinctual “common

sense.”125  In effect, both thinkers, speaking from the Republic and the

dictatorship respectively, manifest certain nostalgia towards an Aurean past

guarded from the rational sophistication of progress, and exuding what they

describe as the idealism, nobility and self-assurance proper to eras of colonial

splendor.  These positions, which are only complicated by the romantic

paternalism of a Rivas Cherif who tries to institute for the Republic the figure of

the director as a bard, and by the passionate excesses of the leftist propaganda on

the play during the Civil War, contribute to blur, rather than clarify the

distinctions among the right and left strategies of cultural diffusion.

                                               
125Original: Sentido común y evidencia, es el discurrir de España en el Romancero o en el teatro
de Lope [o El Alcalde].  En Calderon es examen, exhibición, manifiesto.  La voz del gran
dramático, abultada de barroquismo como para sonar más y más es la voz de una España, ya un
poco acorralada, que le grita desesperadamente al mundo su razón y su motivo.  (Pemán Teatro
xxii)
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Popular Diffusion

It is precisely this image of an idealized imperial past that was

disseminated in schools through the construction of a carefully selected cultural

heritage.  Often it was the discourse surrounding these performances and texts,

rather than the text themselves, that functioned as the contextualizing agent to

ensure the dissemination of a nostalgic national image.126  El Alcalde was among

the works most often reproduced in school editions, anthologies, television series

and films since the 30’s.  The 1955 manual for children published in Barcelona by

Manuel Vallvé, which presents the drama adapted as narration for children,

illustrates the interpretive codes suggested for these first readers.  Not

surprisingly, these greatly coincide in tone and content with the Nationalist codes

advanced for the academic and general readership in the texts examined above.

Vallvé takes pains to first situate Calderón socially as “soldier, priest and

courtesan” thus alluding to him as participant in the three powers of the state (xi).

Then, he positions the bard historically in a period legally free of feudalism

thanks to the Catholic Kings who are idealized, as Felipe II and Carlos V were by

Alcalá Zamora and Pemán, as fair and moral monarchs, and who are exonerated

from the persisting inequality that, despite their policy’s previsions, would

privilege the nobility over exploited and depreciated subjects for centuries to

come.  Needless to say, in this prologue injustice is not grounds to condone

rebellion but, rather, an opportunity to exalt the comparatively fortunate situation

                                               
126Much like public cinemas featured instructional segments that offered interpretation of the film
that was about to be shown during the initial years of the Franco regime.  See Peter Evan’s
“Cifesa: Cinema and Authoritarian Aesthetics” on this point.
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in which the young readers lived “when men are valued for what [rather than

who] they are” (Vallvé xiii).  The inherent optimism of this introduction to the

play, as opposed to Pemán’s, seems to correspond to the nature of the audience it

envisions.  The youthful readership it addresses makes obsolete any cautionary

observation about the dangers of intellectual sophistication or the anxieties of a

nation in decline, and calls instead for a reassuring vision of the future structured

by the sobering guidelines of the Catholic dogma.  And this is indeed what this

prologue provides.  If the intellectuals hear from Niceto Alcalá Zamora about

contained rebelliousness in legal terms, and if general audiences are interpolated

by Pemán through the need to restore, confirm and justify the unique instinctual

nature of Spanish character, safeguarding it from the attacks of uncomprehending

nations, then youthful audiences ought to be encouraged and lead forward so as to

perpetuate this essence.  Calderón is here chosen as an adequate leader for this

task on account of his presumed religiosity.

We can observe in all his works that the author was not only deeply
religious, but a slave to honor, morals and all the virtues proper to an
extraordinary soul…He depicted like nobody could the society of his time
perpetuating the chivalrous feelings of the Spanish race.127  (Vallvé xii)

Religion is here combined with social codes such as honor and chivalry,

which, despite their historical contingency are here essentialized and

characterized as permanent.  The confusion of the religious and social discourses

is astutely designed so as to naturalize power relations and emphasize useful

                                               
127Original: En todas sus obras puede advertirse que el autor era, además de profundamente
religioso, esclavo del honor, de la moral y de todas las virtudes que pueden hallar eco en una alma
grande.  Pintó como nadie la sociedad de su tiempo perpetuando para siempre los sentimientos
caballerescos de la raza española (Vallvé xiii)
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qualities in potential citizens of the dictatorship: humility, sacrifice, honor and

generosity.  Further, the prologue combines the goals of literary instruction with

those of religious education so as to reinforce dogmatic authority when

designating the contents and ends of culture.

It is enough for you to know that [the two plays] contained in this volume
are considered the best among those [Calderón] wrote and doubtless the
most appropriate, not only to your taste, but to the goal of this collection
which is to show elevated examples of honor and magnanimity.128  (Vallvé
xii)

The paternalistic tone adopted by the writer of the prologue reflects the

educational parameters of the dictatorship, always intent on informing the public

about “what they like” while circumscribing popular taste within moralizing

paradigms under the guise of the Catholic dogma.

But, precisely because of the general acceptance of the Spanish literary

heritage as edifying cultural subject, Golden Age works could be also safely used

as a site of veiled criticism against the establishment.  Film allows us to discern

this effect increasingly in different periods.  El Alcalde, which had been

repeatedly characterized in text as a tribute to royal magnanimity in the face of the

impulsive actions of a noble though unsophisticated rural population, is presented

diversely in the three versions produced for the silver screen.  Despite the scarcity

of cinematic adaptations of the Golden Age compared with, for instance, the

abundance of Shakespearean movies available since the thirties,129 the play has

                                               
128Original: Básteos saber que las dos contenidas en este tomo están consideradas como las
mejores de cuantas escribió y sin duda son las más apropiadas no sólo a vuestros gustos, sino
también al fin que en esta biblioteca se persigue, pues ambas enseñan altos ejemplos de honor y de
magnanimidad. (Vallvé xii)
129 This media-based bias is frequently explained through language and textual difficulties that
supposedly do not translate well on screen.  Spain shows a poorer tradition of public performance
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been adapted on three occasions, the first as early as 1914, and then in 1953 and

1971 (Evans 1997: 4).

The second version, directed in 1953 by José Maesso and starring the

prime figures of the time, Alfredo Mayo and Fernando Rey, has not received

much critical attention, perhaps because of its difficult access and the literariness

and the lack of commentary with which the original text was treated.  The strict

control that the state exerted over the media and the collaboration of the

conservative Manuel Tamayo may have been at the bottom of this essentially

conformist version.130

However the 1971 TV version, titled The Legend of el Alcalde de

Zalamea, was produced when Francoism was starting to show signs of decline

and already reveals some challenges to the dominant ideology.  Both the director,

Mario Camús, and script writer, Antonio Drove, had antecedents as dissenters

during the Franco years: the first had collaborated in Saura’s anti-establishment

films and the second had his early short “Caza de Brujas” banned in 1967 (Evans

1997: 4).  The film’s focus on social issues and the nuclear family manages to

question a political structure that is revealed as being at the margin rather than at

the service of social justice.  Evans characterizes the tone of the film as yet

                                                                                                                               
outside Madrid that would have made the works less accessible or popular, given their outmoded
themes and language, also the higher weight of conservative institutional agencies may have
hindered the proliferation of adaptations as bastardizations of the original.  This difficulty,
however, has not proven a strong enough deterrent for Shakespearean adaptors.  It is my
impression that the notorious reputation of Golden Age theatre as reactionary—thanks to the
prevailing right-wing interpretations—is more to blame in this.
130The few studies of the Golden Age drama on film fail to make reference to this version or give
a brief overview such as the following, by Navarrete-Galiano: “the final result was rather
commendable since the director adopted a simple style which allowed the filmic text, that
followed the structure and plot of Calderón’s, to prevail.   (Navarrete-Galiano 90)
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another example of what he terms an “‘Estética Franquista’ through which

metaphors of displacement—in this case transferences of time and place—

enabled serious film-makers to comment freely on realities in 1970s Spain”

(Evans 1997: 6).  The configuration of the film, which commences with the

concluding scene of royal pardon to the Mayor, comments on the effects of the

power structure by highlighting the fortuitous nature of justice, applied in this

case only because a compassionate ruler chanced to appear when Crespo was

about to be executed, and questions the paternalistic benevolence of a state that

refuses to legally protect and empower its people.  The crossed references

between the Baroque and Francoist eras are clear, especially through their relation

with the condescending official rhetoric of the dictatorial regime. Jon Halliday

qualifies this gesture as having a tremendous critical impact:

El Alcalde is a play of the utmost audacity...in order to achieve the
necessary happy outcome of the goings on, when there is apparently no
way out, God steps forward in the person of the King and ties up all the
threads, punishes the bad and pardons the good, who is the revolutionary.
(qtd. in Evans 9)

However, this perception softens the power of the play to act as a site of

political resistance since it redeems the figure of the King by identifying him with

God, and makes Catholicism a tool of social criticism while failing to see the

latent irony in its view of the religious dogma.  In my opinion, the structural

challenge is located in the arrangement and weight given to the deus-ex-machina

scene, which ironically magnifies the mythical and religious allusion to authority

while unveiling the flaws of the very system upon which it rests.
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The significance of this film for our purposes is multiple.  On the one

hand, it marks the beginning of the histories of resistance “from below,” as it

diffused through television images of class empowerment and authority

dethronement, bringing Baroque theatre to the level of popular culture while

Franco governed.  But, on the other, this film marginalizes peripheral local history

as it privileges popular class history.  Ironically, with all its critical and

antagonistic airs this version of El Alcalde manages to arouse contrary sentiments

in the inhabitants of Zalamea, who see themselves marginalized and historically

erased through the very play that intended to honor them.131  The fact that Camús

chose Ciudad Real rather than Zalamea as the location for the film demonstrated

once more that history, even in its most popular form, chose to tell their story

without them.  The professional, the urban, the artistic superseded as always the

historical passion and the experience of rural periphery which they could offer.

Pedro Dávila Pozo states his disappointment in the local website

Let my protest be here recorded at the fact that they did not come to film
here La Leyenda del Alcalde de Zalamea and let me state here also the
protest of the students of CLA because a stork prevented them from
watching the play on TV.132  (Pedro Dávila Pozo qtd. in Porras Murillo)

Behind this account there is veiled disappointment at the precarious

cultural offering available, reduced in its scarcity because of random factors, low

availability of television sets, chance, and the intervention of a nature nowhere as

                                               
131Casual interaction as well as interviews with Illipenses reveals their disappointment in this
matter.  Many would observe with disbelief: “where better than in our plazas and streets could that
film have been made?”
132Original: “A continuación la protesta pública de quien escribe porque no habían venido a filmar
aquí la Leyenda de El Alcalde de Zalamea, y protesta de los alumnos de CLA porque una cigueña
había impedido contemplar la obra a través de TV.” (Pedro Dávila Pozo en Porras Murillo)
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forceful as in the geographic and cultural periphery.  But this sentiment is only

exacerbated by the evident invisibility and cultural marginalization of the

community at various levels: academic, professional, urban, and national, a

situation that the current theatre festivals in Zalamea are only starting to remedy.

After reviewing the conditions of permanence of Zalamea’s history in the Spanish

cultural production, and its polyphonic signification in different periods and

mediums, both academic and non-academic, we may properly contextualize the

local productions as critical articulations of collective identity that complicate the

cultural, historical and socio-political discourse on the nation.  The continuity of

the performances—uninterrupted in the last ten years as opposed to the random

and institutionally dependant scheduling of the Fuenteovejuna festivals, speaks

for the collaborative nature of a local government that has yielded the prerogative

of institutional control for the benefits of culture, even if only considered as

commodity.  As the reminder of this chapter will show, the high index of popular

participation and the impact of the experiential knowledge of the locals in the

productions result in alternative articulations of El Alcalde which complicate,

ideologically as well as aesthetically, some of the official, professional,

intellectual and centralizing discourses that have been generated in the twentieth

century on the history of Zalamea.

EL ALCALDE, IN ZALAMEA BY ZALAMEA

Despite the national and global incidence of El Alcalde the popularity of

the drama has not affected the history of the town itself, which is widely believed

to be a figment of Calderon’s imagination.  Zalamea, conscious of its cultural
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marginalization, expresses through various mediums the sentiments triggered by

this exclusion from history.  The tourist guide of the town regrets that “if D. Pedro

Calderón de la Barca universalized and immortalized Zalamea de la Serena by

setting this tragedy of rape and justice in its streets, the town remained for most a

fictional place...” (Zalamea de la Serena: Histórica, Monumental y Turística).

Similarly, Miguel Nieto, director of the local theatrical festival, complains about

this fact in some of the introductory material generated around the event:

Even though D. Pedro Calderón universalized and immortalized Zalamea
de la Serena by setting in its streets and plazas the tragedy of rape and
justice lived by its Mayor, the town remained for most, and despite the
playwright, as a fictitious space created by him.133  (Nieto, Senderos de
Extremadura).

Notwithstanding the Roman origins of the town and its cultural

importance in the 15th century,134 the invisibility and meager cultural offerings

of the place today may be partly accounted for by its current size, about five

thousand inhabitants, and its relative isolation--at almost 100 km from the closest

provincial capital, Mérida.  But, in effect, this argument inevitably leads to

questions of national centralization and to the cultural dynamics between center

and periphery.

                                               
133Original: “Si, D. Pedro Calderón de la Barca universalizó e inmortalizó Zalamea de la Serena
situando en sus calles y plazuelas el drama de violación y justicia vivido por su alcalde, ésta,
permaneció, a su pesar, en la mente de muchos como una población de ficción creada por el gran
dramaturgo.  (Nieto, Senderos de Extremadura)
134 The establishment there of the military order of Alcántara attracted nobles and numerous
intellectuals to the villa, which in the fifteenth century lodges the first Academy of Extremadura,
where Nebrija is reputed to have written the first Castilian grammar.
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Despite the fact that a ceramic plaque commemorating El Alcalde135 has

adorned the city hall since 1925, the community had been deprived for decades of

live performances of the very play that celebrates its ancestors, and has only

recently acknowledged in a participative manner the legacy of Calderón.  Until

the 1990’s El Alcalde had only been professionally staged in Zalamea twice in

fifty years, once in 1930 by the company of Ricardo Calvo, and again in 1981 by

the troupe of Fernando Fernán Gómez.  It is in fact, not until 1994 and only

thanks to local initiative that a schedule of annual performances of El Alcalde has

been initiated in the town.136  Heightened expectations for these productions

derive partly from the popularity and sheer number of its cast, comprising around

350 Zalamean neighbors.  Despite the support of the local government, these

productions are entirely undertaken by the residents of the town under the

direction of Miguel Nieto, educated in Madrid but specialized in approaching

                                               
135 This plaque honors both the figures of Calderón and Pedro Crespo, and reproduces the most
frequently quoted lines in the play: “To the king life and wealth must be given, but honor is
spiritual wealth and the spirit is God’s and God’s only.” [Original: “Al Rey la hacienda y la vida
se ha de dar, pero el honor es patrimonio del alma, y el alma sólo es de Dios.”]
136This initiative seems to have had further repercussions in the town’s cultural involvement.
Miguel Nieto, the director of the productions since the 90’s, remembers the initial reluctance of
the locals to participate in theatre.  “I had a total of 7 adolescent girls in my first audition.  I had to
go from bar to bar for eighteen days, creating curiosity about the ‘crazy guy in the pony tail’ in
order to recruit the first men.  Then we would sit at the plaza and I would send these to convince
others.  Whoever wanted to play a role, I was there to help them (Personal Interview 8-19-03).
Yet, this reticence to be on stage did not indicate, according to some, lack of interest in the history
of the town.  Many acknowledge that the events in the play, are part of everybody’s upbringing in
the town, physically inscribed by historical markings: “as soon as we are old enough to have a
conscience, we have to confront the word “justice,” in the plaza of that name--denominated thus in
memory of the place where the captain in the play was allegedly executed.  (Dávila Pozo 2).
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non-professional actors.  The event is presented by its director as a direct contrast

to urban, elitist versions and primarily as a product of popular culture:

It is a great spectacle, a successful formula that turns a classic and
immortal play into everybody’s cup of tea, not just select groups.’  A
whole village on stage, turned into improvised actors bringing to life a
moment of their history.  A whole town that, with its effort and good work
has opened the path for new theatrical expression in Extremadura; a region
where, after this residents’ initiative in 1944, other productions of
historical events and characters have proliferated interpreted by villagers;
this whole town where children, adolescents, adults and elders recite the
verses of El Alcalde as a habit; a whole town that each summer takes its
leisure time to become Pedro Crespo, Chispa, Isabel, etc., to learn fencing,
recitation, diction or to how to mount and dismount a horse with natural
skill.137  (Nieto Senderos)

The event is integrated in what is now known as the “cultural week,” a

series of activities designed to inform about the artistic and historic patrimony of

the town and oriented to illustrate the Zalamea of 1581, the year in which the play

is set.

As a result of these performances, a small cultural boom has ensued with

the foundation of a municipal “Casa de la Cultura” in charge of public service,

and two other private enterprises, “Asociación Cultural Distylo” and “Asociación

Promoción Histórica de la Serena,” with the purpose of researching, collecting

                                               
137Original: Todo un espectáculo, una acertada fórmula que convierte una obra clásica e immortal
en un plato para todos los gustos, no solo para minorías selectas.  Todo un pueblo sobre el
escenario convertido en improvisados actores dando vida a un momento de su historia.  Todo un
pueblo, que con su esfuerzo y buen hacer, abrió el camino a una nueva expresión teatral en
Extremadura, donde, tras la aventura iniciada en 1994 por los vecinos de Zalamea, han proliferado
los montajes de hechos y personajes históricos interpretados por los propios vecinos.  Todo un
pueblo, donde niños, jóvenes, adultos y ancianos, recitan como algo usual, todos y cada uno de los
versos del Alcalde de Zalamea.  Todo un pueblo, que cada verano ocupa sus horas de ocio en
convertirse en Pedro Crespo, Chispa, Isabel, Rebolledo, D. Lope, Juan, D. Mendo, Nuño, etc.  en
aprender esgrima, verso, dicción, o a subir y bajar de un caballo con destreza y naturalidad.
(Nieto, Senderos)
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and promoting the cultural resources of the region.138  With these initiatives

Zalamea gestures against the dominant assumption that culture must necessarily

come from elsewhere in communities of this reduced size and demography.

These institutions also function as counterarguments to the presumption that in

small rural communities entertainment is primarily mainstream, and as a

manifestation of the emerging participative attitude of the community towards its

own culture and history.139

However, in small communities such as Zalamea and Fuente Obejuna, as

we have seen in the previous chapter, theatre is hardly ever independent of the

mediation of social institutions for economic support.  This involvement is

normally accompanied by a series of government imposed ideological strictures.

In the case of Zalamea, where the municipal government has undertaken partial

sponsorship of the event, this support is not without political consequences.  The

active participation of the current Mayor, and the Concejal de Cultura at different

stages of the production reminds us of the underlying constant supervision of

political authority over the event.  Yet, director Miguel Nieto claims to have

struggled, rather successfully, to retain substantial control over the production.

                                               
138 The first is an official initiative parting from one of the city councilors, Jose Damián Gil
Pizarro, the second, however is the private initiative of José Calvente Cubero, a historically
sensitive accountant who emmigrated to Madrid and whose family remains active in the
production—his brother and cousin play the roles of the Captain and Mayor respectively.
139 Again, the director’s perceptions may be useful here: “When I got here, they only wanted to
talk about soccer, hunting and women, they had no interest in theater.  Now they go to Madrid or
Mérida, only to see plays.  A few have even gone to study drama in Seville.”  Today, the pride and
daily involvement of the community in its dramatic heritage is also patent in the pervasiveness of
businesses and public spaces named after Calderón or characters in the play and in the number of
annual participants in the production—about 2,000 counting only people on stage in these ten
years (Nieto “Saludo 2003”).
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This is not about them [Mayors and politicians], it is of and for the people,
‘they’ only provide the means.  I have had to be firm to keep politics out
of it.  They tried to use the event as publicity by displaying political
banners and pamphlets around, I would not have it.  I had to make them
understand that, if they attended the production, it was not for their own
display and ostentation, but to pay homage to the people.  (Nieto, Personal
Interview 8-19-2003)

The presence of the Mayor and Town Councilor presiding at the

performances, from an improvised tribune in the portable bullring set in the plaza

for the occasion, suggests they attended in their capacity as benefactors of the

arts.  The extent of this patronage is also evident in the other functions of the

Town Councilor as director of the bulletin released the day of the production,

designer of the cultural portion of the local website, and public figure in charge of

collecting the prizes received by the production.140  Thus, those choosing to

collaborate with the annual performance indirectly establish, not only a cultural

relation with the play, but a socio-political relation of adhesion with the

organizing institution behind the production.   Those in attendance however, may

be said to engage in a social act that, depending upon individual response to the

production, may indicate adhesion or dissension.  In the case of displaying

support, this may be addressed unilaterally to the actors for instance, while

choosing to ignore or contest the authorities presiding at the event.  In either case,

however, by attending the play, the residents and visitors engage in a social act

that differs dramatically from that of regular urban audiences.

There are a number of factors that qualify the Zalamea production as a

non-traditional one and situate its audience in the margins of typically considered
                                               
140 In 1998 the Zalamea production of El Alcalde was awarded the “Premis Mundo Teatre” in
Cataluña.
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types of theatrical experience.  Primarily, the size, economy and geographical

marginality of the town deprive it of the cosmopolitan appeal associated with

productions in the capital.  Associated with the character of small-town

production is the material location of the representation, within the boundaries of

a mobile bullring-like structure, in all its popularist pagan significance, mounted

in the central plaza.  This choice of space, that situates the stage immediately next

to the illuminated and most representative local icons, the Roman Dystilo141 and

the oldest Christian church, contributes to the mix of historicity and ritualism

surrounding the performance.  As theorists of production tell us, theater is

ultimately a commodity, and as such, its consumption is marked by a series of

economic parameters that contribute to the marketability of the experience

through its delivery of pleasure.  Stanley Kauffman argues that the high price of

theater tickets is not only an economic necessity but part of the theater-going thrill

that guarantees exclusivity (360).  Indeed, the effect of the reasonable cost of the

tickets in El Alcalde (only 8 euros) is the opposite, as it speaks of a

democratization rather than exclusivity of these performances.142

Kauffman also describes the importance of geographic location in the

process of selection of cultural products, in the knowledge that certain exclusive

and universally familiar venues, such as Broadway, carry their own attraction.  In

contrast, this location in the local village plaza carries the distinction of speaking
                                               
141 This is a Roman funerary monument consisting of parallel columns that oversees the stage,
illuminated immediately behind.  This monument is emblazoned in the town’s coat of arms and
names various cultural institutions.
142 Partly as a result of the prices, the performances regularly sell out.  And this occurs despite
weather warnings, in the summer of 2003 the Saturday performance had to be interrupted because
of an untimely storm, only to be resumed an hour later to the delight of a drenched but satisfied
audience.
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for the democratization of culture by utilizing a familiar, central, open space,

which is further facilitated by the timing of the performance in coincidence with

the annual summer festival.  Its scheduling during the second half of August

guarantees that people in most sectors will be on holiday, granting them the time

to rehearse intensively.  Exceptions to this are the peasants and field workers in

the region whose main produce, olive trees and grapevines, requires hard labor in

the summer months.  Hence, rehearsals are scheduled after 10:00 PM. to be able

to accommodate the worker’s needs while escaping the hours of intense heat.

This August date further requires from the participants a sense of commitment

that may be motivated either by economy or by cultural resolution.  Whether the

cause for engagement in this production is that vacation away from this arid and

excessively warm summer is not economically feasible, or that this kind of

physical relief is discarded for the sake of culture, we may infer a specific profile

from the participants that excludes casual engagement.

There is also an important sense, Nieto observes, in which the villagers

demand seriousness from each other by constantly reminding the participants of

issues of identity: “you will be the image of our town, of the people of Zalamea,

and you cannot let us come off badly.” The issue of identification is in part

explained by the locals by contrasting national, commercial pride to provincial

historical pride.  José Porras Murillo reveals in the following fragment, part of the

local historical web site, the nature of these associations:

In 1994, the neighbors of Zalamea de la Serena recuperated for themselves
the story of their ancestors, which was dramatized by don Pedro Calderón
de la Barca and turned into a living monument to the memory of the
internationally known Pedro Crespo.  Having been performed throughout
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the world by the best national and international companies, it returns to
our town, Pedro Crespo’s own and that of his descendants, four hundred
years later.  After great success and reception since its first edition in
1994, about 350 residents of all ages and sensibilities are intent on
presenting a true show…altruistically and without economic remuneration
whatsoever.143  (Porras Murillo Personajes)

In this contrast between the local and metropolitan productions there is an

implicit valuation of historical sensitivity as disinterested, authentic and morally

superior to professional, lucrative enterprises. These claims become complicated

by the general perception that the theatrical enterprise is to yield material benefit

for the town.  But the ambivalent position of the Illipenses, the people of

Zalamea, towards their own cultural expressions as commodities is ultimately

justified by the idea of profit as linked to collective valuation rather than

mercantilistic or individual profit.

The public awareness of the economic potential of culture as a commodity

is evident in a letter that a resident, signing Adrián R., but in the name of “the

people of Zalamea” addresses to the Presidents of the Regional and Municipal

Governments and to the Minister of Culture [Presidentes de la Junta de

Andalucía, Diputación Provincial, Consejeros de Cultura, Alcaldesa y Director

del patrimonio cultural].  In this letter he asks for the funding and diffusion of the

local history and culture so as to “generate a much needed economic flow for

                                               
143Original: En 1994, los vecinos de Zalamea de la Serena, recuperan para si la historia de sus
antepasados, dramatizada por don Pedro Calderón de la Barca, conviertiéndola en monumento
vivo a la memoria del mundialmente conocido: Pedro Crespo.  Interpretada la obra en todo el
mundo por las mejores compañias nacionales e internacionales, cuatrocientos años después regresa
al pueblo, en este caso al suyo propio y al de sus descendientes.  Tras el éxito alcalzado y la gran
acogida desde su primera edición en 1994, unos 350 vecinos de todas las edades y de la más
variada sensibilidad están empeñados en sacar adelante un auténtico espectáculo...(de forma
altruista y sin ninguna retribución económica) (José Porras Murillo Personajes)
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Zalamea.”  He proceeds to justify his petition by comparing Zalamea to

surrounding towns:

Zalamea can and should sell culture, as you know we are endowed with an
important patrimony that has been undervalued by institutions to this day.
Zalamea has no granite processing plants as Quintana, nor nougat or
cheese industries like Castuera, but it does have a Roman funerary dystilo,
a chapel, a castle in good state of conservation, the house of Pedro
Crespo… Mr. President, let me request in this forum with regards to the
play by Calderón your presence in the 8th edition of El Alcalde de Zalamea
that the people of this village will enact.  (Adrián R. published letter)

The consideration of culture as source of economic wealth is accompanied, in this

case, by the need to validate local history as part of the national patrimony and by

a sense of the elision of the rural by central as well as provincial institutions.

To return to issues of identity and authenticity in the play, it may be

observed that these local performances are contextualized so that pleasure is

derived in great part from the level of identification between the residents and the

collective hero on stage.  Moreover, the identification between characters and

audience that erases the temporal gap to focus on spatial continuity, is in the

interest both of cultural advancement, and economic success.  This sentiment of

identification is encouraged by the inhabitants themselves, who claim to have

adopted history as discourse, and the script as a commonplace:

The scenes and verses of the Calderonian drama become street games for
the children of Zalamea, they are natural inserts in everyday conversations
for the residents of this town who argue and earnestly defend the
authenticity of the events described by Don Pedro Calderón de la Barca.
They identify, in character and behaviour, with Pedro Crespo and his
family.144  (Porras Murillo Personajes)

                                               
144Original: Las escenas y versos del drama calderoniano se convierten en juegos por calles y
plazas de los niños y niñas de Zalamea, y se intercalan con naturalidad en las conversaciones
cotidianas de los vecinos de esta villa que discuten, defendiendo con ahínco, la autenticidad de los
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It may be argued that the pleasure of identification functions here as part

of the aesthetic experience.  There is a sense in which self-recognition operates in

a quasi-medieval manner by confering a cognitive status to literature that is

equated with history and confirms realities known through legend and tradition.

San Augustin illustrates and values this type of artistic experience as follows:

It is possible for the mind, by taking away… some things from objects
which the senses have brought within its knowledge, and by adding some
things, to produce in the exercise of imagination that which, as a whole,
was never within the observation of any of the senses.  (qtd. in Beardsley
98)

The result of this process is valid for Augustin in that it reveals realities

unavailable to the senses and closer to the [divine] truth.  In the case of the local

representations under consideration in this study, by bringing known events and

spatial continuity to bear, and by applying a type of biological historicism, as it

were, the theatrical experience becomes cognitive and produces its own brand of

“aesthetic pleasure.”  The fact that this is an outmoded concept in today’s

academy merely points to yet another gap between the scholarly and non-

academic experiences of art.

Besides two cultural associations, a drama school and training workshops

for historical costuming the town has acquired an economic boost in various

sectors on account of the festival.  But without an audience willing to attend, a

play cannot survive many performances, let alone annual reiterations.  The

promotion of the cultural event is ultimately dependent upon its economic success

                                                                                                                               
hechos descritos por Don Pedro Calderón de la Barca, sintiéndose identificados con el carácter y
comportamiento de Pedro Crespo y su familia.  (Porras Murillo Personajes 2)
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and, for this reason it is necessary to establish the function of identity politics in

this gesture of social appropriation of literature.  The character of the participants

as experiential rather than professional actors, and their claims of regional and

historical authenticity constitute an important part of the allure of the production

for both residents and visitors.145  By pronouncing themselves repositories of

history and making the play their own, they assure the attendance of a local

audience that sees in the production an opportunity to promote the community

culturally as well as economically.

As for visitors, there is a similar identification process at work that

contributes to the pleasure of the experience.  As one of the residents told us,

“people do not come here to see us act professionally, they can go to Madrid for

that, they come for the feeling, nobody can feel this play the way we do just from

reading it in a book.”  Consequently, it comes as no surprise that issues of identity

are here fomented by the cultural as well as the political institutions that see the

potential benefits from the success of this event.  Thus, the commodification of

the past generates not only economic affluence but a structure of feeling

associated with the cultural event (provincial pride and historical sensibility,

authenticating identification) and, possibly, extensive to the authorities sponsoring

them.

In this respect, we may infer a pattern of reception which deviates from

the intellectualism and critical rationalism advocated by Brecht, and a leaning
                                               
145 These claims are complicated by the fact that the visitors themselves are in a large part former
residents emigrated to urban areas for economic reasons.  The following comment in an article
about the 1994 performance in Periódico de Extremadura is a testimony to this effect: “long
queues, insufficient tickets and the attendance of hundreds of emigrants characterize the opening
of the play.  (qtd. in dossier)
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rather towards an Artaudian paradigm where ritual participation acquires higher

value.  Granting the problematic and normally essentialist dimensions in claims of

“authenticity,” it is worth noting that, in this context, these pitfalls may be

partially waved by the marginal positionality of the subjects in question.  I concur

wholeheartedly with theorists who caution against the dangers of “longing for

authenticity.”  The search for “authentic” and endangered essences has fueled

extremist nationalist discourse worldwide, while providing temporary respite for

the sense of loss inherent in modernization.  However, I believe the Zalamea

production of El Alcalde to be quite a different search for identity, one that

positions the collective oppositionally (as particular, local and hence different

from the national norm) rather than essentially, and one that allows for constant

redefinition through annual cultural articulations.  Also, the constant shifts

allowed to the subjects of these productions, who may inhabit different roles at

will within the performances, precludes the fixation and homogeneity of the

collective identity.   I draw here from experts in multiculturalism, such as Rustom

Bharucha, who caution against homogenizing and monolithic discourses on

cultural identity:

I would suggest that in any work with actors from…a deprived socio-
economic context, the point is not to use their “indigenous” resources or
skills to authenticate or to decorate or to exoticise them, but, in a catalytic
process, to ignite what has been submerged, to make not just the actors but
their community listen to what has been internalised.  So that when
working on a play …steeped in the ‘folk’, it is the responsibility of the
director not just to ‘commune’ with the actors at an improvisational level
but to know something about the folk resources of the actors and their
community which need to be tapped at multiple levels during the
performance.   (Bharucha qtd. in Pavis 203)
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Thus, geographic “authenticity” becomes here the empowering factor that

resituates a region utterly marginalized culturally and economically speaking, in

the epicenter of none other than the hegemonic Golden Age culture.

From the point of view of the audience it is possible to perceive other

characteristics that make of this event an interestingly non-traditional

performance.   If we consider theatre-going as the consumption of a cultural

product, we may perceive at a first glance a number of pleasures present in high

culture performance events that are here negated.146  In a performance where the

residents of the local community are the actors, and roles are exchangeable, the

status of star is denied.  Also, the relative privacy and anonymity of a darkened

public space that renders most theatrical experiences individualistic is here

disrupted by the open public plaza in which the performance takes place, one that

precludes obscurity, and by the primarily local provenance of the spectators.147

Thus the experience activates the sense of belonging and identity for both actors

and spectators,148 while precluding, for the most part, feelings of loneliness or

isolation associated with typical theatrical experiences.  Moreover, the large

crowds loudly lining up for admission contribute to the popular experience.  The

frequent exchanges among the potential spectators are made casually and

indiscriminately, adding a festive air to the event that is pleasurable in its own
                                               
146 John Ellis makes a parallel analysis on the experience of cinema-going that has provided the
pattern for my own (Bennett 1997, 82).
147 Local is here used in a loose sense because, although it normally includes the almost total
entirety of the community, it may also include residents of nearby localities like Castuera,
Quintana, Monterrubio, Esparragosa, o Benquerencia, situated at 15-25 miles from Zalamea.
However, visitors from these adjacent towns are frequently acquainted with the community of
Zalamea, either by family, social or economic ties that make impossible their total anonymity.
148 This is greatly shared even by visitors, taken in by the loquacity of festive residents curious
and eager to help.
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right, and that partly informs the expectations of the performance ahead--which

contains popular regional elements rather than the obscure and ceremonial gravity

of most classical productions.149

Of particular interest here is the involvement of the text, with its global

and national incidence and its canonical status, in a site-specific performance. The

frequency of high discourse on text interpretation is particularly significant when

speaking of canonical works, placed as they are in a privileged position in the eye

of the media on account of their popularity and their relation to the bulky baggage

of tradition.  Thus the importance of this production is inherent to its

contextualization as a discourse for new conceptions and uses of cultural heritage

that still need to be vested with authority.

When the script is addressed to a local theatre-going public the play is

refashioned to fit the specific experience of the community, and the performance

is approached primarily as an attempt to engage the audience, directly

circumventing critical mediation.  In this, it may be said that the cultural authority

of the Golden Age is qualified, if not contested.  In the context of the Zalamea

performance, which may be approached as a model for the democratization of the

arts, the intratextual connections operate primarily in reference to the actors rather

than the author.  The physical marginality of the event, whose significance exists

away from centralized cultural movements, vests it with independence to apply

interpretive strategies outside those authorized by the academy and literary

                                               
149 The open-air bars set in the street since the early afternoon contribute to the celebratory tone of
the performance but do not hinder the orderly nature in which more than 1500 spectators conduct
themselves to their unnumbered seats.
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institutions.150  The play as performed in Zalamea is significant for what it says

about the town and the character of its people, rather than for what might be

inferred from it about Calderón.  In this process, the inevitable historical

dislocation is accompanied by a spatial relocation that invests the text with new

meaning.

This specific dialogue between the Golden Age tradition and the audience

often involves focusing on positional and indexical referents in the source text.

This is facilitated by the multiplicity of explicit references in the play to “the

place” [el lugar], a seemingly abstract term with a much more specific Baroque

acceptation which denoted “a reduced community, smaller than a borough and

bigger than a hamlet.”151  This constant allusion152 to Zalamea as the “rustic

place” acquires particular significance when it is used by Crespo to justify in

perfect forensic manner the rudeness in which his civility is clad:

  I beg you sir/to pardon if we failed to serve you/
For in this our rustic study/where we have ploughmen for teachers
And plough and pitchfork for books/my son could not have learnt/the
civilities/That rich palaces teach.153  (II, 626-636)

Crespo’s apologies for his son’s lack of civility (in Spanish a derivate of

the word “urban”[idad]) do not indicate any moral shortcomings, only a
                                               
150Bennett reminds us that “‘higher discourses’ have, in many ways, restricted our understanding
of theatre by limiting the codes which are used to recognize and interpret the theatrical event.”
(Bennett 1997, 93)
151Original: Lugar: rigurosamente se entiende por lugar la población pequeña, que es menor que la
villa y mayor que la aldea.  (Diccionario de Autoridades (1726) ed. Facsímile: Madrid: Gredos,
1967)
152 Whereas “villa” is used only four times in reference to Zalamea, the term “lugar” is mentioned
on at least seventeen occasions.
153 Original: Lo que os suplico,/es que perdonéis, señor/si no acertare a serviros,/
Porque en el rústico estudio/adonde rejas y trillos, /palas azadas y bielgos/
Son nuestros mejores libros/no habrá podido aprender/ lo que en los palacios ricos/enseña la
urbanidad (II, 626-636)
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superficial difference in manners that distinguishes the workers from those who

are not.  Here, the feelings of inadequacy normally related to the rural within the

cultural context of the modern metropolis are countered through moral discourse.

Hence, “the place” becomes enriched by its definition in relation to the farming

land and tools that confer to it not only sustenance, but also nobility.154  The

Mayor confirms this opinion when he willingly sends his son to serve with the

general don Lope, fearing that, since Juan had shown no inclination for farm work

but rather a weakness for gambling, he would be unfit for “el lugar” yet adequate

for the court: “What was he to do with me/but be all his life/slothful, and lost/let

him go to serve the king!”155 (II 764-767)

The superior moral hierarchy of the peasantry may only be endangered by

external elements, or so Pedro Crespo seems to believe, who, once, coming from

the threshing plot, indulges in the following ominous digression:

And the swinging flail/with soft breeze will assay/separating the pure
grain/from the drossy chaff away; for even the humblest things lead to the
gravest/Oh, I hope to God that in the barn I can put them away/before
some wind may tear them.156  (I, 433-442)

On the biblical parable of the wheat and the chaff, which is here invoked

in its moral as well as economic sense, rests Crespo’s justified fear of being

robbed of the fruit of his labor: his wheat as well as his progeny.  As he offers his

                                               
154 This connection with the land is missing in the foil character, don Mendo, an impoverished
“hidalgo” who on principle rejects any kind of work and who is, in addition, immoral and perverse
in his aspirations.
155 Original: “¿Qué había de hacer conmigo,/sino ser, toda su vida,/un holgazán, un
perdido?/Váyase a servir al Rey.”  (II, 764-767)
156 Original: Allí el bielgo, hiriendo a soplos/el viento en ellos suave/deja en esta parte el grano/y
la paja en la otra parte; que aun allí lo más humilde/da el lugar a lo más grave/¡Oh, quiera Dios
que en las trojes/yo llegue a encerrarlo, antes/que algún viento me las tale! (I, 433-442)
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son’s services to the general Don Lope, Crespo is in effect yielding to such

elements by allowing his son, perhaps only chaff after all, to be separated from

the land.  But it is when he offers his daughter in matrimony to the very man who

assaulted her body and honor that we see his fears come true.  It is at this moment

in the play, when the Alcalde, speaking not yet under civic authority but rather as

a ‘rico labrador’ (III, 431) begs with false humility, in the face of a despotic and

callous captain, that the latter accept his daughter in matrimony, whose only fault

is being, as people in small places are, critical, blunt and honest.

 Living in a small place/where we have no flaw other than/Telling each
other of our flaws and shortcomings.157  (III, 444-448)

Once moral digression becomes entangled with issues of social identity, the scene

becomes more than a mere secular variant of Catholic ideals of humility.  Again,

Crespo attempts to make an unequal match on the grounds of compensating for

titled nobility with material and moral wealth.  Beyond the ethical superiority

enjoyed by the peasants as laborers, there is a veiled indication of the connection

to an ethnic superiority related to their accepted genealogical “purity of blood” as

old Christians without Jewish or Arab ancestry.158  Indeed, it is precisely his

status as a rich, old Christian that allows Pedro Crespo to confront the superior

                                               
157 Original: “viviendo/en un lugar corto, donde/otra falta no tenemos/más que decir unos de
otros/las faltas y los defetos.”  (III, 444-448)
158 The most often referenced study of this issue is still Américo Castro’s De la Edad Conflictiva.
Madrid: Taurus, 1972 (pp. 213 and following.)  In it he describes the topic, firmly accepted at the
time as indubitable, that the peasants were always of pure Christian lineage because the earth
dignifies, in contrast with industry and commerce, the occupations proper to the Arab and Jewish
population.  This principle acquired such preponderance that proving the connection of an
individual’s ancestry to the land became a matter of great importance once conversions, and the
commerce with titles became frequent.
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powers.159  Crespo himself explains to his son how his behavior ought to be

always conditioned by his lineage:

Listen to what I have to say/By God’s grace, Juan/are you though
peasant/of clean lineage/more than the sun.160  (II 685-6)

It is, arguably, this ensuing dignity from purity of lineage transformed into

vanity that constitutes Pedro Crespo’s tragic flaw, leading him to violate

jurisdictions.  However this trait is more than an individual flaw and points in fact

to societal concerns.  As most studies indicate, following the lead of Américo

Castro, purity at this time does indeed outstrip class as the best quality.  This

hierarchy becomes then an effective way of policing community membership,

rendering impurity problematic, particularly for peasants.  In view of this

argument it is not surprising that the peasant haughtiness whose origin is the land

itself is the quality rewarded in Crespo by the King in the closing scene, when,

after hearing of Crespo’s transgressions, he is invested as Mayor in perpetuity.

Interestingly enough, El Alcalde itself seems to function as an apology for

the dignity, nobility and incorruptibility of small rural communities without

reverting to the pastoral topics of the locus amoenus.  In fact, the text, rather than

alluding to literary myths, is built around a rural “place” that, far from utopian, is

disturbed by historical issues of abusive power, religious hierarchies and biased

legal systems.

                                               
159 For a discussion of the interplay of social and moral hierarchies exhibited in the confrontation
between the peasant and the military authorities see Díez Borque’s introduction to El Alcalde pp.
68 and 87-91.
160Original: Escucha lo que te digo./  Por la gracia de Dios, Juan,/eres de linaje limpio/más que el
sol, pero villano.  (II, 685-686)
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This apology of ruralism, disregarding authorial intention,161 provides,

nonetheless, a relevant text for the site-specific performances of Zalamea, whose

participants share similar sentiments of pride towards the land.  If the ethnic

dimensions of the peasant as a righteous being by virtue of purity of blood may be

expected to have disappeared, the moral ones remain, establishing a bond of

identity of a people with their land and heredity.  Today’s performances in

Zalamea include donkeys, doves and sheep, elements that function as signifiers in

their own right and that, while they may be said to prioritize authenticity,

additionally offer the semiotics of the periphery and the working class as primary

interpretive codes.  Thus, these elements are not so much perceived as

anachronistic but as a self-empowering gesture to the actors and spectators whose

animals are featured.  There is, hence, an implicit continuity between the text and

the town of Zalamea as a rural community which points indirectly towards the

marginality of city life and its artificial appropriation of a reality that is alien to

everyday rural experience and which must be re-interpreted as a historical fantasy.

The presence on stage of the donkey and his rider, in all its picturesque

significance, may serve to clarify this.  Every performance in Zalamea features an

added opening scene where a donkey, burdened with farming implements, follows

the villagers marching across the town’s plaza, here functioning as forestage.  The

semiotics at work in this scene are manifold: the donkey denotes not only material

inferiority with respect to the overwhelming physicality, speed and elegance of

                                               
161 Whether this celebration of the peasantry is made to denounce, by contrast, the real abuses and
general corruption of the military as Marrast and Díez Borque observe, or to advocate the
excellence of returning to a code of “natural justice” as Honig suggests, is debatable and of no
consequence to this argument.
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the 15 or so horses ridden by the “tercio de Flandes,” but embodies physically the

impotence of the native, unrefined single peasant with respect to the invading

troops.  The animal, inherent to a rural place the size of Zalamea as horses were to

cities,162 also embodies effectively the proverbial—and boasted--stubbornness of

the residents of Zalamea who, much like their famous Alcalde would single-

handedly confront forces much superior if justice was due.163   What is, perhaps,

most significant is the fact that the animal does not figure in the script and that his

owner, far from being solicited by the producers, insisted on participating in the

production, but only if he was allowed with his companion on stage.  In the

interaction between true and symbolic self among actors, the latter seems to

prevail in significance.

Other elements in the production such as mass movement, regional music

and dances, and the prominence of the Roman Dystilo may be accounted for as

attractions for specific local audiences.  The structure of the entire festival, which

includes a day market in which the locals familiarize visitors and potential

spectators with the life of 1580 Zalamea contributes to heighten the awareness of

the participants in the play, who, clad in appropriate rural garb, must personify

their ancestors in the hours preceding the dramatic action.   The actors occupy the

central streets of the town going about their usual business of selling, trading and

                                               
162 The album “Zalamea de la Serena: Imagen a Imagen” serves as a testimony to this.  This
collection of images from the history and patrimony of the town presents various pictures of the
40’s and 50’s in which donkeys participate in fairs and other local activities.  (Gil Pizarro
Zalamea)
163 When Ilipenses are asked about the character of their people they seem to coincide in this
common sentiment of “stubbornness,” of uncompromising obstinacy when known to be in the
right.  “Here, [a 70 year old peasant confessed], we can all be a bit of a Mayor.”  (Interview with
Bernardo Delgado Llano 8/23/2003)
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crafting.  Naturally, this historic market reflects the character of the area by

containing its most representative trades: peasants and harvesters walk the streets

carrying their ploughing implements while carts brimming with hay drive the

streets and bakers work dough on wooden trays.  Outdoor taverns, fruit sellers,

embroiderers and street jesters allow the visitor to satisfy every need while

enjoying the medieval music that blasts from anachronistic speakers.164  There is

even a newspaper (edited by the municipal government) circulating in all public

spaces offering the latest 1580 era news about the troops of Felipe II, Francis

Drake, Cervantes and the colonies overseas.  Thus, it is already in the hours

preceding the play that the character of the 16th century people of Zalamea takes

form, allowing itself to develop naturally in quotidian situations by eliding the

temporal gap to emphasize spatial continuity.

Thanks to the tactful and sensitive hand of the director Miguel Nieto, there

are other signs of local pride and popular empowerment in this production. The

performance is framed by the “jota extremeña” interpreted by a regional troupe of

musicians who also participate in the play, and who sing various versions of the

events that have passed through oral tradition.  As a prelude to the play there is a

sequence of scenes that function in dramatic continuity with those of the

afternoon markets: a smith forges farm implements, a donkey carries a peasant to

the fields, children play with wooden swords.  More importantly, a pair of

narrative scenes are intertwined with the merely descriptive ones above: a man

chases a woman only to have to finally flee comically from a group of women

                                               
164Some concessions to technology may be made since it is all done for the sake of ambiance
rather than historical rigor.
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that attempts aggressively, and collectively to reciprocate his intentions, and a

couple celebrates a wedding ceremony that is interrupted by a jealousy scene and

a fight between the bride and groom in which the respective families engage.

These silent scenes, that have been skillfully added to the script, serve to highlight

the principal themes in this production: honest work, the justice saving the victims

from physically superior aggressors, and the unalterable bonding of blood over

external alliances.  Of these, the narrative comic scenes of the male rape and the

interrupted wedding require further comment.

The disheveled and frightened male fleeing from collective female desire

provides a humorous foil to the tragic impending rape of the female protagonist,

and with it, a valuable alternative to female spectators who, far from being

reduced to “the masochism of over-identification”165 with the female victim, are

offered an alternative that disarms the repressive structures within the text by

acknowledging female desire, and empowering women as a collective.

In the wedding ceremony scene the bride gazes flirtatiously at a man

behind the groom, a gesture that, when detected, triggers a chain reaction of

violence.  This vignette, in all its humorous tone, transgressively alludes to

existing social codes such as fixed marriages that considered women as

commodities and denied women choice and desire.   The scene finalizes with a

general dance and festivity in which more than 200 extras participate

accompanied by folkloric music and the release of a few dozen doves that fly

                                               
165 Mary Ann Doane studies the absence of female spectator structured within cinematic codes
and establishes the possible choices available to her: the adoption of a masculine response, “the
masochism of over-identification, the narcissism entailed in becoming one’s object of desire,” and
the reading of the image “against the grain” (qtd. in Bennett 1997, 78).
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unfettered over the audience underscoring the ultimate theme of natural freedom.

The pervasive presence of animals on stage can be construed as politically

relevant scenic components that constantly remind the audience of the

authenticity of the rural setting while offering the semiotics of the periphery and

the working class as a primary interpretive codes.

The fact that most of the local population has been on stage in previous

years and that, thanks to the casting process, could imagine itself as one of the

characters, creates a congruence between the stage and the auditorium which only

corroborates the spatio-temporal continuity of the town’s plaza with the site of the

action, and with the space habitually inhabited by the actors/inhabitants.  Hence

the degree of collaboration with the target audience gets intensified and differs,

per force, from those of mainstream productions.

This interaction between the text and the people of Zalamea encouraged

by the director, in fact, effected final modifications in the production.  The

participative nature of the production led the director to encourage all Illipenses to

imagine themselves in the script in whatever role they chose.  “The feeling is

strictly their own,” Nieto observed when I asked him about his methodology.

I let them express themselves and read the lines as they understand them.
Only then, and if they ask you, may you inform them of their deficiencies.
But you should only demand more of them if they request it.  I do not
enter much into what the play means, I do not do character psychology.
Yet, each year they go further, and I am happy to lead them to where they
feel they understand.  I am at their service and my main objective is to
make the directorial hand as invisible as possible.  (Personal Interview 19
August 2003)

It is the director’s policy to accept all offers to collaborate and to respect,

when possible, the actors’ desires.  As a result, the cast includes three actresses
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that play the role of Isabel on different days, besides two Chispas, two Mengos,

two Kings, etc.  The actors themselves, without informing or consulting the

director, decide which166 of the performances will they star in, thus adding an

element of indeterminacy to the play since every night it may be constructed by

any number of cast combinations.  A more significant effect of this ‘democratic’

style of casting is, of course, that it lends tremendous agency to the actors in a

gesture that seems to mirror the thematic core of the play: independence under

authority.

This factor of popular empowerment in the production has repercussions

as well in the connections with the original text.  This festival, which is repeated

annually in the same setting, is one of the few contexts that allows for a

specifically active relation of the play with the audience.  It is this relation that

exposes the unfinished nature of a work that, despite its canonical status,

continually evolves through performances that are always indebted to interaction

with the audience.  The nature of a spectatorship that does not disappear

anonymously after the performance but that, at the very least, participates in the

general celebrations and cultural activities renders a different sort of interaction

from the ones customary in metropolitan productions.  This interaction is

intensified in the case of the residents themselves who, after ten years, have come

to identify not only with the collective hero, but also with the characters that

either they or members of their families have come to represent.  Days before the
                                               
166 The first night the performance is reserved, by invitation, for family members of the actors and
production team and for local contributors.  The second and third are open to the public.  On the
second day there is a section reserved for local authority and the media, who immediately before
the beginning of the performance march ceremoniously through the arena to an improvised tribune
once the general public has been seated.
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performance it was possible to infer from small children’s games what roles their

parents are playing in the performance.  It is remarkable to see groups of kids as

young as five and six years old acting and reciting verbatim complete sections of

the original text, just as their elders did while rehearsing at home.  This familiarity

with the text, and the degree of identification it affords is, it may be argued, one

of the main sources of aesthetic pleasure, and in this case, a pleasure that is only

intensified through iteration.167

The reasons for this identification are, again, of a non-generalizable kind.

Only this particular type of multiple self-casting would allow the type of

identification that is not necessarily fixed or uniform in kind.  The local audience,

always witness to more than one production either on the same or consecutive

years, would be able to choose the interpreters most akin to their own reading and

experience of the play, and even opt for interpreting some of the roles themselves,

thus multiplying the number of codes available for the construction of the text.  In

the two 2003 productions I witnessed how the respective humbleness and

assertiveness of the actresses representing the heroine rendered crucial changes in

the readings of the text.  The following lines in which Isabel offers her life to her

father after telling him of her rape are proffered with a rage by one of the

actresses that is totally absent in the humility of the other

Your daughter I am, of my honor bereft/You are free.  Request/your praise
through my death/in order that it may be said of you/ that so that you

                                               
167 At the same time, the familiarity with text and plot diverts attention from words in themselves
and towards the physicality of the event, providing a particular sensuousness to the material
experience that is autonomous from language and facilitates the ritual Artaudian aspects of the
performance.  In this case the emotional intensity acquires social rather than individualistic or
aesthetic tinting.
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could give birth to your honor/ to your daughter you gave death.168  (III,
275-280)

The diverging tones of the actresses reveal different attitudes towards the

workings of the social structure.  Thus, the emphasis on personal (male) honor

that makes human (female) lives dispensable is unveiled in all its selfish absurdity

in the first, wrathful performance, and is cause for pathos in the other. While the

second actress displayed a submissiveness that allowed us to sympathize with an

unjustly punished individual,169 the first’s aggressive tone actually signified

sarcasm and subversiveness against a social system that victimized women.  In

this way iteration becomes a factor in the fluidity rather than fixity of the text,

allows for diversification of readings, and encourages agency in the reception as

the audiences select their favorite among multiple interpretations.170

The effect of audience’s reactions over the original text is similarly

intensified in this context of non-traditional community theatre.  Upon first

arriving in Zalamea, ten years ago, the director was convinced by the people that

the play had to change its ending since, according to local lore “the captain was

not sentenced by our Mayor to die strangled in a chair, but by hanging, from the

very same beam that you can see still today in the back of Crespo’s house.”

Consequently, the execution scene was altered to fit the demands of oral tradition

and experiential history.  Since the places where history, fiction and oral tradition

meet are often conflictive, and it is important to recognize the importance of the

                                               
168Original:  Tu hija soy, sin honra estoy/y tú libre.  Solicita/con mi muerte tu alabanza/para que
de ti se diga/que por dar vida a tu honor,/diste la muerte a tu hija. (III, 275-280)
169 Since the breach in her honor was done against her will
170 This plurality does not affect the fact that some features, such as the general dignity and
strength of the Crespo character, for instance, tend to remain interpretively invariant.
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latter if we are to acknowledge the force of the people. Communities are

constituencies normally integrated within the audience rather than foregrounded

on stage, and frequently marginalized in cultural and artistic discussions.  This

revision of the original text to fit the experiences of the interpretive community of

Zalamea is perhaps the best example of a dramatic tradition that is conceived of as

a process, rather than a fixed entity and of a possible direction towards the

democratization of culture that is still in need of critical attention.  As Bennett

remind us, it is specifically because the discourses of high culture have

historically monopolized the strategies of interpretation that are applied to

canonical texts, that community productions such as this gain prominence.171

EL ALCALDE DE ZALAMEA: BEYOND FICTION AND REALITY

As has been shown, there is an obvious determination in the mind of the

people of Zalamea to tell the story of their Mayor “as it really happened” in an

effort to regain control of their history. There are intratextual elements such as

recognizable places, stories and genealogies superposed to the oral tradition that

prove, in their minds, the veracity of the events.  They present the house in which

Pedro Crespo lived as unshakeable evidence of his existence.  This house, which

is awaiting plans for its further restoration and expansion back to its original

dimensions, may be visited under guidance of local cicerones, eager to show the

visitor the infamous beam from which the captain was actually hanged.  They also

mention in this tour the date of the last member of the Crespo family known to the

town, and confirm this data with the allusion to an article, published in a

                                               
171 See Susan Bennett’s Theatre Audiences for a contrastive study on Shakespearean community-
specific productions. (Bennett 1997, 93)
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newspaper of national diffusion, in which she is mentioned.172  The glaring

absence of any current resident with the same family name is explained today by

the inhabitants of Zalamea through a lack of male descendants in the family after

the 30’s.  Further, the plaza next to the house was allegedly named “de la justicia”

after the sentence there executed by Pedro Crespo, showing the popular support of

the residents for the rebellious act of their ancestor.173  To confirm the status of

this figure in the mind of the people of the town, Pedro Crespo is inscribed among

the historical figures in the list of “hijos ilustres de Zalamea,” together with

bishops, viceroys, historians and inquisitors.174

However, most literature manuals speak of the alcalde, Pedro Crespo as a

fictitious character of local folklore.  Miguel Nieto himself confesses his lack of

interest in disturbing the myth despite his certainty that Pedro Crespo started out

as no more than a “Jaimito” figure, a type character that appeared as the most

common protagonist of popular proverbs and jests during the Renaissance (Nieto,

Personal Interview).  Critics observe the thematic coincidence between the play

by Calderón and that by Lope de Vega of the same title. They generally
                                               
172In this first modern performance, which attracted some press attention due to the celebrity of
star María Molina, there is mention of the presence in the audience of the last descendant of the
“Alcalde,” the last true Crespo.  The interest sparked by the inspiring personality of Pedro Crespo
was also used by a local teacher to organize winter informal performances of the play at the City
Hall.  The elderly still remember the virtuosity of the local shoemaker Pan y Aceite, and the
simplicity of those productions “compared to those of today, with horses, costumes and all the
lines.”  It was a smaller place, only about 40 would fit on stage.  Bernardo Delgado Llano, a
campesino who was only a child at the time remembers how

back then everybody went, you had to pay a little, not much, but there was nothing else to do, no television you
know…and no politics, it was before the war and the people did not complicate their lives with those things,
they wanted just to live quietly, to make a living, and to have a good time now and then…(Personal Interview)

173 The Councilor of Education comments on the effect that this plaza has on the inhabitants of the
town since childhood by imbuing them with a special sense for moral responsibility. “Cuando
empezamos a tener uso de razón se enfrenta a nosotros la palabra justicia en la plaza del mismo
nombre.”
174 This list is reproduced in various publications and pamphlets endorsed by the local government
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acknowledge the existence of a historical frame surrounding fictional events that

may have been inspired by real incidents. The fact that in June 1580, Felipe II was

leading the troops through Badajoz on his way to Portugal, provides a veridic

basis to the plot and incorporates historic possibility as a crucial element.  And it

appears that the confrontations among peasants and soldiers were frequent and

well documented.  There is the case of the account by Castro Rossi in which a

soldier, after injuring father and brother, raped a maiden and was arrested by his

superior, don Pedro Girón, only to be freed by him the very same night.175  The

frequency with which these incidents would occur is confirmed by the edict that

Felipe II decreed while in Badajoz: “that no soldier or person of any rank or

condition dare make violence whatsoever on women, whichever their condition,

under penalty of death” (Ynduraín 305).

Domingo Ynduraín lists many other literary appearances of Crespo: in the

case of Lope de Vega’s play the Mayor was also named Pedro Crespo, and a

figure by this name appears in the first part of Guzmán de Alfarache, by Mateo

Alemán, which indicates, in his opinion, that we are dealing with a character from

the folkloric tradition (300).  Ynduráin also notices that “both name and surname

(or alias) are characterized by their rustic tone, as it would befit the comic figure

of the peasant mayor, a frequent cause of mockery of rude ignorance in popular

tradition (Ynduraín 301).  However, Escudero Batzán, while recognizing the

popular folkloric origin of Crespo, points towards a notable development of the

character in its dramatic versions, which despite following the general behavioral

                                               
175 J. Fradejas lists other cases of abuses and violations to locals of rural provinces in “La Posible
Fuente del Alcalde” AFA 34-35, p121-134
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patterns marked by folklore, individualize the character and endow him with

greater psychological complexity.  He is no longer simply a comic figure of great

determination and stubbornness, but appears as one riddled with contradictions:

He is portrayed as an honest yet malicious man, at once cautious and
impulsive, proud and modest, rational and absurd.   He appears to the
reader or the audience as an extremely complicated character very
distanced from its folkloric roots.176 (Escudero Baztán, 41)

More importantly, Ynduráin advances a hypothesis as to the significance

of the shift from derisive scorn to noble exemplarity affected in the figure of

Pedro Crespo by both playwrights.  In the critic’s mind, the ennoblement of the

figure of the prosperous peasant, as gratifying as it may have been for popular

audiences, is a response to the precarious economic conditions of the epoch and

the ensuing social tensions.

On the Peninsula, as in so many other places, the main source of wealth

was provided by agriculture.  It was the peasantry who paid the taxes with which

the crown satisfied its needs; it is well known that the nobility did not directly

participate in production activities and that, in any case, neither the lay nor the

religious nobility paid tributes to the royal treasury  (Ynduraín 302). 177

The reasons why the dramatists indulge in this type of social commentary

remain unclear in Ynduráin, who declines this opportunity to speculate over

                                               
176Hasta ahora Crespo ha sido retratado como un hombre honrado y malicioso, prudente e
imprudente, orgulloso y modesto, lleno de sentido común y absurdo a un mismo tiempo.  Surge
ante el lector o el público como un personaje de “extraordinaria complejidad” muy alejado de sus
raices folklóricas.  (Escudero B. 41).
177En la Península, como en tantos otros lugares, la riqueza fundamental es la que proporciona la
agricultura; y son los agricultores quines pagan los impuestos con que la corona hace frente a sus
necesidades; no hace falta recordar que los nobles no trabajan directamente en actividades
produtivas y que, en cualqueier caso, nobles hidalgos y religiosos no pagan pechos a la real
hacienda. (Ynduraín 302)
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whether Calderón’s homage to the peasantry was sincere or an act of possible

subservience to the crown, which may have solicited the playwright’s services to

mediate popular favor.178

The local perspective on these events is, of course, quite other and

historians in the area have contributed in different manners to the revision of these

facts.  Juan José Eguibar y Muñiz published an archeological treatise in 1969

under the auspices of the Provincial Government in which, after unveiling the

procedence of numerous Roman remains in the town pronounced part of the

National Patrimony, unearths the spurious history of Zalamea’s Roman origin--

which he renames as “Iulipa” rather than Ilipa--by situating the original settlement

some 50 years later than previously believed, and thus conferring to it the status

of Roman municipio liberated from slavery.  Significantly he chooses to close this

extensively documented historiographic manuscript with a remark that

complicates the historicity of his claims:

I have no more to say but to close this matter, and I will do this with the
same words of Pedro Crespo, eternal mayor of this town, in the play El
Alcalde de Zalamea, universalized by Calderón de la Barca (though
originally written by Lope de Vega) which ends thus: Thus the author
ends/this veritable [hi]story/may you forgive its flaws. Zalamea de la
Serena (Iulipa), December 1967.179  (Eguibar y Muñiz, 45)

                                               
178Escudero Batzán, on the other hand, offers his opinion about the conformism of Calderón in his
service to the dominant ideology:

There is no point in speculating now about whether the sentiment of social honor corresponds to a villager.  And
we should not forget that the play deals with the figure of the dignified peasant, which corresponds to the time’s
propaganda on one of the fundamental pillars of economic sustenance of the crown.  (Escudero B. 53)  [
Original: No viene al caso especular ahora sobre si corresponde a un villano este sentimiento de honor social.  Y
no conviene olvidar tampoco que la comedia trata la figura del villano digno, que responde a la propaganda de
la época sobre uno de los pilares fundamentales en el mantenimiento económico de la corona.  (Escudero B.
53)]

179No me queda más que despedirme y lo voy a hacer con las mismas palabras de Pedro Crespo,
el immortal alcalde de esta villa, en la obra El Alcalde de Zalamea, universalizada por Calderón
de la Barca (la obra original fue de Lope de Vega), que finaliza así:
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The term “verdadera” applied to “historia,” which in Spanish translates

both as story and history, seems to equate the veracity of his account with that of

Calderón’s thus blurring the boundaries between history and fiction by seemingly

elevating the drama to the category of history and claiming medieval continuity

from romances and legends.

      Another resident, Pedro Dávila explains his take on Zalamea’s history

in a local web site titled tellingly “El Alcalde de Zalamea, the memory of a

people.”  In it he provides the framework for the historical setting of the plot by

deriving it partly from popular memory as the title claims, partly from reputed

critics and academics, and partly from speculation.  It is worth quoting the text

extensively in order to perceive clearly the distinctions made by the author

between the fictional and historical events.

The first Alcalde de Zalamea was written before 1610 (J.M Diez Borque),
that far from 1580-81, when the events, which were represented as they
took place (Menéndez Pelayo). According to J. López Prudencio there
were documents—we suppose in the city hall--proving that Calderón had
stayed in the Country House of La Mata, a mile from the village, when he
came to Zalamea to write about the events (ABC 13/10 January 1930).

The visit of Don Pedro Calderón de la Barca to Zalamea must have
occurred around 1642, after having received his military license and 30
escudos as monthly wages, perhaps before his residence in Alba de
Tormes.

As noble, courtesan and protege of the aristocracy, it would not be strange
for Calderón to came to Zalamea invited by the Counts who own la Mata,
in whose oak grove the tragedy occurred, if per chance the event were
commented in court.  The opportunities would have been many.

                                                                                                                               
‘con que fin el autor da/a esta historia verdadera/sus defectos perdonad’
Zalamea de la Serena (Iulipa), diciembre de 1967.  (Eguibar y Muñiz 45)
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We can imagine the commotion that must have caused among the pacific
residents of “Arribalavilla” the arrival by carriage of a Count accompanied
by a noble from Madrid who came to see in the house of Pedro Crespo
“the beam where he hanged the captain.”

Who would dare doubt the testimony, revealed by López Prudencio, of a
woman from the family of the Mayor according to which all the
descendants from Pedro Crespo up until her had inhabited that house?
(Dávila, screen 2)

The events that are here related revolve around the hypothetical

circumstances that may have led Calderón to select this particular historical

episode as the topic for his play.  The veracity of the actual episode “which is

represented as it happened” is never questioned.  Furthermore, the facts are

situated within verifiable spatial coordinates: the oak wood where the protagonist

is raped, the beam from where the captain was hung, the house where the mayor

and his descendants lived…  These material vestiges of history are in fact the

protagonists of the account, responsible as they could have been, for sparking

Calderón’s imagination.  But we, as readers, are also to be engaged in this

imaginative game, for we are invited to picture the bard himself entering the town

“by carriage” agitating the “pacific residents,” unused to the presence of

illustrious visitors from the capital.  The reference to the rural simplicity dazzled

by metropolitan sophistication may be taken ironically and, at the very least,

raises issues of collective identity.  But in its own performativity as a meta-

fictional act may serve to counter the aforesaid perception of simplicity with the

author’s implicit position of creative sophistication and ironic distance.

Significantly this parallelism also may function as a way of downgrading the

canonical authority by which some imaginative acts—those of consecrated
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ancient authors—are privileged over others, i.e., those originated in hearsay or

oral tradition.  It is possible to read this piece as a site of resistance, as a cultural

performance vindicating communal artistic, theatrical and, why not, historical

production over the national, political, upper-class articulations that have

traditionally shaped the collective memory. When perceived in this light, the

categories of truth and fiction become relativized and a new hierarchy is created

by which the testimony of an identified woman or the word of a neighbor in

reference to a lost document are as valuable as the position of scholars or

canonical dramatists for our perception of history.  Oral tradition and collective

memory—even when triggered by imagination—relocate cultural agency in the

hands of the people and allow for the possibility to establish an entirely different

connection to their heritage.  Material history becomes a source of validation that

counters Pemán’s rightist discourse of static essentialism, as well as Alcalá

Zamora’s painstaking juridical interpretation of the play, with meanings inscribed

locally.
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Chapter IV.  Numancia: National Myths, Mythical Stones or The
Power of Sacrificial History.

As we have seen, the invocation of a country's cultural tradition often attempts to

reconstitute, recontextualize180 and legitimize a national legacy.  The desire for

cohesion and continuity responsible for this type of historical nostalgia is

commonly addressed as part of the ideological subtext proper to nationalistic

discourse.  Tracing these tendencies in connection with the Numantian episode,

Rachel Schmidt documents the existence of records as early as the sixteenth

century which already mention it as "a founding moment in the history of the

'patria' replete with the tones and weight of mythology" (32).  In spite of this early

evidence, the idea of the Spanish nation state is relatively new.  As in most of

Europe, the concept of the nation in the modern sense of the word does not fully

emerge in Spain until the end of the 19th century.  At this point however, Spain

had yet failed to create a set of symbols and rituals that might facilitate the

unification and dissemination of national feelings.181  Jo Labanyi reminds us of

the initial relative weakness of a Spanish nationalism that, by the 1880’s, had not

evolved even discursively.  Before the end of the 19th century, the usage of the

                                               
180I am using the dichotomy contextualize/recontextualize to distinguish between the complexity
of socio-politico-historical conditions of performance and those consciously selected by producers
and directors to serve their ideologies.  I rely for this distinction on Raymond William's
description of the elements present in culture in any given moment--residual, dominant, emergent-
-among which the producers choose in order to "recontextualize" the theatrical event.
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terms for “nation” and “fatherland” lacked any reference to ethnic, linguistic or

cultural authenticity, and merely indicated, respectively, “place of residence,” and

“place of birth” (Hobsbawm 14-16).  It is generally acknowledged that the sense

of nationhood is partly dependant upon myths of antiquity and organic continuity

through time and place, hence, for traditionalists and nationalists since

Romanticism the idea that Spain had existed since “time immemorial” had to be

reinforced through identity with an early tribe182 that could erase the country’s

history of hybrid multiculturalism and miscegenation.  For this purpose, history

was ransacked in search for foundational moments that could consolidate the idea

of the birth of the nation, and a few representative names were selected.  Among

the most often cited are the heroic battles Numancia (133 CE), Sagunto (217 BC)

and Lepanto (1571), and the constitution of las Cortes de Cádiz (1810-12).  Yet,

for numerous reasons, no historical episode has caught the public imagination like

that of Numancia, and this significance is partly due to its frequent popular and

official mythification and to its status as a “ruin” or archeological icon.

The permanence and prestige of the Numantian myth is partly explained

by its alluring topic: Numancia was a small isolated Celtiberian settlement that

had been decimated by fourteen years of costly and ineffectual siege by the much

superior Roman troops.  In the sight of such failure, the experienced Roman

                                                                                                                               
181See also Noel Valis page 48 and Jo Labanyi 1994 on the scarcity of nationalist signals in 19th

century Spain
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General Scipio was sent to achieve victory.  The strategist decided to surround the

city with an insurmountable pit that, after eleven months of stoic resistance,

reduced Numancia to starvation.  Unable to achieve a dignified death through

combat and thereby deny the Romans victory, the Numantians, after destroying

all their possessions, took their own lives.  The marked role that this episode has

had in the constitution of the Spanish national identity has been clarified by

scholars in a variety of fields.  The historian Jose Ignacio Torre Echévarri, one of

the main participants in the latest excavations of the archeological site of

Numancia, offers the following reasons:

[Numancia] has been a continuous referent sought after in the historical
moments in which a “national consciousness” was imperative.  The
reasons Numancia reflected a “collective heroism” that went beyond
individual interests, exemplified paradigmatically the struggle of the weak
against the powerful, a condition that invariably arouses sympathies with
the cause of the weaker part.  And it was the most frequently referenced
episode since antiquity by classical authors themselves183  (Torre
Echávarri, El Pasado 3)

Paradoxically, the diffusion of an idealized version of the story had

commenced with Roman authors themselves, in particular Orosio, Floro and

                                                                                                                               
182The importance of early tribes for the construction of national identity is remarked specifically
in Martin Thom’s “Tribes Within Nations: the Ancient Germans and the History of Modern
France.” In Homi Bhabha’s Nation and Narration.
183Original: [Numancia] fue un referente continuo al que se recurrió a la hora de buscar una
conciencia nacional, debido en parte a que Numancia fue considerada como reflejo del heroismo
colectivo de toda la població por encima de las pasiones y los intereses individuales; y por otro
lado, por que fue vista como el ejemplo paradigmático de la lucha del pequeño contra el poderoso
y esto ha despertado siempre, en la condición humana, simpatía y sentimientos de identificación
con la causa del más débil.  Y aunque no es el único ejemplo en la historia de España, si ha sido el
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Valerio Máximo who, perhaps sympathetic with the cause of the weak, recreated

the event by reporting that all Numantians, without exception, had preferred self-

immolation to slavery.  In reality, the story is quite other: after eleven months of

siege that drove many to suicide, the survivors surrendered the city, which was

burnt to cinders by the victorious, and the territory distributed among those

surrounding peoples allied to the empire.  Of those who surrendered some were

sold as slaves and about 50 were taken to Rome to march in the victory parade in

honor of Scipio (Jimeno et al. 91).  Clearly, this distortion of the facts, which

would render the annihilation of the Numantian people complete, greatly

contributed to the magnification and popularity of the legend, which could now be

construed as an idealized tale of popular heroism that had occupied popular

imagination since classical antiquity.  Nonetheless, in order to foreground the

heroic qualities of the myth, history had to be, not only embellished, but also

remembered selectively, and some factors conveniently forgotten.  The elements

that encumber the elevation of this historical site to the status of national icon of

continuity and homogeneity were erased; namely, the fact that the Numantians

were a Celtic pre-Roman people with pagan beliefs, and coexisting in the

peninsula with numerous other tribes that were classified as Celtiberian, but were

far from unified even in the face of a common powerful enemy such as Rome.

Also effaced is the fact that Numancia, that would survive as symbol of

                                                                                                                               
más referenciado desde la Antiguedad por los propios autores clásicos.  (Torre Echávarri El
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extraordinary resistance against much superior Roman forces, would later

resurface as a Roman settlement epitomizing perhaps the ultimate futility of their

sacrifice.

Still, the destruction of Numancia by the troops of Scipio provided the

desired elements of historical distance and geographical presence which neither

the naval battle of Lepanto nor the recent and already replaced Constitution of

1812 could offer.  And, thus, to the aura of mystical collective sacrifice the myth

added the legitimizing prestige of documented classical history, both of which are

ideally suited as pre-requisites for the construction national identity.

But before we turn to the modern uses made of the Numancia as the

birthplace of the nation it is necessary to review the array of historical and literary

texts available, and the makings and workings of its present constitution.

HISTORICAL AND LITERARY STORIES OF NUMANCIA

a)Historical Accounts of Numancia

Celtiberian Numantians left no texts184 that could help us decipher their

history, consequently, all accounts of their culture derive from those of their

enemy and eventual destroyer.  To complicate matters, the classical accounts

differ considerably among each other, facilitating the proliferation of variations,

and aiding in the evolution of a myth that could then be adapted to fit different

                                                                                                                               
Pasado 3)
184The only remaining writings that have been found are inscriptions on ceramic vases marking
the clans or groups to whom the artifacts belonged.  (Jimeno et al. 62)
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political needs and contexts.  The first records exalting the heroism of the

Numantian resistance reach us from Roman chronicles, which privileged

Numancia over all other episodes of Celtiberian history.185  At least twenty two

classical writers mention Numancia, the most detailed account being that of

Apiano Alejandrino, confidant of Polibio, the historian chosen by Scipio to

witness and record his feats, and whose original books were lost.  In Tito Livio’s,

account, for instance, we read that Scipio celebrated his triumph over Numancia,

and Estrabon, later echoed by Appiano, observes that there was a very reduced

number of inhabitants left after its fall (Hermenegildo, La Numancia 28).  There

is a conflict, however among some of the classical sources more distant to the

events, such as Orosio, Floro and Valerio Máximo, who may have allowed

sentiments of pity or sympathy to prevail when they report that the Numantians

burnt the city and killed themselves leaving the city deserted of all living

creatures.

This viewpoint is reproduced by Spanish historians until Alfonso X, and it

would be this sentimentalized version, i.e., collective sacrifice and total

annihilation of the city, that caught the public imagination, prevailing over earlier

historical accounts.  Jimeno et al. cover the fluctuations in popularity of the event

in relation to the Spanish political context.  After the deluge of Roman chronicles,

Numancia ceases to be of interest during the Muslim reign in Spain and appears

again only with the Reconquest, in the tenth century.  It seems that the memory of

Numancia had been erased in the Middle Ages to such an extent that the Kings of

                                               
185 This preference for Numancia was often used satirically by Roman authors to criticize Rome.
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León could afford to remove it from Soria, its true location, and transport it to

Zamora, the capital of their newly founded reign so as to construct a national

identity by establishing historical roots.

The reign of Felipe II (1556-1589), zenith of Spanish imperial splendor,

would be the next period of Numantian revival and the time of the Cervantine

composition La Destrucción de Numancia (1582).  This play, which emphasizes

the allegorical and ideological aspects of the deed, would be invoked in times of

instability as a means to encourage patriotic resistance against the enemy.  Yet, it

would not be, by any means, the only available version of the myth.

b) Artistic Constructions of Numancia Until the Romantics: the Making of a
Myth

There is a large series of literary versions on the Numantian theme

responsible for making it a part of the collective memory and that have transpired

in common expressions such as “Numantian resistance.”  But, as it is in the case

of the historiographic texts, their prominence and popularity varies in accordance

to the political moment.  Works on this theme seem to have proliferated when the

idea of the nation was under menace or in need of redefinition.  Imperial

expansion brought about, together with the feeling of the dissolution of

geographical boundaries, a need to return to the center by establishing ancient

historical roots.  Thus, around the time of Felipe II appear, not only the

Cervantine version of La Destrucción de Numancia, but the romance by Juan de

Timoneda “Enojada Estaba Roma” in 1573, two poems within the “Romancero
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General,” and a poem by Francisco Mosquera Barnuevo entitled “La

Numantina”186 (Hermenegildo, La Numancia 29).  It is interesting, nonetheless,

that the event paradigmatically used to refer to this episode is that of its historical

dissolution; the information about Numancia required for these literary ventures

amounts to little more than the tragic conditions of its destruction.  The resultant

Numancia is, therefore, the product of a plurality of historiographic and literary

visions unified by a common, restricted teleological perspective.

In the Romantic era, the dominant trope of national identity, a product of

liberal-Romantic ideology, becomes reinforced as a result of the Napoleonic

invasion of 1808.  The reality of foreign aggression exacerbated the need for

images of resistance that could consolidate national unity and Numancia once

again fit the task.  The diffusion of the myth took place in all cultural arenas,

particularly through painting, romance and theatre.187  Thus, in the siege of

Zaragoza during the French invasion in the second half of the nineteenth century,

versions of Cervantes’ play La Destrucción de Numancia were again invoked in

                                               
186This poem is cited by Rodríguez & Martín as example of “nationalist exaltation at the expense
of fictionalizing classical history” [lxviii].
187Not to mention the important role of education in the dissemination of the Numantian myth.  A
series of historical synopsis and textbooks was published in this era that promoted the most heroic
aspects of the deed.  Among the most widely circulated Jimeno et al. mention those of Ceán
Bermúdez (1832) “Sumario de las Antiguedades Romanas que hay en España,”the “Diccionario
Geográfico-Histórico de la España Antigua” by Cortés y Lopez (1836) and the most influential
textbook on the history of Spain by Father Mariana, re-edited in 1828 and used as foundation for
most pictorial representations in the XIXth century (18).  Incidentally, this last text is mentioned
by Caro Baroja as one that, in agreement with Cervantes,’ speaks of Numancia as “guerra
española” (Caro Baroja 30)
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order to encourage the spirit of heroic resistance.188  The image of Numancia also

appears as a pervasive pictorial subject during the romantic period.  Madrazo, for

instance, sketches two paintings on the topic “Numantian chief forcing the

Romans to capitulate” and “the Destruction of Numancia” (Jimeno et al. 18), and

in 1856 the Government of Isabel II created the “National Exhibition of Fine

Arts” in which “The Last Day of Numancia” featured as a set subject for this and

successive exhibits.189  This topic, which functioned then as an emblem of unity at

the service of the monarchy, returned with the restoration of Alfonso XII, whose

exhibits of 1876 and 1881 reenacted the destruction of the city in the paintings of

Rafael Enriquez and Alejo Vera190 respectively (Jimeno et al 20). The impact of

this last painting in the popular imagination exceeds probably all others since it

was selected as graphic illustration for the pages of many Spanish history

textbooks at the end of the XIX and during a great part of the XX centuries.  As a

result, the most popular image of Numancia presents a romanticized version both

                                               
188Cervantes’ version was presumably preferred to that of Rojas Zorrilla, Numancia Cercada y
Numancia Destruida composed in 1644, due to the fact that in Rojas’ play war, rather than the
focus of attention, seems to be merely a pretext for the sentimentalized actions of the characters
thus obscuring patriotic identification. To this day there are relatively few the critics that suggest
that Cervantes’ apparent homage to Imperialist Spain might in fact be ironic.  For an overview of
the dissenting Numancia see Chap. 4 in Barbara Simerka’s Discourses of Empire: Counter-Epic
Literature in Early Modern Spain.
189The pictorial depiction of historical topics had been also institutionally encouraged from the
academy.  The Real Academia de Bellas Artes de San Fernando already fomented these topics in
the XVIII century (Torre Echávarri El Pasado 16).
190Even though Alejo Vera painted “El Ultimo Día de Numancia” fourteen years after the
excavations of the Royal Academy he failed to depict it according to the historical information
that was already known.  He was criticized because the architectonic style of the Numancia que
portrayed lacked “historical accuracy” in its details.  Yet, this was the image most commonly
reproduced (Jimeno et al 20).
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of the city, with a wall of sophisticated masonry contrary to the style designated

by the archeologists, and of the dying citizens who are clothed with long tunics,191

and represented in melodramatic postures reminiscent of hagiographic sacrificial

imagery.  These images were reinforced by patriotic texts that used the

magnification of a fictionalized glorious past as a means to inculcate nationalist

ideals in the students.192  Often, these narratives referred to Numancia in exalted

terms such as “national glory,” “immortal,” “heroic” and encouraged ritualized

representations of its tragic ending.  The 1894 textbook by Oliveira, for instance,

presents us with the following image:

[In this way, Numancia] made patriotic holocaust by finally surrendering
to famine; but only after staging the slaughter of women and children that
were thus delivered from slavery by their defenders.193 (qtd. in Torre
Echávarri, El Mito 34)

The pervasive presence of the myth within intellectual circles spread

through the educational system eventually reaching popular levels.  This

incidence may be traced through the popular songs and graffiti against the French

collected by Clonard from the walls of Spanish villages.  The following, quoted

by Torre Echávarri may serve as illustration:

                                               
191It has been found that in the summer, the season in which the surrender took place, the male
attire consisted of a short sleeveless tunic and pants (Jimeno et al 60).
192To this diffusion contributes the “Moyano Law” [Ley Moyano de Educación Nacional (1857)
which instituted history as a compulsory school subject.  (Torre Echávarri, El Pasado 14).
193Original: [De esta forma, Numancia] hizo patriótico holocausto, rindiéndose por fin al hambre
después de ser teatro de la matanza de las mujeres y de los niños que sus defensores libraban así
de la esclavitud (qtd. in Torre Echávarri, El Mito 34).
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Listen Napoleon, /If as a loyal ally/your troops you sent/In this nation you
will find/good union and a friend; /If other intent led you here, /Numancia
never surrendered/Numantians you will find/In Spain you might reign/but
never over Spaniards.194  (Torre Echávarri, El Mito 33)

Due to the popular diffusion of the Numantian myth in the romantic period, it is

worth dwelling on it as one of the most productive in learning about the specific

relation between the myth in general and the workings of national identity.  If

general characteristics such as love of liberty and heroic resistance against

impossibly superior enemies had been a permanent part of the Numantian image

in all eras, now there were also patriotic elements that were historically bound and

contributed to the evolution of the myth.

A multitude of social groups were inspired by the spirit of resistance in

Numancia to harbor heroic as well as dissenting forces.  In Soria, the Battalion of

Numantian Volunteers was created, whose components were considered

descendants and heirs of the original tribe, to combat the invading forces (Jimeno

et al. 18).  Also, during the second period of the absolutist Fernando VII a secret

society of intellectuals was founded under the name “Los Numantinos” as a

bastion of liberal ideals—Espronceda figured among the most illustrious members

(Bravo Elizondo 93).  Not surprisingly, a multitude of new literary versions of the

myth appeared in the period as well: Hermenegildo mentions two authors of the

                                               
194Original: Escucha Napoleón,/Si como fiel aliado,/tus tropas has enviado,/Hallarás en la
nación/Amistad y buena unión;/Si otro objeto te guió,/Numancia no se rindió,/Numantinos
hallarás,/En España reinarás,/Pero sobre españoles no.
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18th century: López de Castro with his “Numancia Destruida,” Antonio Sabiñón,

with his “Numancia, Tragedia Española.”  But a number of the versions in this

period use the Numantian legend as a historical context in which to set

sentimentalist and melodramatic love stories.  Such is the case of the Numancia

Cercada y Numancia Destruida by Rojas Zorrilla,195 and  “El Honor de un

Numantino,” by Tomás Redondo y Granado (reproduced in Zamora Lucas 181-

187).

As we have seen, cultural institutions such as national exhibits and

methods of education did much to foment the interest in the Numantian legend.

On occasion, they were also responsible for encouraging a romanticized

expression of sentiment towards the national past through elegiac versions of the

myth.  Such is the case, for instance of the prestigious “Juegos Florales” in

Valladolid of 1879, in which a poem by Bonifacio Pérez-Rioja titled “The Day of

a Great People,” received the maximum distinction.  The poem was classified by

the author as a “historical legend” and prefaced by the following proem: “the

honor of a nations/is in the territorial integrity of the fatherland.”196  The patriotic

excesses of the poem, which calls for the unity of the Spaniards as the only means

to become at once honorable and invincible, have a multi-faceted significance as

                                               
195Raymond MacCurdy’s article “The Numancia Plays of Cervantes and Rojas Zorrilla: the Shift
from Collective to Personal Tragedy” emphasizes the greater use of subjectivity in Zorrilla’s play
and describes what he calls “an oversized and individualistic historical consciousness” in his
characters (120) that distinguishes this tragedy from Cervantes’ effort.  Formally, this shift from
the collective to the personal tragedy is to be perceived in the transformation of choral characters
into soliloquies or “desdichas cantadas” (119)
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we will see later in this chapter: it is rewarded with the place of honor in a

romantic competition, precedes the pessimism of the generation of 98, prefigures

provincial local identity, and leads the way to Falangist poetics, whose ritualizing,

imperialist, centralizing ideology is well synthesized in the closing lines of the

poem:

Spaniards! See the fruit/of ancient discord:/our fathers disunited/shed their
blood drop by drop/against the forces of powerful nations,/and this nation
disunited/was conquered by others./If the fatherland were all to unite/to
the effort of Numancia/just like the Roman ruled here/Spain would rule in
Rome.197  (Zamora Lucas 181)

This attitude, which glorifies heroism and unity, would constitute an ideal

bridge as one of the antecedents for the nationalist shaping of the Numantian

myth.  Nevertheless, in addition to the renewed interest in the subject as a literary

topic in the twentieth century,198 the version with most diffusion in this period is

still the Cervantine tragedy La Destrucción de Numancia.  The reasons for the

privileging of a sixteenth century version over more recent ones will occupy the

following section.

                                                                                                                               
196 Original: la integridad del territorio patrio/es la honra de las naciones
197 Original:¡Españoles! Ved el fruto/de las antiguas discordias:/desunidos nuestros
padres/derramaron gota a gota/su sangre contra el esfuerzo/de naciones poderosas,/y esta nación
desunida/conquistada fue por otras./Si al esfuerzo de Numancia/la Patria se uniera toda/como aquí
mandó el Romano/España mandará en Roma.
198This continued interest may be deduced by the appearance of new compositions on the topic
such as Lete Echave’s 1973 novel, or Sastre’s Numantian episode in his Crónicas Romanas.
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C) CONSTRUCTIONS OF NUMANCIA IN THE XXTH CENTURY:
MOLDING THE MYTH

The preference for Golden Age work in the twentieth century may be

explained in reference to its genre, since drama allowed for the instititution of a

commemorative performance of heroic national history.  Thus, the invocation of a

cultural tradition that facilitated the ritualization of the national myth through its

public and performative dimensions was favored in contexts in which the

expression of cohesion and continuity was desirable.199  The selection of

Cervantes’ over other dramatic works on the Numantian topic, like those of

Ignacio López de Ayala and Zorrilla, may be in part motivated by the nationalist

emphasis and allegorical character of the Cervantine play, both of which facilitate

the release of collective sentiment proper to demagogic occasions.200  Although

this type of historical nostalgia is commonly addressed as part of the ideological

                                               
199The connections between ritual and consensus are best explained in Victor Turner’s The Ritual
Process. Through his notion of "ritual" he traces the interplay of social centrifugal and centripetal
forces by which the individual is launched from, and then reabsorbed into the collective.  The
process implies a rite of passage by which the "initiated" experiences a provisional liberation from
social restrictions while the "collective," into which he will be eventually re-assimilated,
experiences a strengthening of communal bonds.  There are however, a number of possible
variations within the dynamics of the process.  It is possible for the moment of liminal separation
to prevail and institute a source of opening and possible change--presumably the objective of
liberal, progressive and Republican efforts.  Yet, it is also possible to emphasize the reintegration
phase in order to disintegrate dissident factions and as an institutionalizing strategy of escape
valving--this end of the communal experience is often sought out by absolutists, totalitarian and
nationalist ideologies.
200During the neoclassical period, however, Cervantes’s Numancia was harshly criticized in
matters of form rather than content, namely for indulging in the fantastic, the violent and for
secondary plots and all sorts of excesses that were displeasing to the neoclassical taste.  Leandro
Fernández de Moratín devalues the Cervantine effort in his “Historical Address on the Origins of
the Spanish Theatre” since with this play the author “merely sought to cover his material needs,
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subtext proper to nationalistic discourse, performance history proves that, in fact,

both liberal and totalitarian factions have made use of "tradition" and the

"patriotic paradigm" in times of crisis.

It is my belief that different elements that are essential to the nationalist

paradigm may be traced onto aesthetic features.  In some adaptations the notion of

communal consensus is invoked through different aesthetics and interpretive

paradigms in order to forge particular types of "patriotic bonds."  These aesthetics

and these strategies of interpretation seem to revolve, among other factors, around

the presence or absence of experimentation, an element which, as Turner shows in

From Ritual to Theatre, implies a ludic capacity which opens and destabilizes the

possibilities of the signifier (Turner, From Ritual 27).  This is precisely the

capacity which totalitarian forms of aesthetics attempt to eliminate by fixing and

ritualizing theatrical semiotics within systems of rules201 (Turner, From Ritual

23).

 For this reason modern performances of classical theatre, loaded with the

familiarizing weight of heritage and tradition and, in the case of Numancia, ripe

with nationalist undertones and historical myth, are particularly useful when

studying the ideological subtexts through which historical texts are performed and

                                                                                                                               
forgetting what he knew in order to merit the audiences’ applause” (qtd. in Hermenegildo, La
Destrucción 19)
201I avoid the distinction made by Turner between industrial and “primitive” societies and choose,
instead, to concentrate on the capacity of some progressive systems to accept inversion,
innovation, spontaneity and immediacy as possible destabilizing consequences of performance as
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hence, newly rewritten.  As in prior epochs, twentieth century adaptations were

impelled by inherent political instability and responded to specific ideological

patterns and relations to the notion of “patriotism” and to the resistance/liberation

paradigm offered by the fictional plot.  But in order to outline these relations to

the myth it is necessary to examine the socio-historical conditions that may have

helped shape and develop the image of Numancia from the start of the century.

The generation of 1898 was quick to point at the state of decline of the

nation and, in an attempt to speak of and inspire national rebuilding, traditionalists

as well as regenerationists provided the terms for the discursive construction of

the nation.  But it was in the name of tradition that Numancia was once again

invoked as a national symbol, as simultaneous proof and inspiration of the heroic

nature of Spain.  Thus Arambilet, among others,202 would again exalt its past

glory in sublime terms that echoed mystic and sacramental rituals

In these final stages of the Spanish decadence, (…) the greatness and
heroism of Numancia persist as constant inspiration to the defenders of
national integrity, who do not hesitate to shed their blood and immolate
their lives on the sacrosanct alter of the Fatherland, in holocaust of their
freedom and independence.203 (qtd. in Torres Echávarri, El Mito 34)

                                                                                                                               
opposed to the qualities proper to regressive or totalitarian arts: fixity and the closure of primitive
religious rituals (Turner, From Ritual  47).
202See Torre Echávarri for similar quotes by Joaquín Lillo, Benejam, and Marull the last two of
which, were reproduced from school textbooks.
203Original: En estas postrimerías de la decadencia española, (…) la grandeza y el heroísmo de
Numancia perduran, sirviendo de estímulo constante a los defensores de la integridad nacional,
que no vacilan en derramar su sangre e inmolar sus vidas en el sacrosanto altar de la Patria, en
holocausto de su libertad e independencia. (qtd in Torre Echávarri, El Mito 34)
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Though this traditionalist perspective paved the way for Falangist and nationalist

discourse later on, it is important to indicate the fact that it was not the hegemonic

intellectual trend at the time.  Still there were numerous attempts to elevate

Cervantes’ Numancia to the level of historical icon for the glorification of the

nation.  Máinez praises it in 1901 in terms that befit the occasion:

The tragedy of Numancia […] transcends in scenic grandeur and dramatic
interest any productions in this genre that might so far have been
generated in the national literature.  It is a beautiful work, full of
inspiration, in which the splendor of form corresponds to the magnitud of
the topic. […] With all its defects, it is a powerful manifestation of
national heroism, told by a great patriotic poet.”204 (qtd. in Hermenegildo,
La Destrucción 19)

As a contrast to this impassioned view of the historical Numancia, the

counter discourse that was generated in reference to this topic by the

“regenerationists,” clamored for rhetorical temperance.  Unamuno and Joaquín

Costa, for example, may provide ample reference for the perspectives in

Republican argumentation.205   Unamuno shows his disapproval of the first

appearances of this grandiloquent patriotism as early as 1902.  In his first essay

against traditionalists in “En Torno al Casticismo,” he mockingly describes the

                                               
204Original: La tragedia de Numancia [...]supera en grandiosidad escenica y alto interes dramatico
a cuantas producciones de ese género habia producido antes la literatura patria.  Es una hermosa
obra, llena de inspiración, en la que corresponde la esplendidez de la forma a la magnitud del
argumento [...]Con todos sus defectos, es una manifestación poderosa del heroísmo nacional,
contado por un gran poeta de entonaciones patrióticas. (qtd. in Hermenegildo, La Destrucción 19)
205Unamuno’s position as an independentist intellectual initially led him to first sympathize with
the Republic and then seek an ill-advised allegiance with Francoism.  However, he failed to please
either regime and was removed from his position as dean of the university of Salamanca by both.
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rhetorical excesses of self-proclaimed patriots and defenders of “Casticismo” and

ridicules the fear awakened in them by the deluge of translations and the import of

European criticism and thought.  Unamuno, whose artistic ideals required the

renunciation of patriotic particularity for the sake of universal, classical, eternal

types shows his sarcasm in the following presentation of the pompous “purists”

who, entrenched in what is purely Spanish, forcefully resist the tide of foreign

influence:

Every once in a while, holding on for dear life to a reed on the shore, the
reactionary hurls a threat, using for it that diction of long and bombastic
rhetorical rhythms that seems to have been fabricated on commission so as
to celebrate the venerated traditions of our elderly, the alliance of throne
and altar and the glories of Numancia, las Navas, Lepanto, Otumba and
Bailén.206  (Unamuno 52)

The same impatience with the language of sublime and vacuous exaltation is

briefly shared by the progressive proponents of the Second Republic, who

advocated a return to clarity and rationalism.207  This rationalism dictated in part

the conception of patriotism as a social pact rather than an inevitable and organic

bond to the land, as traditionalist, nationalists and Falangists wanted to construe

it.  Unamuno is again the one who sports the clearest description of this position:

                                                                                                                               
Also, he recanted his admiration for Francoism as soon as they made apparent their anti-
intellectualism.
206Original: De cuando en cuando, agarrándose a una mata de la orilla, lanza algún reacio
cominaciones en esa lengua de largos y ampulosos ritmos oratorios que parace se hizo de encargo
para celebrar las veneradas tradiciones de nuestros mayores, la alianza del altar y el trono y las
glorias de Numancia, de las Navas, del Granada, de Lepanto, de Otumba y de Bailén.  (Unamuno
52)
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We will be able to speak of a true Spanish patria whenever the need to be
Spanish becomes a freedom in us, whenever we are so because we choose
to, desiring it because we are so.  Desiring to be something is not merely
resigning oneself to being so.  Until we reach that level of liberty from
which, let us be clear, we are still far, history will shape the peoples;
history interpreted fatalistically as destiny.208  (Unamuno 76)

Unamuno’s redefinition of the patriot’s agency and conscious engagement in the

national question challenges nineteenth century irrational and sentimental

premises about national identity, which is no longer viewed as a natural relation

that entails sublime transcendence, spiritual unity or unquestioned allegiances, but

as a rational engagement in which the individual participates.  Moreover, this

progressive attitude implies a history that, to use Hayden White’s terms, is made

rather than suffered by the historical subjects.   These regenerationist terms that

would spill over onto the second Republic would be partially shifted with the

advent of the Civil War, where the extremity of the situation called for more

passionate expressions of “patriotism.”  Of course, Numancia would be equally fit

to serve the ideals of the Republic under attack, construed after the advent of the

war in 1936 as a people newly threatened by imperialist, fascistic forces.  In this

context, Rafael Alberti’s Madrid adaptation of the Cervantine Destrucción de

Numancia constitutes perhaps the most significant example.

                                                                                                                               
207 See chapter 1 for Indalecio Prieto’s lecture against the dangers of irrationalism and pompous
vacuity, both of which are constituted as essential features of the fascist ideology.
208Original: Se podrá decir que hay verdadera patria española cuando sea libertad en nosotros la
necesidad de ser españoles, cuando todos lo seamos por querer serlo, queriéndolo porque lo
seamos.  Querer ser algo no es resignarse a ser tan sólo.  Hasta llegar a este término de libertad
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THE NUMANCIA OF REBELS AND LOYALISTS
I will now focus on different twentieth century versions of the myth,

concentrating on Cervantes' Numancia, and the ways in which modern

productions of this play have attempted to either legitimize or transgress the

existing order through aesthetic and interpretive choices.  Some of the

adaptations, principally Alberti's of 1937 and Sánchez-Castañer's in 1956, offer a

particularly fertile socio-historical ground because of the political context in

which they were situated: at the point of the imminent dissolution of the Second

Republic and during the Francoist regime respectively, thus shaping their

positions of resistance vs. dominance.  The conditions of performance are

particularly exacerbated in the case of Alberti's version, which takes place during

the Civil War, "little more than two thousand meters away from the fascist

artillery and under the constant threat of the Italian and German aviation”209

(Alberti, Numancia 7).  In this sense, I view the progressive or traditionalist

elements of the performances, not merely through the analysis of aesthetic

components of the productions, but also in view of the specific historico-political

context of their articulation.

As popular spectacles widely publicized and supported by the cultural

agencies of their respective governments, these performances provided powerful

                                                                                                                               
del que aún, no vale ilusiones, estamos lejos, la historia va haciendo a los pueblos, la historia que
es algo del hado.  (Unamuno 76)
209Original: A poco más de dos mil metros de los cañones facciosos y bajo la continua amenaza
de los aviones italianos y alemanes (Alberti, Numancia 7).
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images to the construction of collective consciousness and were construed as

icons for specific readings of national identity.  But in order to explore the

specific socio-political coordinates of these times of production it is necessary to

situate the performances as artifacts within a cultural production period, i.e., as a

relevant response to the cultural dialectics of the milieu.  Moreover, these plays

were staged and rhetorically constructed within organisms--Republican or

Francoist--which already held particular conceptions of history, and had specific

reasons for recovering the past.  For this reason it is crucial to examine the

profusion of narratives disseminated by individuals and institutions--directors,

critics, academics and politicians—that were intended to provide these images of

Numancia with a definite shape and interpretation.

Hobsbawm recounts in his celebrated “Mass-Producing Traditions” the

amount of paraphernalia, ritual and symbolism associated with nation formation.

In an attempt to use validating old materials in the construction of new traditions,

quasi-fiction and even forgery are often applied.  Flags, national anthems, national

sports and cultural institutions are fashioned to evoke proper national sentiment.

Three areas of innovation are of particular importance in this process: a) the

development through education of a secular equivalent of the church—here the

venerated “spirit” of the nation; b) the invention of public ceremonies—the most

salient being a national anthem which mentions Numancia that frames all public

events, including daily TV programming; and c) the mass production of public
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monuments--now symbol and site of struggle (Hobsbawm 271).  Not surprisingly,

all three areas are activated in these decades so as to consolidate specific ideas of

the Spanish nation.

As may be expected, many of the historiographic premises of the twentieth

century were built upon those of prior decades with slight modifications to suit a

precise ideological context.  The Generation of ‘98, with its critical perception of

the state of the nation and its narrative of pathology and decline,210 provided an

adequate background for the period of instability that would lead to the Civil War.

But also, the expressions of patriotism of Unamuno, Azorín, Baroja or Ganivet

would prove an ideal medium for the nationalist excesses of Falangists and

Francoists, who now, and under the guise of continuity with past intellectual

thought, could justify the diffusion of these ideals through the educational system.

In the beginning of Franco’s regime, Luis Ortiz Muñoz advised on the

need to conceive of education as a means to counteract the damage done by the

secular teachings of the Republic while planting the seeds of patriotism in future

generations.  This implied that textbooks had to be written “so that infant souls

could be educated for ever in the noble and pure love to the great Spanish nation”

(qtd. in Torre Echévarri, El Mito 38).  During the Civil War, these sentiments

                                               
210Franco’s sister, Pilar, would adopt this symbology when she defined the Nationalist victory as a
corrective to Spain’s ailments: ”Ortega y Gasset diagnosed Spain as invertebrate; my brother tried
to fit her with an orthopedic corset” (qtd. in Labanyi, Myth and History 36)
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were magnified by conservative right-wing officials in a partisan manner that

identifies the Spanish cause with the Nationalist cause.

The array of lofty articulations of the Numantian myth would not be

diffused exclusively in historical texts, for the 1936 selection of the Biblioteca del

Estudiante published by Menéndez Pidal included a lyrical version from no other

than the popular Romancero.  This version perpetuates the legend of a surviving

child from whose hands Scipio would ask the keys of the city so as to be able to

properly celebrate the ceremony of surrender.  Needless to say, Scipio is denied

his victory by the young, brave Numantian:

May the Gods forbid/ that I be so misspent/nor that, being the one left,/
you could from me triumph attain/for you never gained it from those
before me./  Saying this and gripping the keys/ with brave spirit he flung
himself off the tower/and thus was Scipio left/without the victory he so
desired.211  (Zamora Lucas 188)

This problematic image combines the idea of suicide with youthful innocence

emphasizing the redemptive qualities of ancient sacred rituals.

The emphasis on inevitability of fate and the eternal transcendence of

sacrificial death also was transposed into academic discourse, which generated

criticism that agreed in tone and content with the dominant ideology.  In 1942,

Menéndez Pelayo, one of the most prominent and influential shcolars of the time,

                                               
211Original: no quieran los Dioses/que haga tan mal recaudo,/ni por mí te den el triunfo/habiendo
solo quedado,/pues que nunca lo ganaste/de los que ante mí han pasado./Estas palabras
diciendo,/con las llaves abrazado,/se echó de la torre abajo/con ánimo muy osado,/y así quedó
Cipión/sin el triunfo deseado.
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claims a place of honor for Cervantes’ Numancia in the national tradition on

account of the tragic intensity with which it expresses the “national spirit:”

Miguel de Cervantes in his Numancia, with that knowledge of the masses,
that imperious fatality that stirs corpses’ tongues and inspires portents,
prophesies, omens and epics (narrations, descriptions, etc.);…the subject
is not personal calamity, but the suicide of a whole people and finally, the
national spirit that permeates and informs everything.212  (qtd. in
Hermenegildo, La Destrucción 20)

Cervantes’ capacity to orchestrate individuals and masses on stage as they suffer

fate and become possessed by a pervasive and all-powerful “spirit” seems to merit

for Menéndez Pelayo a privileged place among expressions of the nation.  The

collective nature of destiny, in this case magically predicted, is here confirmed in

all of its apocalyptic inevitability, presumably preparing the victims for higher

things.

The idea of sacrifice is also emphasized by Joaquín Casalduero, in his

1948 “La Numancia,” although in this case the praise is given to the lyrical rather

than apocalyptic nature of the ritual.  Casalduero dwells on the musicality of the

verse, rather than on its much noted lack of theatricality, and on the thematic

structures that make possible an allegorical and quasi mystical reading:  “Death-

life is the third theme of the play, and the main one: to open the door to life

                                               
212Original:  Miguel de Cervantes en su Numancia, con aquel proceder por grandes masas, aquella
imperiosa fatalidad que mueve la lengua de los muertos e inspira agueros, vaticinios y
presagios;… ; el asunto que no es una calamidad individual, sino el suicidio de todo un pueblo y,
finalmente, el espiritu nacional que lo penetra y lo informa todo.” (qtd in Hermenegildo, La
Destrucción 20)
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through death”213 (75).  With this reading, Casalduero superimposes a Christian

reading of repentance, spiritual redemption and life immortal after death over the

pagan code embodied by Fame.214

But the diffusion of the myth would not be restricted to academic readings

of the play.  In 1955 Ricardo de Apraiz finds reason to revive the Numantian

cause through the reforms effected to the Numantian Museum in Soria, a cultural

entity inaugurated by Alfonso XIII in 1919, and destined to give public relevance

to the archeological site.  His document, Numancia y su Museo, establishes the

continuity of the modern Numantians with the people historically honored in the

museum, thus making the space not purely an academic or archeological

enterprise but a “monument to Numancia, symbol of the love of independence of

a people who preferred death to slavery (Apraiz 27).  And, while this observation

gives no particular hint as to his ideological leanings, he uses the opportunity to

establish some problematic associations.  First, he admiringly describes the

physical endurance of the people of the region, underfed and suffering vitamin

deficiencies, but inheritors still of the fierce and unyielding Celtiberians and in

                                               
213Original: “Muerte-vida, el tercer tema de la obra y el principal: abrirse paso a la vida por la
muerte” (Casalduero 75).
214 Casalduero makes even more explicit this connection when he explains the child’s actions in
religious terms.  Bariato, he says, “explains his escape and his Christian repentance, his
conversion” [original emphasis] (Casalduero 85).  And, he concludes, “the pagan tragedy (the
ancient meaning of Fame) is infused with Christian meaning” as Scipio reflects over the meaning
of Bariato’s death: “for having triumphed in your fall/over him who, in ascending, has lower
descended.”  (Casalduero 86)
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stark contrast with the weakness of foreign soldiers that had seen combat in the

area.215

In the anecdote that follows he refers to the disdain with which locals had

regarded soldiers who, unaccustomed to the harshness of the climate, had died of

cold by their side.  The celebrated Numantian resistance is nationalized as it

implies a certain stoic superiority over foreigners and peoples from warmer

regions.  But, as it turns out, this image is transposed in an instance in which

Apraiz uses the expression “Numantian resistance,” with all the heroic and

admirable connotations it implies, to refer to the defeated German troops:

There is no doubt that Numancia remains a symbol.  When twenty two
centuries after Scipio’s victory, in April and the first days of May 1945,
the defeated German army fought desperately, the world pronounced the
words “Numantian resistance” with that combination of horror and
admiration with which it was always pronounced.216  (Apraiz 5)

The distinction given to the German troops in applying to them the defining

national epithet, “resistencia Numantina,” unveils the audience for whom the

piece is intended, leaving no doubt as to his sympathies.  But this is just one

                                               
215A notion in perfect agreement with that of Roman barbarism that sustained that the enemies of
its race were in many ways inferior, thus, as Caro Baroja said “maintaining or reinforcing their
collective spirits” (Caro Baroja 14).
216Original: No cabe duda de que la palabra Numancia ha quedado como un símbolo.  Cuando
veintidós siglos más tarde de la victoria de Escipión, en abril y primeros días de mayo de 1945, el
derrotado ejército alemán peleaba a la desesperada, en el mundo la palabra resistencia numantina
se pronunciaba con esa mezcla de espanto y admiración con que siempre fue pronunciada.
(Apraiz 5)
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instance among the multitude of references in this period to a Numancia that

would be so often constituted as an icon of national identity.217

The importance of Numancia as a symbol, and as a site, is further

highlighted during the Civil War when the Italian Troops erected a monument to

Il Duce on the most elevated point of the archeological site, probably as a

reminder of the prior Roman occupation of the area.218  In that case, the historical

allusion was reversed to pay homage to the material rather than the moral victors

as they were usually construed and emphasized in the Spanish versions.  As it

may be apparent by now, the cultural dialectics of the period were far from

uncomplicated, and often exhibited striking examples of the ambivalence of the

Numantian image that was appropriated by both factions of the Civil War.  A

significant case in point is the fact that Numancia was chosen as a military

emblem for both loyalists and rebels.  Indeed the “Numantians” fought on both

sides when Benito Artigas Arpón organized a battalion called "Batallón

Numancia de Soria” within the Mixed Brigade of the Republican Army, while

Nicasio Trilles founded the “Tercio de Requetés Numantinos” within the

                                               
217The German connection is also pursued by Angel Valbuena Prat in his 1956 History of Spanish
Theatre where he elevates the Cervantine Numancia by tracing in it mythical imagery of

’eternal return’ in the Numantian ashes that announced future rebirth and splendor.  A kind of Wagnerian
“decline of the gods” in which Life and Man could prophetically illuminate future times and values in a fecund
suicidal fire.” (qtd. in Hermenegildo, La Destrucción  21) .  [Original: Y de sus cenizas—de las numantinas--,
una especie de “eterno retorno’, anunciaba nacimentos y esplendores lejanos.   Una especie de wagneriano
“Ocaso de los dioses”, en que la Vida y el Hombre, proféticamente, alumbraban siglos y valores venideros, en
un incendio suicidamente fecundo.

218Needless to say the monument disappeared after the Italians left the country but not without
leaving a bitter memory in the inhabitants of the region, who, as they told me, still think of it as a
renewed affront to the Numantians.
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nationalist side.  This probably speaks for the potency of the Numantian name as

a strengthener and constructor of collective identities or, at the very least, for its

central role during the conflict.  (Torre Echávarri, El Pasado 23).  In order to

determine some possible causes for its importance, something must be said about

the nuances and modifications to which the myth was subjected by both sides.

First, to better appreciate the conceptual models that shaped the Francoist

production of Numancia, something should be said as to the forms and reasonings

behind them.  Falangist aesthetics embraced strategies that were conducive to

closure and monolithic interpretations both of which eliminated the possibility of

dissent.  Among the most important strategies they chose are, to use the Jamesian

code: expressive causality, polarizing patterns, mystic ritualism, Dyonisiac

irrationality and messianic time.   The principle of expressive causality is

responsible for stripping the agency out of history, for transforming the historical

experience into something that is “suffered” rather than “made.”219  And the

conception by virtue of which this is conceived thus is an “inner essence” to

which the whole may be reduced, and of which “the elements of the whole are

then no more than the phenomenal forms of expression“ (Jameson 24).

According to this perspective, since every element in the national “whole,”

(whether it be economic, political, cultural, religious, etc…) contains within itself

at every point the germ of this essence, we need only define the nature of the

                                               
219 In this observation I reproduce Hayden Whites’ terms in “What is a historical system.”
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essence to determine the true contents of any part.  Jameson’s reading of the

Althusserian "expressive causality" becomes a convenient logical paradigm

through which to define what is or what is not Spanish, and consequently to ban

opposition to the regime on the grounds that dissent is ultimately unnatural or

alien to the national spirit.220  A consequence of this distinction between elements

integral vs. alien to the “inner essence” is that it encourages a further dialectic of

polarization that defines the elements agreeable to “Hispanitas” while marking

dissent as anti-Spanish.221

When we attend carefully to the concept of “Hispanitas,” not only

polarization, but the rest of the above-mentioned parameters (mystic ritualism,

irrationality and messianic temporality) seem to spring forth as natural

consequences of this master paradigm.  As Jameson indicates, this essentialist

vision implies the privileging of one element--in this case the national specificity

or "Hispanitas"--which becomes a "master code" or "inner essence" around which

all others revolve (28).  This vision of causality is cognitive and may be applied to

synchronic and diachronic temporalities, both of which have proven useful as

legitimizing tools to the nationalist discourse.  Synchronically, the expressive

                                               
220 By this observation I do not mean, however, to make Althusser, or Jameson’s reading of him,
an ally of Falangist immobility.  Yet I find the analogy illuminating despite the fact that
Althusser's description of this essentialist matrix is by no means static.
221 See Chapter 1 for a clarification on the myth of the two Spains.  Its consequences in the post
war years were a demonizing of atheist Marxism, elitist intellectualism, and the industrial working
class as alien to “Lo español.” The treatment of these sectors during the Francoist years is dealt
with extensively in the section on “Cultural Nationalism” of the collection of essays Spanish
Cultural Studies edited by Helen Graham and Jo Labanyi in 1995.
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causality may be made accountable for visions of collective consensus while

diachronically, the expressive causality is projected historically in a linear

perspective in order to assert the continuity, permanence, or eternal quality of the

"national spirit.”  In effect, then, it is thanks to this naturalized and organicist

notion of “Hispanitas” that the Falangist discourse is sustained by a master

narrative that finds its validity spiritually, rather than logically.  And what better

paradigm to sustain the narrative of spirituality than Spanish mysticism, a

tradition so firmly entrenched in the national literary tradition.

We have seen that Falangist notions of history conveyed a sense of

continuity and transcendence that was understood religiously and offered the

existence of a "national essence" as a byproduct.  This essentialist belief in a

collective spirit--the so called "Hispanitas"--becomes a mediator between

subjacent Nationalist ideology and theatrical discourse once Franco gets in power:

for the dominant power this national spirit will be the transcendental signifier

which is appropriated and restructured as the governing and self-sufficient voice

in official texts; "Hispanicity" becomes a tool of legitimation.   Rodríguez

Puértolas in his essential anthology of the subject of essentialism and the

production of Falangist culture collects the documents in which the Falangists try

to come to terms with this sentiment.  To take but one example, Manuel García

Morente describes as follows what he sees as inherent to Spanish spirituality:
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It is imperative to define more precisely the relation that life has, for the
Hispanic soul, with eternal salvation... What is unique for the Spaniard is
his singular manner of living which implies “living without living.” […]
Living as if life were not temporal, but eternal.  The Spaniard does not
consider eternal life as the end or colophon to earthly life, but as an end
and colophon to every single instant and act in earthly life.222  (in
Rodríguez Puértolas 991)

The permanent awareness of transcendence presumably vests both time and action

with new and not entirely innocent meanings.

Benedict Anderson, who famously alerted against the “apprehensions of

time” most amenable to nationalist ideologies, described the institution of

messianic time as a means to offset the gradual disappearance of religious and

sacred communities (Anderson 22).  In the Falangist case, the transference of

messianic time into a defining quality of the “hispanic soul” confers onto it the

idea of “simultaneity of past and future in an instantaneous present,” to use

Anderson’s phrase, which reduces the importance of synchronic, secular, linear

time while facilitating the chronological interconnection of the national body

through “eternal time,” i.e., through the only relevant temporality, the one that

links us to the sacred.  In this connection, that involves a mystical sentiment akin

to Saint Teresa’s “life without living in oneself,” there is an undercurrent of

                                               
222 This quotation from Manuel García Morente, belongs to his 1943 Ideas para una Filosofía de
la Historia de España.

Se hace urgente definir con mayor precisión la relación que en el alma hispánica mantiene la vida con la
salvación eterna...Lo típico del hombre hispano es, por decirlo así, su modo singular de vivir, que consiste en
“vivir no viviendo”..en vivir la vida como si no fuera vida temporal, sino eternidad.  El hombre hispánico no
considera la vida eterna o la salvación del alma como el remate, término y fin de la vida terrestre, sino como
remate, término y fin de cada uno de los instantes y de los actos de la vida terrester. (in Rodríguez
Puértolas 991)
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abnegation that prepares the subject for transcendence.  And this transcendence,

that links the material with the eternal, provides one of the main attributes to the

idea of the Spanish nation.  Indeed, this association of immortality and its

subsequent depreciation of human life223 would be branded with the permanence

of tradition by becoming a central part of the newly composed National anthem

composed by Eduardo Marquina, whose third line reads: “Long live Spain! The

Fatherland decided to die with Numancia/ and Spain immortal is” [“!Viva

España¡ La Patria con Numancia/decidió morir/ y España es inmortal”] (qtd. in

Torre Echávarri, El Mito 40).

The resulting mode of consciousness, which values physical suffering as a

means to eternal salvation and facilitates obedient and sacrificial attitudes, ideally

satisfies the demands of Nationalist ideology.  Thus, within this thought system,

the reasons to recover the past are to establish neither the causality nor the

exemplarity of history, but rather to reveal continuity with essences that may have

been more easily discernable at other periods.   By being conceived of in sacred

terms, the Nationalist reading dictates interpretive strategies that may generate

allegorical or metaphorical or even anagogic readings, but to the exclusion of all

others.  Thus, this epistemology has the double effect of erasing ambiguity or

interpretive polyvalence, and of closing the text.  By this principle, the dominant

                                               
223 In fact, this depreciation occasionally surfaced as a veritable cult of death as the Moroccan
divisions under Franco, called the “Bridegrooms of Death” proclaimed through their war cry “viva
la muerte” (Labany Myth 37)
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forms of aesthetics under Francoism attempted to eliminate the ludic capacity of

theatre by fixing and ritualizing theatrical symbolism within systems of

interpretive rules.

As we have seen, Numancia’s evocative power is not restricted to the aura

of its name, its ability to move to action is actually magnified when its invocation

involves the images and sounds of its destruction, and further when combined

with words that have been anointed by history and national tradition.  For this

reason theatre is the chosen medium of both factions as the one that endows the

myth with its maximum capacity to generate sentiment.  This form of spectacle

often attempted to regress to the fixity and closure of primitive religious rituals.

Such is the case of the Francoist rendering of Numancia directed by

Sánchez-Castañer, where the Celtiberian city is presented as the ancestral and

ritualized expression of the Spanish spiritual essence.  Sánchez-Castañer's

production in 1948 adhered to the aesthetics of the regime to the point of meriting

the collaboration of Jose María Pemán, the Francoist bard, in a subsequent 1961

version.  The strategies of closure at work in his productions are innumerable,

tinted with the quasi-religious semiotics of patriotism and subservient to the

invocation of the collective spirit of "Hispanitas."  The director's historical

perspective led him to record his own efforts in relation to the performance

history of the play--an effort thanks to which most of the following analysis is

possible.
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In Sánchez Castañer's production, religiosity is the master code revealing

the presence of a unifying spirit.  The essence of "Hispanitas" is celebrated in

grandiose, quasi-sacred fashion.  The patterns that would allow the director to

achieve this effect are aesthetic as well as rhetorical.  That is, in addition to the

use of visual strategies of containment, the discourses surrounding the

performance and generated by supporting cultural institutions attempt to provide

the terms for its interpretation.  The elements which contribute to this impression

are: a) the performative discourse of the sympathizing media which

retrospectively scripts the event for the audience by casting on the performance

the unifying and ritualistic light of a pilgrimage in which they are participants; b)

the massive scale of the spectacle; c) the emphasis on irrational forces which are

meant to facilitate moments of mystic rapture; and, d) the rhythmic elements

which echo the structure, discipline and obedience proper to religious assemblies.

In contrast with Fuenteovejuna and El Alcalde de Zalamea, the classical

setting of Numancia seems to encourage proto-fascistic aesthetics with its Roman

militaristic and imperialist undertones.  Sánchez-Castañer's version of Numancia

in 1961, at the instigation of José María Pemán, presents its audience with a visual

grandiosity that might have even seemed redundant to some.  The possible

criticism of a period when the overt grandiosity of the regime could be contrasted

with the disenchantment of reality is, however, overlooked in the following case.

Gonzalo Torrente Ballester's ironic record of some of the excesses is quoted at
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face value by Sánchez Castañer as an example of one of the eulogies received to

his "culmination of spectacular and grandiose elements":

The impression that overwhelms the spectator is quantitative: everything
is large here, from the staging to the 400 or 500 people on stage, Romans
and Numantians, named and anonymous, as well as the lighting, the fires
and the catastrophes.  The sky itself seems to have become somewhat
enlarged.224  (qtd. in Sánchez-Castañer 15)

The extraordinary scale of the performance, its mythic or spiritual dimensions, are

best explained by Giménez Caballero, on of the most prominent apologistas and

ideologues of the Franco Dictatorship, in his work Arte y Estado where he defines

art as “service, combat and propaganda”, and theatre as “social mystery.”  The

elitist tendencies of the bourgeoisie, exclusivist spectacles, are to be countered

through the elevation of mass spectacles to the categories of sacramental rituals.

Giménez Caballero describes in veneration the address in which Mussolini225

condemns the “small closed theatres of liberal civilizations” while defining the

new ‘arte dei nostri tempi’ as “a drama for multitudes, with moving and

impassioned subjects” (172).  The call for emotionality is complemented in the

Spanish version of spectacle by sentiments of mystic spirituality that would lead

“a mass of believers who throbs, clamors, participates, and who is drunk with

                                               
224Original: La impresión que abruma al espectador es cuantitativa: todo es grande aquí, desde los
escenarios a las 400 o 500 personas metidas en escena, romanos y numantinos, nominados y
anónimos, así como las luces, los fuegos, las catástrofes.  El mismo cielo da la impresión de
haberse agrandado un poco.  (Sánchez-Castañer 15)
225 The irony of adopting the Roman aesthetics on the Numantian topic, where the Spanish
ancestors died to remain independent, seems to have escaped Giménez.
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passion, blood, enthusiasm and frenetic sun, in furious, dramatic catharsis”

(Giménez Caballero 173).  Thus, the quasi-apocalyptic dimensions of the

description of the Numantian production are quite in keeping with the call for

passion and excess of fascistic mass spectacles.

This association between ritualized frenzy and mass entertainment may be

further pursued in the theoretical writings of Bontempelli, an architect at the

service of Mussolini who strove to design mass spectacles scripted according to

the needs of totalitarian regimes.226  In his 1931 essay, “La Mia Visita a

Mussolini,” four years before Giménez Caballero’s aesthetic treatise, Bontempelli

had already proposed a departure from avant-garde experimentalism in order to

reinstate the popular and religious roots of drama (qtd. in Schnapp 40).  His

exhortation involved a return to "vast theatres [which will] work admirably for

public ceremonies of a celebratory or political nature" (41) and will constitute

perfect settings for the cult of the "oceanic mob," a trademark of mass

politics/spectacles which had a precedent in ancient Rome.  The elephantine

proportions of both stage and auditorium were meant to facilitate totalitarian

demands of mass participation and collective rapture.  Vitaliano Brancati, another

of Mussolini's stage designers reflects on the political potential of vast theaters:

In mass theaters, the potential for parades is phantasmagoric.  While
20,000 admiring and applauding spectators cram the hall 30,000 others,

                                               
226 Fascist Italy, was constantly used as a model by the Spanish Falangists.  Italian modes of
propaganda, instruction and cultural expression were studied and often imitated by Falangist
leaders—see Rodríguez Puértolas for specific details and instances of this influence.
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gathered backstage and under stairwells, file across the stage amid bright
lights and flashing screens: a prize to men of goodwill, an incitement to
tepid souls, a warning to doubters.  (qtd. in Schnapp 36)

Just as in Renaissance court performances had served as displays of wealth and

power and as "a tool and an expression of the theory of absolutist rule" (Greer

326), the modern totalitarian stage was meant to display material and man-power,

to consolidate the masses, and intimidate potential sources of opposition.

The desired effect is projected by the official reception of the performance

in the Levantine press.  In it, the event is clothed in sacramental rhetoric so as to

invest it with transcendental importance.  Martín Domínguez exhorts his readers

as from a pulpit: “We have to go to Sagunto to see the Numancia produced by

Sánchez-Castañer and his pupils.  And we must go as if in pilgrimage and

procession”227 (qtd. in Sánchez-Castañer 11).

José María Bugella uses similar tone and terminology in his theatrical

review: “Those of us who have made the pilgrimage to the Roman Theatre to

admire the Cervantine Numancia, owe our gratitude to Sánchez-Castañer for the

spectacle he has presented us with”228 (qtd. in Sánchez-Castañer 11).  The sacred

terminology of these impressions corresponds to images which they sought both

to confirm and generate for the sake of those who may have failed to grasp the

                                               
227Original: “Hay que ir a Sagunto para ver la Numancia que ha montado Sánchez-Castañer con
sus alumnos.  Y hay que ir como en peregrinación y romería" (qtd. in Sánchez-Castañer 11).
228Original:"Los que hemos peregrinado al Teatro Romano para admirar la Numancia de
Cervantes, no sólo debemos gratitud a Sánchez-Castañer por el espectáculo deparado..." (qtd. in
Sánchez-Castañer 11)
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impact of the ritualistic dimensions of the performance.  The Roman Theatre was

to be anointed with the sacredness of a shrine in which the sacrifice of the

Numantian people, origin of the Spanish nation, was to be celebrated.

In addition, the emphasis on mystical, irrational and primeval elements

was also meant to facilitate cognitive moments of spiritual enlightenment, which

could ideally result in religious cohesiveness.  The anti-intellectualism of this

ideology is evident in some of Giménez –Caballero’s virulent attacks on reason:

The abuse of reason usually results in indecision, cowardice, agnosticism
and confusion.  That is, in the maximum form of ignorance.  Faith, at
most, may produce fanaticism, but a fanatic who has resolved all things in
life.  Faith is the superior destiny of life, above all else in nature, because
it endows us with the utmost wisdom.  That is, with the knowledge that it
even to forfeit one’s life is justified by faith.229  (Giménez- Caballero 14)

The courting of fanaticism as epistemological form resulted in the joy of certainty

and the distinction of those consecrated to transcendence.  In addition, these

ritualized elements reverted to a mystical "Iberian" origin which was meant to

evoke the experience of eternal essences.  José Tamayo, stage director in the

production, notes the manner of this evocation:

The Chorus in Numancia is meant to appear in its classical dimension so
as to dramatize and fuse more expressively the distinct and complex

                                               
229Original: El abuso de la razón suele dar: el indeciso, el cobarde, el agnóstico, el perdido.  Es
decir: La forma máxima de la ignorancia.  La fe, todo lo más que puede provocar es el fanático.
Pero un fanático que tiene todo resuelto en la vida.  Es el destino superior del hombre.  Por encima
de todo el resto de la Naturaleza.  Porque posee la máxima de las sabidurías, como es esa de no
importar perder la vida por el objeto de su fe. (Giménez- Caballero 14)
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aspects of a tragedy that regresses through enigmatic conduits to the whole
of ancestral Iberian attitudes.230  (qtd. in Sánchez-Castañer 14)

The primeval and enigmatic practices here evoked take shape through the

collective form of the chorus, another way of calling attention to ancestral forms

of ritual bonding.231  In Sánchez-Castañer's 1948 version, the addition of rhythmic

elements such as music and dance intensified the tragic effects of ritual scenes

"with mathematical precision."

A great innovation were the musical underscorings of the dramatic
actions, not only through radiophonic impressions but even with a
“dance,” that, in combination with the sacrificial act, and executed only by
flutes, xylophone and drums, increased the beauty of this Numancia.232

(Sánchez-Castañer 8)

It is interesting to observe the terms here used to describe the beauty achieved

through music: simplicity, precision, disembodied sounds and radiophonic

                                               
230Original: Que aparezca el Coro en Numancia en su dimensión clásica con objeto de teatralizar
y fundir, de manera más expresiva, los distintos y complejos aspectos de una tragedia que revierte
por enigmáticos conductos, al acervo de las actitudes ibéricas ancestrales. (Sánchez-Castañer 14)
231The chorus is, in addition, a way to establish a separation between the collective protagonist
and the individual heroes that were distinguished by name and privileged with characterization
and subplots.  This distinction is established as necessary by Giménez Caballero in Arte y Estado:
to the democratic liturgy [of dramatic spectacle], in which the people participate as a mass, an
emphasis on hierarchy: “Where the fascist theatre that we dream of must depart from and abandon
the socialist Russian theatre is precisely…in the issue of Hierarchy.  In the return to the Hero, the
Protagonist, the Saint, the Savior over a gregarious background of masses.”  (175) [Original:
“Donde el Teatro nuestro, fascista, que soñamos habrá de abandonar y superar al socialista de
Rusia, es precisamente…[e]n el punto de la Jerarquía, [e]n la vuelta al Héroe, al Protagonista, al
Santo, al Salvador, sobre un fondo de masas.”]
232Original: Otra gran novedad fueron los apoyos musicales de las acciones dramáticas, no sólo
mediante impresiones radiofónicas, sino incluso con una "danza", que...unida al acto del sacrificio
y ejecutada solamente con flautas, xilofón y timbales, aumentaba la belleza de esta Numancia.
(Sánchez-Castañer 8)
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recordings that, used in the staging of a sacrifice, were meant to accentuate the

desired dramatic effect. Giménez Caballero also gives us the guidelines for the

popularization and spiritualization of music, which, in its transference from the

exclusivity of chambers and boudoirs to public spaces, is reduced to rhythm (141)

and in its elevation as ritual expression is simultaneously simplified: “The seventh

heaven to which music aspires—through all its magic machinery—are there: in

the fundamental forms.  And may even have a secret and infinite name: God”233

(Giménez Caballero 150).  The return to spirituality pertains to music as the least

material of the artistic means, and to simple forms as bearers of atavistic essences

and sacramental mysteries.234  At the same time, the precision with which music

is thematically used to heighten emotion echoes totalitarian aesthetics of fascistic

regimes.235

Another important part of Sánchez Castañer’s observation on the music of

his Numancia is the comment on “its magic machinery,” a term he gives to the

radio, the gramophone and the pianola in prior sections.  By mystifying

technology, he achieves a combination of telluric essences mysteriously distilled

                                               
233 Original: El séptimo cielo que busca la música—con toda su maquinaria mágica—está ahí: en
lo elemental.  Quizá tiene un nombre infinito y secreto: Dios.  (Giménez Caballero 150)
234Giménez Caballero also deals with the optimum use of music in his extensive aesthetic treatise,
where he condemns music that is either too human or too abstract to exalt “the musical drama in
its passion and death,” that is, the music that reenacts the “mystery”.  That is, “the sacrifice of the
ultimate human residue: individuality.  Just as Christ sacrificed his humanity on the cross.”  (144)
235Hitler himself would advocate clarity and order as elements of the ideal paradigm of mass
communication necessary for authoritarian rule.  These principles were translated into a strictness
of form and discipline of the masses as the ideal expression of spiritual union (Mosse 48).  The
resulting emphasis on classical forms and hierarchies was but one consequence of this structuring
principle.
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and disseminated publicly, but which also reach him “in the solitude of [his] cell”

(148).  Technology could hardly be rejected by Fascistic ideologies once it was

recognized as a powerful means of propagandistic diffusion, and one that could

erase the boundaries between the private and the public by making itself

omnipresent even in the intimacy of homes.  Interestingly, Sanchez-Castañer’s

performance also features radio broadcasting, a technological aid that, far from

reflecting openness to experimentalism, or showing disrespect to the original, was

deemed to enrich and strengthen Numancia’s classical "spirit":

It only increased a beauty and plasticity in Numancia that had already
been suspected and highlighted by Cervantes himself, whose primitive and
even puerile stage machinery were thus strengthened and beautified in
accordance with modern techniques not at all unworthy of the classical
tragedy.236  (Sánchez-Castañer 8)

The reference to Cervantes’s penchant for the fantastic and allegorical is an

attempt to establish a continuity with the ritualistic uses of Falangist tragedy and

to justify the technological additions.237  In effect, the Spanish, as well as the

Italian and German classical adaptations, claimed faithfulness to the original, yet

                                               
236Original: Aumentaba la belleza de Numancia y sus efectos plásticos.  Adivinados y subrayados
por el propio Cervantes, cuya primitiva y hasta pueril tramoya quedaba así robustecida y
embellecida, conforme a técnicas modernas que en nada desdecían de la tragedia clasicista.
(Sánchez-Castañer 8)
237Again the comparison of the director's attitude to technology with Italian Fascistic perspectives
proves illuminating. Mosse observes the totalitarian regard for technology as an element of
domination of time and space (138).  Schnapp records the apology of the Fascist "Istituto
Nazionale del Drama Antico" for the use of technology in classical performance:

It sought forms of expression better suited to modern aesthetic norms...and aimed to put forward a
contemporary interpretation of the spirit that animates the masterpieces of the Greek theater, in such a way as to
render them the living patrimony of humankind once again.  (qtd. in Schnapp 26)
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this sense of accuracy conveniently attended to the "spirit" rather than the form of

the play under revision.  A provision that was further justified on logistical

grounds--which presented demands proportionate in vastness to the spaces and

number of attendants.

 The interpretive mechanisms that structured these Nationalist productions

conveyed a belief in expressive causality—i.e., in a structuring essence—that

manifested itself in a number of aesthetic choices.238  We have so far explored the

use of ritualized aesthetics, the allure of irrationality and the cultivation of choral,

mass rapture.  But also the transcendence of spatio-temporal coordinates could be

seen as evidence of a messianic time frame.  Ironically, in an attempt to invest the

performance with the epic solemnity of history, Sánchez-Castañer chose an

unrestored Roman theater in Sagunto as setting.  The significance of this gesture

was underscored by the fact that the city of Sagunto, a small settlement destroyed

in 217 BC. at the hands of much superior Carthaginian forces lead by Hannibal

after an eight month siege, had seen a similar fate to that of Numancia.  Like

many Numantians the Saguntinos had preferred self-immolation to defeat.  This

deliberate choice appeals to spatio-historical identification by materially situating

the audience in a space which embodies the contents of the play they are about to

see within the ruins of a pre-Roman city self-destroyed in defiance of an

                                               
238 These choices were for the most part common to Italian Fascistic spectacles although could not
be considered entirely an exportation.  While the Italians combined classicism with the avant-
garde mechanicist style of Futurism the Spaniards added a sacred, Catholic spiritualism to their
classicist aesthetics.
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imminent Roman invasion.  Moreover, simply by virtue of its status as a ruin,

Sagunto is made participant of a sense of historical continuity which compliments

the Nationalist sentiment of ancient roots.  The director was obviously aware of

the historical overlaying:

The remains of the rows of seats and auditorium, in their actual state of
destruction, and the ancient castle with its tower, served as colossal and
appropriate natural stage for the city ruined by the long siege.239

(Sánchez-Castañer 7)

The terms “natural” and “colossal” provide the fitting blend of organic continuity

and sublime transcendence proper to the evocation of national essences so far

discussed.

There are other aspects of the use of this setting that are significant: the

reversal of functions of the spaces traditionally designated to stage and

auditorium.  This redistribution of space has a variety of effects that may be

deemed ideologically significant as well: it inverts the spatial functions of the

topos in order to manipulate the real/fictive spaces and thus facilitate the

suspension of disbelief and subsequent catharsis, and achieves a populist

impression much in keeping with totalitarian ideology by infusing the spectators

with the sense that they themselves are the protagonists.  Additionally, the

geographical background, oriented towards an ancient castle, is selected in order

                                               
239Original: Los restos de la sala y graderío, en su estado de destrozo actual, y el antiguo castillo
con la torre, al fondo, sirvieron como colosal y apropiado escenario natural de una ciudad
arruinada por largo asedio.  (Sánchez-Castañer 7)
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to repress modern reality--the "anti-theatrical modern Sagunto," to facilitate

immersion, and lend verisimilitude to the historical fiction while privileging a

specific, defining historical time over the here and now—in itself a characteristic

of messianic time.

This simple choice of setting reveals a complex subtext that employs

messianic time, imperial historical space, populism, and national ontology as

ideologemes.  At the same time, the transcendence effect associated with spatial

and temporal coordinates also attempts to repress immediate time with its implicit

potential for change and progress while alluding to eternal paradigms.  Implicitly,

the attention to the form of the Cervantine text also would allow the Nationalist-

oriented producers of this version of Numancia to claim faithfulness to the

original, a position that entailed formal as well as interpretive respect for

tradition.240

This is, in appearance, a diametrically opposed effect from that sought

after by the 1937 adaptation of Numancia by Alberti, which revolves precisely

around immediacy and the experience of actual time.  Having said this, it is also

true that the propaganda of the Republican extreme left occasionally fell into

similar excesses, of emotionalism, ritualism and patriotism, to the extent of

complicating and often erasing the distinction between Communist and Falangist

                                                                                                                               

240The basis to this claim is found in a veneration for the archeological reconstruction of tradition
as aesthetic ideal.  A perspective which entails that experimentation constitutes an inexcusable
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rhetoric.  Alberti’s Numancia opened at the Teatro de la Zarzuela in Madrid on 28

December 1937 in a production by the Teatro de Arte y Propaganda that was part

of the late Republic’s attempt to reintegrate theatre into society, while taking

advantage of its wide-reaching range as a propagandistic tool.  Fernando Collado

complains of the preference given to this production, described as the intended

“plato fuerte” [main attraction], over everything else in the program.  In his

valuable testimony collected in Teatro Bajo las Bombas, Collado relates, not

without malice, how: “the unions had interests in the success of that program

publicized to the hilt [“a bombo y platillo”] through the media station disposed by

the Ministry of Instruction” (320).   The labor of propaganda and diffusion of this

official organism is made apparent through the arrangements made to facilitate

popular attendance.  Special Sunday and holiday events were scheduled to suit the

timetable of trade unionists and militiamen serving in Madrid (MacCarthy 196).

However, these efforts were not perceived favorably by all sides of a

Republic that was already weakened by internal dissension.  The production

suffered the attacks of the anarchist press, who criticized Numancia as a defeatist

play (Jiménez León 6).  Socialists accused the Communist party, whose cultural

tool was the Alliance of Antifascist Intellectuals, of attempting “to take over the

entertainment world through an official coup designed by the head of the party,

                                                                                                                               
manipulation at the service of the individual director, and at the expense of effecting sacrilege on
heritage.
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Jesús Hernández”241 (Collado 279).  The failure of the Communists to do so is

partly attributed by Collado to the failure of this 1937 theatrical program to please

critics and audiences.  He mentions the “limited success” obtained by Alberti’s

Numancia, received with apathy by a Madrid public indifferent to politico-

theatrical campaigns orchestrated for such purposes (279).  Collado also refers to

the nature of the media’s response, where the “praise for this spectacle was for the

effort rather than the achievement”242 (Collado 285).  Of all the reviews he lists,

José Ojeda’s in “La Libertad” without being entirely negative, is perhaps the least

laudatory.  His comments are mainly directed to Alberti’s ineffective adaptation

of a work that “lacks positive theatrical value” by virtue of its form, consisting in

non-dialogic verse that presents unusual difficulty for non-professional actors.

Ojeda also observes that classical texts ought only to be adapted “as long as this

represents a true artistic need,” a factor absent in a play that cannot offer visible

“historical similarity between the “Numancia” of then and the Madrid of

today.”243  Alberti, he suggests, assessing audience response, will have

                                               
241Original: En diciembre de 1937 hubo numerosas consultas, reuniones, conferencias, asambleas
y polémicas en torno al intento de Alianza de Intelectuales Antifascistas—instrumento cultural del
partido Comunista—de apoderarse del mundo del espectáculo mediante el golpe oficial decretado
por el ministro del partido, Jesús Hernández (Collado 279).
242Original: Las críticas no se mostraron satisfechas con las obras estrenadas en este diciembre de
1937.  El lugar preferente correspondió a “Numancia” de Alberti en colaboración con Cervantes.
Los juicios elogiosos para este espectáculo fueron más al intento que al logro.  (Collado 285).
243Original: “Tampoco existe paralelo histórico entre la Numancia de entonces y el Madrid de
hoy”  (qtd. in Collado 286)
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corroborated the “scant effect produced by the poetic novelties he introduced”244

(Collado 286).  Overall, he says, the effort may be redeemed by the fact that it

diverts the public’s attention from vulgar theatre while offering enough glimpses

of the Cervantine tragedy that it is possible to “forgive the adulterations for the

pleasure of hearing the real thing”245 (Collado 286).

This negative criticism found its counterpart in the discourses generated

by a structure at the service of cultural diffusion at the time, namely the

Communist Alliance of Antifascist Writers.”246  Among the organization’s

publications was El Mono Azul, founded by María Teresa León, Alberti’s wife,

secretary of the Alliance and co-director of Alberti’s Numancia.  In this periodical

appeared a short article by V. Salas Viu entitled “La Numancia de Cervantes”

that, in its urge to attract the public to the performance, shares some of the exalted

language of the Nationalists to refer to a national tradition that had to be

reappropiated:

                                               
244Original: Bien está refundir, adaptar, arreglar lo clásico a nuestra escena, pero siempre que
signifique la representación una verdadera y perentoria necesidad artística.  Nosotros nada
tenemos que decir del propósito: somos enemigos de entrar en el sagrado de las conciencias.  Pero
el poeta “adaptador” habrá podido pulsar el poco efecto producido por las novedades poéticas
incrustadas. (Collado 286)
245Original:  en la versión ofrecida se conserva lo mejor de la tragedia cervantina y se puede
perdonar lo adulterado por escuchar lo legítimo (Collado 286).
246It is not clear, on the other hand, that the overall reaction was as negative as Collado makes it
out to be.  Some understood the three months that the play is said to have stubbornly struggled on,
to be a sign of its success.  MacCarthy, for instance mentions that “the production was well
received by both the press and the public” and makes the following favorable assessment:

A reviewer in the socialist newspaper Claridad (28 Dec 1937) refers to the ‘calor entusiasta y unánime aplauso’
and this favorable reaction seems to have been typical of press reaction , which admired the “fervor heroico”
[see Marrast’s prologue to the 1984 edition of Cervantes’ Numancia, p 67] of the production and saw it as

valuable contribution to political education and theatrical reform.  (MacCarthy203)
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The Spanish people, hungry for justice for centuries, has answered to the
fascist provocation with insuperable energy.  Our poets and writers, united
with [the people] at all times, claim their post among the fighters now that
the task so long prepared is consumated, in that fecund popular tradition
that permeates it like blood and gives vitality to our culture.  Here we have
with us the Lope of “Fuenteovejuna,” the Calderón of “El Alcalde” and
the Cervantes of “el Quijote” or the “Numancia.”  Here they are among
those who fight best.  Their words echo in the realm of this Spain up in
arms against the fascist rebellion, and nothing will be able to apease it,
being as it is the heart of the popular clamor, born from and returned to
it.247 (Salas Viu El Mono Azul “La Numancia de Cervantes” June 17,
1937)

At the core of this impassioned harangue against fascism is the certainty that the

“spirit” of the national classical tradition strengthens and animates the popular

ranks.  The image of tradition as “blood” that soaks the ground and invigorates

culture encourages associations of destruction and violence as a natural part in the

process of organic regeneration, a Nietzschean vision common to Falangist

semiotics.248  Moreover, Salas Viu’s article participates in the sacrificial imagery

                                               
247Original: A la provocación del fascismo ha respondido con un brío insuperable el pueblo
español, hambriento de hace siglos del hambre de justicia.  Nuestros escritores y poetas, unidos a
él en todo tiempo, en esa fecunda tradición popular que empapa como sangre y da calor a nuestra
cultura, ahora que se consuma la obra de tan largo preparada, piden su puesto entre los que luchan.
Y aquí están con nosotros el Lope de “Fuenteovejuna” y el Calderón “del Alcalde”, como el
Cervantes del “Quijote” o la “Numancia”…Aqui están entre los que mejor pelean.  Su palabra
resuena en el ámbito de esta España en armas contra la rebelión fascista, y nada podrá acallarla
como tuétano que es del clamor popular, nacida de él y que a él vuelve. (Salas Viu El Mono Azul
“La Numancia de Cervantes” June 17, 1937)
248Violence, for the Republicans is not venerated in itself as regenerative destruction, as it is with
the Falangists, instead it is awakened in the people as an instinctive reaction to oppression.
Occasionally, however, these situations may be seen to rekindle a primordial essence that renders
a historical continuity with peoples from the past.  This is the case of María Zambrano’s war
testimony.  In it, the Nationalist resonances of this gesture are once again made apparent by
references to Numancia as Zambrano observes that, the day Spain was invaded by Italian and
German troops “awakened in the people a Celtiberian fury, the same of Numancia and el dos de
Mayo” (Zambrano 60).  This is but one instance in which contradictions and ambiguities preclude
easy polar distinction between extremes.
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that provides the mystical ritualism of nationalistic ideology.  In this case, this

rhetoric is invoked at the service of the Republic, and for the sake of the sacrifice

its people are called to make.  In the Republican terminology, the reasons for

violence and death are not the need to reinvigorate the national spirit, as the

Falangist rhetoric would indicate, but the urge to heal a “diseased” country; one

which had developed unnatural tendencies through the unrootedness of the

“señoritos.”249  Salas Viu locates the source conflict in the upper class

Nationalists who, in his mind, ignored “all the vigorous and deep strengths of our

culture,” this being the reason that would finally enable them to “hand the country

over to foreigners.” For him, only this lack of cultural understanding would

explain the debilitating rootlessness of the rebel faction.

Furthermore, for all its Generation of ‘98 resonances, this pathological

vision of Spain demonizes violence as a consequence of a social disease rather

than justifying it as an end in itself—as Falangists would through their cult of

death and the ritualization of violence.250  Nonetheless, Numancia’s role in

                                               
249The 1937 article “Cultura Popular y Ejército,” defining the functions of art for the Republican
left, afirms: “to elevate the culture of the soldier means to strenghthen his political
consciousness…Our Ejército Popular must be a group of men conscious of the ideal for which
they are fighting and for which they will die if necessary” (qtd. in Jiménez León 6).   María
Zambrano’s Los Intelectuales en el Drama de España describes on similar pathological terms the
conditions that lead to the inevitability of the Civil War

Spain harbored a terrible sickness that has produced the current catastrophe.  A catastrophe without precedents:
the fact that a group of citizens could conspire with other countries, with the greed and ambition of others, to
invade their own country in order to take power.   (Zambrano 59)

250 This Falangist phenomenon may be partly traced to Fascist ideologies that encourage the
individual “to experience transcendence of individual death through the permanent revolution
taking place in national life”(Griffin 20).
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inciting Republicans to violence seems to be inspirational, and its impact is

conceived of in physical terms.

Alberti’s careful adaptation, born of an absolute understanding and
admiration of the poet of today for the Cervantes of the past, makes
“Numancia” even more ours, restitutes something inherent to our times,
something consanguine to our revolution, fed by our own blood.
Numancia’s flames are tongues of freedom, the breath that inflames
through its fight is that of our people.251  (Salas Viu El Mono Azul “La
Numancia de Cervantes” June 17, 1937)

It may be said that blood and fire are the eternal values upon which the

connections with our past are built, thus encouraging the continuation of

organicist metaphors somewhat in discordance with the initial rationalism

promoted by the Republican emphasis on education.252

The populist aesthetics of the Republic are further compromised in

Alberti’s adaptation by the ornate and allegorical diction of the play.  Despite the

fact that Numancia was adapted, as MacCarthy rightly observes “as an ideal of

resistance in a rapid, actualized and direct version so as to adjust to the needs of

the largely uneducated, partly illiterate audience it addressed,” (196) some

                                               
251Original: La obra cuidadosa de Alberti, nacida de una absoluta comprensión y entusiasmo del
poeta de hoy por el de ayer, nos hace aún más nuestra la “Numancia”, restituye a nuestro tiempo
algo que le era tan suyo, tan por la entraña unido a la revolución que hoy de nuestra sangre se
alimenta.  Las llamas de Numancia son lenguas de libertad, aliento que caldea en su lucha el de
nuestro pueblo. (Salas Viu El Mono Azul “La Numancia de Cervantes” June 17, 1937)
252A vision to which the offspring of the Republic would return even under Francoism if we trust
the much more even keyed tone of one of the actors of this 1937 performance, Antonio Ayora,
when in 1959 and as director of a school theatre production, he had a chance to produce another
version of Cervantes’s Numancia.  In the program to the event he refers to Numancia in terms
suitable to his new audience and in obvious dissonance with Viu’s: “Cervantes’ Numancia, just
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elements in the production remained problematic for the rationalist ideals of the

Republic.  Particularly, the participation of the personified nation and of the river

that runs through its core, the Duero,253 which lends itself to sentimentalized

patriotic associations, and this atmosphere is not only foreseen, but encouraged by

the production.254  María Teresa León, who directs the play with Alberti, aware of

the relevance of the central speech by the character of Spain, expresses her

concern about the image projected by her in the production.  In her fictionalized

biographical account written from exile, Juego Limpio, she describes the moments

in the casting for the Numancia performance, where Spain was to be played by a

young girl.  At the suggestion that María Teresa León herself should play the part,

she answered:

I would be a diminishing Spain, and for the spectator who is watching us,
for the man at war, for the defender of Madrid we must give a feeling of
youth and the future...And how could they be encouraged to conquer an
old Spain? no, she must be young, young, a bride.”  (qtd. in
Hermenegildo, Alberti 150)

Although León was hardly a fading star at the time, she was only thirty-one, as a

director she did not deem hers an age that could encourage the protective feelings

                                                                                                                               
like Esquilo’s Los Siete Contra Tebas, is the tragedy of a city.  The same kind that Lope de Vega’s
Fuenteovejuna will be.” (Aguilera Sastre 58)
253The significance of this river, located in the geographical heart of the Castilian country, is
related in patriotic terms by Maillo in 1942: “Soria, near father Duero, who lulled the birth and
evolution of Castilla with the whisper of its waters…” (Torre Echévarri 2002 25).
254Other testimonies confirm the emphasis on the melodramatic elements in the script made by the
director of the Theatre of la Zarzuela, María Teresa León, in her attempt to move the audience.
Max Aub in his Campo Abierto recalls such moments during the Numancia rehearsals: “no, no,
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and the desire that were to be incited by the nation.  The attention to the iconicity

of youth255 was consequently to be combined with a seemingly paradoxical

recuperation of the past if the ensuing ideology were to be forward-looking rather

than defeatist.  This is a paradigm that also defines the Falangist ideology,256 with

whose tactics the mobilized loyalist troops were made to coincide surprisingly

often.

Yet this consonance between the rhetorical apparatus of both parties

proves to be superficial when poked if only so lightly.  If it is true that much of

the Republican rhetoric reproduced the tone of ritualized sacrifice and allegorical

significance that often accompanies patriotic expressions of the Numantian myth,

it is also fair to say that these discourses were generally contextualized within the

war effort, i.e., at a moment in which there was an urge to build heroic models.257

It should also be observed, however, that these aesthetic and thematic

features were hardly homogeneous in mode since the ritualistic, grandiose and

celebratory elements were more often than not invoked as a means to question

and resist Nationalist tendencies.  A possible reading of the modifications effected

                                                                                                                               
no, Gloria.  Give it more emotion.  Stress the accents better: I am Spain, alone and wretched.  You
must accentuate the wretched more” (qtd. in Hermenegildo 150).
255 The importance of youth for the rhetoric of the time was often explained through the nature of
a social struggle that was, per force, gradual, and whose fruits would only be experience and
hopefully appreciated by future generations.
256The cult of youth and masculinity has been widely studied as part of Hitler’s and Mussolini’s
stage politics.  See Schnapps and Mosse for fascistic examples and Graham and Labanyi’s
anthology for illustrations of the Falangist youth.
257The contingency of this perspective is indicated by the changed, calmer tone of Alberti’s 1943
version, which exhibits a more composed view of the events and less visceral view of the Romans,
now merely dressed in black instead of having a Mussolini aspect.  (Hermenegildo, 1978 149)
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by Alberti to the script of Numancia, is that they entail a carnivalesque component

that neutralizes its original aesthetic forms, a reading in consonance with the

ambiguity of the Cervantine script.  Some of the elements that may be detected

upon analyzing the carnivalesque forms of transgression in the production are:

structural causality, formal discontinuity, earthy existentialism, Apolonian

rationality and ludic anachronism.  Upon examination, it may be said that all of

the above resist closure in interpretation and fixity of form by allowing, instead,

ambiguity and experimentation, and encouraging rational detachment.  In fact,

rather than leading to the manifestation of a collective “spirit,” this aesthetic

encourages the exercise of rationality and independent agency—perhaps even aids

in the construction of a collective “consciousness.”  These principles, besides

instigating rational consensus, will indirectly unmask the contradictions,

limitations and reductions latent in the notion of the nation as an immortal,

transcendent totality as it is fetishized and ritualized through the official theatre

and state stagecraft of the extreme right.

Unveiling the principles upon which institutions construct the myths that

are to appear as necessary truths is therefore one of the functions of this type of

contestatory theatre, common to other periods and nationalities.  For instance,

Jonathan Dollimore's explanation of the principles of subversion in the Jacobean

"radical tragedy" applies just as well to Alberti's performance.
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[Radical Tragedy] is, then, a tragedy which violates those cherished
aesthetic principles which legislate that the ultimate aim of art is to order
discordant elements, to explore conflict in order to resolve it...Principles
[which] tend to eliminate from literature its socio-political context finding
instead supposedly timeless values which become the universal
counterpart of man's essential nature. [original emphasis] (Dollimore 8)

Thus, Alberti’s principles of formal experimentation and ludic fragmentation

become inextricably linked to the epistemological background presupposed and

that, in fact, he is trying to demystify.  Alberti's penchant for experimentation and

his attention to form reflect his awareness of the fluctuating and dialectic nature

of the artistic product.  These aspects in his work may be ideally explored through

the Althusserian concept of "structural causality” according to which a mode of

causality has two distinguishing characteristics: a) it regards the artistic product as

an open sign-system rather than as a closed cultural artifact—opposite to the

essentialist “expressive causality” of the Falangists; and, b) it functions

diachronically through negative intertextuality, i.e., by establishing the voices

which are absent or repressed within the text.  Jameson explores this concept and

its textual implications by reintegrating the artistic process of creation and

interpretation in its social context.  When doing so, Jameson approaches openness

and intertextuality as the components that link aesthetics to ideology:

These dynamics--the newly constituted "text"--make up what can be
termed ideology of form, that is, the determinate contradiction of the
specific messages emitted by the varied sign-systems which coexist in a
given artistic process as well as in its general social formation.  (98)
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In an ideally postmodern fashion, textual dynamics of this type of causality point

towards the active presence of contradictions, discontinuities and absences rather

than at strategies of closure and containment.  This seems to be the principle at

work within Alberti's production.

In its inversion of forms, Alberti’s adaptation exhibits a transgressive

mode of historicity that precludes the expression of spiritual essences—and hence

aborts expressive causality.  Alberti’s introduction of the anachronistic term

"Italianos," instead of Romans, bears a doubly ambitious purpose: to call attention

to the urgency of the invasion of fascist troops, and "to suggest to the spectator

the historical similitude between that past and the present”258 (Alberti, Numancia

8).  His playful yet incisive use of anachronism prevents the identification of the

Numantian episode as either a linear cause or as an essential cause of the present

time situation.  On the other hand, the relation of similarity between past and

present not only does not imply a relation of causality but, through the disruption

of verisimilitude induced by the myriad of genres and temporalities on stage,

results in a metatheatrical effect which prevents the confusion of fiction and

                                               
258A logical consequence of this conscious and disruptive parallelism between temporalities,
which induces a form of playful disturbance for a public—who, expecting to see Romans, finds
fascists on stage, is the instant removal of spiritual or allegorical connections.  The ironic
perspective given by being able to observe and critique on stage the same uniforms worn by those
who at the moment are bombing them from a few miles distance trivializes and rechannels the
audience’s emotions—fear, nervousness, aggression.
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reality--one of the conditions of mass theatre encouraged in Nationalist

entertainment.259

Alberti's production calls attention to the discontinuity and tendentious

historicity of the original by manipulating the monologue in which the allegorical

river Duero records the past glories of the nation.  This monologue is responsible

for some of the most virulent opposition against the original text, which is often

reproached for having imperialist tendencies in its erasure of certain ethnic pasts.

In fact, the national lineage established by the allegorical river Duero traces the

heroic past of "Hispanitas," back to the Goths while erasing both Arabs and Jews

from the historical panorama (Cervantes 56).  Alberti comments on Cervantes'

historical "whim" and, while ignoring the important issue of ethnicity,260

emphasizes his own deliberation in incurring similar anachronistic manipulations:

Cervantes capriciously prolongs the prophecy that the River Duero
proffers while speaking with Spain, until the kingdom of Felipe II.  I
reduce this last passage and continue it until the new invasion of our

                                               
259This distinction is magnified by the extremity of the audience’s situation, immersed as they
were in a material reality to which they were constantly alerted, occasionally even during the
performances, as the following anecdote, collected by SAM in the ABC press, reveals: “the guests
at the private Sunday function enjoyed, besides healthy artistic emotion, another of the most
ardent patriotism: before the final act a combatant appeared, just arrived from a Teruel liberated
from fascism, who showed three flags seized from the enemy: two of them monarchic and a
Falangist one.  These trophies, after serving as rugs to General Miaja’s box, were presented by
him to the people of Madrid that had welcomed him and now saw him off with deafening
applause.” [Original: además de sana emoción artística, gozaron otra del más encendido
patriotismo: en el último entreacto un combatiente, recién llegado del Teruel libre del fascismo
mostró al los espectadores tres banderas—dos monárquicas y una de la Falange—cogidas al
enemigo: trofeos que, después de servir de alfombra al palco del General Miaja, fueron entregadas
por este al pueblo de Madrid que le había acogido y despidió con ensordecedoras ovaciones.]
(Collado 286)
260 Perhaps Alberti’s failure to reinstitute the Moorish portion of the Spanish ancestry in the script
was related to the support that Franco’s forces were receiving from Moroccan troops.
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country by the fascists of Mussolini, with their first defeat in the fields of
Guadalajara.261 (Alberti, Numancia 9)

By calling attention to the process of effacement and selection at work in the

making of Cervantes’ script, Alberti also indirectly denounces the construction of

the generalized similar version of the “history patria” among right-wing

historiographers.  And, more importantly, as he foregrounds the discursive nature

of historiographic discourse, he claims his right to participate in it, openly and

unapologetically.

However, Alberti’s revision of the original script was not restricted to

textual elements.  Besides altering characters’ speeches to suit his historical

perspective, Alberti made deeper changes that affected the general structure of the

play.  For instance, he condensed the action in order to increase its intensity and

shift the emphasis away from hierarchical distinctions which privileged certain

characters over the mass by endowing them with psychological depth and

subplots.  Instead of allowing for sentimental diversions by focusing on the

familiar and romantic relations among the Numantians that are about to die, he

concentrated on the organization of military resistance, on “the military part,

realistic and heroic of the tragedy” (Alberti, Numancia 8).  This shift, observes

MacCarthy, heightens the immediacy of the script since it “leads [Alberti] to

                                               
261Original:  La profecía que hablando con España prolonga el Río Duero, por gracia y capricho
de Cervantes, hasta el reinado de Felipe II, yo la aligero de este último pasaje, y la continúo hasta
la nueva invasión de nuestro país por los fascistas de Mussolini y su primera derrota en los campos
de Guadalajara.  (Alberti, Numancia 9)
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increase the sense of violence and destruction, making structural modifications

which concentrate the minds of his audience on the fundamental issue of survival”

(197).

At the same time, the stage designed by Ontañon reveals an insistence on

combat, which, given the space distribution, is presented to the audience from the

perspective of the attacker, thus emphasizing agency over resistance.  In this I

disagree with MacCarthy, who reads the set in a fundamentally different manner:

The political concept of the production, with its emphasis on
uncompromising resistance, was realized in a set designed by Santiago
Ontañon.  The proscenium curtain was removed and its place was taken by
a wall which represented Numancia and covered the entire width of the
stage.  The Roman scenes outside the city were played in front of the wall,
which must have been quite far downstage, since one of the stage-boxes
was adapted to serve as the entrance to Scipio’s tent.  The wall, a symbol
of Numantian resistance, was lowered slowly to reveal the interior of the
city, a detailed complex of streets and plazas arranged on a slope with the
Castilian landscape in the distance, high at the back of the stage.
(MacCarthy 202)

In my opinion, the positioning of Numancia upstage and the physical prominence

of the Romans effects a somewhat different emphasis from that described by

MacCarthy.  First, it places the perceived and real enemy, the Italians, in a

vulnerable position as they approach a sieged population which is now doubled in

number with the physical addition of an audience who can observe, study and

demystify them.  Second, it places the audience itself in a physically and

historically strategic offensive space, as the reserve forces camoufladged from an
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enemy that is now lured to a deceptively inferior adversary who is in fact

strenghthened by time through the anachronistic presence of its own future.262

The original text presents some problematic elements for the modern

historical context that are dealt with by Alberti in various manners.  Given the

presumed anti-clerical sentiment of the Republic, some sections are eliminated

because of their problematic allusions to religion.  Specifically, the scene in which

the Numantian priest performs pagan rites and predicts their destruction is cut so

as to avoid references that might be construed as defeatist, primitivist or

conservative in their connection to the alliances between the rebels and the

church.

He also framed the script by creating a burlesque opening scene extracted

in style from the Roman saturnalia.  In this invented scene, “Macus and Buco, the

comic characters of the popular Roman theatre, mock the Roman soldiers”

(Alberti, Numancia 8).  By providing this mocking glimpse into the desolate and

debased state of the Roman troops, Alberti achieves a multiple effect: by inserting

a segment whose generic characteristics are sardonic humor, the visibility of the

mass, and the ridiculing of authority, he consciously refuses to maintain the

ceremonious grandeur which befits national epics and which normally silences

                                               
262This constructs the play as an “instrument of encouragement” that has been variously perceived
by critics.  Hermenegildo observes that the production turns into a circumstantial play, “heavily
mortgaged by the conflicting situation through which the author and the public are living” and
thus, becomes a “bastard play, presented openly for the benefit of a cause and representing a mere
caricature of the interrelation and interdependence of author and public (Hermenegildo Alberti
149)
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class issues for the glorification of the hero.  Its situation is made doubly

significant by the fact that it serves as introduction to a narrative of Roman

imperial victory.  At a more fundamental level, this insert also constitutes itself as

an experimental element by virtue of a generic eclecticism that denies the

pompous ceremony of epic national myths.  The following stage direction, not in

the Cervantine original, may serve as an indication of the subversive,

carnivalesque and ludic way in which Alberti decides to take the focus away from

the Roman general

On the downstage, the Roman camping grounds.  To one side, barely
showing, Scipio’s tent.  In the foreground the towers and walls of
Numancia.  On a rocky plain appears, dressed as a pregnant woman,
Macus, the old comic character from the popular Latin drama,
accompanied by his friend Buco.  Around the campsite can be seen
drunken soldiers, prostitutes, musicians and people of lazy and libertine
disposition, oblivious of the war.263   (Alberti, Numancia 12)

The effects of this prologue on the ominous opening speech of Scipio are startling

and multiple.  First, it lends visibility, agency, voice and highlight to a collective

which in the Cervantine script appears only indirectly through the reflections of

military leaders, and whose only participation is contrite, passive and unanimous:

                                               
263Original: En primer término, campamento romano.  A uno de los lados, asomando, la tienda de
Cipión.  Al fondo, Torre y murallas de Numancia.  Sobre una explanada de piedra aparece,
disfrazado de mujer embarazada, Macus, el viejo personaje cómico del teatro popular latino,
acompañado de su amigo Buco.  Se ven esparcidos por el campamento soldados borrachos,
prostitutas, músicos, gentes que denotan una vida perezosa, libertina, olvidada de la guerra
(Alberti, Numancia 12).
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Various soldiers: Everything you said here we confirm, / And we all swear
to it.
Everyone: Yes, we swear.264  (Cervantes 46)

Second, Alberti’s prologue provides the Roman subalterns with voices of satirical,

subversive and bawdy dissent that constitute a provocation to generic

conventions.  The earthy particularity of the Latin characters contrasts with the

abstract and purely celebratory nature of the allegorical figures, detracting from

the grandiloquent patriotism of other performances.

Macus and Buco: my lance does not wish to harm/ and refuses to
kill/ all it wants to do/ is needlework and sing/ Who will thread it for
me?265 (Alberti, Numancia 16)

The transgression of the epic genre is intensified by the emasculating confusion of

genders, as the soldiers appear dressed as women who sing provocatively while

mockingly devaluing their status as warriors and underscoring the motif of

carnivalesque inversion.

Third, these inserts are intertextual references to a popular classical genre

which, in a further ironic turn, evoke the tradition of the Italian enemy in order to

ridicule it.  The prologue serves the purpose of calling attention once again to the

constructedness of the text, and to Alberti's conscious selection of a dialogic

sample of textual traditions which avoids privileging high culture.

                                               
264 Original: Varios soldados: Todo lo que aquí has dicho confirmamos,/Y lo juramos todos./
Todos: Sí, juramos.  (Cervantes 46)
265Original: Macus y Buco: Mi lanza no quiere herir,/tampoco quiere matar,/ quiere tan sólo
servir/para coser y cantar./ ¿Quién me la quiere enhebrar?  (Alberti, Numancia 16)
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Alberti's commitment to populism is also evident in his treatment of the

chorus.  For him, this classical element rather than representing an ancestral form

of ritual and irrational bonding, reflects a collective form of consciousness, one

that is individualized by a common history of suffering and oppression.

For me, what distinguishes Numancia from all the theatre after is […] its
dramatic depth, achieved through episodes that Cervantes presents almost
in the form of a chorus, like the imposing and heartbreaking one of the
Numantian mothers.266  (Alberti, Prosas Encontradas 211)

But, in a gesture that defies all his other attempts at experimentalism and

intellectual engagement, Alberti cannot help but fall himself into excesses of

heroic glorification that seemed reserved for ritualizing Nationalist performances.

The fact that the script chosen as a propagandistic tool for combating troops is

ultimately a story of destruction and defeat had to be set into perspective.  In order

to extract exemplarity from the performance, a distinction had to be made

between the military victory of the enemy and the moral victory of the

Numantians, ultimately redeemed by history and immortalized as the true heroes.

In order to achieve this effect, music was used to underscore the import of the

final moments of the tragedy.   The solemn score composed by Jesús Leoz was

accompanied by a choral performance of verses written by Alberti, which would

                                                                                                                               

266Original: Para mí [lo que] diferencia Numancia de todo el teatro posterior es...su profundidad
dramática conseguida a base de episodios que Cervantes presenta casi en forma de coro, como el
imponente y desgarrador de las madres numantinas.  (Alberti, Prosas Encontradas 211)
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leave no doubt as to the propagandistic nature of the performance.  But, if

MacCarthy describes the resulting mood as a “secular ritual in which the defeated

are seemingly redeemed through sacrifice,” (MacCarthy 203) I would

concentrate, instead, on the possible distinguishing characteristics of this ritual

with respect to the Falangist ones.   It is perhaps in its nature as a “secular” ritual,

with involves no faith in mystical abstractions,267 but the certainty of the

inevitability of impending violence that shifts the significance of “sacrifice.”  As

in the case of the Numantians, the physical martyrdom is not gratuitously invoked

out of a belief in a superior transcendental truth, or out of disdain for the restraints

of material life, but imposed by the urgency of inescapable death.268

Furthermore, Alberti's production stresses the importance of the material

and formal aspects of the classical text as opposed to its spiritual or moral

aspects—lust, drunkenness, hunger and violence take the stage and are

underscored in all their physical crudeness without sublimity or transcendence.

The self-referentiality of the performance recalls his conception of the text, and of

history, as an open system of signs which may be unlocked, interpreted,

complicated, actualized, and temporarily closed again until new interpretation.  In

                                               
267The distinction between spirituality and material violence may be underscored by the
components of the choral music in both cases, accompanied by dance in the first, and by concrete
lyrics in the second.
268Moreover, the expressive potential of the classical tragic elements did not escape Alberti, who
would seize on the opportunity of using them again in his 1943 version in Montevideo, as
confirms the testimony of Miguel Ortín, one of the actors in the company: “we did our debut in
Montevideo with Cervantes’ Numancia adaptated by R. Alberti and as the theatre has an orchestra,
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fact, Alberti takes care to frame the action with a final image which, in

conjunction with his carnivalesque prologue, leaves no doubt of the prevailing

tone of the adaptation.  The Cervantine grand finale deleted by him features the

allegorized Fame reciting the following celebration of national glory:

Fame: The never defeated strength, and the exceeding valor/is worthy of
celebration in prose and verse.  /But, since memory is to see to this, let us
give happy conclusion to our history.  FINIS.269  (Cervantes 127)

If the stress of the original text is on the permanence in the collective memory of

the glorious national valor epitomized by the Numantians, the emphasis of

Alberti's performance is other.  Not only does he alter the celebratory tone of the

final lines whose colophon is no longer the Latin expression, but also their

signification.  In an ultimate metafictional gesture, he materially places the book

of History in the hands of "España," thus sharing Fame’s conclusive lines with

Spain itself, who assumes responsibility and agency in her reputation by taking

charge of the historical episodes that she may open or close at will:

Fame: The memory of Numancia/will not be erased by the fierce scythe of
death,/nor by the course of lighter times.  Spain: And here is closed the
book of its history.

(Final music and heroic tunes, while Spain closes the book of History and
lights fade off)

                                                                                                                               
ballet and chorus we were able to offer a wonderful spectacle.” (Aguilera Sastre & Aznar Soler
443)
269Original: Fama: La fuerza no vencida, el valor tanto,/digno de en prosa y verso celebrarse.
/Mas, pues de esto se encarga la memoria, demos feliz remate a nuestra historia.  FINIS
(Cervantes 127)
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END OF NUMANCIA.270 (Alberti, Numancia)

The tone of this new conclusion is perhaps more cautionary than

celebratory but, significantly, it refers to the Numantian episode "el libro de SU

historia"(my emphasis) as a finished one that may be closed or, as the audience

has witnessed, subsequently unlocked and reopened for new re-interpretations.

As Ruiz Ramón, among others, has noted, the dialogic relation between the visual

and verbal systems of signification acquires ideological signification by the mere

act of representation.  In fact, the staging of characters, events, and allegorical

figures--such as "Spain"--entails simultaneously exposure to judgement, and

negation through fictionalization, both of which are inherently subversive

processes (Ruiz Ramón 23).   Alberti's performance focuses precisely on those

types of transgressive, fluctuating and critical signification, rather than its

celebratory aspects.

As a result, his adaptation encourages a rational, spontaneous, playful and

active reading which generates conscious, and individualized, types of bonding, a

collective, if subjectivized, experience which lends itself to innovation, change,

and the transcendence of fixed meanings and social structures.  As I hope may be

apparent from the above analysis, the objectives of the progressive Republican

theatre and that of Falangist Nationalism were opposites in many ways.  The

Francoist performance regresses to the fixity and closure of primitive religious

                                               
270Original: Fama: No de la muerte la feroz guadaña,/ni los cursos de tiempos tan ligeros/borrarán
de Numancia la memoria./España: Y aquí se cierre el libro de su historia. (Música y sones
heroicos finales, mientras España cierra el libro de la Historia y se hace el oscuro).  FIN DE
NUMANCIA  (Alberti Numancia)
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rituals and thus induces the kind of irrational, homogenizing and celebratory bond

which best expresses, and generates nationalist feelings.  If Alberti's adaptations

revolved around the principle of formal experimentation in its capacity to open

the signifier to ludic, spontaneous and innovative possibilities, Sánchez-Castañer's

theatrical experience sought to contain and fix the strategies of interpretation.

However, in all its popularizing intent, Alberti’s experimental aesthetic

was met with uneven reception and his detractors were quick to note its failure to

attract the masses.

Despite the protagonism and publicity given to Alberti’s Numancia,
economic catastrophe could not be avoided.  The remaining theatres in
Madrid compensated for the losses of a single venue: the theatre of la
Zarzuela.  Exception was made from the self-financing policy established
for each and every one of the entertainment venues…The population of
Madrid, allergic as it was to so many experiments undertaken by Maria
Teresa [León] and her enthusiastic group, decided—vox populi—the
return of the Zarzuela to the professional and administrative network from
which it had deviated.  In order to compensate from their losses—box
office receipts at times did not go over one hundred pesetas—the Junta de
Espectáculos promoted a series of variety shows in the discredited
venue…which resulted in a success underscored by audiences and
critics.271  (Collado 320)

                                               
271Original: Sin embargo no pudo evitarse la catástrofe económica de aquella campaña tan
meticulosamente preparada.  Las taquillas restantes de las restantes salas madrileñas hicieron
frente a las pérdidas de un sólo local: teatro de la Zarzuela.  El régimen de autofinanciación
establecido para todos y cada uno de los salones de espectáculos no se aplicó en este caso, pues,
los sindicatos estaban interesados en el éxito de aquella programación prometida a bombo y
platillo…La población  madrileña, alérgica a tantos experimentos como se realizaban por María
Teresa y su entusiata conjunto, fue la que decidió—vox pópuli—el retorno del coliseo de la
Zarzuela al redil administrativo y profesional del que estuvo apartado.   Para resarcirse de tan
cuantiosas pérdidas—hubo días que los ingresos de taquilla no ascendieron de cien pesetas--, la
Junta de Espectáculos promovió en aquel desacreditado local una serie de espectáculos de
variedades [que] constituyó un acierto subrayado por público y crítica.  (Collado 320)
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The final sections of this chapter constitute an attempt to determine alternative

modes of popular participation in dialoguing with history.  And perhaps they may

serve as some indication of the reasons for Alberti’s resounding box office failure.

CERVANTES’ NUMANCIA SEEN TODAY

a) Critical Reception after Franco

While many tend to see the genre of Golden Age drama today as a

polyphonic discourse that may uphold hegemonic values and structures while

displaying them for challenge and criticism, Cervantes’ Numancia makes this

process difficult since it has lent itself so well to univocal interpretation rooted in

patriotism.  The long imperialistic speeches assigned to the allegorical figures of

Spain and Fame might leave little doubt as to the historical implications of the

dramatic text in the intent of the author.  But as late as 1970 the play would still

be described as “a magnificent historic and patriotic document” or “national

monument” by George Shivers (1).  Lewis-Smith coincides in affirming the

patriotic content of the play, although from a critical perspective that contrasts the

uses of historical context both in Cervantes’ Numancia and Calderon’s El Alcalde

de Zalamea, to conclude that the authors held opposing views of the imperialistic

exploits of Spain.  In his view, Calderón exhibits Christian Stoicism by implicitly

censuring Spanish national pride while Cervantes “celebrates Spanish pride and
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views the assimilation of Portugal as a recent sign of Spain’s sublime destiny in

the international world” (Lewis Smith 2).

Despite views that insist on exposing or even glorifying the mythical and

nationalistic potential in the play, there have been variant readings.  The following

is an overview of the myriad of alternative readings that Cervantes’ Numancia has

generated.  The sympathetic representation of a heroic nation’s defeat under

pressure of the Roman imperial power has been occasionally perceived as a

criticism of Spain’s own expansionistic and imperialist policies during the 16th

century.272  This interpretation credits Cervantes with a subtlety of expression and

a use of irony not at all surprising from the creator of El Quijote.  Another

exceptional instance of this criticism of resistance is Hermenegildo’s 1976

hypothesis that the play makes allusion to the brutal repression of the Arab revolt

in 1570 by Juan de Austria.  Cervantes, himself a marginal element as a converso

nuevo273, is said to have sympathized with the cause of the persecuted Arabs and

found inspiration for La Destrucción de Numancia in their resistance in the

Alpujarras (Hermenegildo, La Numancia 51).   While it is difficult to hold this

assertion with any degree of certainty, for there are no other factors in Cervantes’

life that may be taken as indications of this sentiment towards the Arab revolt, this

                                               
272See de Armas p. 86 and Bravo Elizondo, p. 94 as somewhat exceptional examples of this
position.  Bravo Elizondo, in particular adduces the Cervantine use of anachronism as an
indication of “his intention to criticize Spain’s imperialist policies” and offers an anachronistic
reference to the ill-reputed political advisors of Carlos V as illustration of his intent to unveil
corruption in his government.
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hypothesis provides, nonetheless, a crucial and intriguing insight into the

character of the author and the possible relations between his text and events that

he witnessed but about which he could not openly comment.274

More recent criticism coincides in underscoring the human and universal

aspects of the tragedy.  The beginning of this trend is probably marked by the

appearance of the popular History of the Spanish Theatre published by Francisco

Ruiz Ramón in 1967, in which he describes the play as satisfactory by virtue of

the vitality generated by the intensity of human emotion (Ruiz Ramón 22).

Leaving aside the rhetoric of excess of prior decades, Ruiz Ramón finally strips

the drama of the undercurrent of patriotic and nationalist readings that had

accompanied it for centuries.   Vicente Gaos, later on, and opposing former views

of imperialism in the play, will offer almost a total counter-reading: “there is in it

nothing of the sort.  Cervantes was never imperialist, nor was he Lope, nor had he

as ideal the Empire the monarch and the sword, as Acuña did.  Numancia is

neither imperialist nor pro war but pacifist” (qtd. in Hermenegildo, La

Destrucción 23).

                                                                                                                               
273 This term defined the Arab and Jewish population who, due to the strict unifying policies of
the Catholic Kings, decided to convert to Christianity so as to be able to remain in Spain.
274 In view of more recent criticism, however, positions such as Hermenegildo’s, which attribute
subversive possibilities uniquely to authorial intention, do not sufficiently reflect “the possibility
that these early modern texts might constitute a component of a debate that was carried out in
many different discursive fields”  (Simerka 91).  I must say that, after the persuasive analysis of
Barbara Simerka came to my attention, I too concur with this opinion on the nature of Numancia
as a counter-epic against which hegemonic imperial discourses were shaped.
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b) Numancia’s Reception of Numancia today

We have seen the importance of Numancia as a literary and historical

phenomenon and its role in the study of teleological myths of the nation.  The

construction and consolidation of imaginary communities on the basis of the

Numantian icon does not stop, however, at the level of the nation, as becomes

apparent when we study the multiple appearances of the myth.  Having

considered its status both as nationalistic and populist icon it remains only to

explore its present status as a material reality and the interaction between the

physical presence of the past it evokes and its impact in the local present.  This

impact is most immediately felt in the community immediate to the ruins, but has

also been significant in a wider arena.  To be precise then, it is necessary to situate

chronologically as well as geographically the irruption of Numancia as a local

referent of prestige.

The Numantian episode played a part in the process of provincial

formation when Soria was restructured in 1833, according to the model of Javier

Burgos.  Numancia, situated 8 kilometers from Soria, was at that time utilized to

encourage feelings of cohesion in the province, a phenomenon that led to a

“‘democratization’ of the term Numancia, which from then on came to be used by

all Sorianos as an historical element of collective identification” (Jimeno et al.

18).  To this feeling would contribute the foundation of “el Museo Numantino,”

inaugurated by Alfonso XIII in 1919, and created to exhibit the artifacts found in
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the reactivated excavations.  Thus, Numancia as a foundational myth for Soria

would become legitimized by the monarchic institution as it claimed a physical

space in the centric grounds of the city.

A notorious controversy surrounding the reputedly unethical practices of

the German archeologist Adolph Schulten only aided in placing Numancia in the

public eye and in creating a sense of popular ownership with regard to the site.

Schulten, who is said to have stolen archeological findings, ridiculed Spanish

experts and insulted the residents, provoking the irate response of a number

people.  One notable response is that of Santiago Gómez Santacruz, a nearby

resident and observer who describes himself as of “scant scientific

preparation”(12) but who, animated by the director of El Noticiero de Soria,

published a series of articles on the subject that would later be collected by

popular demand in El Solar Numantino: Refutación de las Conclusiones

Históricas y Arqueológicas Defendidas por Adolf Schulten.  The German expert is

reputed, for instance, to have described Castilians as a backward people in the

foreign press and to have proposed that “their disappearance would be the only

way to civilize the descendants of the heroic Celtiberians” (Gómez Santacruz 10).

The gravity of these accusations, which circulated in the local press before

making it into book form, assisted in consolidating the image of Numancia as an

endangered local treasure that had been ravished by unscrupulous foreigners.  The

impact of these events at the provincial level is magnified by the fact that
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Schulten, after returning only a small and unimportant portion of all the

archeological spoils he had sent to Germany, proceeded to donate artifacts to the

Archeological Museum in Madrid so as to be able to claim the discovery at a

national level (Gómez Santacruz 59).  Gómez Santacruz’s indignation at being

stripped of his patrimony by a foreigner who decided to donate it to Madrid,

provides the context for the strong and parallel sentiments of patriotic and local

pride.

Whoever, like myself, after God, loves above all Spain and Castile, could
do less in defense of his great fatherland [Spain] and his local fatherland
[Castile] than to make sure the world knows that the person who unjustly
offended them in his writings was nothing more than an ignorant
ingrate?275  (Gómez Santacruz 208)

It is evident that the writer strives to set Spain and Castile on an equal footing

when defining his allegiances, and that to amend these wrongs would imply a

restoration of the Numantian relics housed in Madrid to their rightful place,

Castilian Soria.  If we attend to the visibility and import of this discourse, indeed

it may be said that in less than a hundred years from the foundation of the

province Numancia had had the intended effect of consolidating Soria’s

provincial identity.

                                               
275Original: Quien, como yo, después de Dios ama a España y ama a Castilla sobre todas las
cosas, ¿Puede hacer menos en defensa de su Patria grande y de su Patria chica que procurar que el
mundo se entere de que quien tan injustamente las ofendía en sus escritos era un ignorante y un
ingrato?  (Gómez Santacruz 208)
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There are, however, indications of uneven attention lavished on Numancia

by the people of Soria.  Its centrality as the sporadic protagonist of archeological

discoveries does not seem to have sufficed to maintain it as a permanent presence

in the life of the city.  Ruiz Zapatero in “Arqueología e Identidad” unveils what he

perceives to be the general attitude of the Sorians towards the ruins.

Soria, in its capacity as a social collective, has traditionally lived with its
back turned to Numancia.  Perhaps the most evident symbol of this
attitude is the incomplete monument that was promoted in 1842 by
popular subscription and several Sorian institutions and which remains
there, unfinished, a silent witness of the lack of attention of the Sorians
towards the famous city.276  (Ruiz Zapatero 8)

The fact that school texts in the 40’s and 50’s insisted on describing Numancia as

the defining characteristic of the Sorian province, and proclaimed the priviledge

that it was for them to contain such a mythical space may or may not have

resonated in the collective imagination of the Sorians.277  The unfinished

monument, although anecdotal, serves as an indication of the divergences

between the weight given to the Numancia event by academic and non-academic

worlds and allows us to hipothesize about the significance of this gap.  Perhaps a

                                               
276Original: Soria, como colectivo social ha vivido tradicionalmente de espaldas a Numancia.
Quizás el símbolo más evidente de esa actitud sea el monumento inacabado que fue promovido
por varias instituciones sorianas y una suscripción popular en 1842 para que fuera levantado en lo
alto del Cerro de la Muela y que allí sigue, sin terminar, siendo testigo mudo de la falta de
atención de los sorianos hacia la famosa ciudad (8).
277See Torre Echávarri 2000 p. 41 for a sampling of school texts of 1943, 1949 and 1954 that
patriotically describe the extent to which Soria owes Numancia as inheritor of the glorious site.
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reason for the seeming detachment of the Sorian community was the difficulty of

responding to a mystical presence that, despite institutional efforts, was too

removed geographically and aesthetically from the metropolis.  For this reason I

take the physical distance to the ruins to be a crucial factor in the construction of

meaning and one inseparable in fact from the claims of biological historiography

already mentioned in relation to Zalamea.

In the case of Numancia, spatial distance adds a hierarchical dimension to

the process even within the reduced community of Garray, the three-street village

at the base of the hill that is the actual site of the famous ruins.  This community

has experienced particular memory construction processes that are often

independent of the centralized cultural structures studied above—academic,

political, and intellectual.  However, the historical reality of the people of Garray

is characterized by more than their situation in the margins.278  The codes at work

in the local construction of Numancia as heritage, commodified value, or mythical

space involve new epistemological searches far removed from the rightist and

leftist ones so far studied.

This community that boasted about 350 inhabitants during my visit in the

summer of 2003 threatens to dissapear as the majority emigrates during the winter

                                               
278With this perspective, I hope to avoid the common oversimplification that studies historical
realities as dominant/marginal and defines the latter in relation to the first.  Noel Valis cautions
against the consequences of this position:

The ‘dominant elite’ appears motivated purely by power and the desire to exclude the marginal, while the
marginal seems uniquely characterized as the not-dominant, that is, as an essential (and often essentialized)
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to areas of employment, reducing the permanent residents to a mere 45.  Not

surprisingly, the importance of Numancia’s ruins are exceptional for this

population whose primary social activity revolves today either around the

excavations of the ruins or the performances programmed to disseminate their

findings.279  Thus, their special connection to the ruins is explained today not so

much biologically, since it would be difficult to establish a geneaology back to

133 BC, but  in terms of proximity to a space they themselves inhabit and

understand, and whose presence is now permanently felt.

It is important to establish some indications as to the nature of the

presence of ruins as a mythical space and possibly even as epistemological factor

for the people of Garray.  To base the cohesion of a people upon a fragmentary

and mutilated image of destruction in the face of hegemonic forces conditions

fundamentally the nature of their collective identity.  This unity has become at

least partially independent of the sequence of historical events, in so much as

these have to compete with parallel official and popular discourses.  Thus, there is

to be expected in this phenomenon a degree of disparity between the Numancia of

the archeologists, academics, historians, collectors, poets and residents.

                                                                                                                               
lack, whose virtue derives from its non-dominance.  The result is a reductive impoverishment of our critical and
historical understanding .  (Valis 118)

279The archeology team established a dissemination process as exhaustive and appealing as
possible.  It includes youth workshops (in which they learn to fabricate with Celtiberian
techniques replicas of Numantian implements), interactive videos, illustrative scale models and
guided visits to the reconstructed village.
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Official initiatives to establish a patriotic Numancia through the

monuments, performances and educational programs have failed to capture the

popular imagination or entirely supplant the legendary Numancia already in

existence.  The lack of efficacy of these official enterprises may be ultimately

explained by their absence of attention to the ways in which the learners feel

involved and participate in the processes of meaning-creation.  And in this

construction of meaning it is necessary to consider both oral tradition and

historiographic narratives simultaneously in order to avoid deceptive associations

between history and truth and to interweave both types of texts discursively as

reflections of the Garray community on its past.  As Rodríguez & Martín note:

Reality may be apprehended from history or from literature in a common
act of poiesis, that is, of creation, of logical positioning of events.  And, if
I may say so, the historical sketch, or the historical sources that construct
it, is no guarantee of a process decreasing in errors, but of a higher
insertion of history in the recipient society, in the conscience of the
collective that exalts this history and seeks it as mirror of their real or
imaginary identity, and in the importance of artistic creation in society.280

(xvi)

However, it is my impression that there is a tendency to underemphasize the

function of myth, and the role that the ruins had in inciting modes of

                                               
280Original:  Desde la historia o desde la literatura se puede acceder a la prehensión de la realidad
en un acto común de poesía, esto es, de creación, de encardinación lógica de acontecimientos.  Y,
si se nos permite decir, el boceto histórico o el uso de las fuentes históricas que construyen ese
boceto no es, desde esa nueva perspectiva, garantía de un proceso decreciente de errores, pero sí
de una mayor introyección de la historia en la sociedad que las recibe, en la conciencia del
colectivo que exalta y que la busca como espejo de su identidad real o figurada y, en definitiva, de
las artes (xvi)
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understanding in the local imagination.  Ana Jiménez, the curator of the

“Numantian Classroom”281 [Aula Numantina] tells of some of the myths

traditionally associated with the place.

We had some mistaken ideas as children.  But it was always a special
place for us. The Three Wise men left us our presents there. And we
thought that Numancia had had a matriarchal society.  We thought the big
round grindstone was the queen’s throne and we would sit there for hours,
pretending to be her.  We imagined that the oven there worked like a
modern stove and some believed that there were still Numantians living in
subterranean caverns where they had been able to survive until today.
(Interview Ana Jiménez).

Iván de la Mata, a student of engineering in Madrid who returns home during the

holidays to work in the family restaurant, comments on the local residents’

connection to the ruins.

We know today that much of what we thought about Numancia was
legend.  The Numantians were not truly that heroic, many fled, or
surrendered and in the end they captured many…The legend was invented
partly by the Romans themselves in order to make their victory
exceptional.  They had to make up a formidable enemy in order to elevate
themselves.   It was also thought that there was a secret tunnel that
communicated the ruins with the river Duero and that this tunnel aided in
the Numantians’ resistance and survival.  (Interview Ivan de la Mata)

It is interesting to note that all of the stories here related are set into

chronological perspective as things from the past, now surpassed due to their

                                               
281This space, which was founded in 1999 when the performances started, modestly complements
the labor of dissemination of the Numantian museum, located in the capital, where all the movable
Numantian remains are properly and spaciously classified.
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contemporary education and understanding.282  This reveals a conception of the

fluidity of history where popular and scholarly visions coexist even if, objectively

speaking, the second may occasionally supplant the first.  This is especially the

case with older residents who, more insecure in their educational background,

firmly deny the existence of legends while gratefully acknowledging their debt to

the archeologists for setting the record straight.283  Ana María Cercadillo, whose

formal education stopped at age 9 explains her involvement in the Numantian past

“I have spent a lifetime serving others and with these performances, at 64, I may

finally do something for myself, something that gives me pleasure, I memorize

poems about Numancia and read all I can on it.”284  She insists that

We knew nothing of Numancia until the archeologists arrived.  We had no
preconceived ideas.  My son, who studied to be a teacher, did not even
teach it as history.  I myself gave him his first history of Numancia.  I go

                                               
282None of the fictionalized accounts bear any resemblance with Cervantes’ Numancia, whose
existence was unknown to the interviewed.  Some, the smith and the engineer, tried to excuse their
unawareness by the fact that their formation was science oriented, a choice that is made as early as
high school in the Spanish educational system.
283This reaction is, of course, not necessarily homogeneous.  The archeologists register the protest
of occasional visitors who are offended at the idea of having outsiders, however educated, disturb
“their past”.  “Some,” explains Torre Echávarri, “have left indignantly declaring that that was not
‘the history they were taught’ and that they had not come there to have it changed.”  (Interview
Torre Echávarri)
284While visiting with her, she recited a 450 line poem on the destruction of Numancia written by
Bonifacio Pérez Rioja in 1879: “The Day of a Great People,” [“El Día de un Gran Pueblo”].  This
poem, prefaced with the lines “The esteem of all countries is in the integrity of the national
territory,” contains multiple allusions to the mystical nature of the ruins.  It commences, for
instance with the lines

Can’t you hear? There is in the air a noble name/which fills the immensity of space/and echoes through the
globe…/This word is Numancia./ Is Numancia, Spaniards,/cradle of our heroes/awe of nations,/terror of a great
empire,/and the people whose anguish/are the first Calvary/chosen by humanity/to seal with their blood/…the
freedom of men/which is honor of nations/and the highest form of love./Come with me to its ruins;/look at the
colossal mass/heaped by time/over such rude hecatomb/as if by covering them, the stones willed the blood to
stop gushing/Tell me, cannot you see Numancia written on each rock.  (in Zamora 169)
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to every lecture about Numancia that Prof. Jimeno gives, wherever it may
be.285  (Ana Cercadillo Personal Interview 24 July 2003)

Her involvement in the history of Numancia and her surprising interest in

academic concerns is thus partly facilitated by initiatives from above.  Yet, it

seems to be related to the idea of matriarchy in that it was inspired by her

conviction that “women then had an important role in the Numantian society,

made decisions, took part in the meetings”286 (Interview Ana Cercadillo

7/24/2003).

The task of reactivating the excavations and making the findings

accessible and relevant to the immediate community fell in the hands of Alfredo

Jimeno, an archeology professor from the Universidad Complutense of Madrid

whom the local authorities contacted in response to the popular protest that there

was nothing of interest for visitors at the Numantian site.287  Aware of the

                                               
285 It should be noted that this special and generalized attitude towards the archeologists is
nurtured by the close and cordial relationship they have cultivated during the summers of living,
learning and celebrating together with the residents.
286 Cercadillo’s testimony consistently introduces the new topic of gender in the construction of
Numancia.  This connection, which has not escaped the archeologists, has been introduced in the
script in a segment where the women challenge the men to fight if they do not want their mothers,
sisters and daughters to take arms for them.  This moving speech, delivered by Cercadillo herself
in the performance, responds to her own experience of the history of Numancia as a liberating
example for women.  It is to the credit of Prof. Jimeno that he was able to adjust his vision of
history to the needs of the community, and that he did so party in recognition for the unconditional
support that the women of the town showed to the project from the start.
287I must say that, to my dismay, the study of the social uses of the past seems to be more central
to archeologists than to cultural or literary scholars and that there is much from this discipline that
can and ought to be applied to cultural studies.   The following admonishment by Ruiz Zapatero
may serve as illustration if we only substitute academics in general in place of archeologist:

It is time that we abandon the attitude of ‘arrogant archeologists” concerned exclusively with their specialized
research rather than with the critique of social uses of the material past or the dissemination and education,
especially of sectors more removed from social instruction.  We must reflect upon actual living topics like
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difficulties and implications of such a project, Jimeno attempted an approach that

he thought would facilitate local engagement: performances of the Celtiberian

wars in the archeological site with the participation of actors from Garray.  Of the

200 average participants a year, about half are from Garray and half from Soria.

Undoubtedly, these events, which started in 1999 constitute the primary factor in

the resurgence of popular interest in the site.  Yet experts question the potential

impact of these re-enactments which, although conceived merely as illustrations,

may bear different epistemological status for the participants:

It is true that to encourage the appreciation of an archeological site,
Numancia in this case, and to achieve the visitors’ satisfaction does not
automatically imply that the educational task was succesful. “Though it is
correct to afirm that the re-enactments, the active participation in
evocations and recreations of the past, stimulate the emotions and
imagination of the visitors, we simply remain ignorant of the nature of the
intellectual interaction that takes place.  (Ruiz Zapatero 10)

Despite the difficulties and the misgivings of “a minority who opines that the

whole undertaking is an absurdity,” (Ruiz Zapatero 10) Jimeno strives to get away

from elitist conceptions of culture and undertakes the writing of scripts that reflect

the latest archeological findings.  He remembers the initial reticence of the local

men:

                                                                                                                               
identity-construction and ownership of the past. …If we want to be more efficient in the task of (in)forming the
public about the material past and archeology it is necessary to know what the public thinks, what it wants to
know, what attracts it and what it ignores.  Indeed archeologists must provide not only interpretations but
explain how they were constructed so that the public may know not only its past, but its uses in the present
(Ruiz Zapatero 24)
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The first year the scripts were not circulated until the very day of the
performance, there was no rehearsal and no man from Garray wanted to
participate.   The archeologists had to play the male parts while all the
women wanted to take part.  This would have never progressed without
the women of the town.  Then, the following year when the men realized
that it was not about clowning around in silly clothes they participated,
although they would refuse to play the role of Romans. (Interview with
Alfredo Jimeno)

The initial reservations of the local men rapidly gave way to strong

sentiments of pride and identification with the communal effort, a process that

reveals interesting aesthetic and epistemological positions.  While the

performances served the main purpose of disclosing the material past, they also,

inevitably, enabled local reappropriation of a historical truth that, through

participation, would acquire new meaning for residents and contribute in the

relativization of cultural authority.   It would, for instance set into new perspective

the popular and literary versions with which they came into contact.  For instance,

the copy of Cervantes’ Numancia that I offered to Ana María Cercadillo was

valued by her in almost exclusively epistemological terms.  Her assessment of the

play revolved around the truth-value she was able to assign to it and seemed

contingent upon a historical knowledge that she deemed superior.  In fact, in an

effort to valorize Cervantes she justified his inaccuracies on account of the bard’s

ignorance:

There is no doubt that Cervantes has merit if we place ourselves in his
time.  We have more information today and there are many sources
available.  For this reason, the scripts that Don Alfredo Jimenez writes for
us are every year closer to the truth, specially as it regards the names and
characteristics of the leaders on both sides.  In Cervantes’ account there
are no survivors, yet historians today say that there were at least 50 left.
(Personal Interview Ana Cercadillo)
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By being able to draw attention to the deficiencies of biased or oversimplistic and

fictionalized narratives on Numancia, the residents of Garray can set into

perspective their own experience of the past as complications of the classical

tradition.

The revival of interest in the past in Garray hinges, therefore, on a two-

fold re-enactment that values equally accuracy and imagination.  In the interest of

accuracy the local papers publish the patterns of the historical Celtiberian garb

and props designed by archeologists so that they can be reproduced by the actors

in detail.  But if historiographic rigor is a matter of intellectual achievement for

the archeologists it is not necessarily so for the residents, who may value more

other aspects of their contribution.   My brief stay in the village allowed me to

witness this to some extent.  The following anecdote illustrates the importance

they give to creativity and individuality, for instance.  While dining with the

archeologists a resident approached our table to confess, with evident pride and

excitement, that he did not sleep all night preparing a “little surprise” for the

performance, despite the fact, he concluded, that “you [archeologists] might not

like it and might have it removed.” Ignacio Torre, one of the excavation leaders,

explains the precedent:

At times it is very difficult to make them [residents] understand that,
besides colorfulness, the objective is historical rigor.  It is not easy to have
to inspect one by one the items of clothing they have made and have to
reject some at the last minute for sporting anachronistic styles or
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fluorescent colors of pigments that evidently did not exist in the epoch.
(Interview Ignacio Torre)

Incidentally, the little surprise, a garland he had prepared to adorn the hall of the

Roman senate, was approved and figured gallantly in the main scene thanks to the

ingenuity of a dozen extras that had to set it and remove it to emphasize the

difference between the Roman and Numantian spaces.  Other indications of this

personalized interpretation of the past are the initial refusal of the locals to play

the part of the invaders, the variety and ornamentation’s in instruments and

weapons constructed, and a series of banners with Celtiberian emblems made by

the neighbors’ to adorn the city.  These details, which emphasize popular

creativity, and the highly personalized manner of acting of the participants, who

improvise and include mannerisms and comic touches, contributes to the festive

tone of the performance that contrasts with the ritualized and metatheatrical styles

of performances studied above.

There are other signs of the degree of internalization of the past on the part

of the locals that may be traced at least back to 1919, year of the visit of Alfonso

XIII to the ruins and of the commemorative monument erected for the occasion.

This monument, which honors every Numantian leader known in history, omits

the name of Alvaro, the fifth in the Numantian dynasty.   It is said that residents

of Garray requested that one caudillo be eliminated from the historical list since

he attempted to negotiate surrender with the Romans and was executed by his
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own men for betraying the Numantian spirit, a spirit they share.  With this

gesture, the monument becomes vested with new meaning as the people are able

to participate in an effacement of history normally reserved for institutions and in

a dynamic consideration of history that is normally contrary to this type of

commemoration.  Moreover, this act of erasure that so indicates the contemporary

social relevance of history engages the historical subjects in a process which

transcends the conservative, celebratory nostalgia with its claims of authenticity,

and in which one imposed valuation of the historical fact supercedes its truth

value as Rodríguez and Martín so aptly indicate:

The commemorative signs (monuments and inscriptions) that “as opposed
to historical texts do not represent an interpretation of the events but a
memory of these, may have the function of marks of existence for the
collective.”  But it ought to be added that by emblematizing our identity
only in monuments of habitual, though aesthetic, fixity we may be
hindering dynamic conceptions of history and progress.288  (Rodríguez y
Martín xix)

The inscription in this monument may be taken then as a signal of a degree

of popular engagement in 1919 that sharply contrasts with the unfinished

monument of the 1850’s.  Nevertheless, they constitute merely sporadic

indications of popular involvement in history.  It is precisely for this reason, that

the current historical performances, acquire particular importance.

                                               
288Original:Los signos conmemorativos (monumentos e inscripciones) que “a diferencia de los
textos históricos—con su exposición pragmático—no representan una interpretación de los
acontecimientos sino memoria de ellos, pueden cumplir para una colectividad la función de signos
de existencia.”  Pero de más estaría insistir en que la consideración dinámica de la historia y del
progreso pueden sufrir el impedimento del estatismo rutinario, aunque estético, de emblematizar
nuestra identidad sólo en los monumentos.  (Rodríguez y Martín xix)
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As Bennett indicates, performances of the past take many shapes, but it is

important to distinguish between active re-enactments, and passive ones that

function as “pure, unimpeded image of an idealized historical past, picturesque

and untroubled” (14).  There are indications in Garray of a reappropriation of the

past that involves, not merely passive evocation or entertainment but a popular

participation in history whose significance is seen as revelatory and empowering.

The fact that residents are allowed a glimpse into history by experts, fresh out of

the excavations and before it becomes common knowledge, gives the actors

unusual authority.  Ivan de la Mata acknowledges his frustration that outsiders

would often know more about Numancia than himself.  Thus, the importance of

the past to the local residents is partly a search for knowledge, one that has

historical as well as social dimensions, and that becomes allied not only with the

pleasure of discovery but with the satisfaction of self-recognition.289  This is, at

least, the sense that may be derived from perspectives such as that of Alberto

Santamaría, a local blacksmith in charge of metal props, but also of collecting

funds and dealing with institutional support.   When referring to the difficulties he

initially had in attracting the attention of the media and the local authorities he

recalls proudly:

What we are achieving here is true Numancia, an act of resistance against
the authorities…who did not want any part of it until they saw that Radio
Televisión Española was here, and that we had to turn 2000 people away
for lack of seating.  Now, the mayor says that we need to talk “at great
length.”  Well, whenever she wants, but whoever wants to take the laurels
must know that she will also have to pull the cart; these are our conditions.
To begin with, only the local businessmen were on our side, asking

                                               
289An indication of this self-recognition is the frequency with which the people of Garray refer to
themselves as “Numantinos.”
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nothing for it.  The people did it, and it is of the people.290  (Interview with
Alberto Santamaría)

The evident satisfaction of Santamaría and his organization in their control

of the means of cultural production gives special momentum to the performances,

which have profited Garray economically291 as well as culturally.  This capacity

of actualized tradition to promote agency and even resistance is contingent upon

the retrieval of material history, and upon the ruins as authenticating vestiges that

have had surprising socio-cultural effects.  For instance, the new interest in

Numancia has generated a proliferation of businesses and products that allude to

the city.292  The people of Garray have succeeded in maintaining economic

control over the productions independently of political support or alignment.

Moreover, as a result of constituting the performances as new public arena of

popular expression, the residents feel vested with new power of articulation in the

face of local authorities who may be vituperated or honored publicly in the

performances according to their support for the town’s cultural effort.  For

instance as prologue to the 2003 performance, Ricardo Jimenez, deceased former

                                               
290Original: Esto que estamos haciendo aquí es la Numancia verdadera, resistencia contra la
autoridad…que no querían ningún tipo de responsabilidad hasta que han visto que quedaban 2000
personas sin entrar y que estaba RTVE, ahora, dice la alcaldesa que tenemos que hablar “largo y
tendido” bien, cuando quiera, pero si quiere llevarse los laureles que sepa que también va a tener
que tirar del carro, esas son nuestras condiciones.  En un principio sólo los empresarios locales nos
apoyaron, sin pedir nada a cambio, esto lo ha hecho el pueblo, y es del pueblo.
291Despite the fact that the performances are free, the increase in cultural tourism the town has
experienced since 1999 has reinvigorated the local economy.
292 A Castilian wine, a Sorian restaurant and soccer team, and a specially designed, popular silver
pendant are fashioned respectively after Numancia and its artifacts.
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Mayor, was praised and “elevated to the pantheon of Numantian leaders” because

of his participation in the cultural enterprise.  It is interesting to note the

autonomy of the Numantian effort from local authorities in contrast with the

confrontational and collaborative relations of the communities of Fuente Obejuna

and Zalamea with their respective municipal governments.  The Numancia

enterprise, however, is not entirely independent of academic cultural authority

since it draws historiographic legitimacy from the resident excavation team and

receives the performance scripts from its director.  That is, the Numancia

performances, with the interaction they allow between academics and residents,

acquire particular significance in enabling a dialogic approach to the past, in

setting into perspective the teleological myths of the nation, and in constructing a

new present and collective voice for the people of Garray.
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CONCLUSION

Newspapers say nothing of the silent life led by millions of men without
history, who at all hours of day and in all countries in the globe, rise at the
sun’s command and go to their fields to continue the dark and silent,
quotidian and eternal labor; that labor which, as sub-oceanic matter does,
sets the subsoil over which the islands of history arise.  Over this deep
silence, rests and lives sound itself.  Over the immense and silent
humanity are elevated those who agitate the tumult of history.  That
intrahistorical life, silent and continuous like the depths of the ocean, is the
substance of progress, the real tradition, the eternal tradition, unlike the
spurious tradition that is often searched for in the past buried in books,
papers, monuments and rocks.293  (Unamuno 63)

The lack of attention of the industries of public meaning to the invisible

life of peripheral classes and geographies has had a reductive and impoverishing

effect on interpretive processes that ought to be addressed at the academic as well

as political levels.  This restrictive effect is particularly detrimental when it

involves the realms of history and culture, both crucial to the processes of

collective memory and communal identity—whether they be national, regional or

                                               
293Original: Los periódicos nada dicen de la vida silenciosa de los millones de hombres sin
historia que a todas horas del día y en todos los países del globo se levantan a una orden del sol y
van a sus campos a proseguir la oscura y silenciosa labor cotidiana y eterna, esa labor que como la
de las madréporas suboceánicas echa las bases sobre que se alzan los islotes de la historia.  Sobre
el silencio augusto, decía, se apoya y vive el sonido; sobre la inmensa humanidad silenciosa se
levantan los que meten bulla en la historia.  Esa vida intrahistórica, silenciosa y continua como el
fondo mismo del mar, es la sustancia del progreso, la verdadera tradición, la tradición eterna, no la
tradición de mentira que se suele ir a buscar al pasado enterrado en libros y papeles, y
monumentos y piedras.  (Unamuno 62-3)
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real communities.  Moreover, the general population is commonly kept apart from

public spheres of discourse production, forming a pattern that grounds the

distinction between high and popular reception processes and that becomes

sharpened while facilitating elitist conceptions of culture and conditioning the

social structuring of remembrance.  In order to best analyze these effects this

study has presented an exploration of various entities responsible for the

preservation and effacement of collective memories and the ideological structures

behind them.

The celebration of the past, i.e., of cultural, historical and national pasts

alike, has too often been construed as a ritualization of unity that separated the

performance of history from its social impact and, as a result, masked modes of

political manipulation.  In order to analyze the social uses to which the past has

been subject, it is, therefore, necessary to undo it through the cultural apparatus

producing it.  The case in point here is the twentieth century diffusion of Golden

Age historical theatre, particularly from the 1930’s, as a form of articulation of

unresolved aesthetic as well as ideological tensions.  It is hardly surprising that

Nationalist discourse production insisted on a conception of history and tradition

as unalterable residues to be conveniently transmitted through institutional means.

Censorship and strongly paternalistic educational and intellectual policies were

firmly set in place in order to ensure the distribution of exclusively “orthodox”

forms of cultural articulation.  But it is less well known that Republican entities of

cultural diffusion were divided on account of what some called a communist

“politico-cultural dictatorship” which at times restricted cultural production to
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experimental and extremely propagandistic works.294  Although it was never my

intention to conflate the agendas of the right and the left there is a sense in which

their propagandistic strategies become inevitably intertwined in my investigation.

Both restrictive mechanisms of cultural diffusion, right and left, chose classical

plays as a substantial part of their program.  It may be argued that the conditions

of preservation of these plays were related to a malleability of form that could be

adjusted to serve divergent ideologies while exhibiting the legitimizing stamp of

tradition.  And so, as the political panorama shifted from left to right the

Fuenteovejunas, Alcaldes de Zalamea, and Numancias changed accordingly to

display divergent histories either of righteous popular rebellion, or else of

nationalist pride and honor mended by royal magnanimity.  Both left and right

claimed historical accuracy and loyalty to a past that was conceived in material

and spiritual terms respectively.

It has been one of the main themes of this study to explore the

mechanisms at work in the preservation of these plays as part of a politically

usable heritage in the ideologies of the right and the left.  The educational system

was immediately called into service for this purpose.  Literary and history

textbooks were generated to provide ‘the’ acceptable interpretation of the classics

and the events on which they were based.  The importance of educational reforms

in both regimes can hardly be overestimated since they were intended to prepare

the ground for the establishment of permanent structuring myths through the

comprehensive indoctrination of future generations.  The leftist myth of

                                               
294See the testimony of the Republican Fernando Collado in Teatro Bajo las Bombas  pp. 318-319
cited in Chapter IV.
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unremitting popular resistance to authority and the rightist of the spiritual Spanish

nation were both intended to be transmitted through Lope’s Fuenteovejuna or the

Cervantine Numancia and history textbooks in different periods used them as

examples that confirmed these diverging idealized values.

The impact of this propagandistic strategy was maximized through the

restructuring of an educational system that was organized to comprehend formerly

isolated or peripheral areas.  The outreach programs included alternative modes of

cultural diffusion such as itinerant libraries and theatrical troupes that could

diffuse the works even before the general population had occasion to reach

literacy.  In many ways the cultural mechanisms contributed to the blending of

education with political indoctrination as performances became the ground

through which claims about tradition, culture and national identity were being

permanently contested.295 Yet the sole consideration of these official mechanisms

of cultural diffusion revealed, to my mind, a glaring lack: the absence of a

decentralized, popular and geographically sensitive vision of the cultural

patrimony.  This gap caused me to see the need to integrate popular current local

expressions related to issues of place within the wider context of official cultural

articulations.  This broadened perspective raised the question of the

appropriateness of the institutionalization of theatrical tradition as a

propagandistic form and allowed for a more fluid concept of tradition.  When

conservative visions of tradition as unalterable residue are applied, then,

                                               
295The Spain of the Nationalists would organize itinerant theatres inspired on “La Barraca” such
as “La Tarumba,”(1937) directed by Luis Escobar and where members of “La Barraca”
participated.  This entity would be the origin of the “Teatro Nacional de la Falange” founded in
1938 (Peláez 33,34).
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admittedly, institutions provide perhaps the most efficient mode of transmission.

However, it is relatively easy to challenge this notion in a manner that makes

sense of the past uses of heritage while suggesting other, complementary, more

conscientious interpretations.  If we espouse tradition as a participatory process,

consequently we must abandon archeological constructions that claim loyalty to

hypothetical fixed origins in order to accept alternative articulations that relativize

the sources of cultural authority.  But, as we open signification to new and

previously silenced discourses, it is imperative that we acknowledge the impact

that prior institutional uses of the past have had in our present so as not to be

guilty of similar silencing.  It is hoped that this study will contribute to that end.

As Valis reminds us, our responsibility is not only to interrogate but also to listen

to the rich texture of the past (118).  It is only in light of past abuses that we may

detect similar tendencies to manipulate and instrumentalize a national cultural

heritage that, as we have had a chance to observe, has been conventionally used as

the intellectual property of governments in power.  Fortunately, the ultimately

paternalistic cultural policies of the Republic and the restrictive ones of the

Dictatorship were to a large extent overcome in the 80’s, when the control of

cultural property was decentralized with the development of regional and

provincial autonomous administrations.  This shift enabled the institution of the

theatre festivals that compose the contemporary material of this study.

However, we must be wary of a rash optimism that might be prone to

assess the current displacement of the means of cultural production as a definite

victory.  The release of absolute control of cultural apparatus from national to
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provincial governments is undoubtedly a step in the direction of cultural pluralism

and progressive, bio-geographically sensitive articulations of history in its

interplay with national and international representations.  It is one, nonetheless,

that may lend itself to parallel forms of manipulation and at length reveals a level

of continuity with restrictive official practices in the past.  If the public spheres of

discourse production were before the intellectual monopoly of the dominant

entities and political parties, now, although apparently in the hands of the people,

they have often been reappropriated as a consequence of economic dependence on

municipal powers.  The shift of cultural tradition from intellectual property to

commodity in need of investors is vulnerable to similar regulatory effects on the

part of powers that may ultimately control when or if the cultural artifacts are

publicly produced.  Sadly, Fuente Obejuna’s festival is a perfect illustration of

this phenomenon.  While the general population participates enthusiastically in

the productions,296 there is always among the residents a reluctance to talk about

next year’s performance without clarifying “provided that the incoming local

government allows it.”  Their misgivings are often, unfortunately, justified.  The

performances of 2003, like those of 1994 and 2002, were indeed cancelled, in this

later case after the general casting had been done and theatre workshops had been

taking place for almost six months.  The general explanation offered “that there

were no funds due to more pressing matters,” and the implication that some jobs

would have had to be disposed of for the sake of an event that was ultimately a

luxury item, only satisfied some of the residents.  The general unrest was palpable
                                               
296The general eagerness to participate does not imply homogeneity of perspectives among the
locals. As chapter 2 indicates, there is internal dissent as to the proper style of the production and
content of the script.
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as many of the interviewed actors and others involved in the production tried to

verify that I was not indeed one more journalist trying to expose the issue as part

of the ongoing political battle.  With these considerations in mind, the continuity

of the performances becomes one significant indication of the degree of control of

the municipal governments of the right and the left over the means of cultural

production.  While the annual productions in Numancia and Zalamea have been

uninterrupted, those in Fuente Obejuna have been random and intermittent since

their start in 1992.

Yet the importance of the popular productions in Fuente Obejuna,

Zalamea and Numancia is undeniable.  They explore alternative schemes of

historical and aesthetic knowledge and invest power in collective cultural

articulation while contesting official interpretations.  Such is the process of

renewal in the collective memory: a multiplication of interpretive codes that

includes the experiences of the general population to complicate and contest

academic and official codes previously privileged by the spheres of public

discourse.  This dissertation has included an overview of the interpretive codes

that prevailed in prior regimes: the Nationalist code of the Spanish “spiritual

essence” and the socialist vision of history as a result of class struggle pervaded

the years of the Dictatorship and the Republican left respectively.  These master

narratives structured the majority of the cultural discourse and, as a consequence,

transpired in the interpretation of classical theatre by providing the terms of its

public discussion.  History textbooks, literary criticism and press editorials

contributed with a rhetoric that was contrived to structure the popular
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imagination. The ritualized performances of the right were often structured

according to the hierarchical principles of Christian Classicism and were designed

to move masses to frenzied rapture.  The historical dramatizations of the left

displayed a combined agenda that simultanously revealed socialist popularizing

tendencies and the experimentalism of the elite intellectuals.  These inclinations

were further complicated by the primitivist quasi-mysticism of an avant-garde

whose aesthetics occasionally resembled those of the extreme right.  Thus, the

same plays were construed as emblems of resistance to authority and later as

icons of institutional power and national unity.

Oral tradition, nonetheless, preserved its own motifs through refrains that

still survive, recalling Fuenteovejuna through the saying “all for one” [“todos a

una”,] reminding that solidarity is the key to popular power, or transmitting El

Alcalde as an example of the dangerous tendency of power to instantly pervert the

fair, hard-working individual into using the establishment for his own benefits,

“now your father is the mayor” [“ya teneis el padre alcalde.”]  These popular

sayings, without totally undermining the effect of official mechanisms of

transmission in the preservation of cultural tradition, at least suggest the relativity

or partiality of the official impact by complicating the history of cultural

reception.

This dissertation also makes apparent that institutional means of cultural

distribution engaged in ritualized spectacles as a means to encourage a choral

cathartic theatrical experience that was meant to foster cohesiveness in the

audience.  This unity effect was expected either to promote nationalist ideals or,
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in the case of some Republican performances of Numancia, to induce the spirit of

warfare in the public as the enemy troops advanced.  These ritual aesthetics,

which were, in truth, crucial to the Francoist mentality and only occasionally used

by the Republicans, borrowed elements and logical structures from Fascist

spectacles that were geared to driving oceanic masses to irrational rapture.

Wagnerian extravagance, telluric music and sacrificial images297 were important

parts in spectacles that were more intent on invoking transcendental and sublime

essences, such as the “spirit” of the nation, and on portraying eternal or “trans-

historical”298 values than on depicting history, or the original plays, with

accuracy.  As confirmation we only need to remember the terms in which

productions were described by the press: El Alcalde, for instance, was ritualized

and contained by making it the play “where God comes down in the form of the

king,” Fuenteovejuna was equated with no less than the birth of Christ, and

attendance to Numancia was described as a holy pilgrimage.

In contrast to these representations, today’s popular performances of the

same plays are centered on what is intra-historical299 and historical.  The intra-

historical dimension is provided by the festivities that surround all three

performances300 which, rather than emphasizing the ritual, concentrate on the

                                               
297This is arguably the reason that the community of Numancia alternates the performance of
other episodes of its history with that of its destruction, which lends itself only too well to
nationalistic undertones.  Nonetheless, the re-enactment of the sacrificial self-immolation of the
Numancians, with its heroic dramatism, remains one of the favorites among some sectors of the
population in Garray.
298Trans-historical refers to what is divine, immortal or beyond time.
299This term refers to Unamuno’s concept cited in this conclusion’s epigraph.  Intra-history
alludes to the general population, to the “silent life lead by millions of men without history.”
300All three--Fuente Obejuna, Zalamea, and Numancia--have attached this significant day-long
tableaux to the festival so as to frame and give intra-historical perspective to the theatrical Golden-
Age performance.  It should be noted that these additions are faithful to the sixteenth and
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history that is unseen and silenced within the play: the seemly unimportant lives

of peasants, shepherds, bakers and smiths as they go about their daily business.

The purpose of these intra-historical segments is not merely informative or

pedagogic for it seems to displace the focus of attention throughout most of the

festivities away from the conflict with authority depicted in the classical play—

against the Comendador, the Captain or the Romans—and towards a way of

defining popular history as something other than as a struggle or reaction against

dominant forces.

As for the historical aspect of the production, the residents re-enact the

events as they know and experience them, that is, from the perspective of

descendants301 of the original protagonists, as they consider themselves, and from

a position of geographical and spatial continuity that partially elides temporal

distance.  Far from alluding to eternal or universal302 values, as nationalism and

Marxism respectively do, local performances strive to reproduce what is

particular, autochthonous303 and, in their view, accurate by virtue of a

                                                                                                                               
seventeenth century tradition of combining burlesque episodes, dances and loas with the central
play; a tradition that has not survived in elite, urban productions.
301The residents of the three communities coincided in describing themselves as such.  The locals
of Garray, even call themselves “Numantinos,” to make the connection clear.
302It is interesting to note that in all three communities the local actors come from all social
sectors.  The director of the Zalamea production observed that “everybody, from the Mayor’s
daughter, to the waiters, gardeners and electricians in town want to be a part of this, and they
know that whoever they are outside does not matter inside.”  Fuente Obejuna also provides a good
example of how these performances divert from Marxist visions on class.  See the testimonies in
Chapter 2 of the interpretive pluralism of a waiter and a cement-worker who participated in the
original 1935 production for a surprising indication of how the enactment of class struggle was not
necessarily a concern of these participants.
303The music added to the local performances provides a stark contrast with the telluric or
modernist arrangements of Nationalist and Republican performances.  The choice of regional
folkloric singing with scarce accompaniment—merely tambourines-- in the performances in
Fuente Obejuna and Zalamea leans towards the autochthonous without falling into the
experimental or anachronistic nuances of Lorca’s renaissance instrumentation.
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“biographical historiography” as it were, that imposes its own continuity upon the

events portrayed on stage.  Many are the factors that attest to the identification of

the participants with the historical events they portray.  For instance, the multitude

of streets, institutions—schools, high schools, libraries--and private businesses in

these localities named after Golden Age authors and characters are a permanent

testimony to geographical spaces that have been mapped out by history.  The fact

that some of the participants in the productions define themselves as

“descendants” of the historical characters, or choose to bear signals or props on

stage that also mark them on the outside reflects interesting relations of identity

with the events re-enacted.304

As indicated above in respect to Zalamea, the significance of this local

perspective is crucial not only to the historical but also to the aesthetic perception

of the play.  It is my impression that the pleasure of self-recognition on stage

operates in the participants as a form of medieval aesthetics that values the fiction

enacted for its truth-value.  By conferring cognitive status to the work performed

and actualizing history by virtue of biological and geographical continuity, these

performances redefine the parameters of artistic experience in modes that revert to

Augustinian terms and thus deviate extremely from both the ritualistic and

experimental aesthetics presented in previous right and left-wing productions

respectively.  The material, autochthonous and experiential elements in these local

performances have the added value of restoring not only the particular to these

performances, but also what the locals view as an abundance of intra-historical
                                               
304The fact that many of the participants in Numancia chose to perform as extras in the same
trades or social roles that they hold in real life—smiths, baker, mother--may be taken as a
manifestation of self-identity processes that elides some of the nuances of role-playing.
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detail which separates these from essentialist or avant-garde styles which might

be more easily categorized for their aesthetic value in today’s academia.   These

tendencies, and the traditional adhesion to text versus performance as a source of

analysis, may explain in part the lack of attention that these local performances

have received so far in academic circles.

If institutional politics during the Republic and Francoism attempted to

define, justify, and fix their desires towards the national past through their

rhetorical construction of tradition, this investigation hopes to have elucidated

some of the forms in which these attempts did in fact fail when measured against

autochthonous cultural and historical appropriations.  I would like to suggest these

contemporary performances as material experiences that both critically confront

and to an extent transcend these disturbing pasts.  Yet, another key part of this

study has been the analysis of how these dominant forces projected their political

fantasies upon the Spanish Golden Age in much the same manner as small

peripheral communities construct theirs today.  In either case there is a striking

dependence of the present powers upon a cultural past, that can not very well be

surpassed. The alternative re-writings and re-imaginings of Golden Age theatre

from the 1930’s to the 1950’s are an excellent focal point from which to explore

yet one more aspect of a national crisis that contributed to the shaping of

contemporary Spanish history.  The present-day local performances of Golden

Age theatre by the inhabitants of the communities of Fuente Obejuna, Zalamea

and Numancia are valuable and important contributions to the Aurean discourse,

and to popular strategies of meaning-construction based on memory, history and
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cultural artifacts.  This phenomenon offers a perspective that will serve as

contrast, and as example, of the reappropriation of tradition as a means of popular

expression and self-definition.
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